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Abstract
The unique decision making environment that occurs in ship concept design prevents a
full exploration of possible solution styles. However, alternative styles present distinct
advantages in certain situations. This is particularly true for di.erent hullform styles
which can give significant performance benefits. To fully capitalise upon these alternatives,
a comprehensive exploration should occur at the outset of the design process. Current ship
design methods have been found to limit the designer’s ability to rapidly explore a large
number of radically di.ering alternatives. This is a consequence of a common requirement
for the early selection of design styles. Clearly, some approach able to support the designer
in exploring alternative styles early in the design process would o.er the designer significant
advantages.
This thesis begins with the identification of a gap in the design methods currently avail-
able to the designer selecting hullform style early in the ship design process. It details
a design approach aimed at closing this gap while targeting the early design stages of
naval ships. A review of wider engineering design research has highlighted several promis-
ing models of design theory, knowledge and technology that could be usefully applied to
this problem. Using these models a new Library Based approach has been proposed and
developed. This Library Based approach employs decomposition and pre-calculation to
create a library of sub-options that can be rapidly examined using a set of initial design
requirements to develop a range of possible options. Comparison with a notional opti-
misation process suggests the proposed approach o.ers advantages for problems similar
in characteristic to the selection of hullform style. The approach is then demonstrated
through two example implementations which are applied to the initial design of several
naval combatants including an existing design.
The discussion on the proposed approach highlights its strengths and weaknesses com-
pared to two lists of needs for ship concept design tools and also its potential to be employed
in concert with other design methods, aiding the necessary decision-making that occurs
early in the ship design process. The key conclusion of the research is that the gap in
the selection of hullform style can be met through the application of the proposed Library
Based approach. Finally, five areas of future research are recommended: exploring ex-
tensions of the approach presented able to extrapolate the contents of the library; extend
the approach to provide insight into relationships and drivers; investigating alternative
technologies for the library; applying parametric design tools to generate library data; and
demonstrating links to other design methods.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scene Setting
Large marine vessels perform a huge variety of roles in the world’s seas and oceans [Colton
2003]. Roles span several broad categories, including: cargo ships1; passenger vessels2;
naval vessels; other self propelled vessels3; and barges and other inshore craft. These can
be grouped into transport and service vessels based upon significant di.erences between
the vessels operating requirements. Additionally, many candidate options exist for a new
vessel’s configurations and dimensions [Andrews 1984]. At the initial stages of the design
process the designer works to help the customer explore the potential of these possibilities
as part of the process of requirement elucidation [Andrews 2003b]. Consequently, the ship
designer needs to examine a large and diverse variety of ships during the initial stages of
the design process.
Against this backdrop of varied ship types and roles, naval architects have frequently
proposed adopting alternative hullforms better suited to a given ship’s role than a con-
ventional hullform4. Goubault and Allison [2003] describe the range of advanced marine
vehicles available and highlight how the strengths and weaknesses of di.erent advanced
marine vehicles impact upon their ability to perform di.erent roles. While the conven-
tional monohull hullform is appropriate in the majority of roles, alternative hullforms have
demonstrated considerable benefits in certain cases. The benefits of adopting an alterna-
tive hullform have been shown to be significant for particular design requirements [Eames
1985]. However, the additional work required to assess these alternative hullforms places
a further burden on the designer.
1Which can be further subdivided into liquid, dry bulk and general cargo carriers. It can be broadly
stated that these three types are either bulk carriers—driven by the weight of the payload—or capacity
carriers—driven by the space demands of the payload.
2Passenger vessels can be thought of as a type of capacity carrier as the space demands of the passengers
generally drives their design. However, a large number of additional systems are required to ensure the
passengers are adequately supported.
3Typically service ships, such as fishing vessels, o(shore service vessel, dredgers and tugs.
4Such as the larger number of high speed marine vehicles detailed in the initial 250 pages of [Phillips
1999].
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Both industry5 and government6 organisations have previously expended significant re-
sources in rapidly determining the most appropriate hullform for a given set of requirements
during individual design studies. The level of e.ort expended in assessing alternative hull-
forms varies between di.erent ship design programmes. One recent programme which
featured an in-depth and expensive—in both time and money—hullform assessment pro-
cess is described in the following section.
1.1.1 Hullform Selection in the LCS Program
The US Navy’s Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) programme explored di.erent hullforms via
a multiphase competition that concluded with the building of two di.erent ships intended
to allow the US Navy to gain experience of two di.erent hullforms [Long and Johnson
2007]. The best design is intended to form the basis for a class of 65 ships. The LCS
programme spent over $500m attempting to select the most appropriate hullform for a
ship with a radical concept of operations. The breakdown of the LCS project costs are
shown in Table 1.1 from [GlobalSecurity 2006].
Table 1.1: LCS Project Costs, from [GlobalSecurity 2006]
Phase Funding per Team [$m]a No of Teams Total Cost [$m]
Concept Studies 0.5 6 3.0
Preliminary Design 8.9-10.0 3 28.9
Initial Contracts 46.5-78.8 2 125.3
Shipbuilding Contractb 188.2-223.3 2 411.5
Total 568.7
aThe various competing team were allocated di(erent levels of funding in the later phases of the compe-
tition.
bA two ship shipbuilding program, tasked with producing the first LCS hulls, one for each hullform.
The initial concept studies stage shown in Table 1.1 featured six industry teams devel-
oping designs in parallel against a single set of requirements. Table 1.2 shows additional
details on the six team’s proposals. It should be noted that the six teams proposed four
di.erent hullforms (increasing to five if the deep V monohull and conventional monohull
are considered to be distinct).
These six initial designs were down-selected to three designs by the US Navy. The
remaining teams—comprising of Lockheed Martin, General Dynamics and Raytheon—
5Such as the range of pentamaran designs developed by Nigel Gee Limited and the Izar shipyard [Moret
and Gee 2001; Dudson and Gee 2001].
6The Triton 97m trimaran demonstrator detailed in [RINA 2004] is an example of two large organisations
(the UK Ministry of Defence and the US Department of Defense) expending significant resources to
derisk the trimaran hullform for large steel ships.
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were then awarded additional funds to further develop each of their designs. These designs
are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Table 1.2: Teams Awarded LCS Concept Studies, from [MarineLog 2003]
Contractor Hullform Hull Material
General Dynamics (Bath Iron Works) Trimaran Aluminium
Lockheed Martin Surface Systems (Gibbs & Cox) Deep-V monohulla Aluminium
Northrop Grumman Ship Systems Monohull Carbon fibre
Lockheed Martin Marine Systems SWATH SLICEb Aluminium
Raytheon (John J. McMullen & Associates) SESc FRP sandwichd
Textron Marine & Land Systems SES Aluminium
aHard chine monohull hullforms o(er substantial benefits at high Froude numbers [Faltinsen 2006]. Con-
sequently they are often studied for small, fast naval ships [Graham 1985].
bThe Small Waterplane Area Twin Hulled (SWATH) hullform is normally associated with improved sea-
keeping. However, Lockheed Martin have demonstrated a SWATH derivative hullform—the SLICE—
intended to o(er resistance advantages. The SLICE hullform is composed of four teardrop-shaped
submerged hulls connected to a structural box by short struts. This hullform operates at a high Froude
number in the post hump region of the Froude resistance curve which reduces wavemaking resistance.
[RINA 2002]
cThe Surface E(ect Ship (SES), or Sidewall Hovercraft, is a partially air supported hullform where two
longitudinal buoyant demi-hulls enclose a rectangular air cushion. [Butler 1985]
dFibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) are composite materials made of a matrix of fibres (e.g. glass or carbon)
bonded using a polymer (e.g. epoxy). By adopting a sandwich configuration sectional modulus can be
increased compared to a flat panel configuration.
Figure 1.1: US Navy LCS Project’s Three Preliminary Designs, showing the Lockheed
Martin (front), Raytheon (middle) and General Dynamics (back) proposals, from [US
Navy 2005]
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Finally the designs were down-selected to a final two solutions which were then built.
These final solutions were the Lockheed Martin Deep-V monohull (USS Freedom (LCS-
1)) and the General Dynamics Trimaran (USS Independence (LCS-2)), as illustrated in
Figure 1.2.
(a) Lockheed Martin Deep-V monohull [Lockheed Martin 2008] (b) General Dynamics Trimaran
[U.S. Navy 2008]
Figure 1.2: US Navy LCS Project Two Final Designs
1.1.2 Defining a Gap
The LCS program expended significant resources on developing an understanding of al-
ternative hullform options as part of the design process. However, the approach taken to
develop and explore alternatives came at a considerable expense—both in time and money.
In other projects resources to conduct a similar type of competitive evaluation may not
be available. In these cases, the decision on hullform type will become an additional task
required of the designer. This adds a further layer of complexity to the ship design prob-
lem at the phase of the design process where the designer is typically least well informed.
Therefore, there is a significant likelihood that alternative options will be excluded pre-
maturely. This could then compromise the achievable performance or cost of the final
solution. Some mechanism, which would enable a more cost-e.ective hullform selection
process, would greatly improve exploration early in the ship design process.
This thesis describes an exploration of the task of hullform comparison and selection
that occurs in the early stages of the ship design process. A gap in the design methods
currently available to the designer was identified. This led to the development of an
alternative approach for the hullform selection problem and the new method presented in
Chapter 5—a Library Based ship design approach which permits rapid concept design to
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be undertaken to examine multiple hullform options expediently with, it is claimed, less
outlay of resources than the traditional approach.
1.2 Scope
This project is constrained in scope to the early stages of the ship design process and is
particularly focused upon the design of naval vessels. A novel design approach suited to
resolving the problem of hullform selection is presented and justified. Tools and methods
produced during the course of the research described in this thesis have only been developed
to a proof of concept level and are therefore not considered suitable for direct use in
practical ship design. Only a subset of the available hullforms have been considered in this
research, namely monohull, trimaran and catamaran hullforms.
1.3 Research Method
The research project has adopted a research method composed of two elements: an ex-
ploratory research element, to structure and identify the problem; and a constructive
research element, which develops and demonstrates a solution to the problem. The initial
part of the thesis applied an exploratory research method which identified the problem
and developed a structure in which a hypothesis could be proposed. Next, a construc-
tive research method was applied to examine this hypothesis through the development of
a number of di.erent example design models. The models used di.erent computational
approaches to implement a ship design system based upon the proposed approach. The
results obtained from these models were then used to inform a discussion of and conclusions
on the hypothesis.
The research can be divided into four significant parts:
1. Outline of the Research Issue
2. Hypothesis
3. Implementation, Demonstration and Results
4. Discussion and Conclusions
These are outlined in turn in the following paragraphs.
1.3.1 Outline of the Research Issue
This comprises of a exploration of the published literature on preliminary ship design to
identify the issues seen to require research. This investigation has been conducted to
provide an understanding of three areas, each of which became a research task and has
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a specific aim identified for it. The first task was to examine and define the problem of
hullform selection in the context of the initial stages of the ship design process. The second
task assessed the capability of current ship design approaches and methods to tackle the
hullform selection problem. The final task assessed alternative and existing general design
approaches with potential to be employed to the hullform selection problem.
1.3.2 Hypothesis
A hypothesis is presented which is considered capable of describing an approach which
could assist the designer in exploring the early solution space. The proposed approach,
known as a Library Based approach, is described in detail in Chapter 5 together with its
underlying methods.
1.3.3 Implementation, Demonstration and Results
Given the hypothesis, two implementations of a ship concept design tool based upon a
Library Based approach to ship concept design are presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The first
implementation of the Library Based approach explores the decomposition, down-selection
and combination steps in the Library Based approach. The second implementation more
extensively matches the functionality of the Library Based approach as set out in the
hypothesis. This second approach uses advanced computer programming techniques to
demonstrate a tool that could be used interactively by a designer engaged in hullform
selection.
1.3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
The concluding part of the thesis reviews the proposed Library Based approach in the
context of the hullform selection in the early stages of the ship design process.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The four parts of the thesis described in Section 1.3 can be related to individual chapters
as follows:
Chapter 2: The Problem of Hullform Selection in Preliminary Ship Design This chap-
ter outlines the key role of the preliminary stages of the ship design process in re-
solving design problems. An important part of preliminary ship design is considered
to be exploration of alternative hullforms as they may o.er significant advantages in
specific cases and are therefore of interest to the designer.
Chapter 3: Current Ship Concept Design Methods and Implementations The capabil-
ities of current ship design methods to address the problem of hullform selection are
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critically presented in this chapter. The features of current design approaches are
assessed and their limitations discussed. The features that are considered desirable
in a ship concept design tool are outlined
Chapter 4: Alternative Approaches from Engineering Design Research The applicabil-
ity of approaches from the wider field of engineering design research are explored.
Key topics that are applicable to the problem of the comparison and selection of
alternatives in the initial stages of the design process are highlighted.
Chapter 5: A Library Based Ship Concept Design Approach The conclusions of the pre-
vious three chapters are brought together and used to develop a proposal for a Li-
brary Based ship concept design approach. This approach is considered suitable for
exploring emerging requirements in the very early stages of preliminary ship design.
Chapter 6: An Exploratory Implementation of the Approach The development of an ex-
ploratory implementation which demonstrates part of the approach suggested in the
preceding chapter is presented. The exploratory implementation has been applied
to two cases. Limited conclusions on this first implementation of the Library Based
approach lead to the need for something more comprehensive.
Chapter 7: An Improved Implementation of the Approach The improved implementa-
tion is presented and it is shown to be both faster to run and more extensively
meets the selected requirements identified for the proposed Library Based approach.
The decrease in run time is shown by applying the improved implementation to an
equivalent design example as the exploratory implementation was previously applied.
Following this, an application of the approach to a case with multiple hullform styles
is presented.
Chapter 8: Discussion The discussion assesses the proposed Library Based approach given
the two example implementations. This discussion takes place in the context of the
research issue outlined in an earlier chapter of this thesis.
Chapter 9: Conclusions A set of key conclusions are presented in this closing chapter
together with recommendations for potential avenues for further work.
Figure 1.3 outlines the structure of this thesis, highlighting the interrelations between the
chapters described above and their place within the four sections of the research method.
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2 The Problem of Hullform Selection in
Preliminary Ship Design
This chapter presents an overview of the ship design process which outlines the key role
of the preliminary stages of the ship design process in resolving design problems. These
important preliminary stages are discussed in additional depth. An important part of
preliminary ship design is considered to be exploration of alternative hullforms as they may
o.er significant advantages in specific cases and are therefore of interest to the designer.
In this context preliminary ship design matches the description found in [Andrews 1994].
2.1 An Overview of the Ship Design Process
Ships are complex objects with design and construction periods that take many years.
[MoD 2005b] provides a description of the management tasks that encompass the design
and engineering of a warship1. This description highlights nine key levels of maturity in
the ship design and construction process:
1. Needs Analysis / Concept Exploration / Key Requirement Identification
2. Concept Definition / Feasibility Design
3. Overall Ship Design
4. Ship Systems Design
5. Detailed Design Integration
6. Ship Test & Acceptance Detailed Planning
7. Ship Assembly / Outfit / Test
8. Post Launch Outfit, Tests and Trials
9. Acceptance Sea Trials
Brown [1996] describes one example of the development process for a naval surface war-
ship which takes approximately four years2 to proceed from concept exploration (maturity
1While similar, the design process for merchant ships di(ers due to a tightly coupled contracting and
financing process. Further information on the merchant ship design and procurement process is available
in [Meek 1970; Watson 1998; Eyres 2001; Stopford 2008].
2Although numerous examples exist of a more prolonged procurement process.
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level 1) to final ministerial approval (maturity level 5) . Understandably, such a design
process will be undertaken in a staged manner to satisfy the customer3 that their needs
are being adequately met.
There are many di.erent definitions of the stages of the design process [Rawson and
Tupper 2001; Gale 2003; Andrews and Pawling 2008]; however, they follow an analogous
structure. The two most commonly described definitions of naval ship design are the
British and American Systems, as shown in Table 2.1. Gale [2003] describes the naval
ship design process in terms of the US Navy terminology which divides design sequentially
into Feasibility, Concept and later phases. In the list shown above and the remainder of
this report the equivalent British terminology has been adopted; this uses the sequential
breakdown of Concept, Feasibility then subsequent ship design phases.
Table 2.1: Comparison of UK and US Terminology describing Phases in the Ship Design
Process
British Terminology American Terminologya Maturity Levels upon Completion
Concept Phase Feasibility Phase
Needs Analysis / Concept Exploration
/ Key Requirement Identification
Feasibility Phase Concept Phase Concept Definition / Feasibility Design
Contract Design Phase Contract Design Phase Overall Ship Design
System Design Phase
Functional Design
Phase
Ship Systems Design
Detailed Design Phase
Product Engineering
Phase
Detailed Design Integration
a[Gale 2003] also notes that the Contract and Functional Design Phases may be combined to form
a System Design Phase. Additionally, the Product Engineering Phase may be separated into
Transitional and Zonal Information Preparation Design Phases.
The Concept Phase is concerned with the clarification of requirements and the develop-
ment of an outline design to meet these requirements [Andrews 1994]. Gale [2003] describes
how this is achieved through a series of studies which, in many cases, are developed into a
single concept design. This phase clarifies the ship owner’s often vague requirements and
allows the exploration of the solutions space through a number of studies examining issues
such as speed, endurance and cargo capacity. The phase is typified by a systematic explo-
ration process, composed of several cycles of synthesis and analysis, in which options are
3This thesis uses the term ‘customer’ to describe the client organisation(s) with which the designer main-
tains a dialogue during the design process. In actuality, the customer in a UK warship program is the
Secretary of State for Defence who represents a myriad of organisations which may reflect the di(ering
interests of the owner, operator, through life design authority or funding organisations. Understand-
ably, negotiating this array of interested parties, all with potentially di(ering requirements, increases
the complexity of the design process.
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explored and the requirements reassessed. Di.erent tasks are undertaken as the Concept
Phase progresses, hence this phase is commonly divided into a number of stages [Andrews
1994]. Andrews [1994] also identifies important deliverables of the Concept Phase while
recognising that the essence of the Concept Phase is requirement elucidation.
The Feasibility Phase validates the outputs of the Concept Phase. The design is devel-
oped to the stage where its performance, cost and risk are understood within all technical
areas. Issues are typically explored in a greater depth than in the Concept Phase; e.g.
hull proportions and shape would be explored in depth. However, these explorations are
only conducted to a level suitable to demonstrate a concept’s feasibility [Andrews 1994].
A procurement strategy must be developed to define a construction philosophy in line
with industrial capacity. At the same time a through life support strategy is developed.
An emphasis is placed on validating and expanding the performance prediction already
undertaken to ensure the solution meets the required performance defined in the Concept
Phase. Finally, risk areas within the design are explored and minimised where possible4.
Remaining risk areas are identified and a risk mitigation and management strategy devel-
oped for later phases of the design process. A limited overview of this process from the
perspective of a shipbuilder is presented in [Stratmann et al. 2006]; although, a critique of
this overview highlighting its perceived limited applicability to a specific warship design
organisation is presented in [Andrews 2006].
After the Feasibility Phase the Contract Design Phase is undertaken to develop a ship
definition suitable for tender by shipbuilders. This phase must confirm the ship’s capabil-
ities and costs in order to provide su/cient information for a shipbuilder’s bid and define
criteria for acceptance after the ship is built. Therefore, the design must be developed to
the stage where there is su/cient granularity for the ship to be understood and costed by
a shipbuilder and provide the basis for a contract to be placed. This necessitates a more
detailed development of the ship to: clarify any minor requirement not yet resolved; finalise
any remaining system selections decisions; and, complete development of any remaining
specifications and drawings. All to the level required for the shipbuilder to undertake
costing. At the completion of this stage the ship design specification will have matured
together with su/cient design development of key sub-systems [MoD 2005b].
The System Design Phase is concerned with completing the design of the ship on a
system level. All elements of the design are developed to the level where all remaining
system level design decisions have been made. [MoD 2005b] describes the outputs of this
stage as developing a complete design including su/cient calculations, analysis, modelling
and simulation to verify the chosen design at a sub system level. The selected system
4Although two major risks areas—cost and timescale—are often beyond the control of the design team
managing the Feasibility Phase. These two risk areas are dependant upon both the final build strategy
and any concurrent development e(orts.
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suppliers should also demonstrate that they possess su/cient resources to both complete
the production program and carry out any integration tasks.
The complete representation of the ship developed in the System Design Phase is de-
veloped in the Detailed Design Phase to ensure producibility. The design information is
progressed from a system definition to a block and zone based orientation. A production
strategy detailing the order of block construction will be created. These tasks are gener-
ally supported by the development of a ‘virtual prototype’5 which explores the detailed
construction issues, in recent years this prototype has taken the form of an integrated
product model [Gale 2003]. The virtual prototype developed in the Detailed Design Phase
is developed into a collection of small work packages of the order of 200 man hours. The
production drawings and diagrams associated with these work packages are then produced.
The emphasis of this phase is on providing adequate information to enable the construction
of the ship.
Table 2.2 describes the documents and modelling/design tasks undertaken during each
phase of the ship design process. Due to the phased nature of the ship design process
outputs of the earlier phases strongly direct later work. Therefore, the decisions taken in
early phases have the greatest impact upon the overall ship design. As the first phase in
the ship design process, the Concept Phase will exert considerable influence on the overall
design. However, it is arguably the most resource constrained stage which may limit the
number of alternatives which can be explored. The following section discusses this phase
in detail to determine the nature of this phase and the influence it exerts on the overall
design process.
2.1.1 Concept Phase
The Concept Phase of the ship design process deals with requirements elucidation [Andrews
2003b]. Requirements elucidation addresses the dialogue undertaken to work out and
agree the customer’s needs or requirements. This dialogue is achieved through discussions
between the customer and the designer informed by design studies. These design studies
identify a candidate system via a baseline design and a number of options. The principal
deliverable of the Concept Phase are a mature and verifiable user requirements document
and an outline system requirement document [MoD 2005b]6. During the Concept Phase
candidate systems are identified via a baseline design and options. These studies also help
the assessment of a.ordability of these solutions and allow the identification of major risks.
These deliverables exert a strong influence on later stages of the design process and hence
the final solution. Tibbitts and Keane [1995] provide an assessment of the more signifi-
cant e.ects of decisions taken earlier in the design process compared to those made later.
Specifically, they provide an estimate that in excess of seventy percent of a ship’s final cost
5Either on paper or via a digital model.
6Typical products of a warship concept design are listed in Table 5.1 of [Gale 2003]
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Table 2.2: Duration, Documentation and Modelling/Design Tasks for each Design Phases,
from [MoD 2005b]
Phasea Documents Modelling/Design
Concept
(1-3 years)b
Mature and verifiable user
requirements document;
Outline system requirement
document.
Candidate system identified via a
baseline design and options.
Feasibility
(1-2 years)
Mature and verifiable system
requirement document.
(Typically 10 drawingsc).
Defined system concept; Outline
general arrangement; Principal
standards selection; Preliminary CAD
model; Preliminary calculations; Some
assessment studiesd.
Contract Design
(1-3 years)
Ship design specification
mature; Defined integration
and test strategy.
(Typically 200 drawingsc).
Validated ship design; Mature and
stable architectural design; Key
sub-system schematics; Refine CAD
model; List of long lead items; Outline
safety case.
System Design
(1-2 years)
Mature sub-system
specification; Defined testing
and acceptance strategy.
(Typically 3000–30,000
drawingsc).
Validated sub-system designs and
documentation; All sub-system
schematics; List of key equipment;
refined, mature calculations; All
assessment phase studies completed.
Detailed Design
(3-6 years)
Mature Integration, testing
and acceptance plan.
Production engineering information;
Final design review report; Final
calculations completed; Final
equipment list completed.
aAn approximate total duration of each phase is given based upon the values found in Figure 1 of [Andrews
1993].
bAlthough individual studies may only be of the order of 20 days. It is di)cult to attach a timescale
to the concept phase as many large organisations may have an ongoing concept design section [Brown
1996].
cAndrews [1993] provides these values for the number of drawings typically developed as the design
progresses. Although it should be recognised that types of drawing generated di(er as the design
process progresses. Furthermore, integrated product models and the earlier outputs of some computer
aided ship design systems have increased the speed with which these drawing can be produced.
dAssessment studies may include quantitative and qualitative assessment against an existing configuration
or given standards.
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is determined by the end of the Concept Phase, when only five percent of the total design
has been defined. Given the impact of the early stages of the design process, the designer
should explore as many options as possible in these stages. If this opportunity to explore
the solution space is not taken superior solutions may be missed and the requirement space
inadequately explored, with the danger that requirement or cost must be revisited later in
the design process.
Andrews [1994] further subdivides the Concept Phase of the design process into three
stages:
1. Concept Exploration
2. Concept Studies
3. Concept Design
The first two stages are critical to both exploring the solution space and exploring specific
aspects of the solution (by undertaking specific studies). The investigations of certain
performance issues undertaken in both Concept Exploration and Concept Studies stages
inform the later Concept Design stage. Consequently they strongly shape the remainder
of the ship design process and the final design solution that is obtained.
A description of the deliverables provided in the three phases of warship concept design
is provided in [Brown 1996] and summarised in Table 2.3 on the following page. There is
a clear distinction between the Concept Exploration and Concept Studies elements of the
phase in terms of the work undertaken. However, it is di/cult to make a clear distinction
between the Concept Exploration and Concept Studies in terms of deliverables. Therefore,
the outputs of these two elements have been combined together and presented in Table 2.3.
The deliverables for the Concept Design stage will only need to be examined to a level
necessary to attain approval for Feasibility.
Concept Exploration
Concept Exploration is the first stage undertaken during the ship design process. Concept
Exploration refers to the ‘unrestrained exploration’ of the broad outline of the vessel [An-
drews 1994]. During Concept Exploration the designer is interested in considering all
possible options to determine the region of the solution space that the eventual solution is
likely to inhabit. The approach should be exploratory and divergent, allowing the designer
to consider radical alternatives that would satisfy the requirements in novel ways and of-
fer performance advantages. During this stage three design parameters are suggested by
Andrews [1994] as being of primary interest to the designer undertaking a warship design.
These are shown in Table 2.4 on page 37.
This exploration is described in [Pahl and Beitz 1984] as an ‘abstraction phase’ which is
necessary to identify the essential parts of any design problem. However, Pahl and Beitz
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Table 2.3: Deliverables within the Concept Phase for a Naval Combatant, from [Brown
1996]
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2 The Problem of Hullform Selection in Preliminary Ship Design
Table 2.4: Primary Warship Design Parameters, from [Andrews 1994]
Parameters Example
Packaging Gross vessel size, e.g. Mini / Current Concept /
Enhanced Concept
Capability Convention Payload vs. Reduced Payload
Technology Convention Monohull vs. SWATH / Trimaran
[1984] focus on product design, where an abstraction phase is easier to implement as key
requirements could be identified before the outset of the design process; an abstraction
phase is less applicable to the design of highly complex large items7, such as ships, where
requirements elucidation takes a key role in the Concept Phase.
Mistree et al. [1990] use a structured decision support process to explore the development
of design concepts as the designer moves through a design process. Mistree et al. highlights
the di.erent steps a concept experiences as it is developed through the concept design
process. In particular, the authors draw attention to the divergent–convergent nature of
the design process. During divergent steps the variety of concept designs being explored
increases. During convergent steps unacceptable concepts are discarded while the beneficial
features of partially acceptable concepts are selected and combined to form new options.
These divergent and convergent steps are a key feature of concept exploration. While the
decision support process proposed by Mistree et al. is useful in analysing work undertaken
in the concept phase of a design process, it is unclear if the proposed methods could usefully
assist a designer in developing radical concepts during concept exploration.
Concept Studies
Concept Studies attempts to bring focus to the likely solutions developed in the exploratory
and divergent Concept Exploration phase. The Concept Studies phase examines significant
design issues to inform the synthesis8 of the baseline and certain tradeo. studies. Andrews
[1994] suggests further issues, which may be of interest in the Concept Studies phase, these
are shown in Table 2.5. Many of these particular design drivers are also present within
merchant ships.
Concept Design
The Concept Design stage is the major stage in the preliminary design of ships. The Con-
cept Design stage takes the conclusions of the Concept Exploration and Concept Studies
7Suh [2001] provides a definition for large systems related to their complexity; ships conform to this
definition.
8synthesise, to make a synthesis of; to put together or combine into a complex whole; to make up by
combination of parts or elements. [Oxford University Press 2006]
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Table 2.5: Secondary Warship Design Issues, from [Andrews 1994]
Driver Example
Speed Fleet speed
Seakeeping Helicopter operations
Endurance Pacific ocean transit
Signatures Low machinery and propeller noise
Survivability Three compartment standard
Complement Crewing philosophy
Logistical considerations Integrated logistic support
Margins philosophy Growth, design and Board marginsa
Robustness Plating corrosion margin
Adaptability Space provided to enable future modification to both
ship and role
Standards Applicable standards used in design (e.g. Lloyd’s
Naval Ship Rules)
aThe standard practise employed within UK warship design divides the overall ship’s margins into three
elements: The growth margin, which accounts for items such as accumulated paint and personal items.
The design margin, a contingency which accounts for uncertainty problems in the design process. The
Board margin, which is an allowance for additional equipment that the owner will decide needs to be
fitted later in the ship’s life.
stages and develops a baseline design of the likely option(s) emerging from Concept Explo-
ration and informed by Concept Studies. The systematic variation of the design around
the baseline point allows the designer to explore the cost and benefit of the options to bet-
ter inform the customer. The baseline design and options developed in this stage possess
su/cient detail to allow the designer to perform the four following tasks:
• to su/ciently define the baseline with which to demonstrate the design tradeo.s;
• to adequately cost the design for it to be evaluated in any required approval process
(i.e. Initial Gate Approval in UK Ministry of Defence);
• to adequately define and justify the associated requirement;
• to enable Feasibility to commence (it may also suggest likely design drivers that
Feasibility needs to focus on as well as verify the design’s viability).
If these four tasks are completed and approval is given the design can proceed to the next
stage of the design process—Feasibility.
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2.1.2 Conclusions on the Ship Design Process
It is apparent that the Concept Phase of the ship design process forms a key element in the
design process. If the designer is to fully explore the potential benefit of alternative options
then the adopted design process must facilitate the examination of these di.erent options
within the Concept Phase. In particular, the Concept Exploration and Concept Studies
stages present a valuable opportunity for the designer to examine alternative options; useful
design knowledge gained here will have a profound impact on the rest of the ship design
process. However, these stages of the design process contain significant di/culties that
complicate design tasks. These di/culties are discussed in the following section.
2.2 The Diﬃculties of Ship Concept Design
In the previous section, the Concept Phase of the ship design process was outlined as
forming a key initial step in the overall process. This phase is particularly challenging
due to the complex decision making environment it encompasses. Erikstad [1996] outlines
this preliminary ship design ‘task environment’—the external characteristics of the design
problem—which form the backdrop to the designer’s decision making within this stage
of the design process. The task environment is described through the following seven
‘invariant’ characteristics—setting the limits which Erikstad states must be considered
when choosing a problem solving strategy for a given design task:
• “Complex mapping between form and function;
• Multi-dimensional, partly non-monetary performance evaluation;
• High cost9 of error;
• Shallow knowledge structure;
• Strong domain tradition;
• Strict time and resource constraints on the design process;
• Predominantly ‘one-of-a-kind’ and ‘engineering-to-order’ solutions.”
These ‘invariant’ characteristics are common across many di.erent design fields. However,
the design and build process of large marine systems contains an additional constraint
which amplifies its di/culty: the lack of a prototype phase after Feasibility. Various
authors have discussed the impact of no prototype phase in the context of the design of
large, complex systems [Andrews 1998; van Griethuysen 2000]. The lack of a full scale
prototype presents a fundamental problem in the design process and is closely coupled to
a number of the characteristics listed above.
9In this context Erikstad [1996] includes costs in money, time, manpower and other resources.
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Erikstad’s seven ‘invariant’ characteristics can be recast as two issues which result in
additional complexity in the ship design compared to the design of most other10 regularly
produced products:
• Complexity of ships;
• Complexity of ship design.
These issues are discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Complexity of Ships
It has been argued that ships are one of the most complex products produced by mankind
on a regular basis11. Table 2.6 demonstrates that ships—particularly large naval vessels
and other complex service ships—are up to an order of magnitude more complex than
comparable, regularly produced, engineering systems (all of which have several prototypes
before design for manufacture commences) [Lamb 2003].
Table 2.6: Number of Unique Parts in Product, from [Lamb 2003]
Product Type Number of Unique Parts
Aircraft Carrier 2,500,000
Submarine 1,000,000
VLCC 250,000
Boeing 777 100,000
Fighter aircraft 15,000
Automobile 1,000
The Concept Phase of the ship design process is made more di/cult due to interdepen-
dencies which occur within the ship itself (e.g. such as the circular relationship between
the dimensions of a ship’s hullform and the propulsion machinery that it both requires
and is able to support). Additionally, analysis limits arise from the limited experimental
and analytical knowledge base within many aspects of marine systems (e.g. the limited
full scale performance data available for some hullforms such as the impossibility of testing
the structure on a ‘100 year wave’). This has a substantial impact upon the design of
marine vehicles due to the di/culties it introduces in predicting operating characteristics
10The other field of engineering design without a full scale prototype tested before production is that of
civil engineering products such as bridges and dams (and possibly also large buildings, such as concert
halls). Ships are unique in the set of vehicles in this regard.
11Especially if a challenging payload—such as a concurrently developed combat system—must be inte-
grated. Gates and Rusling [1982] provide the following quote from Cdr C. Graham, USN: “Today’s
warships are the most complex, diverse and highly integrated of any engineering system”.
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at the air-water interface [Erikstad 1996; Bertram 2000]. The complex, largely non-linear
behaviour that occurs at the air-water interface is di/cult to predict, especially when
probabilistic, long-term characteristics are being assessed12.
Three of the ‘invariant’ characteristics described by Erikstad [1996] are closely linked to
the complexity of ships and will be discussed in the remainder of this section:
• “Complex mapping between form and function;
• Shallow knowledge structure;
• Strong domain tradition.”
Complex mapping between form and function
Erikstad [1996] describes the complex mapping of form and function that occurs within
a ship. While other engineered object are multi-functional, the unique challenges inher-
ent from operating on the sea surface lead to di/culties linking form and function in any
solution. For example, the ship’s hull is a multi-functional component that, among other
capabilities, provides both strength and buoyancy while attempting to minimise both re-
sistance and motions. Erikstad [1996] provides an example of the relationship between
form (in terms of the vessel’s physical description) and function (in terms of the ship’s
performance) which is shown in Table 2.7. He comments on the di.erence between most
computer systems, which rely upon a (form)!(function) mapping, in contrast with the
design process, which he describes as a (function)!(form) mapping13. Although Andrews
[1986] highlights the importance of an initial decision on style to break into any mapping
between form and function giving (function) style choice       !(form).
Table 2.7: Some Relations between Form and Function, after [Erikstad 1996]
(form) (function)
(hullform & propeller) ! (required SHP)
(hullform) ! (seakeeping behaviour)
(hullform, propeller, machinery) ! (ship speed)
(hullform and all other ship systems) ! (total cost)
12In this case the lack of a prototypes stage where this assessment is undertaken is apparent, especially
if ship building is compared to the automotive or aero-space industries where issues such as fatigue
and other failure mechanisms are examined through testing prototypes to destruction. Occasionally
prototypes are developed in the marine field (e.g. Triton which acted as a 2/3 scale destroyer structural
prototype. However, it should be noted that this was not tested to destruction [RINA 2004]).
13Andrews questions the legitimacy of this mapping; a discussion of his comments can be found in Sec-
tion 2.2.2.
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From a design perspective many aspects of ships give rise to open problems driven by soft
knowledge [Erikstad 1996]. As a consequence, a preference for adopting well understood
designs exists within the ship building community. This approach presents a substantial
problem for a designer proposing an innovative or revolutionary design. This is further
complicated by the numerous links between the form of particular element of the solution
and the functions it must perform or capabilities it must possess.
Shallow knowledge structure
Gale [2003] identifies the concept of ‘degrees of uniqueness’ to separate novel and well
understood designs. Andrews [1998] identifies di.erent types of design, depending upon
the knowledge available14. ‘Degrees of uniqueness’ result in simple evolutionary design
being classified as a well understood design problem that allows the designer to draw upon
large stores of data. These data stores simplify the design process and mitigate some design
risk. In contrast, the most challenging type of design—revolutionary design—occurs when
novel solutions are pursued. Exemplars are Advanced Marine Vehicles (AMV) such as the
Surface E.ect Ship (SES). In the 1960s the SES was viewed as a potentially viable solution
for a perceived demand for fast naval craft by the US Navy. Over $400 million15 was spent
from the late 1960s to 1979 upon an extensive research and development program before
the technology was felt to be su/ciently derisked [Clark et al. 2004].16
Di.erent ‘degrees of uniqueness’ give rise to specific problems in relation to performance
prediction tools. During the design of a ship the designer must rely upon the application
of performance prediction tools. These tools are limited in the range of their applicability.
Some, such as stability analysis tools, may be flexible and able to successfully model a
range of ship types. Other tools, such as resistance series17, are constrained to a range
dictated by the data or assumptions upon which the tool is based. If a revolutionary design
is examined, the designer has to revisit these assumptions to ensure the predictions are
valid, this may involve instigating an appropriate research and development programme
(as in the case of the US SES [Clark et al. 2004] and UK Trimaran programme [RINA
2004]).
14Andrews [1986] provides a discussion on the types of ship design which explores the ship design methods,
this is discussed more comprehensively in Section 3.1.
15This cost figure is taken from [Clark et al. 2004]; Other authors have suggested a higher overall cost for
the SES research and development program [Andrews 1986].
16At this point the programme had advanced to the stage where the US Navy’s technical knowledge was
su)cient to build a 3000 tonne demonstrator. However, the program was abandoned weeks before
construction commenced due to a lack of a perceived mission [Clark et al. 2004]. This could be viewed
as a classic example of the dangers of not fully understanding the requirements as discussed in Section
2.2.2.
17e.g. Series 64, and Holtrop [Yeh 1965; Holtrop 1984].
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Strong Domain Tradition
Erikstad [1996] gives an example of the domain tradition within the marine field through
a comparison of the documentation required for the design and production of a merchant
ship and a fixed o.shore installation18. Such domain tradition masks complexity to a
large degree, since it exploits a common understanding between involved parties. One
consequence of the strong domain tradition is the di/culty of presenting and communicat-
ing novel options, such as an alternative hullform, in a manner familiar to the interested
parties. As a result, the domain tradition is antipathetic to novel solutions.
Two other invariant characteristics—the high cost implications of design errors and the
strong time and resource constraints on the design process, both discussed below in Sec-
tion 2.2.2—also contribute to a strong domain tradition within ship design.
2.2.2 Complexity of Ship Design
Beyond the complexities apparent within ships themselves there are also a number of
complexities which emerge from the ship design process itself. These are a consequence
of the significant constraints that arise in undertaking the ship design process together
with a ship’s inherent characteristics as physically large mobile systems. Andrews [1981]
describes, with examples, three categories of constraints within the ship design process:
• Direct constraints on the design—often spelt out in requirements;
• Constraints on the design process—concerned with practices in a given design organ-
isation;
• Constraints originating from the design environment—often originating with govern-
ment or commercial policy.
Precise constraints will di.er between design projects, however parallels exist between these
categories of constrains and four of the ‘invariant’ characteristics described in [Erikstad
1996]:
• “Predominantly ‘one-of-a-kind’ and ‘engineering-to-order’ solutions;
• Multi-dimensional, partly non-monetary performance evaluation;
• High cost of error;
• Strict time and resource constraints on the design process.”
These can be attributed to the complexity of ship design.
18The merchant ship would require 20-50 kg of documentation to satisfy government and class, while the
installation would need 30-50 tons. He attributes the di(erence to a historic tradition that has resulted
in the interested parties having a similar anticipation of the design artefact.
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Predominantly ‘one-of-a-kind’ and ‘engineering-to-order’ solutions
Rittel and Webber [1984] describe certain types of design as a ‘one-shot operations’ with
no opportunity to learn by trial-and-error. This can be seen to be true for ship design.
Many ships are essentially one-of-a-kind objects when constructed and almost all have
no full scale prototype. This statement may be questioned for the case of large batch or
family construction where some opportunity for redesign may occur. However, given the
timescales involved in the shipbuilding process, redesign may not occur in time to impact
upon the build of immediately subsequent ships in the class. Furthermore, changes will
come at a significant cost. The one-of-a-kind nature of the ship design process can inhibit
the designer from reusing substantial parts of previous design knowledge.
Multi-dimensional, partly non-monetary performance evaluation
The procurement of ships, particularly naval vessels, relies upon the evaluation of a large
number of non-monetary performance characteristics that are hard to evaluate together.
Thus evaluation of these characteristics is di/cult to automate, so the designer’s or cus-
tomer’s judgement must play a key role in the design process.
High Cost of Error
The impact of complexity within a large engineering system is discussed in [Eckert et al.
2004]. Although Eckert et al’s work is based upon rotary-wing aircraft, the issues discussed
are applicable to complex marine vehicles. The impact of changes to a design are explained
in terms of the extent of the downstream e.ects caused by the propagation of design
changes. Eckert et al. show that the level of complexity and interconnections within
any design increases these downstream e.ects. This is very applicable to ships and the
ship design process. The additional levels of complexity which applies to products in the
marine field, as shown in Table 2.6, amplify the di/culties of propagating design decisions
downstream through a design.
Design processes revolve around moving from a position of minimal knowledge of the
solution, via the gradual definition of greater levels of design detail, to a position where the
system is well understood and can be constructed. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1,
from [Gale 2003].
As the level of detail within a design increases, and complex interactions can be eval-
uated, the inherent risk within the design reduces. Unfortunately, this increase in detail
causes an increase in the time required to implement and propagate changes through the
design. There have been attempts to address the dichotomy within design between risk
and knowledge, by considering the form of design detail [Mierzwicki 2003; Brown and
Mierzwicki 2004]. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the trade-o. between the risk inherent within
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Figure 2.2: Impact of Increased Granularity
a design and the time required to implement changes to the design, as described in [Eckert
et al. 2004].
The high cost of error is seen to be a function of a ship’s complexity. Complexity
results in extensive resources being required to propagate changes through the design when
they inevitably occur. The designer manages the issue of complexity, through adopting
simplified models of the ship. As the design progresses, these models must be developed and
improved to ensure they are su/ciently detailed to construct the ship while ensuring the
ship continues to meet its performance requirements [Heather 1993a]. This development
process is critical, as the lack of a prototype within the ship design process places the
emphasis on the designer to get the design right first time. This often leads to the designer
minimising any design risk and discarding a potentially better solution too early in the
design process.
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Strict time and resource constraints on the design process
Challenging procurement timescales, in both merchant and naval shipbuilding19, give rise
to a large number of design tasks that need to be performed. Decisions are usually made
before a comprehensive understanding of the problem has been formed.20
2.2.3 Conclusions on the Diﬃculties of Ship Concept Design
Any ship concept design method must be able to address both the inherent complexity
of the completed ship and the complexity of the design process. However, the level of
detail for a design developed during the concept design stage of the ship design process is
likely to be insu/cient to directly address the issues of complexity and full performance
prediction. Given this constraint there is still a pressing need to explore alternatives during
the Concept Phase of the design process as part of the process of requirement elucidation
outlined in Section 2.1.1. The next section examines the role of requirements play in the
ship concept design process.
2.3 Requirements in the Ship Concept Design Process
The customer’s needs are usually key to initiating the concept design process. One of
the designer’s primary concerns is to properly understand these needs and the likely re-
quirements that arise from them. However, it is important to note that the designer must
also ensure that constraints originating from other participants in the design process are
recognised, questioned and then agreed with the requirements owner following a proper
concept elucidation process [Andrews 2003b]. Three levels of constraints occurring within
the ship design process stated in Section 2.2.2 are only part of the influences on the de-
sign process, the designer’s ‘idiosyncratic’ stamp—the influence the designer has upon the
design, brought about by his/her value structure, in combination with the designer’s lin-
guistic, visual and value schemas [Andrews 1998]—is a further important factor in the
design process. Both the constraints and the designer’s idiosyncratic stamp are integral to
requirement elucidation.
19While the concept design stage of naval shipbuilding may have less challenging timescales, excluding the
particular challenges of meeting externally enforced political milestones, the build process for a naval
ship is as time limited as that of a commercial ship, although it is usually of a much longer duration. This
additional time is a result of the complexity of both the vessel and the normally complex, developing
payload requiring integration.
20This decision is further complicated for naval ships by the political and bureaucratic process in which
the ship design takes place: “[Naval ship design is a] multi disciplinary, multi-million dollar Navy
extravaganza where every decision must be analysed, traded o(, massaged and documented to the
point that the basic design issues are often lost in the process.” [Benford 1979]
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2.3.1 The Requirement Set Employed within the Ship Design Process
Taking the requirement owner’s needs as the start of a dialogue leads to a design and a set
of requirements. It is useful to outline the types of requirement that are likely to emerge.
As requirements di.er between design projects it is di/cult to find a comprehensive list.
However, a set of possible issues, relevant in warship design21, that give rise to possible
requirements is presented in [Lloyds 1988]:
• Speed, Power and Endurance;
• Space, Layout and Weight;
• Structural Design;
• Intact and Damaged Stability;
• Seakeeping;
• Manoeuvrability;
• Military/Commercial Features;
• Construction Costs and Build Time;
• Through Life Costs.
Brown and Andrews [1980] highlight the subset of these concerns that form the five key
naval architecture concerns critical to ensuring the performance of the design, namely:
Speed, Strength, Seakeeping, Stability and Style. These five areas—which Brown and
Andrews termed S5—provide a generic overview of both the requirements that must be
satisfied and the standards that must be met to ensure the ship is suitable for its operating
environment from a naval architecture perspective.22 Speed, Strength, Seakeeping and
Stability are the traditional technical areas that form the engineering sciences applicable
to naval architecture. Style refers to the overall characteristics possessed by a design. This
includes the ship’s broad characteristics, such as configuration, robust structure, margins,
signatures and zero emissions, as well as the aspects of the design defined by the ‘-ilities’
(also called transversals by some authors [MoD 2005b]).23
21Note that this list contains those issues—assessed during the inquiry into the ‘short-fat ship’—are those
that are of especially relevant to the choice of hullform style.
22In this context operating environment refers to both the economic/political and physical environment
that a ship must operate in [Andrews 1981; Meadows and Meadows 2003; Colton 2003].
23Andrews [1998] list of the key ‘-ilities’ is reproduced below:
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Authors have presented a wide variety of design drivers that have emerged during ship
design projects:
Auxiliary Oiler: In a naval axillary vessel, such as the fleet tanker detailed in [Cooper et al.
2007], the stability requirements implied by the current standards proved challenging
to fulfil particularly since other challenging regulations were introduced in this in-
stance, such as the MARPOL double hull tanker regulations [International Maritime
Organization 1992].
Type 23 Frigate: The significant acoustic signature requirements of the Type 23 frigate
originate from its key anti-submarine warfare mission using a towed array sonar
system. The desire to obtain significant reductions in the ship’s signatures drove the
adoption of a novel combined diesel electric and gas turbine machinery fit [Easton
1987].
Landing Platform Dock Replacement: During the concept design of replacement vessels
for the UK amphibious fleet presented in [Dolton and Silvia 1986] four key design
drivers are highlighted: Logistics handling; Propulsion; Packaged weapons and com-
mand/control/communications equipment; and Landing craft. In particular, the
authors drew attention to the key importance of the vessel’s landing craft in max-
imising the rate at which vehicles are o0oaded, leading to the adoption of Ro-Ro
Landing Craft as part of the LPD(R) project.
In many cases the S5 performance aspects may relate customer requirements to some of
the design issues identified above (and in Section 2.1.1). In other cases the emergent de-
sign drivers may not originate directly from the customer requirements. Instead, while
the designer is developing a design able to satisfy the requirement owner’s needs other
issues, such as stability and strength, may emerge as drivers during the design process.
In this case they are a consequence of the actions and decisions taken by the designer in
developing a ‘balanced’ engineering solution. Andrews demonstrates in Section 2.7 of [An-
drews 1984] that the needs which are commonly presented by a customer are insu/cient
to form the complete design requirements. Hence, one of the designer’s roles is to obtain
the requirement owner’s agreement to appropriate standards necessary to develop a work-
able solution. [Andrews 1984] suggests design standards—the performance intended to be
• reliability
• availability
• maintainability
• manability (human factors)
• function
• producibility
• supportability
• feasibility
• social acceptability
There are other ‘-ilities’ which may be applicable to certain ships (i.e. survivability), therefore the
list above is only partial.
Andrews notes that many of these issues have only recently been discussed in a formal engineering
context.
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achieved, typically described by codes of practise, methods of manufacture and assembly,
safety standards and design procedures—as a means of providing an appropriate additional
input to a ship synthesis process. However, design standards only form part of the input
to a ship synthesis process, the designer must also develop a set of requirements that are
determined through dialogue with the customer on their needs. This set of requirements
is developed through a process of requirement elucidation.
2.3.2 Requirement Elucidation
A second role the designer must adopt is ensuring the customer is made aware of the
significance of all the likely requirements upon any emergent design [Rawson and Tupper
2001]:
“The earliest stages are typically a debate with the owner, proposing various
ways in which the owner’s wishes could be fulfilled, matching the operations
envisaged to the investment that would be necessary to perform them.”
Andrews [2003b] identified this key process as being requirement elucidation, which should
drive the concept phase of the ship design process. The process of elucidating the design
requirements can only be achieved through design. It is also important to recognise that
any limitations of the designer’s adopted design method or tools may well constrain the
exploration by failing to consider alternative options and hence limit a thorough exploration
and elucidation of the customer’s true needs.
2.3.3 Ship Concept Design as a Wicked Problem
As discussed in Section 2.1.1 one of the principal aims within the Concept Phase of the
ship design process is the elucidation of the requirements. This is necessary due to the
circular relationship between the requirements and the solution. This relationship has been
called a ‘Wicked Problem’ [Andrews 1981]. Andrews states that the ship design process
shares many characteristics with other wicked problems. Common characteristics apply
to both these other wicked problems and the Concept Phase of the ship design process.
The ten characteristics used by Rittel and Webber [1984] in identifying the issue of wicked
problems in the domain of urban planning are listed below:
• “Every wicked problem is essentially unique;
• Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem24;
24A wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of higher level problems; higher level problems
are broader and more di)cult to resolve. Attempts to resolve lower level problems, the symptoms, are
ine(ective, however higher level problems are di)cult for most organisations to resolve.
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• There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem25;
• Wicked problems have no ‘stopping rule’26;
• Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good or bad;
• There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem;
• Every solution to a wicked problem is a ‘one-shot operation’; because there is no
opportunity to learn by trial-and-error, every attempt counts significantly;
• Wicked problems do not have an enumerable (or an exhaustively describable) set of
potential solutions, nor is there a well-described set of permissible operations that
may be incorporated into the plan;
• The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in
numerous ways. The choice of explanation determines the nature of the problem’s
resolution;
• The [designer] has no right to be wrong.”
Within UK Defence related shipbuilding this issue has been exacerbated since the introduc-
tion of SMART Procurement [MoD 2005a] by the requirement to separate the definition of
requirements and the production of technical solutions. Hambleton et al. [2005] describe
the definition of a Systems Requirement Document as ‘describing the required system
behaviour without prescribing a technical solution’.27
2.3.4 Non-Compliant Requirements and Satisficing
Once a baseline design is developed the impact di.erent requirements have upon the design
can be examined. At this stage any conflicts or non-compliances between the di.erent re-
25Wicked problems are not amenable to an exhaustive formulation. Rittel and Webber [1984] state that
the information needed to understand the problem depends upon the designer’s method of solution;
Suh [2001] supports this description in his definition of large, complex systems.
26Rittel and Webber [1984] describe the ‘no stopping rule’ as the absence of a clear point at which the
solution to a wicked problem is achieved, there is always more work which can be undertaken.
27Many commentators have questioned the wisdom of this approach, highlighting that while it may work
for a software system (such as a combat management system) it is inappropriate for a physical system
(such as a ship); Andrews [2003b] questions this from the perspective of the experienced naval ship
designer and finds support from his position from the Professor of Systems Engineering at the Royal
Military College of Science [John 2002] (as summarised in [Andrews 2003b]):
• “Not to produce requirements without thinking of a material solution and to avoid jumping to one
solution;
• Alternative material solutions have to be considered to properly undertake requirements elucidation,
if the appropriate requirements and constraints are to be found;
• All solutions being explored are conditional and an approach of ‘so IF then that...’ should be
adopted”.
Suh [2001] provides a description of the design process in general which justifies the action of stepping
between the solution and problem space.
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quirements will emerge. Non-compliance requires the designer to either re-design or consult
with the customer to redefine and relax their requirements. Requirement relaxation relates
to how much flexibility the customer is willing to allocate to the di.erent requirements. It
is a critical process where the requirements are traded o. against each other to develop a
solution which is well balanced between the di.erent requirements.
Erikstad [1996] describes the preliminary ship design as a ‘satisficing’28 process. Satis-
ficing attempts to develop a compromise solution through degrading certain performance
characteristics until a ‘good enough’ solution is achieved. This process is most commonly
observed through reduction in technical performance to satisfy a cost target, however this
process entails trade-o.s between di.erent performance areas. Therefore, satisficing can
be viewed as an appropriate term to describe the trade-o. process which occurs at the
early stage of the ship design process (in UK naval ship design this occurs prior to Initial
Gate at the end of the Concept Phase before the Feasibility Phase).
Various methods exist to facilitate the comparison of options as part of the satisficing
process such as Multi Attribute Value Theory [Sen 1991; Brown and Thomas 1998; Barone
and Bertorello 2004]. However, these methods make the fundamental assumption that a
valid solution exists for the requirement set. Satisficing provides a solution for the case
where requirements are strongly non-compliant.
This case can be demonstrated by representing the solution space in a parametric fashion.
Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation of a solution space with three regions containing
the solutions which satisfy requirements for Payload, Speed and Range. The overlapping
parts of the regions contain solutions that meet multiple requirements.
Range
Speed
Payload
Figure 2.3: Parametric Solution Space, after [Burcher and Rydill 1994]
Figure 2.4 presents a development of Figure 2.3 with an additional draught requirement
introduced. In this case some overlap exists between the new draught requirement and the
28Or satisfice; a term due to Simon [1981].
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original requirement set. However, the solution space shown in Figure 2.4 fails to provide
solutions which meet all four performance requirements.
Range
Speed
Payload
Draught
Figure 2.4: Improved Parametric Solution Space with Additional Non-compliant Require-
ment
Two possible methods for producing a viable solution by reducing the performance re-
quirement are shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5a shows the case where all four requirements
are relaxed. Figure 2.5b demonstrates the e.ect of relaxing a single requirement. These
figures are purely illustrative.
Range
Speed
Payload
Draught
(a) Four Requirement Relaxed
Range
Speed
Payload
Draught
100%
90%
80%
70%
(b) Single Requirement Relaxed
Figure 2.5: Parametric Solution Space Indicating the E.ect of a Relaxation in the Perfor-
mance Requirements
The impact of the relaxation of a requirement is important for finding an appropriate
solution. This is especially true for the Concept Phase of the ship design process. [Maher
and Tang 2003] provides commentary on the interplay between the problem and solution
space within the concept design process.
It is not normally the responsibility of the designer to determine the requirements during
the ship design process. Therefore, any change to the requirements must be discussed
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and confirmed with the customer. This interplay between the customer and designer is
addressed in [Andrews 1991]:
“The essence of concept design is divergence and innovation in trying to ascer-
tain what is in the customer’s real requirement and how that can be tuned to
what is technically realistic and a.ordable.”
Andrews [2003b] discusses this issue in more depth, with specific reference to requirement
elucidation within the acquisition process of naval ships.
2.3.5 Impact of Requirements upon the Ship Solution
The previous sections have discussed the role of requirement elucidation as part of the
design process. This section builds on that, exploring the impact of requirements upon the
ship itself.
Various authors have described how altering the requirements radically alters the char-
acteristics of the ship solution. Section 2.2.1 highlighted the apparent complexity of ships.
This complexity is partly responsible for the di/culty in relating requirements to vessel
characteristics. To better understand the impact of requirements upon a ship it is useful
to decompose the ship into a number of constitute parts. By examining these parts the
interrelations within the ship design can be explored. However, considerable challenges
arise when attempting to decompose complex systems into appropriate hierarchies29. A
number of di.erent decomposition approaches have been commonly applied to ships:
• Weight-Space Breakdown;
• Systems Engineering Hierarchy;
• Functional Group Breakdown.
and are now considered in turn.
These approaches bound the ship’s constitute parts in di.erent ways. Once the ship has
been decomposed into a number of constitute parts the impact of requirements upon these
parts can then be considered.
The weight-space breakdown, or classification, subdivides the ship’s components into
a number of groups related to the ship’s principal components. This breakdown is an
accounting system which uses the function of a space to determine which group the com-
ponent is allocated to30. Table 2.8 shows the seven major weight groups employed within
the UCL weight and space breakdown [UCL 2004] which is largely based upon UK MoD
practise [MoD 2001]. Breakdowns of this type are often used within sizing models so that
29See the general discussion of this topic in Chapter 8 of [Simon 1981].
30Although historically the groups were based upon the di(erent trades that existed within shipyards
[MoD 2001].
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significant amounts of past ship data may be available to the designer and to act as a
completeness check. However, Andrews and Brown [1982] argue that the weight-space
breakdown attributes excessive cost to the ‘ship element’ (cf. the ‘payload’ element) as
items which directly support the payload are included as part of the ship’s cost. This cre-
ates the impression that the ‘payload element’ is cheap, while the ‘ship element’ appears
expensive.
Table 2.8: UCL Weight Groups
Group Description
1 Hull
2 Personnel
3 Ship Systems
4 Main Propulsion
5 Electrical Power
6 Payload
7 Variables
Systems engineering is an approach devised in the 1950s for engineering projects which
are either large, highly complex or both. In many ways systems engineering simply provides
a framework for thinking about project managing engineering problems. The systems
engineering framework is authoritatively summarised by the V-diagram which describes
the overall systems engineering process, for one recent example see Figure 2.6. The left
hand side of the V-diagram shows the successive stages of partitioning that transforms the
users capability statement (produced after an initial ’requirements elucidation’ process) via
a requirements specification to designs of the overall system architecture, sub-systems and
components. The right hand side shows the production, integration and testing processes
which result in a viable solution, able to satisfy the original user requirements.
van Griethuysen [2000] provides a critique on systems engineering from a marine design
perspective. He highlights the particular characteristics of marine vehicles which result in
their design proving challenging for the designer attempting to apply systems engineering
approaches, these include:
• The physical design and integration which exists within the marine vehicle;
• The design of systems dealing with the handling of data and information;
• The ‘human factor’31;
• The design of sub-systems (including the development and selection of equipment).
31With regards to the ship being a lived in environment.
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Figure 2.6: The V Diagram, from [Elliott and Deasley 2007]
van Griethuysen [2000] also describes the potential benefits of bringing engineering to the
centre of the project management process; this is highlighted as a great merit of systems
engineering, as is its ability to promote ‘joined-up’ engineering. However, current devel-
opments in systems engineering approaches have been led by engineers with a particular
expertise in product areas such as software. This has led to an emphasis in some literature
on system engineering methods which are incompatible with other classes of systems. van
Griethuysen [2000] states that systems engineering is perhaps too generic a subject and
that the system engineer needs some grounding in a specific technical domain. A view
which Rydill [1969] supports.
The functional group breakdown, described first in [Andrews et al. 1996], separates the
ship elements into one of several functional groups. The functional group breakdown was
originally conceived in the case of a submarine [Andrews et al. 1996], with all elements of
the vessel being allocated to either the Float, Move or Fight categories. But it was quickly
realised that an Infrastructure group (containing items such as crew accommodation and
supporting ship systems which would otherwise have been logically but impracticably di-
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vided between the other functional groups) was necessary. The four groups, based upon
[Andrews et al. 1996] that are now employed to functionally decompose a ship are:-
• Fight/Operations;32
• Move;
• Float;
• Infrastructure.
Table 2.9 gives an indication of the range of sub-functions that are encapsulated by the
Float functional group. The table presents the sub-functions together with the principal
objects a.ected by the sub-functions and the metric used to assess the sub-functions per-
formance. Some metrics, such as the stability metric of vertical centre of gravity, describe
a component of the performance of the whole ship. While the buoyancy of the Float group
can be used to find a range of allowable values of vertical centre of gravity; its actual loca-
tion is dependent upon the complete design (i.e. it is a whole body property). Similarly,
whole body properties are also important to the metrics related to the seakeeping and cost.
Functional groups were originally introduced into the ship design process to help foster
innovation [Andrews et al. 1996]. As a consequence, the use of functional groups allows
the designer to examine how the overall requirements and characteristic of other groups
a.ect any particular group. The introduction of functional groups has better exposed both
the interrelations within the ship and the balance between the various functional groups
[Andrews 2003b].
Due to the complexity of a ship design attempts made to decompose the ship into
a number of sub-parts are non-trivial. The interrelation between di.erent elements of
the ship results in the creation of ‘leaky-modules’, where leakiness refers to the impact
modules have upon each other [Erikstad 1996]. Di.erences between inputs and outputs
of these leaky-modules indicate that the solution is unbalanced and therefore incomplete.
Any imbalances must be resolved for the design to be complete.
2.4 The Performance and Characteristics of Alternative
Hullforms
2.4.1 Hullform Style
It is possible to define a set of important aspects for the hullform, see Table 2.10. The
examination of the hullform style draws on these aspects as part of the assessment of
hullform characteristics.
32The Fight group is used within naval ships while Operations is used for commercial ships.
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Table 2.9: Float Functional Group
Sub-function Object Metric
Buoyancy Hull Displacement
Longitudinal Centre of Buoyancy
Stability Hull Vertical Centre of Gravity
Metacentric Height
Stability Standardsa
Seakeeping Hull Sea-state vs. Response
Stabilisers Seakeeping Index
Resistance Hull Speed-Power Curve
Appendages Resistance Due to Waves
Volume Hull Internal Volume
Superstructure Internal Volume
Area Hull External Deck Area
Superstructure Internal Deck Area
Cost All Contribute Unit Procurement Cost
Through Life Cost
Structure Hull Material
Superstructure Structural Life
Assumed Still Water Loading
aSuch as those described in Chapter 8 and 10 of [Biran 2003].
Table 2.10: Important Aspects of Di.erent Hullforms, from [Lloyds 1988]
Aspect
Speed, Power and Endurance
Space, Layout and Weight
Structural Design
Intact and Damaged Stability
Seakeeping
Manoeuvrability
Military/Commercial Features
Construction Costs and Build Time
Through Life Costs
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Determining which hullform is best matched to the requirements is di/cult. Di.erent
requirements will drive the design process for di.erent hullforms. It can be argued that
the hullform is driven by one of three principal stylistic choices:-
• Sustension — The hullform’s source of lift of the total weight (i.e. hydrostatic lift);
• Arrangement — The disposition of the hullform’s internal layout (i.e. the general
arrangement of fight or operations features, cabins and principal items of equipment);
• Topology — The arrangement of the hullform’s constitute parts (i.e. the organisa-
tional configuration of the elements forming the boundary between the ship’s internal
systems and the external environment).
From these choices the hullform’s style can be decomposed into three principal stylistic
elements: Sustension Style; Arrangement Style; and Topological Style. The remainder of
Section 2.4.1 discusses these issues and proposes some initial conclusions on hullform style.
Sustension Style
Sustension is a definition of the vessel’s source of lift. Goubault and Allison [2003] present
a discussion of the four sources of lift that are utilised by marine vessels, see Figure 2.7.
Displacement craft with di.erent hullform types are located at the same vertex of the
pyramid (e.g. displacement monohull, catamaran, SWATH and trimaran).
Figure 2.7: Sustension Pyramid, after [Goubault and Allison 2003]
Sustension is important, as selection of a di.erent sustension style will radically alter the
potential performance the vessel is able to achieve and the vessel characteristics required
to meet this performance. This is most clearly displayed in the Von Karman-Gabrielli
transport e/ciency graph as shown in Figure 2.8. Shaded areas have been added to the
diagram to highlighted the di.erent performance by solutions with di.erent sustension
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styles. The wide separation between the di.erent sustension styles shows the separation
of di.erent hullform styles in terms of speed and the particular definition of transport
e/ciency adopted by Von Karman and Gabrielli (e.g. defined as the product of weight
and speed divided by installed power).
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Figure 2.8: Von Karman-Gabrielli Transport E/ciency Graph, after [Insel 2000]
Arrangement Style
Arrangement is a critical factor of any ship design as it has a substantial impact during the
ship design process. The importance of arrangement to the design is stated by Andrews
[1981] who questions the basic assumption that “all space is equally important” (as is
the case with weight), an assumption that is inherent in many sizing methods utilised at
the early stage of the design process. A comprehensive discussion on the importance of
arrangement, or architecture, in ship is presented in [Andrews 2003a].
Topological Style
As discussed earlier, in this context topology is being used to describe the organisational
configuration of the elements which form the boundary between the ships internal systems
and the external environment. Considering the hullform, this provides the elements which
determine the ship’s hydrostatic and hydrodynamic lift. However a number of topologi-
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cally di.erent solutions are possible which are equivalent in terms of sustension, such as:
monohull, catamaran and trimaran. Similarly, there are conceivably an enormous possi-
ble number of di.erent solutions with identical external forms, and hence topologies, but
di.erent internal arrangements.
By describing a hullforms topological style as the configuration of a system’s constituent
parts it provides a bridge between the vessel’s external interface and its constituent systems.
Furthermore, this definition of the vessel’s topological style is distinct from the arrangement
style as it describes gross factors which are of particular influence to the arrangement.
While some gross performance characteristics are driven by sustension style (as illus-
trated in Figure 2.8), di.erent topological styles can lead to marked di.erences in vessel
performance. Examples include: the number and location of hulls; locations where dy-
namic lifting surfaces are attached to the structure; and, propulsor positions. However,
the viability of the solution as a whole is met by ensuring the vessel’s internal systems
satisfy both the external demands (driven by the sustension style) and internal demands
(driven by both the arrangement style and the styles adopted by the ship’s systems). Fig-
ure 2.9 is an example of a ship decomposed both by functional design building blocks and
through a topological structure, Figures 2.9a and 2.9b respectively.
Ship
Float
Primary Structure
Damage Control
WTCs
Move
Main Propulsion 
Machinery
Fuel
Rudders
etc.
etc.
Operations
AAW
ASW
C3I
etc.
Operations
Accomodation
Galley
HVAC
etc.
(a) Functional Building Blocks
HydrofoilHydrofoil
Cross Deck Structure
Main 
Hull
Side 
Hull
Side 
Hull
Cross Deck 
StructureMain Hull
Side Hull
Side Hull
Hydrofoil
Hydrofoil
(b) Topology for Partially Hydro-
dynamically Supported Trimaran
Figure 2.9: Functional Design Building Blocks and Topology
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The choice of topology will a.ect some functional design building blocks; for example, as
the overall vessel shape is altered structural weight will change. Alternatively, the choice
of a particular configuration of hullform elements may impact upon the systems required
within the ship33. Some connection between the topological and functional representations
of the ship must be introduced. Figure 2.10 shows the two representations linked through
the introduction of some example performance capabilities34.
The topological style adopted by the ship heavily influences the performance the ship
is able to achieve. A description of the ship’s style gives a broad definition of the likely
level of performance. However, the actual performance may di.er significantly from such
a prediction.
Conclusions on Hullform Style
Collating together the points discussed in the previous section it is possible to identify the
aspects from Table 2.10 which are driven by Sustension, Arrangement and Topology as
shown in Table 2.11. The di.erent sustension, arrangement and topology styles impact on
di.erent aspects of the vessel’s overall performance by varying degrees. Given the impact
of stylistic choices the current methods adopted for undertaking this decision making step
are of interest and are discussed in the following subsection.
2.4.2 The Advantages of an Alternative Hullform Style
One example of the advantages of di.erent hullform styles is presented by Betts [1988].
He provides a review of comparative studies of Monohull and SWATH hullforms at that
time, which described the di/culties of developing a fair measure of equivalence between
the di.erent hullforms. For example, while a SWATH may possess good seakeeping char-
acteristics, a monohull can be modified to attain comparable motions. In particular, Betts
highlights a study by Kennell et al. [1985] comparing Monohull and SWATH hullforms
for towed array sonar operations. In that study three comparable ships were presented: a
baseline payload-driven monohull; an equivalent payload SWATH; and, an equivalent sea-
keeping monohull. Profiles of the three ships and one of the performance metrics assessed
by Kennell et al. are reproduced in Figure 2.11.
In order to meet the same payload carrying capacity as the baseline payload-driven
monohull, the equivalent payload SWATH had to be 30% greater in displacement. This
33Taking for example a trimaran fitted with dynamically controlled roll damping foils. Moving the foil
from the sidehull to main hull will result in a significant physical rearrangement of functional design
building blocks to provide the required actuation forces.
34Figure 5.4 in [Andrews 2003a] highlights a subset of design issues that fall under the topic of design
integration. Andrews defines these as project issues (the ’-ilities’) that are distinct from the ship systems
(represented through the four functional groups). Together the project issues and ship systems form
the total ship description. An alternative breakdown to that shown in Figure 2.10 is needed to allow
the representation of these issues.
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Table 2.11: Relation of Sustension, Arrangement and Topology to the Important Aspects
of Di.erent Hullforms
Aspect Sustensiona Arrangementa Topologya
Speed, Power and Endurance • • • • ••
Space, Layout and Weight • • • •
Structural Design • •• • • •
Intact and Damaged Stability • • • • • • •
Seakeeping • • • • ••
Manoeuvrability • • • • ••
Military/Commercial Featuresb • • • •
Construction Costs and Build Time • •• • • •
Through Life Costs • •• ••
aWhere • • • indicates a highly significant impact, •• a significant impact and • a limited impact.
bFor example, in the case of a naval vessel these features include weapons systems, sensor systems and
the vessel’s signatures.
growth was mainly due to an increase in structural weight of the SWATH. However, the
SWATH’s reduced waterplane area led to a decrease in wave excitation forces resulting in
the SWATH exhibiting reduced motions in a seaway. For a monohull to have equivalent
seakeeping performance to the level predicted for the SWATH required a growth in the
monohull’s displacement of 70% (this ‘seakeeping monohull’ is shown in Figure 2.11). The
increase in structural weight caused by the growth in size was some 106% over the ‘payload
monohull’. In essence, the SWATH is more sensitive to payload growth while the monohull
is more sensitive to seakeeping requirements. This sensitivity of particular hullforms to
certain requirements presents a significant problem in the early stage of the design process
when the designer and customer wish to rapidly explore emerging requirements.
2.4.3 The Comparison and Selection of Hullforms
The selection of hullform style is of considerable interest and has been explored by many
authors35. [Andrews 2001], [Eames 1985] and [MoD 2005b]36 provide a qualitative assess-
ment of di.erent hullforms. The change in vessel characteristics which can be achieved
through the selection of an alternative hullform is discussed in [Andrews 2001] where it is
argued that the benefits which can be realised through the selection of the ‘correct’ hull-
35In chronological order Andrews 1981; Eames 1985; NATO 1987; Lavis et al. 1990; NATO 1997; Sadden
and Nisbet 1998; Broadbent and Kennell 2001; Goubault and Allison 2003; McDonald et al. 2004;
NATO 2004.
36In particular Table 3-4 in [MoD 2005b].
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(a) Ship Inboard Profiles (b) Relative Ship Operability
Figure 2.11: Comparison of Swath and Monohull Designs, from [Kennell et al. 1985]
form for a given task will be substantial37. This can be seen in Table 2.12 from [Andrews
2001] which provides a qualitative assessment of the strengths and drawbacks of a range of
hullforms. Given the di/culty in assigning quantitative measures of merit, naval architects
typically use such qualitative assessments based upon their own personal experience in the
selection of hullforms.
Table 2.12: Qualitative Assessment of Di.erent Hullforms, from [Andrews 2001]
37The paper focuses upon the need for adaptability within naval combatants and recommends the trimaran
as an adaptable hullform.
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Other published work has attempted to perform quantitative analysis of di.erent hull-
forms to find those best suited to a role. This has taken the form of comparative studies
for more specific requirements by exploring the e.ect of changing the hullform style on the
solution’s characteristics [Sadden and Nisbet 1998; Lavis et al. 1990; Broadbent and Ken-
nell 2001; McDonald et al. 2004]. The hullforms explored in these references is summarised
in Table 2.13.
Table 2.13: Quantitative Hullform Comparisons
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[Sadden and Nisbet 1998] • • • •
[Broadbent and Kennell 2001] • • • •
[McDonald et al. 2004] • • • •
[Lavis et al. 1990] • • • •
[NATO 1987] • • • •
[NATO 1997] • • •
[NATO 2004] • • • • • • •
Finally, a number of NATO reports contain analyses of di.erent hullforms and an assess-
ment of the potential for novel craft to meet NATO’s perceived future naval requirements
[Eames 1985; NATO 1987; Lavis et al. 1990; NATO 1997, 2004]. The perceived benefits
of a range of hullforms were discussed in these studies. [Lavis et al. 1990] summarised
the work performed by the NATO Special Working Group Six (SWG/6), whose remit was
to explore the potential of advanced marine vehicles. One particularly important com-
ment from [Lavis et al. 1990] highlights the di/culty of ensuring comparative studies are
objective:
“It is this second issue (objectivity) that led to the development of a joint
parametric study for SWG/6 between the United States (US) and West Ger-
many (GE). One problem that occurs when comparisons are made is that many
people become involved because of the magnitude of the project and each has
his own analytic methods, preferences and biases. As a result di.erent stan-
dards, margins and practises are often employed so that each of the hullforms
are not always designed to the same standard, resulting in the proverbial ‘ap-
ples and oranges’ comparisons. Even the use of computerised design-synthesis
models does not always eliminate this problem since the programs are generally
written by di.erent people, or organisations, and for di.erent purposes.”
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More recent examples of NATO’s continued interest is presented in [NATO 1997] and
[NATO 2004]. [NATO 1997] summarises work by NATO group SWG/6 which was re-
sponsible at that time for investigating the potential of unconventional craft. The report
contains four annexes related to the design of unconventional craft:
• Craft types and design information on alternative hull types;
• Parametric design data for three alternative hull types;
• A glossary of analysis methods and tools able to support the assessment and selection
of alternative hull types;
• Examples of the application of the analysis methods to cost and operational e.ec-
tiveness analysis38 studies.
The parametric design data found in this publication could still be used during the appraisal
of di.erent hullforms. It comprises a series of plots demonstrating the performance of
di.erent hullforms and machinery options. However, there is a risk of such parametric
data becoming obsolete39. An approach that enables the addition of new information
would be a substantial development.
2.5 Case Study: Exploring Diﬀerent Hullforms for the Littoral
Combat Ship
The candidate in [McDonald et al. 2004] presented an example of a hullform comparison
study meeting the US Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) requirements; the full paper is
included as Appendix A. The study takes the LCS requirement [US Navy 2003] as a baseline
and then demonstrates how this might be satisfied using a range of hullforms: monohull,
trimaran, surface e.ect ship (SES) and catamaran. The advantages and disadvantages of
these four hullforms against the published LCS requirements were explored by developing
a numerical sizing model. The sizing model automatically explored large variations in
the ship’s payload, examining 7200 di.erent payload combinations, from which the cost
and benefit (in terms of payload capability for a fixed set of ship performance capabilities
were found). These results were used to inform a cost–benefit analysis that highlighted
the options that defined a pareto-frontier40. From this analysis one option for each of
38Abbreviated to COEA. This definition follows that used within [NATO 1997]; the report defines the UK
equivalent at that time as Cost and Operational E(ectiveness and Investment Appraisal (COEIA).
39For example, the recent introduction of a new generation of high powered and e)cient gas turbines,
such as the Rolls Royce MT-30 [Rolls-Royce plc 2009], is not reflected in the results predicted by the
parametric design data within [NATO 1997].
40A Pareto frontier defines the subset of a given a set of choices which are Pareto e)cient given a specific
way of valuing each alternative. By assessing the pareto frontier a designer can rapidly examine a
solution space. Recent research at UCL has explored the utility of this information in elucidating
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the four hullform was selected for further development. The selected options had a total
cost matching the LCS target cost of $220 million [US Navy 2003]. These options were
developed into detailed point designs to validate the numerical sizing model used to develop
the designs, these designs are shown in Figure 2.12. The detailed point designs exposed
a number of key design drivers for each hullform. Furthermore, the payload carrying
capability of the four hullforms (all able to meet the requirements) was found to vary.
In terms of payload carrying capability the study ranked the hullforms in the following
order (from most to least cost-e.ective): Trimaran; Monohull; SES; and Catamaran. This
assessment demonstrated that for the four hullforms considered the trimaran and monohull
were the most cost-e.ective solutions to the LCS requirements. Furthermore, the choice
between di.erent hullform types was shown to have considerable impacts on overall vessel
capability and highlighted the necessity to examine di.erent hullforms in the early stage
of the concept design process.
5.1 MONOHULL (Figures 11 & 16) 
The monohull has been designed to the objective 
requirements and the target cost, the cost-benefit method 
suggested the following combination of systems.(Table 5) 
 
SW(2) 76mm 
 2 x 40mm 
AD(2) RAM 
 2 x CIWS 
 Nulka 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(4) CEC Rx & Tx 
 full sensor suite 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
Table 5:  Monohull Payload 
 
The major items of propulsion machinery are summarised 
below.  
• Boost power  
• 2 x MT50 gas turbines mechanically 
driving two 44Mw waterjets  
• Integrated Electrical Propulsion  
• Allison 601-k11 (8.3 MW)  
• Allison AG9140 (3.0MW)  
• 2 x Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 2 x Retractable Podded Propulsers  
The monohull designs all feature a full width 
superstructure which houses the vessels modular payload 
package. Below deck areas provide space for the 
propulsion system and accommodation. One downside of 
the monohull hullform is the relatively small hanger and 
flight deck and the issues of access around it.  
The main problem with the design of a monohull to the 
requirements specified is the ability to layout the 
machinery, particularly with reference to getting the 
power ‘out the back’. The only practical solution was to 
place the main propulsors, two waterjets, together in the 
aft compartment.  
The machinery choice resulted in two large gas turbines 
being placed within a relatively narrow hull. As would be 
expected this caused layout problems, making it necessary 
to separate the two gas turbines into adjacent 
compartments. Whilst improving survivability this has 
however led to long shaft lines that could experience 
vibration pr blems. 
The method used to select gas turbines alternators chose 
an Allison AG9140 (3.0MW) and two Eurodyne 
(2.4MW) gas turbines for the monohull. This is a result of 
the necessity, within the model, to meet the diverse power 
requirement of the four operating speeds efficiently. It is 
recognised that if this concept was developed further the 
benefits of identical gas turbines from a maintenance and 
stores perspective would lead to a small power, and hence 
speed, trade off. 
Flush mounted azumizing pump-jets were explored as a 
suitable low to medium speed propulsor. However, some 
doubt as to the ability to operate up to LCS’s medium 
speed range resulted in retractable podded propulsors 
being chosen as the low to medium speed propulsor. 
Structurally the monohull is driven by longitudinal 
bending. Whilst this is well within the knowledge base of 
current naval ship design there are some unique 
challenges. The loading on the hull at high speed in high 
sea states is difficult to predict and further work is 
required in this area. Due to the requirements for hanger a 
modular payload space a full width superstructure has 
been used. Care will be required in the detailed structural 
design to ensure the large open hanger and modular bays 
are suitably integrated with the main hull.  
  
Figure 12:  LCS Trimaran (a) Trimaran
 
  Reduction in cost Reduction in weight 
Monohull 0.90% 1.40% 
Trimaran 2.50% 7.80% 
SES 3.90% 12.10% 
Catamaran 7.10% 14.80% 
Table 3:  Impact of reduction in structural weight 
The SES and catamaran benefit most from reduction to 
the structural weight. The large change in both the overall 
displacement and cost reinforces why most catamaran fast 
ferries are constructed from aluminium. 
5.  POINT DESIGNS 
This Section develops the designs produced by the earlier 
method by preliminary feasibility studies. This was done 
to highlight any issues concerning the validity of the 
numerically balanced ships presented in Section 4. A 
simple layout was developed to ensure sufficient space 
was available for the propulsion systems and other key 
equipment. 
Each of the four hullforms, described in Table 4, 
considered and evaluated with respect to the principle 
areas of the study. These designs attempt to demonstrate 
how the hullforms scale and the issues that are present 
within small or large vessels of a given hullform. 
 
 
 
 
Payload Groups Hullform 
SW AD SS IS MOD AR 
Price Level 
($M) 
Relative 
Capability 
Deep Disp. 
(tonnes) 
Trimaran 0 0 1 3 2 1 224 2675 2621.8 
Monohull 2 3 3 4 2 1 226.6 3800 2534.5 
SES 0 0 1 3 2 1 224.2 2675 3734.4 
Catamaran 
(objective) 0 0 1 0 2 1 230 1445 3028 
Table 4:  Point designs considered 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 11:  LCS Monohull (b) Monohull
 
Figure 13:  LCS SES 
5.3  SES (Figures 13 & 18) 
The surface effect ship is also designed to the objective 
requirement. The cost-benefit method suggested the  
combination of systems summarised in Table 7. 
 
SW(0) 2 x 20mm 
AD(0) CIWS 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(4) CEC Rx & Tx 
 full sensor suite 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
Table 7:  SES Payload 
• Prime movers  
• 2 x WR-21 mechanically driving two 
waterjets  
• 3 x Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 4 x Pumpjets  
• Lift System  
• 4 x LM500 to 4 lift fans  
The large open box of the SES provides more than 
enough scope for novel machinery layout options. Efforts 
have been made to distribute the redundant key items, 
such as prime movers, throughout the ship whilst 
concentrating systems with no redundancy, such as the 
radar and control room. 
A conscious decision was made to integrate the module 
handling system with the hangar. By having it running to 
the stern of the ship beneath the flight deck the payload 
bay can deploy and retrieve ROV’s or small boats from 
the stern. These operations may potentially be limited by 
both speed and sea state and further work is necessary in 
these areas. 
Access is also provided via the stern for larger objects 
allowing the payload bay to operate as a small ro-ro deck. 
Boat bays, positioned along the sides of the ship, would 
offer other access point to the payload bay if stern 
docking was not feasible for a given port. 
SES machinery selection was driven by the requirement 
for a light weight solution. Lift fans driven by electrical 
motors were investigated, but efficiency gains made 
possible by operating generators at full power were 
insufficient to counteract the substantial weight penalties.  
As with the trimaran side hulls the shallow operating draft 
when on cushion poses a problems with potential air  
ingestion into the waterjets, it is felt that this can be 
resolved by scoops but with the penalty of increased 
resistance. [8] 
The requirement for a large range at speeds in the region 
of 18-25 knots proved decisive in limiting the 
effectiveness of the SES. This is a region where cruise 
speed fuel consumption drives up the fuel requirement of 
the SES and hence displacement. It is present while either 
off cushion (with the prime movers at full power and lift 
fans off) or on cushion (with the prime movers at part 
load and lift fan gas turbines running). (Figure 14) 
 
Figure 14:  SES speed-range curve for a fixed fuel load 
(c) SES
  
Figure 15:  LCS Catamaran 
 
Finally the SES design has a high length to beam ratio. 
Whilst this has been shown to be beneficial for the SES 
powering, it can however lead to problems with stability 
during high speed turns.[8][11]  
Unlike the catamaran the hulls are not optimised for 
hydrodynamic performance but are a compromise and 
must accommodate the on cushion design requirements 
including the operation of the skirts. 
5.4  CATAMARAN (Figure 15 & 19) 
Unlike the three previous hullforms the catamaran was 
only designed to the threshold performance requirements, 
because as described earlier (see section 4.1) the cost of 
designing the catamaran to the objective performance 
requirements was far in excess of the target cost.  
Cost-benefit method suggested the following combination 
of syst ms.(Table 8) 
 
 
SW(0) 2 x 20mm 
AD(0) CIWS 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(0) CEC Rx 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
 
Table 8:  Catamaran Payload 
 
• Boost power (40kts)  
• 2 x MT-50 gas turbines mechanically 
driving two 43Mw waterjets  
• Integrated Electrical Propulsion  
• WR-21 GTA (21.0 MW)  
• Allison 601-k11 (8.3 MW)  
• Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 2 x Electrically driven waterjets  
• 4 x Pumpjets  
Many of the catamaran’s advantages are equivalent to 
those described for the SES. The large structural box 
allowed the integration of the module handling system 
with the hanger. It also runs to the aft of the ship allowing 
the deployment and retrieval of ROV’s or small boats 
over the stern. 
Power requirements for the catamaran were found to be 
large compared to the monohull and trimaran, this 
assessment is supported in [12]. The impact of this 
difference in required power becomes apparent when the 
40 knot catamaran is compared to the 50 knot monohull. 
In both cases the sprint propulsion is provided by two 
MT-50 gas turbines driving two 40Mw waterjets. 
The beam of the two hulls is only just sufficient to fit in 
the waterjets. Any further increases led to increased 
resistance, causing the ships displacement to spiral up. 
Gas turbines however were far too large due to access 
requirements. They have been placed in the box, either 
side of the hangar, leading to long shaft lines that could 
experience vibration problems. An electrical drive 
configuration was explored to attempt to resolve these 
(d) Catamaran
Figure 2.12: LCS P int Des gns, fr m [M Donald et al. 200 ]
One outcome of this case study w s th identificatio of significant issues in applying
performance prediction tools to a range of hullforms. Powering predictions for the LCS were
likely to be challenging, considering the r quir d high speed. T study has highlighted
the lack of accurate ship resis ance pr dic on methods valid t the high speeds required by
the LCS (40+ knots). Potential speed/sea-state limitations for the vari us configurations
r quirements during hip concept design [Vasudevan 2008]. In this case the set solutions developed for
th di(erent of payload options were restricted to the set of choices that are Pareto-e)cient in terms
f their cost-benefit.
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were not able to be determined due to a lack of tools. Accurate prediction of the structural
weight in the concept phase was not possible due to the large variation in the loading
conditions of the competing hullforms. The study identified a lack of data available in
early stage design, to predict the structural weight of multihull craft.
The current generation of performance prediction tools for resistance, seakeeping and
structural weight estimation all require highly detailed ship definitions. There is a require-
ment for a set of performance analysis tools more suited to initial design when less is known
about the ship. Two viable approaches seem possible to developing tools able to bridge the
gap between existing complex analysis tools and a low design definition: either, simplified
analysis tool that require limited inputs (and have limited capabilities) [Schofield 2007];
or, developing tools able to automatically “fill in” missing design detail using appropriate
default values, patterns or styles. Ideally, these tools should give results for a large range
of possible ships types and sizes, together with a confidence level for predictions, particu-
larly in the areas of structures, seakeeping and powering that are significant size and cost
drivers.
2.6 Conclusions on the Hullform Selection Problem
This chapter has outlined the importance of the initial step of the ship design process—
the Concept Phase. This phase sees a number of key choices being made at the start
of a complex decision making environment. The complexity of ships and the complexity
of design are both important contributory factors. Given this complex decision making
environment, the key choices made by the designer are further complicated by numerous
constraints acting on a given design, the design process used and the design environment
in which it takes place. The combination of complexity and constraints may preclude a
full examination of alternatives—such as di.erent hullforms style. This then prematurely
excludes alternative solutions that may o.er substantial benefits. There is a need for a
tool to enable a designer to explore alternative hullforms in the early stages of the ship
design process to greatly facilitate e.ective requirement elucidation.
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Chapter 2 identified the importance of a design tool in allowing the designer to explore
alternatives as fundamental to the requirement elucidation objective of the concept phase
of the ship design process. This chapter discusses current ship design approaches and their
implementation to discover their suitability for this task. It begins with a discussion of the
types of ship design. Next, Section 3.2 considered seven types of ship design approaches
able to support some or all of these types of ship design, these are:
• Traditional Ship Design Approaches;
• Concept Exploration Based Approaches;
• Optimisation Based Approaches;
• Decision Making Based Approaches;
• Artificial Intelligence Based Approaches;
• Configuration Based Approaches;
• Set Based Approaches.
The role the designer adopts in the decision making process for these seven approaches to
ship concept design is then discussed. Following this overview of the di.erent approaches to
ship design Section 3.3 focuses on two approaches, the traditional ship design approach and
Andrews’ configuration based approach, using these as illustrative examples to examine
the important synthesis step that occurs within the design process. This examination
highlights the importance of selecting style at the outset of the design process. Section 3.4
then presents two sets of ship concept design tool requirements developed by other authors.
The chapter concludes by discussing the ability of existing design approaches to rapidly
explore di.erent alternative hullform styles; while the designer is working to elucidate
requirements in the concept phase.
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3.1 Ship Design Types
Andrews defines seven types of ship design, in terms of novelty, ranging from simple subse-
quent further batch designs right through to solutions employing radical technology [An-
drews 1998]. These types are shown in Table 3.1. [Andrews 1998] has also proposed that
the process of ship design can be separated into three categories: designing to the current
state of the art; developing the current state of the art; and redefining the current state of
the art. These categories reflect the degrees of uniqueness described by [Gale 2003].
Table 3.1: Types of Ship Design, from [Andrews 1998]
Type Example
Subsequent Batch Batch 2 Type 22 Frigate
Type Ship Most naval auxiliary vessels
Evolutionary VT Shipbuilding’s Family of Warships [Usher and Dorey
1982]
Simple Synthesis UCL student designs [UCL 2002]
Broader Synthesis UCL integrated design approach [Andrews 1986]a
Radical Configuration SWATH, Trimaran
Radical Technology Hydrofoil, SES
aAnd further developed in [Dicks 2000] and [Pawling 2007].
Of the seven types of ship design, Subsequent Batch, Type Ship and Evolutionary design
types allow the designer to develop ships based upon the current state of the art. Subse-
quent Batch and Type Ship1 provide the designer with a capability for undertaking the
simple reproduction of previous ships with only minor modifications. Evolutionary design
is able to slightly develop the current state of the art.2
Simple Synthesis, Broader Synthesis and Radical Configuration types of ship design are
appropriate when exploring novel design concepts. These three types of ship design are
more able to address a challenging requirement. They possess the potential to design a
‘new’ ship as they employ a synthesis process able to respond to challenging requirements by
exploring di.erent alternatives. However, the simple synthesis process is heavily dependent
upon the information that forms the current state of the art. It is therefore lower risk but
less suitable for designing to meet more novel needs or options.3
1Considering the example of a container ship di(erent options for type design may be considered including
extending the parallel midbody, or improving the machinery fit within the aft of the ship [Meek 1970].
2Evolutionary design, as performed by shipyards, leverages the large amount of knowledge obtained
from developing and building a given ship. This knowledge can be used to develop an incremental
improvement to the design.
3The design procedure as undertaken during Ship Design Exercise at UCL can be considered to be an
example of simple synthesis. The synthesis process from the design exercises uses a definition of payload
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The final category of Radical Technology is distinctly di.erent from the other six types
of ship design. It incorporates technology from outside the marine industry, and requires
resource intensive approaches such as prototypes and production methods commonly em-
ployed within the aerospace industry (i.e. design and build new production facilities).
These types of approaches are rarely adopted in the marine sector where large prototypes
are uncommon and such development costs unattractive. Also, the incorporation of any
new radical technology will substantially widen the range of designs which could be con-
templated, however greater risks require considerable development investment.
Three of the ship design types are typically associated with design problems that feature
the exploration of di.erent hullforms:
• Broader Synthesis;
• Radical Configuration;
• Radical Technology.
A genuinely comprehensive ship design method should possess the flexibility to support
these types of ship concept design. However, many commercial organisations favour the
adoption of more conservative design methods as they are usually risk adverse.
3.1.1 Ship Design Types Adopted by Industry
In considering ship design problems it is useful to consider the approaches taken by UK
commercial organisations to ship design as they can provide a di.erent perspective from
that commonly presented in academia. It is clearly important to understand industry’s
outlook to ensure any design process developed is suited to the needs and constraints of
the ‘real world’.
Larger commercial organisation such as shipyards tend towards adopting traditional ship
design methods, such as: subsequent batch, type ship and evolutionary designs, as defined
in Table 3.1. This is most apparent in the di.erent design organisation’s families of ship:
VT’s OPV [Usher and Dorey 1982]; BAE System’s Fxxx series. This approach is driven by
a desire to minimise risk by leveraging past design information and solutions. Shipyards
very rarely develop wholly new ships. While e.ective in minimising risk, this approach is
far from ideal from a concept design perspective where the exploration of novel solutions
is of principal interest.
to estimate a complete space and weight for the whole ship. From these whole ship estimates the weight
and volume of the ship’s components are calculated and summated to obtain a revised whole ship weight
and volume. This calculation step is iterated until the ship is balanced. Weight breakdowns for previous
ships form the basis algorithms of this approach therefore the range of ships which can be considered
by these methods is limited [UCL 2002]. However, if the designer wishes to consider a design with a
radical configuration then a more complex geometry model must be employed to inform the values of
weight and space. Consequently design uncertainty increases rapidly as the designer moves away from
the limited knowledge base upon which existing weight and space relationships are based [Dicks 2000].
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To promote design flexibility several shipbuilders have adopted a design approach that
Park and Storch [2002] described as modular parametric design that encourages reuse
during design. Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries of Japan employ a module reuse
philosophy with only minor modification being made to individual modules [Baade et al.
1998]. Thyssen Nordssewerke of Germany utilised generic machinery unit sets, allowing a
separation of the design of machinery unit and hull structures [Jaquith et al. 1988]. This
approach is also echoed in mission modularity systems, such as Meko and StanFlex which
are described in [NATO 2004]. These modular and adaptable approaches are justified in
the belief that they allow the reuse of significant elements of previous solutions without
significantly constraining the arrangement of the new solution. However, it also acts to
form a clear systems interface thereby separating combat system uncertainties from the
design of the ship’s outfit.
The commercial pressures that arise in the shipbuilding industry create further pressures
upon the design process leading to the adoption of a conservative approach to ship design.
The shipbuilding industry tends towards adopting the following types of ship design:
• Subsequent Batch;
• Type Ship;
• Evolutionary.
More novel UK commercial ship design work not conforming to the subsequent batch, type
ship or evolutionary types of ship design has recently been undertaken by a number of
organisations. BMT Defence Services Limited have developed ship and submarine designs
such as the Aegir, Vidar and Venator [Aitken and Jones 2007; Binns 2008; Kimber and
Giles 2008; Kimber et al. 2008]. Other ship design work on the UK MoD’s Military Afloat
Reach and Sustainability (MARS) project exploring possible replacements for the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary fleet tankers, which the candidate was involved with, has explored the
application of broader synthesis types of ship design [Cooper et al. 2007].
Some parts of the commercial ship design community are moving towards exploring
arrangement and layout at an earlier stage of the concept design process [Andrews et al.
2005; Andrews and Pawling 2007]. By evaluating materially di.erent design options there
is far greater potential to expose radical solutions which could then better satisfy a set of
requirements or even open up the requirement space. Limiting the solution search space
to previous solutions, or small modifications of these, risks impeding the range of solutions
explored within the early ship design process.
One interesting example from the commercial ship design field is the system based de-
sign approach proposed by Levander [1992, 2003]. This approach (implemented via a tool
termed ‘SeaKey’) adopts a system based decomposition to divide the vessel into ‘pay-
load’ and ‘ship’ functions (and then further into other sub-functions). Characteristics (e.g.
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weight, volume) are estimated for the di.erent (sub-)functions based upon an extensive
database of design knowledge collected at shipyards. This then allows the calculation of
main ship design parameters such as principal particulars, deck area allocation, volume
allocation, weight breakdown and construction cost. As the design is developed in more
detail balance is assessed across key naval architecture areas (e.g. weight balance). Levan-
der’s system based design approach allows the e.ective utilisation of large quantities of
prior knowledge on past solutions, but importantly by adopting a functional breakdown
it encourages other, more radical, options to be considered for di.erent functions or sub-
functions.
Design consultancy organisations tend towards adopting the following types of ship de-
sign:
• Simple Synthesis;
• Broader Synthesis;
• Radical Configuration.
In contrast to the subsequent batch, type ship and evolutionary types of design commonly
adopted in the shipbuilding industry, the types of design adopted by design consultancy
organisations may consider alternative hullforms. However, in cases where an alterna-
tive hullform may o.er advantages commercial organisations (or their customers4) have
experienced problems in rapidly determining the most appropriate hullform for a given
set of requirements. As described in Section 1.1.1 the US Navy’s Littoral Combat Ship
programme explored di.erent hullforms via a multiphase competitive competition that
concluded with the evaluation of two full size prototype ships with di.ering hullforms.
The program spent over $500m attempting to select the most appropriate hullform for a
ship with a radical concept of operations. If a design approach or method able to explore
multiple hullform option had been available to the US Navy some of this expenditure might
have been avoided. Having such an exploratory facility could remove a significant hurdle
to the consideration of alternative hullforms, allowing possible superior alternatives to be
more readily explored.
3.2 Ship Design Approaches
This section examines current approaches to ship concept design with the intention of
revealing if they could assist the concept designer in exploring hullform options in the
early stages of the ship design process.
4If alternative hullform o(er better performance then the impetus to adopt these solutions may originate
with the customer. However, the customer will still require assurance that these design options provide
real benefit necessitating a full exploration during the requirement elucidation phase.
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3.2.1 Traditional Ship Design Approaches
Traditional ship design approaches are typified by a designer led exploration of a single
solution and possible variants. Such approaches are discussed in [Watson and Gilfillan
1976; Brown 1983; Watson 1998; UCL 2002; Price 2002a; Brown and Moore 2004].
Traditional design approaches have developed over a long period, parallelling the de-
velopment of both naval architecture and engineering design. A review of the genesis of
the numerical and scientific approach to ship design is given in [Ferreiro 2004]. Brown
provides a description of the evolution of the ship design process within the UK Ministry
of Defence [Brown 1983]. In particular, he describes the simple mathematical models of a
ship design which enabled trade-o. studies to be conducted at an early stage of the design
process5. Brown indicates that a considerable amount of time was required to perform the
calculations by hand, even at the earliest stages of ship design process. The progression
from hand calculations to design with computer assistance adopted by the Royal Corps
of Naval Constructors is described within [Brown and Moore 2004]. Most recent design
approaches that used numerical synthesis have adopted digital computers as a calculation
tool6. For the procedure undertaken by students at UCL, numerical synthesis is provided
through a set of weight and space algorithms applicable to particular ship types [UCL
2002]7. Similar models have been developed elsewhere [Price 2002a].
There are substantial benefits in the flexibility of the traditional ship design approach.
In particular, a wide variety of solutions can be developed to explore the impact of vary-
ing characteristics, such as speed and endurance. However, apart from the case of simple
synthesis, traditional ship design approaches have been limited by available data, as de-
scribed previously in Section 3.1. Therefore, considerable judgement is required if the
features of the design di.er widely from previous experience and their ability to explore
radical options is therefore constrained by the judgement of the designer. The traditional
ship design approach is a designer driven process where the designer performs both the
calculation and decision making role, which means the underlying methods are inherently
flexible. Therefore, if a designer is su/ciently skilled then these methods should be able
to explore significant changes to the design, including investigating the consequences of
particular design decisions8.
The designer may also be able to gain an understanding of the impact of requirements
where there is limited design data. Limited design data occurs with the radical config-
uration and radical technology types of ship design from Table 3.1 and also with the
5Models such as these are known as ‘weight equations’ and related the estimated weights of the ship to
the armament, complement, power and endurance.
6These approaches enable very rapid design iterations to be undertaken, allowing di(erent variants within
a specific range of applicability to be quickly assessed.
7With any of the weight equation there is often substantial di)culty in obtaining accurate and up to date
weight and space data for the ship types being designed.
8If su)cient data is available to the designer.
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introduction of new major equipment being concurrently developed with the ship design
(i.e. combat and propulsion systems). These ship types often o.er the most potential for
radical improvement but su.er from insu/cient technical knowledge to accurately deter-
mine performance. While manual design methods can deal with gaps in knowledge more
easily than automated methods, their performance in this task is highly dependent upon
the skill, knowledge and prejudices of the designer.
3.2.2 Concept Exploration Based Approaches
Concept Exploration Models (CEM) utilise the rapid symbol processing ability of comput-
ers to facilitate an exploration of a design space. CEM’s work by developing a range of
solutions, then allowing the designer to explore the solutions characteristics and proper-
ties. CEM’s take as inputs principal ship and operational requirements. These are then
used to determine ship geometry, stability, performance and other vessel characteristics.
The developed designs are then assessed by the designer to find a feasible design which
satisfies the requirements. The validity of the results for any CEM will be determined by
the accuracy and limits of the mechanism used to develop and assess the designs. To date
current CEM’s have been designed around particular types of ships.
A large number of authors have explored applying CEM to the design of ships [Eames
and Drummond 1977; Nethercote and Schmitke 1982; Smith et al. 1987; Smith 1992; Smith
and Mistree 1994a; Erikstad 1994, 1996; Price 2002b; Simpson et al. 1996; Molland and
Karayannis 1997; Whitfield et al. 1999; Lavis and Forstell 2000]. A comprehensive descrip-
tion of the workings of a simple CEM for designing 1000-6000 tonne monohull warships is
given in [Eames and Drummond 1977]. Advanced hullforms have been explored through
CEM. For example, [Nethercote and Schmitke 1982] demonstrated the application of a
CEM to SWATH ships. [Smith et al. 1987; Smith 1992; Smith and Mistree 1994a] detail
the application of a CEM as part of a larger design system. Erikstad [1996] presents an
decision support model for preliminary ship design that features a CEM—‘ShipX’—that
demonstrated a framework able to ‘generate’, ‘analyse’, ‘evaluate’ and ‘decide’ upon a
range of options. Recent developments in CEM have seen a move to whole-ship design
synthesis models which emphasises the use of physics-based algorithms [Balasubramanian
and Lavis 2001].
One interesting example of a concept exploration method is the ‘portfolio of ship de-
signs’ approach presented in [Schiller et al. 2001]. This uses a number of databases to store
the following types of design information: parent hullforms; vendor equipment (e.g. prime
movers, reduction gearing and generator sets); light ship weights; and ship costs. Using
design information retrieved from the databases options are synthesised using a conven-
tional iterative sizing process and then checked against stability, speed, range and cargo
carrying capability to develop an acceptable solution. However, this approach still requires
a time-consuming synthesis model to be run while the designer is using the tool.
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Smith and Mistree [1994a] detail the application of a CEM as a key initial part of a
larger design system. Their paper summarises an example of a five day long design study
(derived from [Smith 1992]) that employed a software based design system called DSIDES.
This system was intended to assist the designer in learning about the design space. One
early element of DSIDES, called EXPLORE, allowed the designer to apply a CEM to
explore regions of the design space. EXPLORE employed a single design synthesis model
which is used by the CEM to investigate options between upper and lower bounds. DSIDES
next employs the decision support problem technique [Mistree et al. 1990] together with
trend analysis, optimisation and robustness analysis to develop final recommendations. In
the discussion of their paper, Smith and Mistree also make reference to a ‘rapid concept
exploration method’ (under development at the time) intended to assist in identifying
important variables during the start of the design process [Smith and Mistree 1994b].
CEM provide a powerful mechanism for enabling the designer to develop an understand-
ing of the design space. However, they do not directly provide guidance to the designer on
where better solutions may lie. The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is one exten-
sion of the CEM able to produce a model suitable for design guidance [Price 2002b]. The
RSM is a statistical process which can be used to study the empirical relationship between
inputs and outputs (termed factors and responses respectively). A design space is specified
in terms of a range for each factor. A Design of Experiments process is used to determine
the minimum amount of actual designs from within the space to be assessed [NIST 2009].
This then allows an accurate regression analysis of the design space to create a response
surface which defines a relationship between the factors and responses of the design space.
Using this response surface the RSM deploys standard optimisation techniques (e.g. ge-
netic algorithms) to find a ‘suitable’ design based upon a set of user defined objectives.
This method can be seen to parallel the process of the CEM, but with the decisions on
the design search space driven by previously prescribed optimisation technique and the
mathematical relationship that defines the response surface, as opposed to the designer
and a synthesis tool. These decisions are encapsulated within the criteria specified by the
designer within the optimisation technique. Applications of the RSM to ship design can
be found in [Whitfield et al. 1999] and [Price 2002b].
For both CEM and RSM it is potentially di/cult to define the limits of the search
space; a trade-o. exists between broadness, accuracy and computational expense [Erikstad
1996]. Various strategies can be employed to ensure a wide solution space is explored in
a computationally e/cient manner. However, the designer must ultimately determine
the scale and discretisation of the examination of the solution space. Within the field of
aircraft design methods for e.ectively presenting design information on a larger number
of alternatives, with similar configurations have been proposed [Goel et al. 1999]. Recent
work, with which the candidate has been involved, has explored the use of commercial
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design approaches, optimisations and visualisation tools to explore the design space for
naval auxiliary vessels [Cooper et al. 2007; Horner 2009].
CEM have demonstrated the ability to assess di.erent styles concurrently. [Molland
and Karayannis 1997] presented a CEM, underpinned by a database centric framework for
storage of designs, which provides the designer with the ability to asses several advanced
marine vehicles concurrently. This work only employed a CEM to select between two hull-
forms for a single, well defined commercial ferry role. However, the area centric synthesis
method that Molland and Karayannis’ design approach adopts limits the CEM to the eval-
uation of area driven designs, this constrains its suitability for exploring a large range of
ship with di.ering roles. This inability to design an arbitrary ship type9 is a fundamental
issue with many existing CEM.
3.2.3 Optimisation Based Approaches
Optimisation based approaches share several characteristics with CEM. Section 3.2.2 has
suggested that CEM can handle a wide range of designs which are then considered and
selected through designer intervention. Optimisation methods attempt to replace the de-
signer intervention by employing a mechanism to reduce the number of designs to a single
‘best’ solution. The approach taken by the majority of optimisation systems is to describe
the ship design process in a numerical form. This model of the design process is then
used to obtain a ‘best’ solution through the application of numerical techniques to find a
solution that maximises some overall measure of merit. Optimisation based approaches
have been proposed for many marine design tools [Nowacki 2009b].
Simple optimisation based approaches employ a single-objective. [Keane et al. 1991]
presents a collection of general purpose single-objective optimisation procedures to find the
minimum resistance given a number of constrains, including stability and structure. For
more complex problems the designer must adopt multi-objective optimisation methods.
Application of these approaches within the marine field can be found in [Sen and Bari
1984; Brown and Salcedo 2003; Mierzwicki 2003; Peri and Campana 2003; Brown and
Mierzwicki 2004; Parsons 2004]. Of particular interest are [Brown and Mierzwicki 2004]
and [Mierzwicki 2003] who incorporate risk analysis into the ship design process. The multi-
objective optimisation Brown and Mierzwicki present is used to assess e.ectiveness, cost
and risk concurrently. [Sen and Bari 1984] apply optimisation methods to the design of a
replacement inland waterway fleet rather than just a single ship. In addition to exploring a
range of ship solutions, Sen and Bari show how goal programming optimisation can be used
by the designer to explore the impact of di.erent constrains upon the solution. [Barone
and Bertorello 2004] demonstrate the application of multi-criteria optimisation techniques
in the design of a non-conventional trimaran hullform.
9Both in terms of a range of hullform styles that are of interest to the designer and the set of requirements
(or drivers) relevant in a particular design study.
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The numerical optimisation techniques described in the preceding paragraph performed
poorly if the design space is non-linear and so care is required in defining the design space.
Alternatively, there has been a large amount of recent development of other techniques
better able to cope with non-linearity, such as Genetic Algorithms (GA). A general intro-
duction to the use of GA in design is given in [Bentley 1999]. A variety of research has
been conducted recently on the utility of GA for optimisation in the ship design process,
this research is extensively discussed in [Vasudevan 2008]. Researchers have also used GA
to conduct cost-benefit analysis [Brown and Thomas 1998; Brown and Salcedo 2003]. Re-
cent research at UCL has explored the utility of the GA as a mechanism for exploring
the Pareto front [Vasudevan and Rusling 2006; Vasudevan 2008]. A recent UCL MSc has
proposed human guided GA as a mechanism for exploring novel ship design [Smith 2004].
The principal drawback with optimisation based techniques is the di/culty in specify-
ing an objective function or functions. The objective function provides the goal for the
method to optimise against. Section 2.2 of this report describes the di/culties of ship
concept design, these di/culties result in the objective functions being complex and hard
to define. Multi-objective optimisation methods have the additional complication of deter-
mining appropriate weightings between the di.erent functions of interest. The discussion
of [Keane et al. 1991] provides a frank exploration of the limits of optimisation; in which
Brown [1991] and Andrews [1991] comment on the di/culty of determining the objective
function especially when the uncertainties inherent within the early stage of the design
process are considered.
Such di/culties were experienced while work was undertaken by the candidate to link
a ship design software tool (Paramarine) with a generic optimisation/design automation
software (modeFRONTIER) as outlined in [Cooper et al. 2007]10. An initial goal had
been to include an optimisation approach able to assess and improve both the vessel’s
characteristics and its configuration. However, the substantial di/culties of defining a
clear objective function were discovered early in the project and a decision made to refocus
work on developing a tool better able to assist in exploring the design space. Development
of this tool and approach continues [Horner 2009].
The di/culty of defining an objective function is further complicated by the numerous
non-numerical ship characteristics. Examples of non-numerical ship characteristics include
the layout and ship superstructure style11. Andrews [1991] comments in the discussion of
[Keane et al. 1991] highlights the dangers in relying upon "black-box" design systems, such
as optimisation, due to the problems of trying to express non-numerical ship characteristics
in a numerical optimisation structure. In his critique of systems engineering Rydill [1969]
10This paper is duplicated as Appendix B.
11The central position of layout within the design process is discussed by Andrews within [Andrews 1984];
this discussion is brought up to date in [Andrews 2003a]. A discussion on the styling of warships
focusing on the layout of topside structure and systems is presented in [Bayliss 2003]. The role of
aesthetics in topside configuration is discussed within [Donnelly 1985].
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comments on the dangers inherent for ship design in solely adopting a single numerical
solution strategy to the detriment of other important characteristics.
One further argument against optimisation methods are presented by van Oers et al.
[2008] who argue that the addition of new constraints radically alters the solutions that
are ‘best’ which renders many of the existing solution unacceptable. They demonstrate
that by retaining a substantial number of non-optimal but feasible designs they can better
manage the addition of new constraints after the optimisation process has been completed.
Two important recommendation were:
• “The designer should consider all feasible designs, when selecting designs best reflect-
ing the current set of priorities.”
• “Considering all feasible designs allows the incorporation of additional knowledge a
posteriori, i.e., afterwards during selection instead of interactively during optimisation. . .
Moreover, including knowledge a posteriori also limits the influence of erroneous pri-
orities; establishing their consequences and revising them becomes almost instanta-
neous as the designs are already available. . .”
3.2.4 Decision Making Based Approaches
Decision making based ship concept design approaches operate on the premise that deci-
sion are initially based upon emerging data which is then reinforced through additional
design work. Decision making approaches can be separated into ‘Decision Based Design’
as proposed by [Mistree et al. 1990] and ‘Multiple Criteria Decision Making’ as advanced
by [Sen 1991].12
Decision Based Design applies system engineering13 to the overall design process. [Mis-
tree et al. 1990; Bras et al. 1990] develop a generic model of the design process, the ‘Decision
Support Problem Technique’, which is stated to enable the designer to model and under-
stand the design process for a given system. Other work employing Decision Based Design
includes a hybrid agent set-based conceptual ship design approach [Parsons et al. 1999].
This approach is driven by a decision making process which frames the design process in-
side a ‘market place’; di.erent design elements supply and demand certain characteristics,
with the market place acting to produce a balanced solution. One simple but important
tool that can be applied to examine the design, analysis and management of complex sys-
tems is the Design Structure Matrix (DSM). The DSM facilitates Decision Based Design
as it enables the designer to model, visualise, and analyse dependencies among system
12This separation was proposed within [Dicks 2000].
13As highlighted in Section 2.3.5, systems engineering relies upon the assumption that the important
issue in the engineering design process is the interfaces between the di(erent design elements. While
not denying Systems engineering’s utility as a project management approach, [van Griethuysen 2000]
provides an important critique of systems engineering which explores the limits of systems engineering,
this assessment is reinforced by Andrews within [Andrews 2003a]. A further discussion is that between
Gates [2003] and Andrews in the discussion of [Andrews 2003a].
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elements. This also exposes dependencies between design activities allowing them to be
re-sequenced thus avoiding the need to revisit earlier design activities. Applications of the
DSM to ship design problems includes [Tan and Bligh 1998] and [Laverghetta and Brown
1999]—as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 7 Sample Design Schedule Estimates in a Naval  Design (NAVSEA, 1987) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
General Arrangement Drawings 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Area/Volume Report 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Personnel Access Study 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Midship Section 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Strength Calculations 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Machinery Arrangement Drawings 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
Endurance Fuel Calculations 7 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
 
Figure 8 DSM for Sample Design Tasks 
Figure 3.1: Example Design Structure Matrix, from [Laverghetta and Brown 1999]
[Sen 1991] describes the application of Multiple Criteria Decision Making to marine de-
sign problems. Multiple Criteria Decision Making is composed of two di.erent facets: the
development of alternative designs [Multiple Objective Decision Making] and the selection
of a solution from a range of alternative designs [Multiple Attribute Decision Making].
Other work has explored applying ‘decomposition and reuse’ within the ship design pro-
cess [Tan and Sen 2001]. Their work explored using decomposition to partition an overall
design problem into a number of sub-problems that can be tackled sequentially. The
hypergraph partitioning approach they utilise minimises the number of connection be-
tween sub-problems. As a result the overall design process can be restructured to remove
a number of ‘tedious and often iterative mathematical procedures’ [Tan and Sen 2001].
[Karayannis and Molland 2001] provides an example of a decision making model suitable
for generating and selecting a robust design for high speed ferries using a Taguchi-type
approach built upon their earlier CEM based design tool [Molland and Karayannis 1997].
The decision support model proposed by Erikstad [1996] also shares many characteristics
with multiple criteria decision making.
Gonzalez-Zugasti et al. [2007] have recently presented a novel decision making method to
assess the potential of di.erent product platforms to fulfil a given mission. Their approach
models the di.erent through life platform investment decisions (e.g. fund prototype, fund
design phases, buy ships, etc.) as a tree structure. By assigning both costs and probabilities
of success at each decision making stage the relative utility of di.erent platform concepts
can be compared. While, [Gonzalez-Zugasti et al. 2007] provides an example demonstrating
the methods utility in informing a decision between three hullforms the actual task of
designing and assessing these alternatives is beyond the scope of their research.
Both Decision Based Design and Multiple Criteria Decision Making aim to promote
a more comprehensive understanding of the design process, by enabling the designer to
consider the overall design process from an objective perspective. This can be contrasted
with the normal subjective case where the designer is part of the design process and so may
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not be able to impartially assess the most e.ective methodology to apply. The designer
should be able to tailor the design process so he/she is better able to resolve the particular
ship design problem14. However, for the early concept stage of the design process where
the solution is unknown and the requirements are unclear15 the applicability of these
approaches must be questioned. Decision Based Design and Multiple Criteria Decision
Making both explore the design process, however decisions on style grossly impact upon
the structure of that process. Therefore, these approaches are of more use later in the
design process, when the solution type is well understood, and they can then be applied
to streamline the downstream design process.
3.2.5 Artificial Intelligence Based Approaches
Artificial intelligence based ship concept design approaches cover a range of methods which
attempt to simulate the intelligence of the designer16. This topic, termed by its practition-
ers as machine intelligence, is undergoing much development at present. Two topics from
this field are considered in some depth for the ship design problem: Expert Systems and
Neural Networks.
Expert systems are a category of design systems which utilise a store of previous de-
sign experience to suggest the most appropriate course during the design process. Such
approaches store past designs which are then retrieved if they exhibit features which are
“similar to” the current design problem. These similar designs are then provided to the
designer as suggested solutions. [Park and Storch 2002] provide a summary of the use of
expert systems within the ship design field (spanning concept, feasibility, functional and
detailed design). A number of authors have explored the use of expert systems for ship
concept design [Du.y and MacCallum 1989; Welsh et al. 1990; Park and Storch 2002;
Delatte and Butler 2003; Helvacioglu and Insel 2005].
An expert system has three core components: a knowledge base containing the ship
design information, an inference engine which retrieves the design solutions that match
the design problem, and a user interface which enables the designer to ‘drive’ the inference
engine. Welsh et al. [1990] demonstrate an expert system—INCODES—containing these
components tailored to container ship design. Du.y and MacCallum [1989] presented an
exploration of how designers of di.erent experience make use of an expert system based ship
design tool. They went on to describe the ability of their tool—DESIGNER—to model
14The tailoring of the design process can be seen in the di(erent approaches taken by naval architects
when designing di(erent type of vessels. A monohull warship may be sized to give an estimation of
gross volume, an assumed depth can then be used to determine draught and hence beam and length
[van Griethuysen 1992, 1993]. Whereas, for a catamaran passenger ferry a di(erent set of relationship
driven by the required vehicle and passenger deck area may be better suited to generating the design
[Molland et al. 2003].
15And, to some extent, still malleable.
16In terms of both the designer’s expert knowledge and their decision making ability, as described in
[Simon 1981].
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uncertainties within the design process through assigning a probability distributions to
design variables. Expert systems featuring hierarchical decomposition of the ship geometric
elements have been developed allowing di.erent configurations to be examined [Helvacioglu
and Insel 2005]. Finally, Delatte and Butler [2003] proposes an object-oriented case based
reasoning system as a potential ship and submarine design system.
Expert systems are by their very nature backward looking; they are dependent upon
a suitable store of data and are therefore limited to ‘type’ ships. The utility of the ex-
pert system with flexible layout capabilities for the investigation of novel configurations
is questioned by Pawling [2007]. This would be a significant barrier to the application of
expert systems to the design of ships with novel hullforms as the layout is an important
determining factor when selecting the appropriate hullform topology.
Neural networks are composed of a group or groups of physically connected or func-
tionally associated neurons, i.e. nodes that control the passage of a signal through the
network. The nervous system of many animals is an example of a biological neural net-
work. Artificial neural networks attempt to replicate some properties of biological neural
networks. Artificial neural networks employ interconnected groups of artificial neurons that
use a mathematical or computational model for information processing. Artificial neural
networks are potentially best implemented as adaptive systems that are then trained to
perform a given task; a wide range of learning approaches are said to be used by neural
networks. Di.ering network topologies can be employed to alter the system’s capabilities.
Neural networks have been applied to ship concept design by a number of researchers
[Ray 1998; Clausen et al. 2001; Cocodia 2005; Maroju et al. 2006]. Clausen et al. [2001]
have explored the application of a neural network, trained using data from a commercial
source, to select dimensions of a container ship based upon the input of cargo capacity.
However, the majority of applications of neural networks relate to the prediction of vessel
characteristics. Maroju et al. [2006] demonstrated a hydrodynamic performance prediction
tool which utilised artificial neural networks to determine performance levels for hullforms.
Similarly, Cocodia [2005] demonstrates a similar artificial neural network based approach
to the problem of cost estimation of floating o.shore structures. Ray [1998] draws attention
to the potential to encapsulate data within an artificial neural network for use during the
ship design process. The potential of neural networks to reduce a data set to a number
of weighting and bias values is highlighted. This obscures the original sources of data
providing an encapsulated tool. In some instances, such as cost estimation using data
obtained from multiple shipyards, this may be desirable. However, other performance
areas may benefit from clear links to the original data sources.
Artificial neural networks are similar to expert systems in that they are limited by the
data available for the initial training. They are backwards looking so, as with expert
systems, are limited in their utility for investigating novel configurations and ship style
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[Pawling 2007]. However, they are felt to hold great promise in the area of performance
prediction [Erikstad 1996].
3.2.6 Configuration Based Approaches
Configuration based ship concept design approaches employ the three dimensional repre-
sentational capabilities made possible by modern computers to develop and explore the
solution to the ship concept design problem. The importance of considering spatial ele-
ments within the design process has been the subject of a long term research e.ort at UCL
[Andrews 1981, 1984, 1986, 1998; Andrews and Dicks 1997; Andrews 2003a]. The work
recognised the importance of a holistic approach to a fully integrated ship synthesis that
allows the integration of the designer’s idiosyncratic stamp upon the design, see Figure 3.2
taken from [Andrews 1984]. The practical outcome of this e.ort has been the Design Build-
ing Block (DBB) approach; a summary of this work and the development leading to the
current implementation is presented within [Pawling 2007]. A comprehensive presentation
of the range of design investigations to which DBB approach has been applied are given
in [Andrews and Pawling 2006].
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Figure 3.2: Andrews’ ‘Holistic’ Approach to a Fully Integrated Ship Synthesis, from [An-
drews 1986]
Andrews [2003a] presents a review of the importance of ship architecture within the ship
design process. Andrews highlights the fact most monohull designs are constrained to lie
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within a relatively narrow range of hullform parameters. Such a large number of constraints
do not apply when unconventional hullforms, such as the trimaran, are adopted. However,
this new-found freedom results in the size and configuration of the ship’s major spaces
being a far more important consideration when determining the overall vessel’s dimensions
and parameters. The configuration based design approach places these issues at the core
of the synthesis of a new ship design.
Configuration based design provides a valuable mechanism for developing and exploring
new concepts. It enables the designer to explore the design problem in a solution agnostic
manner. Creation of a design from a number of functional building blocks should enable
the designer to consider radical alternatives. The designer is able to explore solutions to a
high level of detail by discretising and developing the design.
The current configuration based design approach makes the designer directly responsible
for all decision making which occurs during the design process. The designer works inter-
actively exploring the interaction between configuration and other aspects of the design
such as S5 (as described in Section 2.3.1). In Andrews’ Design Building Block approach
this involves iteratively manipulate a flexible configurational model of the ship with inte-
grated, comprehensive numerical analysis of the main naval architectural issues using an
information rich interactive graphical interface, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. This results
in the configuration based approach requiring a large amount of e.ort to generate a single
design. This raises issues when applying configuration based approaches to the very early
stages of ship concept design problems, where the designer wishes to explore a wide range
of di.erent solutions. The designer must explore each potential configuration type through
a discrete synthesis which will take significant time and resources. If this exploration is
not undertaken there is the potential for the method to exclude solutions that are better
able to satisfy the requirements, thus increasing the amount of compromise and satisficing
the designer is forced into accepting.
In addition, Andrews [1986] has described a key part of the methodology as the designer
predetermining some elements of each discrete space explored in the solution space, which
he characterises as a ‘selection of style’ step. By forcing the designer to make a conscious
decision on style at the outset of the design process a more creative (and potentially
innovative) design process is initiated. But this decision on style must preclude certain
options from the development of an initial concept. The DBB approach provides the
designer with an approach able to perform additional studies exploring the impact of these
changes of style. However, potentially substantial amounts of additional work will be
required for each major style exploration. As the designer is responsible for all decisions
taken in developing each design this will incur a substantial time penalty. While the
DBB approach is adaptable and allows the designer to radically alter the configuration
and re-balance the ship (hence retaining the designers ability to explore later in the design
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Fig.1: The Design Building Block approach applied to surface ship design synthesis  
(Andrews and Dicks, 1997) 
 
3.1.1. A process for employing the Design Building Block approach 
 
A description of a process for utilising the Design Building Block approach in the preliminary design 
of ships is presented in (Pawling, 2007). This is derived from a variety of design studies conducted at 
UCL (Andrews, 1986; Dicks, 1999; Pawling, 2001). These studies extended across both a variety of 
ship roles and a wide range of hullforms (e.g. monohull, trimaran, SWATH). While the detail 
procedures used in each of the studies varied, given the nature of the design model and objectives for 
each of the studies were different, this meant that a common detailed procedure was found to be 
impractical. However, it was possible produce a generic illustrative sequence for progression of a 
design using the DBB approach and this is shown in Figure 2.  
 
The early variants developed in the Major Features Design Stage (MFDS) represent significantly 
different overall layout configurations, which are not developed to a high level of detail and are, 
therefore, akin to rough sketches. One of these layouts is then taken forward to the Super Building 
Block Design Stage (SBBDS). However, as shown by the dotted arrows, it is also possible to develop 
several variants to a higher level of detail, (some UCL design studies have demonstrated this approach 
(Andrews and Pawling, 2004)). Given that the process of design is iterative, feedback mechanisms 
exist not only within the processes of comparison and selection, but also between the stages of design 
development, allowing information to be fed back into an earlier stage, as shown in Figure 2.  
 
Pawling (2007) also highlights the perceived advantages that arise from integrating numerical models 
and methods able to explore a set of options. These tools could be employed to reveal the nature of 
the possible solution space, for each of the major options or variants. This would allow assessment of 
the design topology selected and reduce the pre-determination of the design form, identified as a 
potential problem with the application of the Design Building Block approach (Dicks [1999]). For 
example, if a large set of options were to be produced, for each variant the designer develops, then 
feedback could be improved. The DBB approach could be of great assistance in this respect, due to 
the enhanced understanding of the design provided by the interactive graphical display. This could 
then lead to a common environment for improved communication between all parties involved in the 
design evaluation process. 
 
Figure 3.3: The Design Building Block Approach applied to Surface Ship Design Synthesis,
from [Andrews and Dicks 1997]
process) the level to which a designer may be willing to revise their design may be limited17.
Therefore, if the designer is to examine a very large number of widely variety of solutions
to determine the most promising candidates, the benefits of adopting a configuration based
approach come with a significant increase in time or resources required for the design than
in the narrow numerically based approach.
3.2.7 Set Based Approaches
Set based ship concept design approaches advocate the consideration of multiple options
concurre tly within the design process. Sobek and Ward [1996] highlight this core principle
of the set design method: design organisations can benefit from keeping multiple di.erent
concepts active until as late as possible in the design process. By keeping more options open
longer and developing a number of possible solutions in parallel, the impact of problems
emerging later in the design process is minimised. While this will consume more resources
in the early s ages f th design process, the b nefits from selecting a mor complete
solution will be considerable. By developing a number of di.erent options to a high level
of detail, before key decisions are taken, a more complete trade-o. can be made. The idea
17Chapter 13 f [Lawson 2006] highligh s the num rous ‘traps’ to which designers are susc ptible. In the
context of ship design Lawson’s traps appear particularly relevant: the category trap, where the designer
adopts the most common solution; the number trap, where the incorrect application of numerical
methods or criteria compromises the overall solution; the puzzle trap, where the designer become
preoccupied with self contained i teresting sub-problems and fails to grasp the total design problem;
and the image trap, where the image f the final product in the mind of the designer di(ers from that
which is possible in the real world.
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of deploying more resources earlier is supported by [MoD 2005a] which states that in order
to explore options and develop design maturity it may be necessary to allocate a much
more significant proportion of a major project’s cost to the design stage. Spending of the
suggested scale does not currently appear to be undertaken within shipbuilding projects
[Robb 2006]18.
Set based approaches have been applied in many di.erent industries including the field
of aeronautical and automotive engineering. In the automotive field Toyota developed a set
design method which they claim is more e.ective in producing better solutions [Sobek and
Ward 1996]. Applications in aeronautical engineering are discussed in [Bernstein 1998]. Set
based design methods have also been applied to ship design problems as part of research
conducted at the University of Michigan [Parsons et al. 1999; Singer 2003; Singer et al.
2009; Carlson 2009].
Bernstein [1998] provides one model for how set based design may progress which is
shown in Figure 3.4. This model is split into five stages which he describes as follows:
1. “Three specialities (within the design team), or functional groups, are illustrated
within the design space (which contains all possible solutions) for a product devel-
opment problem;
2. First, the specialities expand the number of options which they each consider, estab-
lishing a small region of overlap between their design solutions;
3. The specialities work together to expand this region of overlap, increasing the number
of solutions which will satisfy all of the product’s requirements;
4. The specialities then begin to eliminate options, and the region of overlap shrinks;
5. The solution space is then narrowed until only one design remains, that design being
the final solution.”
The US Navy has recently applied set based design approaches to perform key trade-o.
studies as part of the Ship to Shore Connector (SSC) as part of the Landing Craft Air
Cushion (LCAC) replacement program [Carlson 2009]. The set based design phase ran
from April 2008 to October 2008, during this time the selection of alternatives was delayed
for as long as possible to ensure that the impacts of all design studies were su/ciently
developed and e.ectively analysed. By exploring the design space the project team were
18[MoD 2005a] sets a target for expenditure on design activities prior to Main Gate of fifteen percent of the
systems initial procurement cost. While this level of expenditure may occur in the design of systems
where extensive prototyping is possible or that where other research and development will be required
(spending on research and development across the UK MoD is significant, [Hartley 2003] report recent
values between £2.1 billion and £2.4 billion per year, representing some 9-10% of the total defence
budget). However, in the case of ships (such as the UK Type 45 programme) such a large proportion
of the initial procurement cost is never incurred unless the concurrent development of combat systems
is included (i.e. Principal Anti Air Missile System (PAMMS)) [NAO 2009].
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Figure 13: Set-Based Concurrent Engineering. (1) Three specialties, or functional
groups, are illustrated within the design space (which contains all possible solutions) for a product
development problem. (2) First, the specialties expand the number of options which they
consider, establishing a small region of overlap between their design solutions.  (3) They work
together to expand this region of overlap, increasing the number of solutions which will satisfy all
of the product’s requirements.  (4) The specialties then begin to eliminate options, and the region
of overlap shrinks.  (5)  The solution space then is narrowed until only one design remains, that
design being the final solution.  (Illustration concept developed with Dr. William Finch.)
3 .4 .2 Developing Sets of Alternatives
As noted, the first element of SBCE is the development of sets of alternative solutions for a
design problem.  These sets might include several discrete design options or a range of parameter
values (Liker et al., p. 167).  For example, a set might consist of one aircraft design based on a
Figure 3.4: Set-Based Concurrent Engineering, from [Bernstein 1998]
able to identify a set of feasible and integrated designs for the SSC craft that spanned
a range of capability resh lds of in erest. Importantly, the proje t team reported that
the selection of alternatives could occurred at the craft level (as opposed to the system
level) and the selection of th base ine design was made on the basis of performance, cost,
schedule and risk [Carlson 2009].
This methodology was s n o be useful as it provides a robust mech nism for develop-
ing design solutions. The utility of a set b ed design approa h ha been demonstrated in
engineering design outside the marine field. While the US Navy SSC programme demon-
strated the application of set based design principles to a small marine vehicle, for larger
vessels a considerably larger number of alternative styles and configurations would occur.
However, if only hullform style is addressed Section 2.4.1 showed that di.erent styles can
result in radically di.ering levels of performance which would consequently lead to large
di.erences in the vessel’s other systems. In such case the specialists or functional groups
areas defined in Figure 3.4 would likely be fragmented by the radically di.erent solutions
being considered for each alternative. In this regard it is unclear how the current set
based design approach o.ers substantial benefits for ship design problems such as hullform
selection where di.erent styles must be considered.
3.2.8 Decision Making in Ship Concept Design Approaches
The ship concept design approaches presented in this chapter di.er in the decision making
role the designer adopts. Two extreme design approaches that a designer might adopt
could be described as ‘involved’ (where the designer takes all the decisions, i.e. a glass
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box) and ‘detached’ (where the decision making in encapsulated within a tool, i.e. a black
box). Most design approaches work as a mix of these extremes since some decision making
is usually required from the designer at certain stages of the design process.
Involved design approaches reflect the type of design taught at UCL [Andrews 1986]
which in turn reflects the type of design undertaken within the UK Ministry of Defence
during the Concept Phase of the ship design process. The configurational approach de-
scribed in Section 3.2.6 is clearly an involved design approaches, with the designer acting as
the creative force in the design process. Computers play a supportive role within involved
design approaches, acting as a well integrated calculation tool and data management en-
vironment, providing support to the designer, within discrete technical areas, and rapidly
performing repetitive tasks. The key benefits of such involved approaches are their high
level of flexibility due to all decision making steps being conducted by the designer and
the visibility they give to the decisions taken. Involved approaches are able to provide
novel solutions particularly when the requirements are hard to elucidate. The ability of
the designer to examine and integrate data and information to create knowledge is what
provides an design approach with its flexibility.19
Detached design approaches rely upon automating the decision making step so it can be
completed without designer intervention. This enables detached design approaches to be
undertaken rapidly. This speed allows detached design approaches to tackle design prob-
lems by rapidly examining a large number of solutions. This ability to rapidly generate
a solution (or range of solutions) may improve the dialogue the designer is able to have
with the customer, provided both participants have trust in the tool. Detached design
approaches are typified by simple numerical optimisation, although other methods (such
as expert systems and genetic algorithms) could be included within this category. Opti-
misation and other detached design based approaches are reliant, at some level, upon a
mathematical model of the system. Mathematical models often fail to provide robustness
in relation to unexpected inputs, unless significant resources are deployed during their de-
velopment. The reduction in model robustness results from the requirement to ‘hardwire’
some of the solution’s characteristics. This inherently limits the applicability of tools base
upon detached design approaches, precluding design solutions that are novel which can
be developed by more sophisticated involved approaches (i.e. the DBB approach). This
approach is necessary to constrain the problem enough to enable a model to be both devel-
19The knowledge that is gained during the design process tends to be retained on a personal level by the
designer or design team. Design documentation tends to report the principal results and, possibly,
some background information. Due to the quantity of work undertaken during the design process,
the designer is very unlikely to record all decisions and data. However, a design organisation requires
information of this type to inform future designs project. Therefore, a design organisation risks losing
this information if a designer were to move on. [Ferguson 1992] highlights the problems associated
with attempting to retain information on the myriad of decisions which are part of the design process.
However, the major choices can and should be recorded, together with the data that informed the
designer in making these choices. As stated above the involved approaches seeks to maintain this
visibility [Andrews and Pawling 2008].
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oped and applied within a detached design approaches; it is immensely di/cult producing
models suitable for all possible ship types and none have been developed to date. Unfortu-
nately, this results in detached design approaches being very di/cult to successfully apply
in the concept stage of the ship design process.
Detached approaches also perform poorly when attempting to address either inaccurate
information or subjective issues. While powerful when applied to well understood cases,
automated systems are susceptible to using inaccurate or inappropriate information which
may be used within them. The lack of the wide background knowledge found within
human designers results in the automated design systems being unable to detect erroneous
results. Appending new data to old models or addressing issues not amenable to the same
mathematics (see the critique from [Rydill 1969]) is also both di/cult and time-consuming.
Subjective issues, such as risk, are often di/cult to implement within any highly automated
system although research is currently proceeding in this area [Brown and Mierzwicki 2004].
The weakness of detached systems can be mitigated by enabling a designer to trace back
through the model to determine how a particular point solution was selected20; clearly an
important facility if there is concern about the validity of either the solution or the model’s
information and assumptions as there should be for design disclosure.
Figure 3.5 presents an illustration of where the design approaches described in this
section lie on the spectrum of decision making by the tool or the designer.
involved
(i.e. glass box)  
detached 
(i.e. black box)
Traditional
Concept
Exploration
Spectrum of Decision Making
Optimisation
Decision
Making
Artificial
Intelligence
Configuration
Set Based
Figure 3.5: The Spectrum of Decision Making in the Ship Design Process
3.3 Two Illustrative Ship Synthesis Methods
This section presents a description of a ship synthesis method encompassing one of the
approaches presented in Section 3.2. The term ‘ship synthesis method’ is deliberately
chosen to reinforce the role the method must fulfil; namely the synthesis action that occurs
as part of the concept design process. Synthesis refers to the “putting together of parts or
20Some automated systems, such as expert systems, already allow the user to examine the basis upon which
decisions were made. However, this is only possible in cases where highly numerical characteristics are
being considered and such approaches are still unable to assess subjective or architecturally sensitive
design drivers.
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elements so as to make up a complex whole” [Oxford University Press 2006]. A classical
definition of synthesis in the ship design process is the Evans–Buxton–Andrews design
spiral shown in Figure 3.6. The spiral was proposed in a ship structural design process by
Evans [1959], then developed for ship design by Buxton [1972] where additional detail was
included on the tasks undertaken as part of each step. Finally, Andrews [1981] developed
the 3-D version shown in Figure 3.6 in order to demonstrate the external constraints which
act upon the design process21. This model has become widely accepted as providing a
coherent representation of the synthesis process.
Figure 3.6: Ship Design Spiral, from [Andrews 1981]
The design spiral suggests the iterative nature of a synthesis to a balanced design from
the various elements of the ship. However, this ship sizing and synthesis activity is actually
a step occurring within a larger process. The classical model of this process is shown in
Figure 3.7a, from [Andrews 1986]. It reflects the design process undertaken by students at
UCL and the simple synthesis type of ship design, from Table 3.1. At its core is a synthesis
step—“Synthesis of ship gross size”—where the designer balances the design numerically.
However, su/cient examination of key design features (such as powering, seakeeping and
structure) is conducted at each technical stage (as opposed to the steps shown by Andrews
in Figure 3.7 that identify the major decisions required in the overall process) to develop
the design. In instances where the designer possesses su/cient experience a ‘good guess’
21Andrews’ version is an adaptation of Mesaiovic’s model, as presented in [Watts 1966], modified to form
a convergent cone and enables external constraints to be emphasised.
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may enable stages to be occasionally skipped [Tan and Bligh 1998]; however, in cases
outside their experience this is not possible as would often be the case if multiple hullform
styles are to be considered. Design spiral based methods also require considerable time to
develop potential designs. Tan and Bligh [1998] highlight the “sequential, iterative, tedious
and time-consuming” nature of spiral based ship design methods. The time-consuming
nature of setting up a balancing process may inhibit the designer from fully exploring the
solution space. Furthermore, the full e.ect of any modifications to part of the design may
take considerable time to be recognised during a design study.
Needs analysis
Functional requirement
Style of emerging platform description
Specification of payload and platform equipments
Perceived gross ship characteristics
Selection of synthesis model type
Selection of basis of decision making on emerging
solution
Synthesis of ship gross size
Exploration of impact of payload and GSC
Criteria of acceptability of emerging design
Analysis of size and form characteristics
Architecture and engineering synthesis
Evaluation of the design criteria of acceptability
Development of the design by iterative stages
Acceptable design solution
Technical description of the design
(a) Classical Ship Design Process
Needs analysis
Functional requirement
Style of emerging platform description
Specification of payload and platform equipments
Select gross ship characteristics
Selection of synthesis model type
Selection of basis of decision making on emerging solution
Synthesis of spatial deposition and ship gross size
Exploration of impact of payload, GSC and spatial deposition
Choose concept design
Criteria of acceptability of emerging design
Perform Parametric survey concurrently with spatial deposition
Select Feasible and acceptable solution
Further evolutions with increasing detailed engineering and
architectural synthesis and evaluation
Acceptable design solution
Technical description of the design
Check
Needs Met
Only for
major
changes
Sensitivity study of acceptable solutions to initial limits to the
survey
Evaluation of the design via spatial and S5 criteria
(b) Architecturally Integrated Ship Design Pro-
cess
Figure 3.7: Classical and Architecturally Integrated Ship Design Processes, from [Andrews
1986]
Andrews [1986] also proposed an Architecturally Integrated Initial Synthesis Ship Design
Process, which has subsequently been developed into the DBB approach discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.6. Andrews’ process is able to perform both the simple synthesis, broader synthesis
and radical configuration types of ship design. This process is shown in Figure 3.7b; it
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places far greater importance upon layout during the synthesis stage. Hence, its synthesis
step is termed “Synthesis of spatial deposition and ship gross size” (see Figure 3.2).
Both ship design processes shown in Figure 3.7 acknowledge the requirement to select
style at the outset of the concept design process. Support for this conclusion can be seen
in the case study presented by Andrews and Pawling [2008]. This study clearly identified
a design preparation stage where important initial decisions are made. These decisions
include the selection of design styles, including the hullform style. The creators of many
other design process or systems fail to clearly identify this important decision making step
which is therefore being made by default and with the danger that a truncated exploration
of options is then performed. Determining style is a key issue the designer must address
at the outset of the design process. Choosing an appropriate hullform style is a vital part
of design style and is likely to ensure that a design able to satisfy the requirements can be
developed rapidly using a minimum of resources.
Opportunities do exist for exploring di.erent hullform variants in the concept phase,
particularly during the Concept Exploration stage as highlighted in Section 2.1.1. Pawling
[2007] identified a number of converging and diverging steps where di.erent variants are
examined, shown in Figure 3.8. Given the capabilities of the DBB approach, as presented
in Section 3.2.6, the designer could radically alter the configuration during the design
process to the extent that the style of the solution may change. However, the major
decisions taken during the design preparation stage and any design work performed form
a significant barrier to undertaking this radical step.
In conclusion, the design approaches presented in Section 3.2 are all, in principle, con-
vergent processes (although the set and configuration based approaches encourage the
designer to explore divergence design options before converging down to the final option(s)
[Rawson 1979]). While this is appropriate for the majority of the design process, where
the designer’s aim is to develop a single balance design, it is less appropriate at the very
start of the design process where the designer is interested in exploring a large variety of
potential options in a divergent manner.
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Figure 6.7: Illustrative diagram showing the progress of a design using the 
Design Building Block approach 
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Figure 3.8: Illustrative Diagram showing the Progress of a Design using the Design Building
Block Approach, an example study from [Pawling 2007]
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3.4 Ship Concept Design Tool Requirements
At this juncture it is useful to consider what features ship designers have previously seen
to be required for a concept design tool. Betts [2000] provides a useful checklist for the
required capabilities of a warship design tool throughout the concept design process:
1. “Utilise data for assessment of performance, risk and through life cost;
2. Usable by knowledgeable design team;
3. Deal comparably with conventional and unconventional ship concepts;
4. Provide reasonable (preliminary) solutions;
5. Assist communications with design team and all stakeholders, especially those evolv-
ing the operational requirement.”
While, Andrews [2003b] proposed a list of characteristics desirable in a preliminary ship
design approach—both in terms of the process employed and the solutions produced:
1. “Believable solutions, meaning ones that are both technically balanced and descrip-
tive;
2. Coherent solutions, meaning that the dialogue with the operational requirements
customer should be more than merely a focus on numerical measures of performance
and cost, and should include visual representation;
3. Open methods, in that they are responsive to the issues that matter to the cus-
tomer/user or capable of being elucidated from the customer or user teams;
4. Revelatory, so likely design drivers are identified early in the design process to aid
e.ective design exploration;
5. Creative, in that options are not closed down by the design method and tool but
rather alternatives are fostered.”
These two lists of features capture the needs the ship designer requires of their concept
design tools, especially at the earliest stages in the design process when the choices (espe-
cially that of hullform) have to be addressed. The approaches presented in Section 3.2 have
been embodied in tools able to undertake the points outline in Betts’ and Andrews’ lists
(although many tools do not meet all points). But Chapter 2 showed that hullform style
exerts a very significant influence upon the performance that a ship solution can achieved.
The tools developed to-date, employing the approaches presented in Section 3.2, share a
common prerequisite step: namely, a requirement to specify style before utilising the tools.
This step is typified in the ‘design preparation stage’ identified in Section 3.3.
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It should be noted that Betts’ and Andrews’ lists do not state the manner in which
decisions should be made within the design process. Involved design methods are seen
to be preferable, in that they allow a higher degree of flexibility and can producing a
large range of solutions, an essential characteristic for dealing with both conventional and
unconventional ship concepts. However, the multitude of decisions, which must be made
when using a concept design method based around involved design methods, results in the
production of each design being highly time consuming—which is seen to be an impediment
to the process of communication between the design team and stakeholders. One example
of the significant constrains upon the hullform selection activity is the short duration for
particular concept design studies. One example of the time allocated for particular concept
design activities are presented in [Lamerton et al. 2008].
While only limited time is allocated to considering di.erent hullform options significant
time is required to perform design studies using tool based upon the approaches detailed
earlier in this chapter. Representative durations of various di.erent design approaches are
presented in Table 3.2. It should be noted that durations in Table 3.2 are indicative of the
demonstration of the tools presented in the indicated source. Therefore, these time do not
show the tools being applied to either an equivalent problem or a design with a comparable
level of detail. However, they do indicate the broad performance of each method. The time
needed to undertake design studies using involved design methods are large compare to the
time that might be allocated for exploring alternative hullforms, such as those described in
[Lamerton et al. 2008]. If the designer is unable to explore these options in the limited time
scales outlined by Lamerton et al. [2008] then promising alternative may not be pursued.
Current design approaches have demonstrated a capability to assist the designer in ex-
ploring a range of design issues. In particular the DBB approach has shown the capability
to assess some style issues that are only likely to be revealed and explored by investigating
the vessel’s internal configuration [Andrews and Pawling 2006; Pawling 2007]. However,
Section 3.3 has highlighted the need for a designer employing a configuration based ap-
proach (such as Andrews DBB approach) to synthesise a new design if a radically di.erent
alternative is being considered. This forms a considerable barrier that could discourage a
designer from altering the initial choices on style, particular hullform style, to fully explore
the solution space. A design method or tool able to support hullform selection in the
exploratory phase of the ship design process should assist the designer in understanding
the customer’s needs and hence assist the designer in the dialogue with the customer to
elucidate the ship’s eventual requirements. It should capture the impact of these evolv-
ing requirements on possible solutions. It should enable consideration of di.erent hullform
styles and not unduly constrain the designer to a limited selection of options as the methods
on the right hand side of Figure 3.5. It must be su/ciently flexible to allow the addition of
new information by the designer as it becomes available. It should aim to fulfil Betts’ list
of preliminary design tool needs and Andrews’ list of creative ship solution characteristics.
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Table 3.2: Durations of Example Design Studies Adopting Di.erent Approaches
Approach Involved orDetached
Approximate
Duration Sources
Traditional Involved 1 week - 2 months [UCL 2002]
Concept
Exploration Detached 10 minutes
a [Eames and Drummond 1977]
Optimisation Detached 7 hours to 1 day [Keane et al. 1991; van Oerset al. 2007]
Decision Making Either n/a n/a
Artificial
Intelligence Detached Hours or days [van Hees 2003]
Configurational Involved 1 week [Andrews 2004; Andrews andPawling 2007, 2008]
Set Based Either 1 day [Parsons et al. 1999; Singer2003]
a For approximately 80,000 options [Eames and Drummond 1977].
Finally, the method should strive to support Andrews taxonomy (in Table 3.1) of di.erent
types of ship design novelty from simple development of an existing design through to
technologically radical options.
3.5 Conclusions on Current Ship Concept Design Methods
and Implementations
Current ship design methods are seen as unable to provide an approach that adequately
addresses the hullform style selection issue identified in Chapter 2. This is due to the
fundamentally solution centric approach that they adopt arising from the common prereq-
uisite step of specifying styles before developing designs. This approach can be seen to
inhibit the earliest exploratory phase of concept design (Concept Exploration), where the
designer needs to rapidly explore as wide a range of options as possible. The existing ship
design approaches do not appear to provide a mechanism to enable this exploration to be
su/ciently wide and quick. Therefore, the next chapter will explore possible alternative
approaches from broader engineering design research.
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4.1 Engineering Design Research - A Framework
The past fifty years have seen a rapid development within the subject of design research—
particularly engineering design research and research on design of the built environment.
This chapter reviews areas of design research considered relevant to the specific aims of the
current research. A more general introduction to engineering design methods is presented
in [Birmingham et al. 1996] and [Cross 2000]. This section will draw on a number of
sources from beyond the marine field. However, definitions of design from wider design
fields appear to correlate with the broad definition of ship design presented earlier (such
as those by [Braha and Maimon 1997; Horváth 2004]). They do not relate directly to the
ship design problem due to the the unique characteristics of ship design which have been
outlined in Section 2.2 on page 39.
This thesis adopts a taxonomy of engineering design research presented in [Horváth
2004] to provide a structure for this chapter. Other approaches are possible which were
recently reviewed by Andrews et al. [2006], but the taxonomy provided by Horváth’s is
seen to be particularly useful. Horváth’s taxonomy attempts to determine the underlying
order of the current state of the art in Engineering Design Research. Horváth’s framework
is pictured in Figure 4.1. It decomposes design research into a hierarchy with three ele-
ments: categories—domains—trajectories. Categories are the highest level object within
the framework, defining broad areas of design research. Categories are then further discre-
tised into domains, then again into trajectories.
The framework classifies categories, and by definition their domains and trajectories, as
being either a source, a sink or channel. Source categories provide ‘the fundamental mental
capacity for engineering design’. The sink category provides the ability to deploy engineer-
ing design knowledge in the real world. Finally, channel categories link the source and
sink categories, connecting the scientific-theoretical knowledge with pragmatic-technical
knowledge.
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A research category is a philosophical concept that is
based on our thoughts and organizes our experiences
accordingly. As specific to engineering design knowl-
edge, I found nine research categories important to
being inaugurated in the framework. Within each cate-
gory, research domains, trajectories, and approaches
have been identified. A research domain is a disciplinary
branch of engineering design knowledge and research
representing a particular field of competence or exper-
tise, such as history, ergonomics, or management. A
research trajectory indicates a flow of operations sharing
the same objectives and concepts of modeling a typical
example. Finally, a research approach concerns the
concrete treatment of a specific research issue in engi-
neering design research. Figure 5 shows the proposed
structuring on the level of research domains. The
semantic relationships of domains, trajectories, and ap-
proaches form a hierarchical structure. The proposed
framework enables a grounded argumentation about the
order of engineering design research as well as about the
articulation of the engineering design knowledge.
The source categories of engineering design knowl-
edge and research are the categories that endow us with
the fundamental mental capacity for engineering design.
From an epistemic point of view, knowledge pertaining
design may belong to one of the four contextual cate-
gories: (1) knowledge on human assets that is an all-
preceding source category, (2) generic knowledge of
design that represents a part of the universal knowledge,
likewise, (3) artifact knowledge and (4) process knowl-
edge that complement each other. The channel categories
provide knowledge for establishing couplings between
Fig. 5 The framework of
reasoning about categories,
domains, and trajectories of
engineering design research
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Figure 4.1: A Framework for Engineering Design Research, from [Horváth 2004]; This
figure displays the categories and domains within Engineering Design Research
This chapter focuses on three of Horváth’s nine categories that are applicable to the
problem of early stage ship design: Design Theory, Design Knowledge, and Design Tech-
nology. From each category the most important domains will be discussed. Each domain
contains a number of trajectories that highlight key trends [Horváth 2004]. The discussion
of trajectories has been limited to those which are felt to be applicable to the early stage
ship concept design task outlined in Section 2.1. The three key categories are listed in
Table 4.1 together with the important domains within each.
4.2 Design Theory
Horváth’s category of Design Theory provides a means of recording and improving the
development of engineering design in a structured manner. Figure 4.2 shows the overall
category showing what Horváth describes as domains and trajectories. Of the three do-
mains that make up the category of Design Theory two are considered to be of interest
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Table 4.1: Ship Concept Design Related Categories, adapted from [Horváth 2004]
Category Domain Section
Design Theory Design Theories 4.2.1
Design Systematisation 4.2.2
Design Knowledge Design Intelligence 4.3.1
Design Technology Design Software 4.4.1
Design Mindware 4.4.2
Design Systems 4.4.3
with respect to ship concept design: Design Theories and Design Systematisation. Horváth
[2004] provides the following definition for the Category of Design Theory:
“Design theories are dedicated to the organisation of engineering design knowl-
edge beyond the level of craftsmanship.”
of: (1) design theories, (2) design semantics, and (3) de-
sign systematization (Fig. 11).
9.1 Design theories
Research in the domain of design theories deals with
both generic theories (Love 1998) and specific theories
(Takeda et al. 1992). Descr ptive, prescriptive, and for-
mal theories have been identified (Finger and Dixon
1989). Generic theories concern both the designed arti-
facts and design processes (Henderson and Taylor 1993).
Hubka and Eder (1987) identified the content for the
theory of technical systems as the total of sub-theories
such as property theory, structure theory, transforma-
tion (process) theory, conformational theory, life-stage
theory, evolution theory, and ecology theory. A global
design problem solving theory generally serves as a sci-
entific basis for rationalizing multi-disciplinary product
development (Suh 1990; Grabowski et al. 1999). One of
the proposed generic theories is general design theory
(GDT) (Yoshikawa 1987), with the aim to introduce an
idealized model for the evolutionary design process
(Tomiyama and Yoshikawa 1986; Reich 1995).
Specific design theories are localized in scope, that is,
they are connected to one or some particular problems
of engineering design. A local design theory emerges
when there is a testable explanation of why the method
behaves as it does. Formal local theories are typically
based on formalized theorems, rules and structured
procedures, and are used in the automation of solution
finding for design sub-problems (Braha and Maimon
1998). The generality of design theories is, to a great
extent, pronounced based on domain-independence
(Stegmu¨ller 1976).
Research in the trajectory of design mappings fo-
cuses on specific problems of design such as: (1) con-
verting ideas to formal specification (Jakobsen et al.
1991), (2) mapping requirements structures to func-
tions and functional structures (Johnson 1991), (3)
clarification of functions and functional relationships
(Rodenacker 1971), (4) grasping function-to-form
transition (Alexander 1964), (5) form gi ing and shape
morphing (Muller 1997), (6) clarifying the relationships
between shape and behavior, and (7) the study of
concept advancement and design evolution (Gui 1990).
Clarification of functions, functional relationships, and
function-to-form transitions necessitate a vocabulary
for functional modeling, for which proposals were gi-
ven by Pahl and Beitz (1988), Koller (1994), and Roth
(1974).
9.2 D sign s mantics
Semantics is the science of meaning (Ullmann 1972).
Research in design semantics targets meanings and
intentions in design (Akman and Surav 1996). Among
the goals are: (1) understanding the meaning as it relates
to design and explicating design intents (Toulmin 1972),
(2) exploring design aspects and consideration of them in
the design process, (3) contextual understanding of
designing and designing in contexts, and (4) axiom-
based approaches to design. One of the core issues has
been the impact and measuring information (Meadow
and Yuan 1997). Design semiotics studies the symbol-
isms applied to products, in the key functional activities
in design, and in the related activities.
From the early 80s, the issue and scientific problems
of supporting aspect-oriented enhancement of designs
are known by researchers (Huang 1996). Research in
design for aspects brought in various aspects such as
manufacturing (Bralla 1986), assembly (Boothroyd and
Dewhurst 1987), reliability (Birolini 1993), cost (Wierda
1988), ergonomics, aesthetics, recycling, and use, and
advanced in the field of computer-oriented methods,
models, and procedures (Redford and Chal 1994). In
design for manufacturing and assembly, for instance,
two major principles can be recognized behind the het-
erogeneous methodologies: (1) reducing the costs of the
individual piece parts manufacturing and (2) reducing
he assembly costs and difficulty. C nventional ap-
proaches considered design for aspects as a post-design
analysis with quantitative evaluation procedures derived
from extensive design practice. Now it is moving ahead
to early the phases of design with qualitative techniques
(Kuipers 1994). An unresolved issue remains on how to
co prehend all interactions among the large number of
distinct aspects and intents which influence product
realization.
Fig. 11 Research in design
theory
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Figure 4.2: Design Theory Category Showing Domains and Trajectories, from [Horváth
2004]
4.2.1 Design Theories
Horváth’s domain of Design Theories contains work which attempts to improve the under-
standing of the structure of the engineering design process. While describing the domain
Horváth focuses upon the generic and specific design theories, together with design map-
pings, which are employed as a means to develop designs.1 For example, Horváth refers
to [Suh 1990, 2001] who describes a specific design method and presents a number of ap-
plications of this method. Suh’s method—the axiomatic approach to design—attempts
to define a limited number of axioms for the “artificial” domain analogous to the axioms
defined within the natural sciences.
1[Hoset and Erichsen 1997] provide a history of the development of design theory in general and its
influence on the design of ships. Further information on the development of design theories in the
marine context are presented in the International Marine Design Conference State of the Art Reports
[Andrews 1997; Andrews et al. 2006, 2009]. Although there has been a substantial debate over the
definition of Design Theories and Methods.
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The approaches described by Horváth are underpinned by a limited philosophical ap-
proach to the the design process. These methods share a common feature, they suggest
that the design process can be regarded as translating a set of requirements into a so-
lution whose properties satisfy the requirements. From this description two spaces can
be defined—the solution and performance spaces. These two spaces are linked by a do-
main theory. An example of a domain theory from the field of ship design is a resistance
prediction method; this links the hullform (the solution space) to a resistance value (the
performance space).
Domain theories may take many forms, but the simplest rely upon deductive reasoning.
Deductive reasoning allows us to apply knowledge of a given rule and a case to conclude a
result. In naval architecture the majority of the rules available are obtained from assess-
ments of the performance of solutions. Therefore, it is simple to create a rule from solution
to performance. If we define the solution as s and performance as p then we can define the
fact as s ! p. A formal logical deductive argument can be constructed which makes use
of this rule, as shown in Equation 4.1.2
s ! p
s
p
(4.1)
Equation 4.1 states that if a solution is known to exhibit a certain performance s !
p and we have solution s then we can infer its performance p. This process is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 4.3.
Solution Space Performance Space
Figure 4.3: Deduction Within the Design Process
It would be more useful for a designer to be able to specify a required performance and
obtain a solution through a domain theory, as shown in Figure 4.4.
The argument shown in Figure 4.4 is no longer deduction; a particular set of require-
ments may lead to a number of solutions. Returning to the logical argument given above if
a solution is known to exhibit a certain performance s! p and we require a performance
p then the solution s should provide this performance. This argument is shown in equa-
2March [1984] describes how these domain theories are created as a result of inductive reasoning. This
action will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
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Figure 4.4: Abduction Within the Design Process
tion 4.2 and demonstrates abductive3 reasoning. There may be more than one solution
able to provide the performance required as shown in Figure 4.5.
s ! p
p
s
(4.2)
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Solution Space Performance Space
Figure 4.5: Multiple Solutions Obtained by Abduction
Existing ship design processes, as described in Section 3.2 could be seen to contain de-
ductive and abductive steps. For example, Concept Exploration Methods (CEM) employ
a purely deductive parallel exploration of the relation between the solution and perfor-
mance as shown in Figure 4.6. In comparison, the sequential design process undertaken
by traditional design methods contains both abductive and deductive steps as shown in
Figure 4.7. Many design processes are in-fact a hybrid of these two methods; initial con-
cepts are evaluated in parallel with the most promising solution being further developed
sequentially.
3[Peirce 1958] defines two forms of abductive reasoning: abduction and abductive induction. He dif-
ferentiates between them through the presence of a prior question: “Abduction is distinguished from
abductive induction in not being, properly speaking, experimental, that is, it makes its observations
without reference to any previously propounded question, but, on the contrary, itself starts a question,
or problematically propounded hypothesis, to explain a surprising observation.” In this case we are
referring to abduction in general—representing both types—as the type will vary depending upon the
precise context in which the abductive step is made.
More recently, Psillos [2007] presents a summary of more recent definitions of abduction within
the philosophy of science. Psillios supplements Peirce’s definition of abduction which as ‘a method
of discovering new hypothesis’ with the more recent definition of ‘inference to the best explanation’.
These ideas were adapted to design by March [1984].
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Figure 4.6: A Parallel Concept Exploration Method
Solution Space Performance Space
Figure 4.7: A Sequential Concept Exploration Method
This simplistic description of a solution and performance space must be acknowledged
as such. The relationship between the performance and solution within an evolving design
process is far more complex. [Andrews et al. 2006] provides a comprehensive description of a
number of approaches to the philosophy of design which are more suited to the development
of “complex” design problems, such as ship design where complexity arises for the reasons
outlined in Section 2.2. Furthermore, a more fundamental reason is suggested by Kroes
[1998] in that there is an inherent separation between the structure and function of an
(artificial) artifact. The requirement for a bridge between these two areas is informed by
the reasoning of the designer. Kroes uses the following mapping to illustrate his argument:
structure of
the artifact
!
physical
phenomenon with
certain properties
⌦
properties as a
list of
specifications
 function of
the artifact
Therefore, function and structure cannot be directly related as a mapping for a complex
artifact. Furthermore, Kroes [1998, 2002] goes on to describe these mappings in terms of
the dynamic influence the artifact has upon the suitability of the design process used in
its own design. Any proposed design method must be able to manage this parallel devel-
opment process encompassing the structure of the artifact and the function of the artifact.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the two mechanisms that can be employed to enable this
exploration, either considering a selection of immutable artifacts in parallel or sequentially
modifying an artifact to investigate the solution space.
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Yoshikawa has proposed General Design Theory (GDT) as a design theory able to explore
a selection of immutable artifacts in parallel. GDT provides a mechanism for understanding
the relationship between the characteristics and performance of a solution, and hence the
mapping between the solution and performance space [Yoshikawa 1979; Reich 1995]. GDT
proposes an ideal method for design that utilises ideal knowledge to develop a solution.
Ideal knowledge is characterised as the ability to distinguish between any two entities.
In this definition, entities represent di.erent solutions and the ability too distinguish is
provided by a description of the entities’ properties. For the limiting case this leads to a
requirement for an infinitely long description to distinguish two entities. Alternatively, for
a non-exhaustive set of characteristics defining an acceptable solution there are likely to
be an infinite number of potential solutions.
GDT is powerful as it allows the parallel consideration of solutions with radically dif-
ferent topologies. Reich [1995] demonstrates the use of GDT to describe the domain of a
topologically di.erent set of objects4. In this example eight di.erent objects are defined
and then described through their observable properties. The object’s characteristics are
presented in a set of functional properties5. Simple analysis of the complete set of solu-
tions is possible through examining their observable properties6. Hence, the properties
can be used to sort through the range of possible solutions to determine the subset of
solutions that exhibit a required set of properties. Reich’s example highlights how this
type of approach allows a range of radically di.erent solutions to be assessed. However,
the applicability of this approach to highly complex design problems is uncertain.
GDT, as described above, contains a fundamental weakness; it is dependent upon ideal
knowledge—defined as knowledge where “one knows all the [objects] and can describe each
of them ... without ambiguity” [Reich 1995]. Clearly, for a collection of all possible designs
this would lead to an infinitely long list of properties. With this ideal knowledge a designer
could use a set of required performance characteristics to directly select a solution (with
a complete definition of its properties) that matches the requirements. An incomplete or
4[Reich 1995] presents a very simple example which uses chairs to demonstrate GDT. The eight solutions
considered are clearly topologically di(erent, as can be seen from the diagram below from [Reich 1995]:
A B C D E F G H
box  suspended
 chair
1       2
joint
chair
scandinavian
chair
office
chair
wheel 
chair
"bean-bag"
   chair
Furthermore, the example uses a limited representation of the artifact (consisting of a small number
of attribute-value pairs). [Reich 1995] states that the simplicity of this example does not reflect the
scope of GDT. However, the artifacts in this example di(ers significantly from the physically large,
complex, and lived in system described in Section 2.2.1.
5Which in a ship could be equated to speed, seakeeping and similar properties.
6Which in a ship could be equated to length, beam, draught, depth and similar properties.
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A Critical Review of General Design Theory 15 
The first two properties are conceptual and 
fundamental to supporting (incremental) design. The 
third property describes the ability to understand the 
representations of objects, but not necessarily the 
objects themselves; it impacts on the computational 
efficiency of operations. Thus, property (3) deals with 
implementation issues that are important for CAD 
systems but less relevant to GDT as a theoretical 
entity. It is no surprise, therefore, that GDT axioms 
are built upon extensional representations of entities 
(Tomiyama and Yoshikawa, 1986). The recognition 
of objects by abstract concepts described in Axioms ! 
requires the use of extensional representations, and 
Axiom 3 and the progression of design process (i.e., 
by the intersection of abstract concepts) demand the 
use of extensional representations of abstract concepts. 
The conceptual superiority of extensional over 
intensional representations, and the theoretical 
predictions of GDT suggest the use of extensional 
representations in CAD systems. Nevertheless, most 
CAD systems, including commercial computer 
graphics software, favor intensional representations 
owing to their ease of computer implementation and 
their computational efficiency in answering some types 
of queries. This is also no surprise because commercial 
CAD tools are draftin 9 tools, rather than design ones. 
For the purpose of implementing computationally 
efficient CAD system, extensional descriptions work 
well when the description is not too detailed; their 
ability to support the recognition of similarity between 
objects and their incremental nature make them useful 
for exploration, which is important in the conceptual 
or preliminary design stages. In the detail design phase, 
objects are detailed with many additional attributes, 
thereby preferring an intensional representation that 
is more concise and computationally efficient. This is 
in agreement with Tomiyama's and Yoshikawa (1985) 
suggestion and Kurumatani and Yoshikawa's (1987) 
proposal, even though it differs from GDT's demand 
to favor extensional descriptions. 6 
Knowledge Organization The second aspect of 
knowledge representation is the overall organization 
of concepts and entities. GDT is based on a topological 
structure of the universe of entities. All entities have 
the same status. Nevertheless, it is recognized that in 
real design perfect topological structures do not exist. 
In response, Yoshikawa (1981) postulates that human 
6 Kurumatani and Yoshikawa (1987) propose the same solution 
bat say that (p. 724) "Axiom 1 guarantees the possibility of 
recognizing an entity by its connotation instead of its denotation" 
(i.e., intensionat instead of extensional). I interpret this statement 
as arguing that Axiom 1 does not preclude the use of intensional 
representations in addition to extensional representations. 
designers use hierarchical knowledge structure, and 
therefore it may be suitable for design support systems. 
However, hierarchical knowledge structure is in- 
sufficient to prove any of the interesting theorems 
about design that GDT proves. 
Graph structures are more reminiscent of topologies 
than are hierarchies. Thus employing such knowledge 
structures may result in better support of design. This 
again is a hypothesis to be tested by empirical investi- 
gations. Graph structures need not be built a priori. 
They can be built incrementally by taking advantage 
of the flexibility provided for by extensional represen- 
tations. 
Design Process 
GDT implicitly assumes that designing is a mapping 
from the function to the attribute topology under 
certain constraints. GDT-REAL presents the concept 
of models as mediating from the function to the 
attribute topologies. Models that are sufficiently 
detailed (to satisfy Theorem 23) must be used for 
supporting the incremental modification of the design 
towards a solution. Theorems 26 and 27 guarantee 
arriving at an approximate solution when using this 
design process with topological knowledge structure. 
It is hypothesized that such a process, when operating 
on design knowledge in forms closer to topology (e.g., 
graph structures), and when managing extensional 
information at the early stages of design and inten- 
sional information in later stages, may improve CAD 
systems. 
Figure 4 illustrates the concept of design as a 
converging process using a detailed version of the 
chairs domain. An arrow emanating from the meta- 
model denotes a particular model mediating between 
two consecutive design stages. The function addressed 
in the transition between design and the physical 
Extensional processes 
intersection intersection augmenting 
Function: movable aesthetic stably support back be strong, etc. 
Model: mechanisms visual statics solid mechanics, etc, 
Fig. 4. Design as a converging process. 
Intensional process 
assigning 
values 
(a) Design as a Convergent Process
A B C D E F G H
box  suspended
 chair
1       2
joint
chair
scandinavian
chair
office
chair
wheel 
chair
"bean-bag"
   chair
(b) Diagrammatic Representation of the Initial So-
lutions
Figure 4.8: GDT-Real from [Reich 1995], showing the Extensional and Intensional pro-
cesses
imprecise list of requirements may result in many solutions satisfying the requirements7.
In the real world knowledge is limited by the finite amount of time and resources available.
This results in an incomplete mapping between the performance and solution spaces. So
while GDT can be considered to be Yoshikawa’s ideal approach, he has also proposed a
related design approach suited to the constrained knowledge and resources found in the
real world—GDT-Real [Reich 1995]. Figure 4.8 provides an illustration of the two phases
outlined by GDT-Real, an extensional process (where initial solutions are downselected
by intersecting their properties with the requirements) and an intensional process (where
the remaining solutions are augmented with additional characteristics to fully satisfy the
requirements). This figure shows an extensional process where eight initial solutions (A–G)
are downselected using two functional demands (movable and aesthetic) until a single so-
lution remains. Next, an intensional process augments the characteristics of the remaining
solution (e.g. by adding a brake) finally remaining values are assigned8. Yoshikawa [1979]
presents a more comprehensive discussion of how General Design Theory could be applied
to marine design. A number of the characteristics of GDT-Real could be viewed as be-
ing implemented within the CEM’s described in Section 3.2.2. Specifically, a CEM could
retain the ability of GDT to address topologically di.erent solutions. However, there has
not been any exploration of the utility of a GDT-Real based design method in situations
where requirements and solutions interact, such as the activity of requirement elucidation
discussed in Section 2.3.2.
7Furthermore, Andrews [2003a] highlights that the ship is more than the sum of its component part and
must encompass some consideration of issues, such as Integrated Logistics Support and Human Factors.
8A comparable marine design example is the assessment of a number of hullforms (e.g. Monohull, Tri-
maran, Catamaran) using extensional processes, such as obtaining the intersection of solutions with low
resistance and that are visually aesthetic, to obtain a single solution. This single solution could then
be augmented through intensional processes, such as the addition of appendages to provide reduced
motions.
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Figure 2. C-K dynamics
C : Concept Space K : Knowledge Space
K1
K2
K3
Conjunction
C---> K 
C<--- K
Disjunction
Ki
(a) The Dynamics of C-K Theory Figure 1. the design square 
C K
C K
Expansion
by partition 
or
inclusion
Expansion 
by
- deduction 
- experiment
Disjunction/partition/validation
Conjunction/activate
(b) The Operator of C-K Theory
Figure 4.9: C-K Theory, from [Hatchuel and Weil 2003]
Hatchuel and Weil [2003] present an alternative design theory—C-K theory—that at-
tempts to address weaknesses they perceive in Yoshikawa’s general design theory. They feel
that Yoshikawa fails to fully recognise the importance of the knowledge “expansion” process
that forms a key part of any design process. Further, they question Yoshikawa’s reliance on
ideal knowledge, obtain through knowledge of all possible objects, which they feel describes
a situation which is ‘not design’. C-K theory involves an iterative, dynamic process that
steps between two spaces: a Concept space (C) and a Knowledge space (K). An illustration
of C-K theory as shown in Figure 4.9a. Hatchuel and Weil argue that the concept space
can be described in terms of a hierarchical tree of concepts. These concepts are represented
by sets for which the axiom of choice has been rejected9. A set describing a concept (which
Hatchuel and Weil term a concept-set) can be modified by adding or subtracting proper-
ties: adding properties partitions the set into subsets; subtracting properties embeds the
set into a super-set. Consequently, Hatchuel and Weil [2003] redefine design as an activ-
ity where concepts-sets are partitioned or joined (as opposed to searched or explored) to
determine a concept-set that contains acceptable options. Hatchuel and Weil also observe
that the knowledge space has a less well defined structure. With these two spaces defined,
they then describe four operators that are key to developing both concepts and design
knowledge, which are shown in Figure 4.9b. This approach is considered to be relevant in
that it allows the parallel development of concepts and knowledge. However, by adopting
a philosophy that rejects the axiom of choice in defining the set describing concepts, actual
options or solutions must belong to the knowledge space. Consequently, the poorly struc-
tured knowledge space must be searched for viable solutions, however Hatchuel and Weil
fail to provide a robust mechanism for searching and exploring di.erent concepts. This is
unfortunately an activity of primary importance for any method intended to provide the
basis for a design tool for a ship designer engaged in concept exploration.
9The axiom of choice describes the ability to select a single item from a set. By rejecting the axiom of
choice the individual items within the set cannot be examined directly.
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(a) Set Theory (b) Fuzzy Set Theory (c) Rough Set Theory
Figure 4.10: Comparison of Set Theories
Given the central importance of set representation in both GDT and C-K theory it is
appropriate to now review some current developments in the application of set theory to
design methods. In particular, fuzzy set and rough set techniques which have both been
successfully applied to produce di.erent design tools [Singer 2003; Alisantoso and Khoo
2009]. Fuzzy sets refer to sets whose elements have di.ering degrees of membership (cf.
the binary membership criteria that normally applies to a set) [Zadeh 1965]. Singer [2003]
has demonstrated a multi-agent decision making tool for ship design that employs a fuzzy
set based representation to improve communication between a group of designers. Rough
sets refer to sets where the additional property of indiscernibility is considered. This allows
items under consideration to be categorised into those that definitely belong to the set,
those not belonging to the set and those items whose membership cannot be determined.
A full explanation of rough set theory can be found in [Pawlak and Skowron 2007] while an
example of its use in a design context is presented in [Alisantoso and Khoo 2009]. Pawlak
and Skowron [2007] contains an useful illustration of the di.erence between fuzzy and
rough set theory: ‘In image processing fuzzy set theory refers to the gradualness of gray
level, whereas rough set theory is about the size of pixels’. Figure 4.10 demonstrates how
a conventional set (Figure 4.10a) could be represented as either a fuzzy set (Figure 4.10b)
or a rough set (Figure 4.10c). Both fuzzy and rough set theories could provide useful
extensions to either GDT or C-K theory.
This section has explored a number of elements of design theories that may be applicable
to the problem identified in Chapter 2. The powerful mathematical and logical tool of set
theory has been drawn upon by both Hatchuel and Weil [2003] and Yoshikawa [1979] to
form the foundation of their design methods. Fuzzy and rough set methods provide possible
extensions to the more fundamental set theories that they employ. In summary, set theory
provides the basis of powerful tools for representing concepts in the design process.
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4.2.2 Design Systematisation
Two of the four trajectories of Design Systematisation are applicable to the concept design
of ships: Design Automation and Design Optimisation.
Design Automation begins with the assumption that engineering design is a computable
function. Automation research looks at methods and approaches that facilitate the design
process. Developments specific to CAD systems include rule-based and case-base interfer-
ence mechanisms. Other types of interference mechanisms are described in [Horváth 2004].
An area of present rapid development is the application of evolutionary principles to the
generation and optimisation of solutions.
The trajectory of Design Optimisation relates to the activity of improving the design
in terms of its performance parameters. Design Optimisation forms an important element
of several Design Automation approaches. Much has been written on design optimisation
both from a theoretical perspective and with regards to the actual implementation of design
methods [Papalambros and Wilde 1988]. However, Section 3.2.3 has shown that there has
been little success in applying optimisation to ship concept design. Rydill [1969] ascribes
this to the subjective nature of the weightings necessary in multi-criteria methods.
It is unclear if either Design Automation or Design Optimisation would be able to address
the problem of requirement elucidation. Both methods experience di/culty in developing
suitable goals at the outset of the design process to guide the design system. They also
experience di/culties in assessing non-numerical design characteristics such as layout. In
this sense, both methods make the assumption that the designer has a clear idea of the role
the solution must perform. The examination of ship concept design in Chapter 2 showed
how the early stages of the ship design process are an exercise in requirement elucidation
with the designer working with the customer to uncover the requirements through exploring
the design space. As a consequence optimisation is not an appropriate solution and raises
questions about the general suitability of automation methods which take requirements as
an input, to aid concept exploration.
4.3 Design Knowledge
Design Knowledge provides the designer with the experience to undertake the design pro-
cess and the meta-design of the design process itself. The domain and trajectories that
form the category of Design Knowledge are shown in Figure 4.11. A single domain from this
category was examined—Design Intelligence. Horváth [2004] defines Design Knowledge as:
“The notion of design knowledge simultaneously means the knowledge about
design and the knowledge for (i.e. used in) design.”
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1971). Customer behavior research is about the buying
habits of the customers, the effects of advertisement and
product awareness, and the user experiences (Bruseberg
and McDonagh-Philp 2001). Product servicing research
studies the service functions related to artifactual prod-
ucts and the issues of marketing services as products.
Research in life cycle costing investigates product mar-
keting in the financial dimension, and explores principles
and techniques for cost pricing and investment optimi-
zation.
5 Research in design knowledge
The notion of design knowledge simultaneously means
the knowledge about design and the knowledge for (i.e.,
used in) design. Research in the contextual category
called design knowledge is predominantly concerned with
the knowledge about design. The research domains and
trajectories pertinent to this contextual category are
shown in Fig. 7.
5.1 Design epistemology
By adopting the doctrine of epistemology of scientific
knowledge (Audi 1998), design epistemology builds a
theory of knowledge with respect to its origins, nature,
forms, constituents, and structure, as well as to its val-
idation and methods (Dimarogonas 1993). The episte-
mological understanding and the basis of engineering
design appeared as a central theme in the research and
meditations from the early 70s until the late 80s
(Campbell 1974). By today, the principal issue has been
the auto-organizational interaction between natural
science and applied science (technology) (Agassi 1985),
or simply, between science and design (Zhiliang 1991).
Part of design knowledge is acquired from the natural,
social, and technical sciences; part of it has a strong
connection to human assets and the human involvement
in the design practice. Although it was found funda-
mentally empirical in nature, engineering design research
has made design knowledge more theoretical by struc-
tural elaboration, abstraction and generalization, and
logical processing (Hubka and Eder 1990). Contempo-
rary research in this domain found that design knowl-
edge could, in the most general sense, be synthetic, as
acquired by the cognitive senses, and analytic, as derived
by mental reasoning.
5.2 Design intelligence
Intelligence is known to be the ability to think and learn,
and the capability of coping with the unexpected. The
research in the domain of design intelligence investigates
humans’ design thinking (Koestler 1964), reasoning, and
learning, along with the apprehension of specific prob-
lem solving capabilities, and the nature and manifesta-
tions of design creativity (Delay 1982). Design
intelligence extends the intrinsic forms of human intel-
ligence; that is, linguistic, musical, logical, spatial, kin-
esthetic, and personal thought processes (Gardner 1983).
It has three appearance forms, namely: (1) synthetic, (2)
analytic, and (3) practical. What distinguishes design
intelligence are the non-verbal and non-rational aspects
of competence (Cross 1986). Design intelligence research
also studies the nature of problems (well
defined—inherently algorithmic) and (ill-defined—non-
algorithmic), and the handling of holism and complexity
of design problems (Chandrasekaran 1989). The general
and specific problem solving strategies, intuitiveness,
heuristics, awareness, and creativity of designers are all
considered (Lansdown 1987). The goal in the trajectories
of design intelligence research is to achieve a better
understand and to improve the abilities, for instance, to
coping with the complexity of design and designing.
Whereas design thinking investigates the cognitive
and intuitive mechanisms, design reasoning considers
the rational foundations with the aim of deriving prin-
ciples for procedural inference (Lawson 1980). In par-
ticular, it investigates the principles and forms of
common, plausible, non-deterministic, and content-
dependent design reasoning (Freeman and Newell 1971).
Design logic is one of the fundamental forms of under-
standing intelligence (Popper 1972). Design reasoning
based on formal (mathematical) logic has been consid-
ered as a means of mechanical realization of design,
rather than a means of achieving a creative leap (March
1984). Research has not managed to draw up a general
Fig. 7 Research in design
knowledge
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Figure 4.11: Design Knowledge Category Showing Domains and Trajectories, from
[Horváth 2004]
4.3.1 Design Intelligence
The domain of design intelligence describes research exploring the ability of the designer
to think and learn. Authors discussed by Horváth within this domain of design knowledge
include Broadbent [1975], Simon [1981], Daley [1982], March [1984] and Lawson [2006].
A significant portion of the work within this domain draws on research within the areas
of philosophy10 and psychology11, but it is of critical importance when examining current
design processes, specifically those which are heavily dependent upon the intuitive skills
possessed by designers. However, this does not preclude attempts to recast the design
process in a formal logical context. March [1984] proposes one model of design that de-
scribes the accumulation of knowledge within the design process. The model demonstrates
the importance of a domain theory within the design process as a mechanism to support
the development of a final solution. Domain theories were introduced in Section 4.2.1
where it was shown that simple domain theories represent a mapping between a solution
and performance space. An example of a domain theory from the field of ship design is
a seakeeping prediction method; this links the hullform (the solution space) to values of
seakeeping response (the performance space). Deduction and abduction could then be used
to relate solutions to performance and performance to solutions, respectively.
There is one further alternative arrangement for the logical arguments presented in
Section 4.2.1—induction. This represents the case where a solution s and its performance
p are used to generate a rule s! p, as shown in Equation 4.3.
(s, p)
s! p (4.3)
10A topic covered at length in the research on design within the field of architecture [Broadbent 1975].
[Andrews et al. 2006] contains a summary of the impact of this and other design philosophies upon
ship design.
11For examples see, Simon’s description of the working of the human memory system and its limited
ability to handle relatively few ‘chunks’ of information [Simon 1981] or Broadbent’s examination of the
numerous psychological studies of designers [Broadbent 1975], although this did primarily focus upon
architects which as designers of complex, lived in systems have much in common with ship designers.
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Or as a more general case, where information on a number of solutions is available;
(s1, p1) (s2, p2) . . . (si, pi)
s! p (4.4)
A design process which includes a mechanism for incorporating an inductive step then
enables new knowledge to be incorporated into the design process. By treating the domain
theory as the knowledge of a subject, which the designer builds up and employs as part
of the design process, induction provides a mechanism that enables the modification of a
domain theory due to the unexpected performance of a solution—either the actual solution
or a model of the solution which can be considered to be more accurate than just using the
domain theory. This important corrective step allows the outcome of the design process
to feedback into the design and domain theory12. March [1984] proposes the Production–
Deduction–Induction (PDI) model to represent a rational design process incorporating
induction. The PDI model divides the design process into three steps: deduction, abduction
and induction. A version of this model, modified to be consistent with the definitions used
within this report, is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: March’s Model of the Rational Design Process, after [March 1984]
March describes the benefit of adopting the PDI model in [March 1984]; he specifically
highlights the benefit of adopting an externalised definition of the inductive, deductive and
abductive steps in the design process:
12This mirrors the corrective feedback which exists as part of the process of inquiry within the scientific
method, and described more generally through the philosophical field of epistemology [Psillos 2007].
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“If internalised personal judgement, experience, and intuition alone are relied
upon, the three modes of the PDI-model becomes inextricably entangled and no
powerfully sustained use of collective, scientific knowledge is possible. Design
will remain more or less personalistic and a matter of opinion, albeit profes-
sional. If the design process is externalised and made public, as it evidently
must be, for team work to be fully e.ective, then the three stages of the PDI-
model are worth making explicit as much scientific knowledge can be brought
to bear on the problem as seems appropriate.” [March 1984]
The comparison of alternative hullforms currently relies upon the types of qualitative as-
sessment of characteristics demonstrated in Section 2.4.3. By adopting an externalised PDI
model the knowledge contained within the design process is made explicit and, therefore,
can be applied more appropriately in the solution of a design problem. Furthermore, ex-
amining the design approaches described in Section 3.2, it becomes apparent that current
design methods are generally poor at externalising at least one of these steps13. Therefore,
there would seem to be considerable benefit in adopting an externalised PDI model in the
design process to allow the clear definition of inductive, deductive and abductive steps.
A second strand to the domain of design intelligence deals with the designers creativity.
Darke [1979] argues that a designer involved in the design of a non-trivial artifact employs
some ‘key generator’ or primary generator which determines an initial configuration of
key elements and hence guide the subsequent design, a view supported by Lawson [2006].
Daley [1982] highlights the important role of the designer’s interlinked visual, linguistic
and value schema. These three schema play a crucial role in the designer’s decision making
process. Andrews [1998] refers to these combined Darke–Daley inputs as the designer’s
‘idiosyncratic’ influence, illustrated in Figure 4.13. Separate from the user or owner’s
input, these designer inputs capture the varied contribution the designer makes in forming
the solution throughout the design process but especially at the early synthesis stage. Dicks
[2000] identifies this important task at a ‘Genesis’ process that occurs at the outset of the
design process, where the “initial leap from blank paper to an unproven sketch to an idea
of the solution space” occurs.
13For example, when using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) guided design process, such as [Vasudevan 2008],
the inductive step of the PDI model would require the performance analysis procedures utilised by the
GA to be revised; revision of these procedures will be a non-trivial undertaking.
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Daley's Overlaps 
A - Visual schema 
B - Linguistic schema 
C - Value schema 
D -'Conscious' Propositional Knowledge - 
strongly influneced by Design Constraints 
Owners' Style of Task 
Initiation Ship Design Directed Input Ship Design 
Subsequent Current Output Form Selection ofForm Analysis 
................ ...... 
Figure 3. The ship design process description. 
has to be said that any description is almost bound to be insufficient because of 
the difficulty of adequately taking into account decisions which need to be made 
by the designer before he can undertake each of the major steps shown. Figure 4 
seeks to depict that aspect, but should be seen in the wider context both of the 
designer's inputs (cf. figure 3) and the constraints (cf. figure 2). Nevertheless, it is a clearer expression, albeit in a rather stepwise manner, of the choices that the design- 
er, hopefully, consciously makes in selecting the basis for initial sizing, parametric 
determination and eventually the evolving downstream architectural and engineering 
synthesis. A more detailed description of each of the steps or decision points listed 
in figure 4 can be found in Andrews (1986). Moreover, initial sizing, the first step 
shown in figure 3, is of major importance and so merits a fuller description which 
comprehends both assumptions and sources, and that is discussed next. 
6. Initial design 
Different terms are used for the phase in which design activities start, and in the 
interests of generality the term 'initial design' has been chosen to avoid the particular 
procedural connotations which are associated with some customary usage. What has 
come to be expected of this stage is that, since only a broad idea exists of what the 
projected product is to do and how it might be configured to do it, it is natural 
for initial expectations to be hardly more than ballparking in character. For ships, 
for example, the aims could be just those of roughly sizing and costing based on 
no more than a summary expression of the required performance. While recognizing 
that in the past limitations on data storage capacity and speed of manipulation have 
curtailed the amount of detail, which could be taken into account at the start of 
initial design, together with the extent of investigation, it is considered that the new 
design methodology proposed could and should use computer technology advances to 
the full. This will enable designers to cater right from the start for an approach which 
'sets off as it means to go on'. Thus the projected product will be configured using 
computer graphics, initially just in outline and then in progressively more detail as 
it is generated. (It is interesting that the term used until recently in this country to describe the early design stages for naval ships was the 'sketch design', where 
the sketch was a good deal more than just a hasty pictorial impression.) To put the 
methodology in context it is relevant to look at how initial sizing and costing of ships 
of various sorts have been carried out hitherto. 
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Figure 4.13: Andrews Description of the Traditional, Sequential Ship Design Process Show-
ing the D signers ‘Idiosyncratic’ Influe ce, from [Andrews 1998]
4.4 Design Technology
Finally, the category of Design Technology addresses the translation of knowledge discussed
in Section 4.3. The Design Technology Category together with its domains and trajectories
are shown in Figure 4.14. Three of these domains were examined: Design Mi dware, Design
Software and Design Systems. Horváth [2004] provid s the following defini ion of Design
Technology:
“[Design technology] is the most characteristic channel category that converts
the general knowledge of engineering design to explicit product models and
representation”
processing, and validation (Court et al. 1996). It studies
the issues of information selection (Newland 1987), use
(Kuffner and Ullman 1991), and re-use (Baya et. al.
1992) of information and knowledge in design processes
(Khadilkar and Stauffer 1996). The primary issue has
been processing visual and spatial information, which is
enabled by the methods and techniques offered by
computer graphics research and image processing (Foley
et al. 1990). Ima e processing is concerned with the
recognition and structuring of design images in the
context of the design activity. The intentions to apply
automated techniques based on artificial intelligence in
design support systems have gradually weakened since
the end of 80s, although earlier this paradigm seemed to
be very popular. The emphasis shifted to knowledge-
intensive systems without built-in problem solving
capabilities.
11.2 Design languages
Research in the domain of design languages targets for-
mal product definition languages as well as product
description languages of neutral formats. Shape gram-
mars were invented in the early 80s by Stiny (1980). In
addition to shape grammars, formalisms were intro-
duced to express, for instance, structures (Woodbury
et al. 1988), functions (Lai and Wilson 1987), assemblies
(Takase and Nakajima 1985), and constraints (Vemuri
et al. 1988) as algebras of design (Stiny 1991). Design
syntax research sprang off computational linguistic
research (Brown 1997). It also studies language-level
representation of design knowledge for knowledge-
intensive and knowledge-based systems (Coyne et al.
1990). My perception is that the research interest
towards formal languages has weakened as the real
opportunities of design automation became known.
11.3 Design mindware
Another research domain, design mindware, deals with
the issues of structuring and archiving design data,
information, and knowledge in digital repositories in
textual, numeric, visual, and multimedia forms (Buch-
mann 1984). The aim of research in product dat man-
agement systems is to explore theories and methods, to
develop tools for product description, organizing the
information that designers need, making the product
information available for the downstream processes, to
coordinate and facilitate the interaction of design tools,
documentation, and archiving the product data, prod-
uct-related data, and product-independent design data,
and to reduce the informational complexity designers
need to face. Research in knowledge bases for design
studies topics such as developing knowledge items, pre-
serving knowledge, using knowledge and sharing
knowledge. Conventional representation schemes,
taxonomical ontologies (Logan 1989), and multimedia
representation as well as knowledge asset warehousing
are all studied. Knowledge management for engineering
design investigates not only the issue of creating and
managing knowledge items and assets, but also the
processes that act upon these items and assets (Owen
and Horva´th 2002). As common vocabularies and
semantic taxonomies of design knowledge, researchers
studied various forms of design ontologies (Albers
1994).
11.4 Design software
The research domain of design software comprises the
study of: (1) computer-mediated internal representations
of numerical, textual, symbolic, graphical, and geomet-
ric information, (2) the exploration of supporting theo-
Fig. 13 Research in design
technology
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Figure 4.14: Design Technology Category Showing Domains and Trajectories, from
[Horváth 2004]
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4.4.1 Design Software
The domain of Design Software addressed the use of software to facilitate the design pro-
cess. There are three key research areas where attempts to develop improved design soft-
ware take place: software’s internal representation of design information; developing the
theories and methodologies that underlie design software; and improving software algo-
rithms. Further information on these three areas can be found within the extensive litera-
ture published in this field, a summary is presented within [Lee 1999]. However, discussion
of these issues must be guided by a broad description of the uses of the software. The uses
of Design Software can be categorised into four di.erent groups of software [Horváth 2004]:
• Utility;
• Modelling;
• Analysis;
• Simulation.
Utility software refers to the group of software intended to manage either the design pro-
cess, design information or both. Some types of utility software attempt to accomplish
both of these tasks. Modelling software describes the well-developed group of software
that facilitates the geometric definition of the designed item. This may extend to the de-
velopment of design software able to represent production information. Analysis software
provides a range of tools that allow the prediction of the behaviour of a system. Previously
such tools have been limited to particular domains, such as structures, however there has
been a recent emergence of coupled solvers applicable to many domains [Rees et al. 2001].
The final group—simulation software—can be argued to be acting as a bridge between
modelling and analysis software, providing the designer with a radical new design tool.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the primary area of interest in the research being presented is
the early stage of the design process, before the ship is essentially defined. Therefore, any
software that is likely to be developed would belong to the utility software group.
Two programming approaches that may be of interest during the development of utility
software in the area of this research are object-oriented and array programming. These
approaches provide a means of representing and manipulating arbitrary elements. However,
it is first necessary to consider each approaches inturn.
Object-oriented programming uses a collection of objects—individual units—which act
upon each other; this can be contrasted with the simple functional or procedural approach
taken by traditional programming techniques. Key points of object-oriented programming
include Encapsulation, Inheritance, Abstraction, and Polymorphism. Both access to an
object’s variables and operations upon an object are conducted via methods, this can be
likened to specific messages to which an object responds to by modifying its variables,
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returning information on its current variables or both. Objects also employ Encapsulation
to maintain privacy of their internal variables and internal methods. Objects are defined as
belonging to a particular class; Inheritance allows an object to duplicate properties, such
as variable types and methods, from other classes of objects. Abstraction refers to the
ability of object-oriented programming to ignore an object’s methods and defer to those
of a super-class object. Finally, Polymorphism describes behaviour that varies depending
on the object upon which the behaviour is invoked. These key points result in programs
written using object oriented languages having improved flexibility and maintainability
compared to previous programme structures. Erikstad [1996] provides an example of one
application of object-oriented programming in a CEM based ship design system.
A separate programming paradigm is array programming. Array programming allows
computations to be expressed at a high-level of abstraction, allowing the manipulation and
interrogation of whole sets of data at once. When dealing with large sets of data, array
based programming methods provide a concise interface to data sets. Table 4.2 shows
an example of the computer code required to perform the addition of two arrays within
scalar and array languages. The terse input of the array based language contains obvious
advantages in both the generation and maintenance of computer code.
Table 4.2: Examples Pseudocode of Scalar and Array Based Programming Approaches
Scalar language Array language
for i from 0 to n by 1 do
for j from 0 to n by 1 do
C[i][j] = A[i][j] + B[i][j];
next j
next i
C = A + B;
These two approaches can be combined to provide a powerful programming language
that enables the manipulation and interrogation of a large collection of objects through
concise code. By integrating object-oriented programming into array based programming
a single command—or message—can be sent to a number of objects simultaneously. Each
object will then respond to the method, although di.erent objects may respond in vastly
di.erent ways. Further information on object-oriented array based programming can be
found in [Mougin and Ducasse 2003].
4.4.2 Design Mindware
The design mindware domain encompasses the structuring and archiving of information.
During the design process the designer must make use of a large amount of varied infor-
mation. This information can be divided into data and knowledge. The storage of both
forms of information may be undertaken as part of the design mindware process. However,
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there is a subtle di.erence between these two forms of information which impact the stor-
age philosophy adopted. Data pertains to the facts which are known about the subject in
question. Knowledge in comparison refers to the set of facts, assumptions and interference
rules that pertain to a particular type of design [Erikstad 1996].
A multitude of di.erent methods are available to the designer to facilitate the man-
agement of this information [Atzeni et al. 1999]. In terms of computer-based methods,
databases have adopted a central role; many di.erent organisational model options exist
for databases: Flat, Hierarchical, Network, Relational, Dimensional, and Object database
models. Each has particular strengths and weaknesses, allowing data to be stored in an
appropriate structure for di.erent tasks. However, all databases provide a mechanism for
the storage and rapid access of large quantities of information. One example of this is the
mechanism used in many database systems to perform a search—the B-tree index14—this
allows n elements to be searched using a number of operations that scales logarithmically
with n. Databases can therefore scale e/ciently to large data sets.
4.4.3 Design Systems
The final trajectory of design technology is Design Systems. This trajectory addresses
research which attempts to integrate disparate tools into a single system. This includes
attempts to provide a more well-managed designer led system, either through shared data
or, potentially, virtual reality. Some Design System research has extended to systems that
are intended to remove or replace the designer, such as automated problem solving and
design support systems. The utility of this approach has yet to be properly justified for
all but the most basic of design problems.
Attempts to develop an integrated design system are to be commended if the tool de-
veloped remains generic in its applicability. The Paramarine ship design software suite
[RINA 2003] is an example of a design system currently undergoing substantial develop-
ment. Paramarine incorporates into a single tool a CAD modelling tool, technical analysis
capability15 and one implementation of the configurational based design approach outlined
in Section 3.2.6. In comparison, some other design systems provide tools highly focused
14A search method closely related to the B-tree is the self-balancing binary search tree,
an analogous method that is not optimised for database applications. The illustration
to the right shows a simple binary tree containing objects labelled with some key that
is of interest. Given a target value, the search begins at the root node (i.e. 4) and
compares the node’s value to the target value. If the target value is less than node’s
value the search then examine the node to the left (i.e. 2). Else if the target value if
greater the node to the right is examined (i.e. 6). The search continues until a node
matching the target value is found. In the example right searching for the value 5
takes a total three operation (e.g. 4!6!5) where as searching through a list of seven
elements could, in the worst case take, seven operations. The height of a balanced
binary tree is log2 n as the number of nodes on the kth level is given by 2
k. Therefore,
the maximum number of operations to find any value will scale with log2 n. [Atzeni
et al. 1999]
4
2
1 3 5
6
7
15Including stability, powering and structures analyses.
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upon a single type of solution. While this is useful for certain situations, retaining the
potential to explore radical alternatives is a desirable objective especially in the divergent
phase of requirement elucidation.
4.5 Conclusions on Alternative Approaches from Engineering
Design Research
This discussion of design research applicable to ship concept design has presented a set
of key research activities which may prove fundamental for further developing the ship
concept design process. The three categories explored—Design Theory, Design Knowledge,
and Design Technology—provide the understanding, expertise and practical systems which
will enable the development of a design method able to determine the most appropriate
hullform style. A number of research domains within these categories were explored to
assess the impact of design research on the challenges present in the early stage of ship
concept design.
Horváth’s domain of Design Theories provides a range of design methods which describe
design in terms of a mapping between the solution and its performance. When determin-
ing the performance from a solution this mapping is deductive and therefore simple16 to
apply. In comparison, determining the solution from a set of performance targets (i.e.
requirements) is shown to be an abductive process and therefore problematic. One design
theory—GDT—which features this solution–performance mapping has been considered.
GDT allows the design problem to be represented through sets of solutions which enables
simple sorting operations to be used to explore the relationship between the performance
and possible solutions. Concept Exploration Methods contain a number of similarities to
GDT-Real, the implementation of GDT which uses non-ideal knowledge [Reich 1995]. By
developing a CEM that takes into account the principles of GDT a design process could
be developed that retains GDT’s ability to assess solutions with radical topological di.er-
ences. Horváth [2004], in discussing his domain of Design Systematisation, explains why
Design Automation and Design Optimisation are unsuitable for concept design.
From the category of Design Knowledge the domain of Design Intelligence explored
the designer’s ability to think and learn. Specifically, it explores the accumulation of
knowledge and the incorporation of this knowledge into the overall design process through
the development and refinement of ‘domain theories’. March’s Production–Deduction–
Induction model was presented (Figure 4.12) and the benefit of externalising the elements
of his PDI model were described.
Finally, in the category of Design Technology three domains were described: Design
Mindware, Design Software and Design Systems. The examination of the domain of Design
16But not necessarily easy, as is the case when attempting to determine a ships hydrodynamic performance
[Erikstad 1996; Bertram 2000].
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Mindware revealed the range of mechanism’s available for the storage of design information,
including a broad range of types of databases suited to the storage of di.erent types of
information. Similarly, the examination of the domain of Design Software highlighted
some systems suitable for developing and manipulating this data; Utility software has
been identified as being a key factor in the early stage of the ship design process. Two
programming approaches—Object and Array based programming—have been highlighted
as being of considerable interest for the development of Utility software. Finally, from the
category of Design Systems the current trend of combining disparate tools to form a single
integrated system that can be used by the designer has been highlighted.
For the alternative approaches presented in this chapter to be used to improve the design
process they have to be incorporated into a suitable design approach. However, before using
the conclusions from this section to develop any solution, it is necessary to reassess the
precise problem the research is addressing. The next chapter begins with a summary of
the design problem—hullform selection during requirement elucidation in the ship concept
design process. Next, a design approach is proposed that it is suggested can address this
problem. This design approach di.ers from those found in Chapter 3 and incorporates a
number of the alternative approaches considered in the current chapter.
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This chapter presents as an alternative a concept design method employing a Library
Based approach. Section 5.1 presents a summary of the key points originating from earlier
chapters that lead to justifying such a new approach to the problem posed. Section 5.2 then
presents a brief overview of the Library Based approach and highlights its similarities to
certain existing design approaches. Next, the assumptions underlying the Library Based
approach are described in more detail in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.6 presents the
hypothesis that needs to be tested in order for the approach to be valid as a design approach
applicable to the ship concept phase.
5.1 Summary of the Problem
The three preceding chapters have provided a description of the problems surrounding
the selection of hullform at the earliest stages of the ship design process. Chapter 2
identified the concept exploration stage as being a key element in the development of a
solution allowing a rapid exploration of potential options. However, di/culties arising
from both the complexity of ships and the complexity of the ship design process lead
to significant problems in developing a design able to satisfy the emergent performance
requirements. An assessment and consideration of ship requirements in the concept design
process highlighted their importance in this process; both as a factor driving the design
activity but also through the ongoing dialogue by the designer with the requirement owner,
and other stakeholders. This is seen to be a consequence of the requirements being heavily
influenced by the evolving design definition (i.e. the ‘wicked’ nature of the problem). The
need to address alternative hullform styles is seen to present a challenge as their di.ering
performance characteristics lead to disparities in the extent to which they can individually
fulfil the requirements. However, alternative hullform styles must be considered early in
the design process to exploit their potential benefits in meeting the emergent need.
Chapter 3 began with a summary of the types of ship design processes. Next, existing
ship design approaches able to support these types of ship design processes were highlighted
and classified. This examination identified a number of the ship design methods and tools
used throughout the design process. The wide range of current ship design approaches were
considered to inhibit the designer in their need to rapidly exploring alternative options,
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such as di.erent hullform styles, at the beginning of the design process. By examining
an illustrative ship synthesis method, the inability of these approaches to either explore
options with di.erent styles or to do so su/ciently rapidly was identified as a consequence
of the need to make a style decision (i.e. a monohull style hullform) before employing a
specific design method. While a method could be used a number of times to explore di.er-
ent hullform options this is felt likely to consume significant resources and time, thereby
inhibiting the wide exploration deemed appropriate for satisfactory design exploration and
requirement elucidation.
Finally, Chapter 4 provided a taxonomic and logical context to engineering design re-
search by highlighting a number of possible alternative approaches that may o.er ad-
vantages if applied to the early stage of ship design. Initially, the important distinction
between sequential and parallel design methods has been addressed. The majority of cur-
rent methods employ a number of sequential abductive and inductive steps between the
solution and performance spaces to explore the design space and incrementally improve a
solution. Few methods are considered to provide the designer with the ability to explore
many options in parallel. However, parallel methods may provide a better mechanism for
exploring the solution space in the early stages of the design process (and hence a better
learning mechanism). While design optimisation or design automation have been used
successfully to explore specific solution of a specific ship type, neither method appear to
provide a coherent mechanism for comparing options with radically di.erent styles. This is
particularly true for hullform style where di.erent hullform styles give distinctly di.erent
levels of performance. The chapter also highlighted March’s [1984] work on the impor-
tance of capturing new design knowledge in a form that enables future use. Incorporating
a method that allows design knowledge to be accumulated, such as his PDI model, is con-
sidered important in any design situation but arguably more so in cases when the initially
available design information is sparse. Finally, an examination of design technology high-
lighted utility software (intended to assist the management of design information or the
design process [Horváth 2004]) which is seen as likely to be of importance in assisting the
designer early in the design process. Databases and object oriented programming have
been investigated as they are seen to provide potential in developing appropriate utility
software.
5.2 A Library Based Ship Design Approach: A Potential
Solution
From the consideration of current design methods in Chapter 3 it is concluded that they
are seen to be di/cult to apply to the key problem of hullform selection. It is instructive
to consider the process of ship design as analogous to writing a book (given both could be
considered to be creative synthesis processes). Thus designing ships with di.erent styles
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might be seen as akin to writing books of di.erent genres. Someone interested in writing
a new book is unlikely to write a number of drafts using every style they are considering
then discard the draft romance, mystery and science fiction novels to improve the thriller.
Instead, an author might well visit a library and examine books from the catalogue to find
prospective styles that may be appropriate. The e.ectiveness of the library is enhanced
by the search and classification mechanisms that are in place. Therefore, there is some
potential merit in examining a Library Based approach in the context of ship concept
designing, particularly when di.erent styles are of interest. Despite the analogy, it is clear
that the aims of the two processes are entirely di.erent.
It is the contention of this thesis that the ability to explore alternative hullforms, seen
as an aim of early ship concept work, can be satisfied through a Library Based approach.
The Library Based approach to ship design comprises a library of design data that can be
rapidly searched to find potential options. In this thesis ‘options’ are defined as a specific
discrete design examined by the designer; for example a single point design for a ship
would be one option. Figure 5.1a and 5.1b show an analysis of the relative performance, in
terms of run time verses number of options considered, of four di.erent design approaches:
brute force, deterministic optimisation, stochastic optimisation and a simple Library Based
approach.1
The brute force approach exhaustively assesses all potential options. Deterministic op-
timisation approaches, such as the method of steepest descent, utilise a simple rule to
determine the next solution to be assessed based upon information on the current solution
(and possibly previous solutions). Stochastic optimisation approaches employ some prob-
abilistic elements in the solution of an optimisation problem. Finally, the simple Library
Based approach is similar to the brute force approach but the values for the options are
pre-calculated and stored in a library.
The comparison presented in this section are presented in terms of an estimated number
of computational operations that must be performed. This is analogous to the number of
low level steps or calculations a computer running the program must perform to evaluating
the number of options specified. Due to the large number of variables in the calculation
process these times should be regarded as broadly indicative of the likely duration. Actual
durations will depend upon the performance of the computer executing the code and the
calculation methods employed.
Of the four methods compared the brute force, deterministic optimisation and stochastic
optimisation based approaches are methods that conduct all operations on line—with the
designer running the tool. In comparison the simple Library Based approach separates
1These estimates were developed by formulating a simple parametric relationship describing the actions
within each approach. By making a conservative estimate of the time required for each operation it
was possible to investigate the total number of options that could be assessed. More importantly this
method captures how a Library Based approach scales as the number of options being considered is
progressively increased. Appendix C contains full details of the method used in the analysis.
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the design task into two stages. The first stage consists of precalculation, creating and
analysing a number of options to create a library. This stage could be conducted o0ine.
The second stage consists of the designer examining the options on line, as part of the
design process.
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Figure 5.1: Relative Complexity of Brute Force, Deterministic Optimisation, Stochastic
Optimisation and a Simple Library Based Approaches for Initial Ship Design Exploration
The above comparison highlights that a simple Library Based approach can be under-
taken at a similar execution speed to optimisation based methods. In addition while the
optimisation approaches only explore a small number of solutions as they seek out an op-
timal solution, the simple Library Based approach allows a comprehensive examination of
the design space represented by the solutions in the library. This enables the designer to
gain considerable insight on why particular options may be unacceptable.
While the simple Library Based approach presented here could be employed, the precal-
culation step is still highly time-consuming. Therefore, some additional step may be re-
quired to develop this approach into a method that retains the ability of the simple Library
Based approach to examine multiple solutions while reducing the extent of the number of
options in the precalculation step. A high level outline of the proposed approach is pre-
sented in Section 5.2.1. Section 5.3 then discusses in more detail the underlying methods
and philosophy underpinning this proposed design approach.
5.2.1 Introducing a Library Based Approach
The proposed approach is based upon a limited library of possible design options describing
a large number of possible ship designs. This library has to be constructed before the
designer begins to search for potential options. The designer is then able to rapidly filter the
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options in the library to find those that satisfy the current design requirements. Inspecting
the remaining options gives information on the consequences of adoption one of a range
of acceptable styles. This allows the designer (and hence the stakeholders) to gain a
better understanding of the impact of any requirement upon the styles available to provide
potential ship solutions.
A number of di.erent ship synthesis methods presented in Section 3.2 can be used to
develop the library. For example the design procedure used for the major postgraduate ship
design module at UCL [UCL 2002], or similar ship synthesis methods, could be drawn upon
to create a large number of potential options to populate the library. After generating these
options, the characteristics and performance of each option can be found and stored within
the library, avoiding some of the time-consuming calculations that need to be performed
once the designer proceeds to explore potential options.
The initial library has to be broad enough to contain an array of options that might be
of interest to the designer. However, it is apparent that the number of options within the
library will quickly grow and soon become unmanageable. Thus if a ship is synthesised from
ten input variables, each with ten possible values, this implies a theoretical total of 1010
options [Erikstad 1994]. Yoshikawa’s General Design Theory, highlighted in Section 4.2.1,
represents a extreme implementation of this approach in the form of a selection method
requiring ideal knowledge. However, this requires an infinitely large library combined with
an unlimited processing ability. Therefore, some other mechanism is required, enabling a
wider range design options to be considered.
One approach is to implement a process of decomposition and then down select. This
would reduce the number of options that need to be stored within the library. For example,
by decomposing each ship option into a number of sub-options, which are then stored in the
library (in place of the ship option), and then subsequently combining these sub-options,
a far larger set of possible whole ship options—termed ‘combined options’—could be pro-
duced. Taking the results presented in Figure 5.1 a similar approach could be adopted to
show how the complexity of the approach changes when adopting a decomposition, down
selection and combination approach. This comparison is presented in Figure 5.2 and shows
the case (Case E) where the ship options have been decomposed into three equally sized
sets of sub-options so that the total number of operations reduces (typically 1012 c.f. 1021).
Conceptually a combination operation could, if formulated carefully, be applied to a
number of di.erent sub-options in a manner that should be blind to the style of the
overall ship option. The options resulting from a combination operation would then have
characteristics or performances dependent on the sub-options. For some characteristics, the
methods required to determine them should be simple to apply. For example, an assessment
of the combined ship weight or volume for a number of sub-options (representing specific
sub-systems in the ship) could quickly be determined for the combined option. However,
it is recognised that this approach simplifies the combination of di.erent sub-options and
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Figure 5.2: Relative Complexity including Library Based Approach with Decomposition,
Down Selection and Combination
risks failing to capture the real impact that combining two or more di.erent sub-options
has upon the combined option’s characteristics. For example, the total propulsive e/ciency
would depend upon several elements of the combined option and also be highly dependent
upon sub-option styles. Improved prediction tools, targeted at specific aspects, could then
partially o.set any possible loss of accuracy2. Furthermore, this method could then feed
into the remainder of the design process, where other design methods and tools might
better capture the impact of e.ects arising from the interaction of options that are of
particular interest.
It is worth noting that the characteristics of acceptable options arising from a certain
combination of styles may radically di.er as the design’s style is changed3. This means
optimisation based approaches, which focus on the characteristics of the solution, would be
unable to switch easily between styles. Figure 5.2 showed relative complexity for the case
where only a single style was considered. If a number of styles were considered for each of
the sets of sub-options, then the run times for the optimisation based approaches would
increase more rapidly than that of the Library Based approach, as is shown in Figure 5.34.
2Section 3.2.5 highlights a number of artificial intelligence based ship design approaches that could be
applied to rapidly predict performance, if a suitable set of data was to be available to train the system.
3For example, a characteristic such as overall length varies significantly with di(erent hullform styles, as
demonstrated in the comparison of Monohull and SWATH hullforms conducted by Kennell et al. [1985]
that has already been discussed in Section 2.4.2.
4These figures demonstrate the case where ten styles are considered for each of the three functional
group. For the optimisation based approaches this has been represented as a requirement to run the
optimisation model 1000 times to deal with each potential combination of styles. For the brute force
and simple Library Based methods the number of options has been increased to include the options
representing the di(erent styles. Finally, the increases in the size of the library (with separation and
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Figure 5.3: Relative Complexity with an Increased Number of Styles
The decision upon the type of decomposition to employ is of central importance to this
approach. A number of di.erent existing decompositions approaches have been summarised
in Section 2.3.5. For a method providing the designer with a means of evaluating di.erent
hullforms, the functional group breakdown adopted by Andrews and Dicks [1997] for surface
ships provides a number of advantages, as detailed in [Andrews et al. 1996]: it helps foster
innovation; it exposes interrelations between functional groups; and it reveals the relative
impact of specific requirements on functional groups. Thus, each option of the ship design
is decomposed into those four functional groups: Float, Move, Operation (or Fight) and
Infrastructure.
As a large number of variables within any design will be continuous, it is recognised that
solutions will exist between both the options within the library and the di.erent combined
options (as these are simply composed from sub-options selected from a discrete library).
Additionally, there will be limits on the extent of the solution space that sub-options within
the library can represent. These two factors are a significant limitation to a Library Based
approach and while there is scope to extend the method to enable other options to be
considered (to cover either additional options between existing points in the library or to
extent the coverage at the extremes of the existing library), for simplicity, this additional
feature has not been developed further in this realisation of the approach.
The options from the library could be filtered via a number of di.erent search mechanisms
already employed by the database tools discussed in Section 4.4.1. The power and speed of
current search techniques should be familiar to any user of typical Internet search engines
combination) has been explored by increasing the number of sub-options in each of the functional
groups by ten fold.
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[Google 2010]. By assessing recalculated characteristics and the performance of each option,
a rapid down selection process could be readily implemented. Furthermore, if part of this
down selection process occurs at a sub-option level, by making use of an appropriate subset
of the current ship requirements, then this will significantly reduce the number of combined
options that have to be considered using the library method. The possible combinations of
remaining sub-options could then be used to produce a set of combined options. Finally,
the set of combined options, that satisfy the complete set of constraints and requirements,
could then be found.
The constraints and requirements that are used to remove unacceptable combined op-
tions can be used to ensure the options are ‘balanced’ (e.g. a constraint on weight vs.
displacement could be used to remove Archimedially unbalanced designs). While, an iter-
ative sizing method (such as [UCL 2002]) could be employed to re-balance the combined
options, its drawbacks are worth considering. Burcher and Rydill [1994]5 highlight the
large number of inter dependencies occurring in even a simple four-component weight
breakdown. As a consequence, the re-balancing process may be highly sensitive to these
inter dependencies when exploring a solution that departs from current practice. By using
constraints to ensure the options are ‘balanced’, the re-balancing step can be avoided and
e.ort can be dedicated to exploring alternative options.
Section 2.1.1 outlined the characteristics of the concept phase of the ship design process.
As this approach is intended to be used in this phase, it is important to recall the particular
needs of this phase. The fluid and exploratory nature of the concept phase of the ship
design process means that new information is highly likely to arise. It should be easy to
incorporate such information into the design knowledge repository used by the proposed
Library Based approach. This then leads to a requirement for a mechanism, which allows
the addition of new information. A Library Based approach is well suited to incorporating
new information as it arises during the design process. Options or sub-options can simply
be added to the library, to either broaden the library of add detail in specific areas.
Thus this section suggests that a Library Based ship concept design approach could
provide a simple mechanism to rapidly explore the impact of a set of requirements upon
whole ship options. The proposed method uses a search and combination approach to
explore potential options. This method avoids some of the di/culties identified in design
automation and optimisation methods that aim to develop a single “best” solution. Rather,
it aims to facilitate a better exploration of potential solutions through the identification of
both workable and unworkable options.
5.2.2 Comparison with Other Similar Methods
Of the seven approaches to the ship design methods presented in Chapter 3, the Library
Base approach presented here is most similar to that of Concept Exploration Methods
5In their Chapter 11 describing the ‘Character of iterations’.
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(CEM) considered in Section 3.2.2. CEMs allow the designer to explore a wide variety
of potential solutions generated via a parametric synthesis process. CEMs generate these
solutions at a whole ship level, while the proposed Library Base approach does so by gener-
ating and combining sub-options. Additionally, the synthesis models used within existing
CEMs have been limited to consideration of just one hullform style (with the notable ex-
ception of [Molland and Karayannis 1997] with two styles). The use of a Library Based
model, as proposed, would provide a clear distinction between the task of generating op-
tions for the library and the subsequent exploration of these options. This task separation
has the potential to free the designer from using just a single synthesis model and allowing
options produced by a number of di.erent synthesis models to be examined. There are
also parallels between the simple search process employed in the proposed method and the
mechanisms outlined in Section 4.2.1. Yoshikawa’s General Design Theories (GDT and
GDT-Real [Reich 1995]) are analogous to the proposed selection methods (but su.er from
the practical limitation that they require ideal knowledge). C-K theory as proposed by
Hatchuel and Weil [2003] incorporate the important iterative process of knowledge col-
lection (an important issue foreseen by March [1984]). The proposed approach contains
elements of both GDT and C-K theory: the rapid down selection made possible by the
library is similar to the approach Yoshikawa proposes for using requirements to remove
items from consideration [Reich 1995]; while C-K theory highlights the importance of de-
veloping design knowledge during the design process [Hatchuel and Weil 2003], which can
easily be achieved in the proposed approach by expanding the library.
The proposed design approach employs a database to store design options. Heather
[1993b] identifies concept exploration backed by databases as one important component
of an integrated warship concept design system. Database supported design methods are
identified by Nowacki [2009a] as being one of nine new traits and capabilities that he views
as essential in modern ship design methodologies. He describes how the information and
knowledge stored within a database can be used to ‘initialise new design processes’. By
making uses of a database system to store design information, the proposed approach is
similar to the tools presented by Schiller et al. [2001] and Molland and Karayannis [1997].
Those tools both make use of databases to store design information (including potential
options). However, both those tools require a synthesis step to be performed to develop
complete ship options and this step requires a large number of designs to be developed.
In both these approaches the synthesis step occurs after the designer has begun using the
tool which will consequently increase the timescale required when using these approaches.
Furthermore, both these methods would be di/cult to apply in assessing a very large
number of options with several distinct hullform styles (although the tool presented by
Molland and Karayannis [1997] has been used successfully to compare monohulls and
catamaran passenger ferries, it is not obvious how it could be readily extended to other
ship types).
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Moving beyond marine design, a number of other fields of design have made extensive
use of libraries, databases or similar data collections to support design work. This includes
materials engineering tools for the selection of materials, the recording of design informa-
tion and specifying di.erent manufacturing processes. Examples include [Birmingham and
Wilcox 1993], who demonstrate how simple graphical representation can be used to gain
significant insights into the utility of particular materials for a given design problem based
upon libraries of materiel attributes. Methods to aid the designer in tackling material selec-
tion, when non-numerical attributes are important, have also been developed [Ashby et al.
2004]. Beyond engineering design, Library Based approaches form key tools for use within
combinatorial chemistry—the technique of rapid synthesis (and automated testing) and
the computer simulation of the behaviour of a large numbers of related molecules [Wilson
1997]. This technique has been applied to speed up the discovery of new pharmaceutical
compounds and materials, such as catalysts. By employing automated tools to explore a
wide design space the user gains information on promising combinations of options. These
options could then be further assessed outside the Library Based approach using other
design approaches and tools.
5.3 Assumptions Underlying A Library Based Approach
This section develops the approach underlying the library method from a simple definition,
which is initially abstracted from a ship design problem. The underlying approach is
discussed in six sub-sections. Section 5.3.1 begins by setting out a framework in which the
a library of options, can be developed. Next, the high level approach adopted for prediction
of the performance of whole ship options is described in Section 5.3.2. Sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4
and 5.3.5 then address the three interconnected issues as to how options are managed in
the approach, namely: Decomposing Options; Removing Options; and Adding Options.
Finally, Section 5.3.6 provides an illustrative example of how a Library Based approach
could be used in the exploration of options for ship concept design.
5.3.1 On the Development of the Design Method
Initially, a continuous space I can be defined containing all possible potential design options
(I1, I2, I3, . . . ), as shown in Figure 5.4a. This space defines an infinite number of options.
Any option from this set can be retrieved and its attributes examined, either directly or
using a suitable prediction method. If the infinite design space I were bounded by some
arbitrary limits (representing the limits of current knowledge regarding the design space)
a finite space will be obtained which will be denoted by I0, as shown in Figure 5.4b.
Ideally, a designer would obtain options directly from the bounded space I0 (i.e. the space
could be described in terms of simple functions and then a solution obtained by solving
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(a) Infinite Space I (b) Bounded Space I0
Figure 5.4: A comparison of an Infinite Space and a Bounded Space
these functions, using the initial requirements as an input6). However, some characteristics
of marine vehicles give rise to a discontinuous design space, which means it is inappropriate
to evaluate potential options through simple continuous functions. A possible compromise
is to represent the space through a number of discreet options. Unfortunately, as the space
I0 is continuous it has to be described by an infinite number of options (I1, I2, I3, . . . ).
However, if the options are restricted to a fixed number m, distributed randomly across
the space, then a discrete design space I? is obtained to describe the set of options being
considered, as shown in Figure 5.5.
This discreet set of options can be compared to a set of requirements to find the options
that fulfil all necessary requirements and constraints, with the unsatisfactory options being
discarded. This is similar to the approach adopted in previous concept exploration models,
as has been discussed in Section 3.2.2. However, in order to reasonably represent the solu-
tion space, the options must be distributed throughout the space with an appropriate level
of granularity and this then leads to a large number of options required to be considered.
One possible approach to this problem is to consider a mapping which could decompose
a single option into a number of sub-options. The sub-options can then be combined
to produce a far larger set of combined options. However, this approach depends upon
the decomposition process the designer employs to obtain the sub-options. Considering a
single option I from within the set I?, then by applying some mapping to decompose the
option, a number of sub-options could be produced. The case of a mapping which would
decompose the option I into three sub-options (IA, IB, IC) gives:
I 7! IA, IB, IC
6Notwithstanding the issue of non-compliance in the requirements as discussed in Section 2.3.4.
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Figure 5.5: Bounded Space Approximated via a Limited Set of Solutions, I? =
{I1, I2, I3, . . . , Im 1, Im}
This mapping is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Before discussing the practicalities of con-
structing a mapping able to decompose an option, it is considered appropriate to firstly
explore performance prediction for options.
5.3.2 Performance Prediction for Options
The performance and characteristics of any option can be thought of as a set of attributes
(a1, a2, a3, . . . ) and these are governed by relationships linking them to other attributes
of the option. For example, if the option under consideration were a monohull ship then
the waterline length can be derived from other attributes, as shown by the following well
known relationship:
L =
r
CBBT
= f(r, CB, B, T )
Similar methods can be applied to predict or calculate other attributes of interest (e.g.
either the option’s achieved performance, features or gross ship characteristics [Andrews
1984]). Some ship attributes are amenable to simple analytical relationships (i.e. small
angle stability). Other attributes must be evaluated through more complex methods (i.e.
seakeeping analysis—see [Lloyd 1989]) and such methods are, typically, di/cult to ap-
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Figure 5.6: Decomposing an Option I into Three Sub-Options (IA, IB, IC)
ply in the early stages of the design process, since they require detailed information not
normally generated in the concept phase. Furthermore, it is hard to develop analytical
prediction methods that are robust, accurate and generalised with the limited design defi-
nition available at concept. The di/culty in predicting these more complex attributes has
led to the generation of a range of empirical and semi-empirical performance prediction
methods for concept work. Recent research on artificial intelligence methods considered
in Section 3.2.57 explores the development of advanced prediction algorithms, based upon
the information likely to be currently available to a concept designer, which could provide
rapid prediction of some ship attributes. A number of these approaches, other machine
learning methods and even regression analysis could be used to develop prediction methods
that may also be easy to update.
In general, prediction methods can be thought of as determining the value of an attribute
based upon other attributes. If these attributes are collected together in a vector (x), then
any attribute (a) can be found via some function acting upon this vector:
a = f(x)
However, given the complexity apparent within any ship, the vector x will be very
large. Additionally, for many attributes the vector x will contain redundant information,
such as other attributes that are unconnected or only weakly connected to the attribute
under consideration. Current design methods draw out these important relationships.
For example, the UCL MSc design procedure provides a set of equations linking the hull
dimensions, mass and volume for a monohull warship [UCL 2002, 2004]. By examining
these equations, relevant relationships are revealed.
Figure 5.7 collects together the key variables in the sizing equations taken from [UCL
2002, 2004]. For each key variable listed along the top of the figure, the variables upon
which it directly depends are indicated in the column below (using a • symbol). For
7Specifically [Ray 1998], [Cocodia 2005] and [Maroju et al. 2006].
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Figure 5.7: Clustered Relationships Between the Key Variable based upon data from UCL
Ship Design Process [UCL 2002, 2004]
example, the UCL ship sizing procedure defines draught (the dependent variable) through
a relationship between displacement, volume and depth (the independent variables). The
columns in Figure 5.7 have been arranged to collect variables in clusters of closely related
attributes. These clusters can be seen to match those used when decomposing a ship
into functional groups (other authors have previously proposed applying decomposition
in ship design without proposing a specific link back to functional groups [Tan and Sen
2001]). Additionally, a fourth cluster emerges describing whole ship characteristics, which
are similar to Gross Ship Characteristics (GSC) defined in [Andrews 1984]. Current design
methods, such as [UCL 2002], iterate the whole ship attributes in this cluster until a
balanced solution emerges. This tabular summary of related attributes is somewhat like
the Design Structure Matrix technique discussed in Section 3.2.4, although the primarily
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concern in using the Design Structure Matrix technique is more e/cient resourcing of the
steps in the design process.
A number of the attributes that are more di/cult to predict, such as resistance, can
be seen to lie within a single cluster. If other complex prediction methods are considered
some of the attributes can be similarly restricted to a single cluster (i.e. seakeeping and
large angle stability are predominantly dependent upon the hullform shape, displacement
and the position of the vertical centre of gravity and hence are associated with the Float
functional grouping). For those attributes that are di/cult to predict, it is advantageous
to pre-calculate and store their values within the library. In comparison, overall vessel
attributes are comparatively easy to evaluate (i.e. mass and volume are simple summations
of scalar values) and so they can be rapidly determined from the attributes of the sub-
options. This can be done by using the UCL weight and space algorithms [UCL 2002] to
determine attributes of specific groups in each sub-option, then totalling the sub-option’s
attributes to give the required combined option attribute.
It is appreciated that there are other attributes that will be far more di/cult to predict.
In such cases, an appropriate, su/ciently fast calculating, prediction method will need
to be applied in order to determine the attributes of interest. For example, to find the
ship’s seakeeping response, the prediction method should make use of both the hullform’s
hydrodynamic attributes (an attribute of the Float function) and whole ship attributes,
such as the vertical location of the centre of gravity and the radii of gyration. The ship’s
response could be determined by several methods, including: directly from pre-calculated
hullform hydrodynamic attributes (stored in the library) and the whole ship attributes; by
interpolating between values of ship response determined for di.erent values of whole ship
attributes; or, from simple equations or empirical relationships, if available (e.g. Lloyd
1989, 1992). However, some whole ship attributes, such as vertical centre of gravity, are
particularly dependent on the ship’s configuration. It would seem that the majority of
ship attributes that are di/cult to predict appear to be driven by layout. For example,
survivability is a strong driving factor in warship concept design [Manley 2004]. Current
methods used to assess survivability require a highly detailed design definition to be pro-
duced [Schofield 2007]. Consequently, the large number of interrelated variables under
consideration complicate the application of this decomposition method in such instances.
However, some elements of the survivability calculation (i.e. the e.ect of blast propaga-
tion) could be performed at the level of a specific functional group. This would still provide
relevant information for a designer in the concept phase.
It should be noted that the Library Based approach is flexible with regards to the
sub-option data which is precalculated and stored in the library. The designer is free to
utilise data generated using any tool (or collection of tools) to populated the library. It
is envisaged that a designer would employ design tools already used within their design
organisation to develop library data. When considering a wide range of design styles a
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number of di.erent design or analysis tools may need to be employed. This could lead to
a requirement to alter existing design tools so they are able to develop a range of design
parametrically [Cooper et al. 2007].
5.3.3 Decomposing Options
The concept of decomposing options via a mapping (I 7! IA, IB, IC) was proposed in
Section 5.3.1. It is possible to generalise this mapping to the elements of a set I?, to give:
I? 7! I?A, I?B, I?C
This mapping is depicted graphically in Figure 5.8b. This mapping can be inverted and a
collection of higher level options be obtained from a number of sets containing sub-options:
I?A, I
?
B, I
?
C 7! I?
(a) An Option (I) Decomposed to Three Sub-
Options (IA, IB , IC)
(b) A Set (I?) Decomposed to Three Sub-Sets
(I?A, I
?
B, I
?
C)
Figure 5.8: Decomposition of an Option into Sub-Options and a Set into Sub-Sets
The previous section introduced the idea that clusters of connected variables could be
grouped together to allow some ship characteristics or performance to be defined at a
functional group level. Therefore, by applying a decomposition approach based upon
functional groups, an overall ship option could be separated into a number of functional
group sub-options, albeit with some connections between the groups for specific super
functional group ship characteristics and performances.
Up to this point the discussion has been largely framed in terms of abstract options.
At this stage it is useful to consider a ship based example. If initially a ship option SS is
considered then this option could be compared to a set of current requirements to determine
if it is an acceptable solution for this requirement set. Requirements used to assess the
ship option may include overall ship performance attributes, such as maximum range at a
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specified speed. Returning to the ship option and applying the reasoning presented earlier,
SS can be decomposed into four sub-options SF , SM , SO and SI (representing the Float,
Move, Operations (or Fight) and Infrastructure functions respectively). Then we have
SS 7! SF , SM , SO, SI and the inverse relationship SF , SM , SO, SI 7! SS8.
The designer wishing to develop a ship to meet a new collection of “customer” needs could
define a new sub-option SO that describes the Operations related systems required in the
new ship. Alternatively, this could be expressed via an additional set of requirements RO
that includes the constraints imposed by the ship’s Operational items (i.e. ensuring there
is su/cient available space or crew to support these items)9. In this case, feasible whole
ship options, excluding Operations related whole ship systems demands, can be found
by combining three sub-options SF , SM and SI via a mapping such as SF , SM , SI 7!
S(S O) where S(S O) indicates the combined ship option excluding the demands of the
Operational items. These combined options (S(S O)) can then be compared against the
set of requirements RO to find those that meet the Operations related requirements.
Using an equivalent notation to the start of this section, it is possible to define sets
containing the ship options excluding the demands of operational items S(S O) and the
three sets of functional sub-options SF, SM, SI. As a first approximation, the number
of possible options within the set S(S O) is determined by the possible combination of
functional sub-options from the sets SF , SM, SI. This is seen as a useful approach as it
separated the essentially user ‘needs’ from the whole ship (Float, Move and Infrastructure)
driven issues.
5.3.4 Removing Options
If the number of options is dependent upon the possible combination of sub-options, re-
moving any functional group options from consideration should rapidly reduce the number
of ship options in the whole ship set SS. Two methods exist for removing sub-options
from consideration. First, sub-options can be removed by comparing their characteristics
against external requirements (e.g. a Float sub-option (i.e. hullform) with insu/cient up-
per deck length to accommodate the Operational items). Alternatively, sub-options could
be removed from consideration by detecting incompatibilities across the sets of sub-options
8It is important to note that these relationships do not state that the ship option is the ‘sum’ of four
component parts. Rather, given a set of component parts, the mapping can be used to produce
a ship option. Furthermore, this ship option may possess a number of emergent properties (some
categorised as transversals [MoD 2005b]) that are beyond those that may be expected from examining
the functional components alone—i.e. ‘the whole is more than the sum of the parts’. Andrews presents
this separation in Figure 5.4 of [Andrews 2003a] through the distinction between Warship Systems
(encompassing systems described via the Float, Move, Infrastructure and Fight functional breakdown)
and Project Issues (representing the Integrated Logistics Support, Management and Design Integration
issues that occur across the project). Section 5.3.2 has highlighted how some of Andrews Project Issues
could be partially addressed by a Library Based design approach.
9Note that the set of ‘operational’ requirements RO is in addition to the other requirements that have
been developed to represent the customer’s other needs (e.g. maximum speed, endurance, etc.).
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(e.g. a Float sub-option with insu/cient available volume to accommodate a specific Move
sub-options).
Incompatibilities could be examined for both an individual option and for sets of options.
For example, if the power required by a Float sub-option is more than the power supplied by
a Move sub-option, these two options are incompatible (i.e. if a Float sub-option requires
30MW to attain the required top speed but a Move sub-option only supplies 20MW, then a
combined option containing these two sub-options would be infeasible). Alternatively, the
maximum power produced by a set of Move sub-options can be found and used to remove
from consideration members of the set of Float sub-options that require a higher power to
achieve the desired operating speed (i.e. if the largest maximum supplied power of a set
of Move sub-options is 20MW then any Float sub-option requiring a greater power at the
required top speed would be infeasible and can be removed).
5.3.5 New Options
For the proposed design method it should be possible to add new options to the original
finite set of options. New ship options (SS¯ , where the bar indicates a new option) could
be added directly at the top level (as part of the set SS). Also, a new option could
be introduced at the functional level (e.g. SF¯ ), by combining this Float functional level
option with existing Move and Infrastructure functional level options will result in a new
ship (excluding Operational items) option (S(S O)).
SF¯ , SM , SI 7! S(S O)
Note that at this stage the performance, and indeed the feasibility, of this new option
is unknown. Therefore, the characteristics and performance of the new option must be
assessed and compared against the requirements of interest to the designer to determine
if it presents a viable option. This can take place at both the functional group level and
the ship level. The earlier section on performance prediction for options suggested that
a number of the top level characteristics are easy to assess. For example, performance
characteristics, such as large angle stability, could be assessed using a GZ curve for the
complete ship. This GZ curve can be determined from a SZ curve for the hullform (an
attribute of the Float function) and the ship’s SG value (from the ship’s vertical centre of
gravity; an attribute of the combined option10) using a standard method, for an example
see [Rawson and Tupper 2001]. Furthermore, a balanced design could be assessed at this
point by ensuring satisfactory relationships between the required and available values for
characteristics, such as mass, volume and crew numbers.
10Although, a designer could also decide that it is appropriate to use a default value for the vessel’s vertical
centre of gravity (e.g. a fixed proportion of the main hull depth derived from type ship data). This
would allow the GZ curve to be developed using attributes of just the Float function.
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Not all characteristics will be amenable to a simple assessment, thus other approaches
may have to be used. The range of established analysis tools or methods able to address
these more complex issues could be employed. Such tools and methods will inevitably
result in increases in calculation time. Thus this approach is likely to be unattractive
when evaluating all potential options. However, each option will belong to a larger set
of similar options. As a result, some characteristics can be determined or inferred from
these other options. For some options in the library, empirical data may be available.
Alternatively, the time-consuming application of analysis tools can be conducted ‘o. line’
to the selection of the options from the library, building a collection of firm data. From
this collection of data approximate prediction methods could then be developed. These
would then enable a rapid assessment of attributes, although any assessment is likely to
be approximate. In terms of ship and functional group options, the database of available
information on ship options or functional sub-options could be used to rapidly predict the
performance of a new ship option. The advantage of a store of this type of information
is that, as new data are generated, they can be easily added into the library, leading to
improvements in the prediction methods over time.
An example of the benefits of this approach arises when considering performance predic-
tion for di.erent hullform styles. For some hullform styles, data will initially be sparse and
any prediction methods developed only approximate, as is the case with current concept
design practice. However, if some form of modelling produced more performance infor-
mation then the performance prediction tool could be readily updated. As the library of
design options expands, performance prediction methods will be enhanced so improving
the overall design process. The ability to simply incorporate new information into the pre-
diction techniques can be seen as analogous to March’s PDI (as discussed in Section 4.3.1)
as a cyclical process of abduction, deduction and induction (i.e. proposing a new design,
finding its ‘real’ performance, then using this information to improve the available predic-
tion tools). While the Library Based approach implies that the overall design process can
be improved, by using a set of solutions, it di.ers from March’s description (which focused
upon a single design [March 1984]) since the approach still externalises information in a
way that is clear to all design participants. This is achieved by incorporating designs into
the library, which will enable a gradual improvement to the ship design process through
the acquisition of knowledge in the library.
5.3.6 Illustrative Example of the Options Exploration Process
This section presents an illustrative example, at Figure 5.9, as to how the elements de-
scribed in the previous sections are combined into a process able to explore a library of
sub-options to meet a set of requirements. At the left of Figure 5.9 are the sets for the
sub-options containing the three functional groups (SF,SM,SI) stored within the library
(marked as Figure 5.9a). These sets of sub-options are then assessed against appropriate
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.9: An Illustration of the Option Exploration Process
subsets of the requirements (RF for the Float options, RM for the Move options and RI
for the Infrastructure options). Those that fail are then removed from consideration. The
subsets of the requirements will di.er between the functional groups, for example the Float
sub-options that are to be removed from consideration could be initially down-selected on
the basis of an overall length requirement, which would remove the inappropriate hullforms
(e.g. those too long to meet docking constraints or those too short to accommodate the
upper deck operational and other items (e.g. boats, deck equipment)). This would leave
three sets of acceptable sub-options S0F,S0M,S0I (Figure 5.9b). By employing the map-
ping discussed earlier, these three sets of sub-options could then be combined into a new
set of combined ship options that exclude the demands of the operational items S(S O)
(Figure 5.9c). Again the appropriate requirements could be used to remove further unac-
ceptable options. This includes both those requirements originating from the demands of
the Operations functional group RO (e.g. those without enough available space to accom-
modate the operational, infrastructure and machinery items) and those ship requirements
RS that encompass other customer needs and span several functional groups (e.g. an
endurance requirement for a particular speed). Assessing these requirements could be
achieved through the following sequential process: applying ship requirements (RS) to the
combined options to remove unacceptable options, leaving acceptable combined (Float,
Move, Infrastructure) options minus operational items’ S0(S O); then applying the remain-
ing operational demands (RO) to obtain viable whole ship options that can accommodate
the payload S0S. While this could be performed as a two sequential steps, each step is an
equivalent down selection process where the only di.erence is the source of the require-
ments.
When assessing some of these operational and whole ship requirements, performance
prediction methods may need to be employed. In such cases, an appropriate method can
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be used to account for major interactions between sub-options. For example, given a re-
quirement to assess the endurance of a combined option at a given speed, a number of
performance prediction methods could be employed: a simple method may compare the
resistance of (and hence required power for) the Float sub-option against the maximum
power the Move sub-option could deliver over the time required for the transit11; a more
complex method may follow a similar logic but attempt to better address important inter-
relations, such as the losses cause by hull–propulsor interaction, given other information
stored within the library. Additionally, an appropriate correction (such as the seakeeping
example given in Section 5.3.2) may need to be applied, in order to successfully complete
the down selection. The requirements that require complex performance prediction meth-
ods will be harder to evaluate than those requiring methods using simple performance
predictions, such as an algorithm or traditional ‘rules of thumb’. Therefore, it is advanta-
geous to perform the simpler and quicker down selection methods first, avoiding applying
computationally expensive methods unnecessarily. However, this will also result in the final
set of acceptable combined whole ship options S0S having su/cient allowances to support
the operational items (Figure 5.9d). This collection of options would then be presented by
the tool to the designer.
5.4 The Library Based Approach in a Ship Design
Organisation
It is useful to consider how the Library Based approach, outlined in Section 5.2 and detailed
in Section 5.3, would be employed by a designer working in a design organisation. It is
envisaged that the tool would be employed at the outset of the design process, as both
an aid to support discussions with the customer and also to provide assurance to the
designer that their initial decisions on style are correct. In this context an experienced
designer would employ the tool to rapidly examine the customer’s requirements (either
with or without the customer present). As input the tool requires both a definition of
the current requirements and of the payload items, which the designer would provide.
Using these inputs the tool would be run, with the sub-options in the library being down
selected against both the requirement and payload input by the designer, the remaining
sub-options would then be combined and down selected until all constraints have been
assessed. Finally, outputs detailing the combined options able to support the payload
and meet the performance requirement would be returned by the tool. This information
would then be presented to the designer in a number of di.erent formats to convey either,
11Noting that a given endurance requirement (in terms of range at a specific speed) can be converted into
the time a vessel must operate in this condition. Given that the Move sub-option contains a description
of both the installed machinery and fuel capacity, this information can be determined across the vessel’s
operating range.
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information on the remaining option’s styles or gross characteristics, or, information on
the performance and characteristics of these options.
To use the tool as described in the preceding paragraph, it is necessary to first generate
a suitable library of options containing the appropriate design information. It is envisaged
that a design organisation would generate a library of sub-options before the designer
begins using the tool. While this precalculation stage could be conducted as a one o.
activity, there may be considerable merit in an organisation growing the library over time,
as concepts are explored using other tools. It is recognised that each organisation is
likely to generate a library (or libraries) tailored to the concepts they expect to explore,
however it is important that the library remains su/ciently broad so as to cover subsequent
unexpected studies12. Furthermore, the tools, methods and procedures, which any design
organisation would employ to generate the options or sub-options within their library, are
likely to be distinct. An additional benefit of adopting the Library Based approach is that
it also provides the design organisation with a single location where they can maintain
information; adding details of new sub-options as alternative technologies or concepts are
developed or removing those sub-options that are no longer acceptable due to externally
imposed constraints (i.e. those that fail to meet the applicable safety standards).
The Library Based approach employs requirements to down select sub-options and com-
bined options. The designer is responsible for specifying these requirements. However,
when considering some requirements used to ensure balance between characteristics, such
as weight and buoyancy, there are two di.ering alternatives a designer could adopt:
• The designer could apply requirements that reflect the classical balance naval ar-
chitects employ (e.g. a solution balanced using Archimedes’ principle: weight =
buoyancy) to down select combined options;
• The designer could identify and remove the combined options which are unacceptable
(e.g. weight > buoyancy). The remaining combined options are therefore either
balanced (e.g. weight = buoyancy) or loosely-balanced (e.g. weight < buoyancy).
Adopting the second of these alternatives, where loosely-balanced combined options are
retained, has significant consequences. By not imposing the strict requirements related to a
balanced solution a large number of options are kept open until later in the design process.
Figure 5.10 shows how retaining loosely balanced options could increase the number of
options being considered.
By considering these loosely balanced options the Library Based approach may be able
to identify combined options that have previously been excluded from consideration. For
12For example, an organisation such as the UK Ministry of Defence could construct libraries for the
di(erent types of vessels: O(shore Patrol Vessels and small craft; Frigates and Destroyers; Amphibious
Assault Ship and Aircraft Carriers; and Naval Auxiliaries. Alternatively, a single library containing
sub-options representing these discrete options and a range of intermediate solutions could be developed
for exploring unconventional set of requirements.
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Figure 5.10: Illustrative Plot of a Theoretical Set of Outputs from the Library Based
Approach showing Balanced, Loosely Balanced and Unacceptable Options in response to
the Application of Two Requirements
example, for a monohull a desire to minimise ship motions could be satisfied via an en-
larged hullform (to improve seakeeping performance). If only balanced designs were exam-
ined then the balanced options emerging from the combination or down selection process
may feature growth in weight and cost across the di.erent functional groups leading to
expensive combined options. However, if loosely-balanced options are retained then the
Library Based approach o.ers the potential to identify combined options that satisfy the
requirements but are not classically balanced (e.g. an enlarged Float sub-option where
the hullform’s dimensions are driven by required seakeeping performance, c.f. su/cient
buoyancy to support the weight of the di.erent functional groups). These concepts may
then be inspected and modified to achieve balance (i.e. in the case of an an enlarged Float
sub-option, through augmenting the combined option by simply adding ballast or some
other less obvious, designer led approach).
The Library Based approach also has the potential to enable the designer to assess ship
concept design options with di.erent styles. This is considered in more detail in Chapter 8
(Section 8.3.2) after the Library Based approach has been developed through a range of
example in the next two chapters.
5.5 Definitions of Key Terms
A number of key terms describing the Library Based approach have been defined in this
chapter. For the convenience of the reader these are collated in Table 5.2.
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5.6 Hypothesis
This chapter has proposed a Library Based approach to preliminary ship design. It is
suggested that this approach could provide a mechanism for facilitating exploration of sig-
nificantly di.erent options at the outset of the design process. Furthermore, such a Library
Based tool may be able to bridge the conceptual gap between the initial requirement and
an identification of promising vessel styles. However, to resolve these uncertainties a key
question has to be addressed:
Does a tool that employs the Library Based design approach present a viable
mechanism for rapidly exploring options with diﬀerent styles early in the design
process?
The viability of the approach is dependent upon its ability to conduct the type of down
selection and combination operations described in this chapter. Furthermore, these op-
erations should be performed in an amount of time that would allow the approach to be
applied in the early stages of the ship design process13. Finally, the approach must demon-
strate that it can also address options with a range of di.ering styles. The approach’s
overall viability should be demonstrated through its application to a representative design
case.
Chapters 6 and 7 consider the above question via the development of two di.erent de-
sign tools that adopt the Library Based design approach. Chapter 6 presents an initial
exploratory implementation of the Library Based approach which explores the key issues
related to developing options from a design. Chapter 7 presents an improved implemen-
tation that more comprehensively fulfils the intent presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 by
considering the specific design style issue of hullform type.
13Table 3.2 has illustrated that it is di)cult to identify a single comparable target time by examining
the operation of current tools and approaches. However, a maximum target duration of 10 minute
would match that reported by [Eames and Drummond 1977] in their work on Concept Exploration
approaches.
Furthermore, wider work from the field of applied psychology highlights the importance of the ‘human
action cycle’ to decision making, specifically the value in providing information to the decision maker
as soon as possible [Norman 2002]. Norman identifies the benefits that are achieved if the duration of
response are minimised during general human–tool interactions.
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Approach
The previous chapter outlined a Library Based ship concept design approach as a potential
mechanism for rapidly exploring options during the early stages of ship concept design.
This chapter presents a brief description of how a simple Library Based ship concept de-
sign tool can work. This tool—termed the ‘exploratory implementation’—encapsulates a
subset of the Library Based approaches features, as presented in Chapter 5. The tool was
developed to explore the elements of the approach which relate to the decomposition, down
selection and combination of options. Firstly, Sections 6.1 and 6.2 describe more fully both
the aims of the exploratory implementation together with its key features and technical
details. Section 6.3 details the process used to generate the library of design sub-options.
Next, Section 6.4 describes how a set of requirements can be used to develop a set of result-
ing options. Sections 6.5 and 6.6 summarise the results obtained from using two di.erent
sets of requirements to interrogate the library. These two sets of requirements have been
obtained from two designs: a currently in-service naval ship and a concept design gener-
ated by UCL students. Discussion and conclusions on this exploratory implementation are
finally presented in Section 6.7 and 6.8.
6.1 Aims of the Exploratory Implementation
The principal aim of developing the exploratory implementation is to demonstrate the
validity of combining sub-options to form whole ship options. Additionally, it was also
intended to demonstrate down-selection as a mechanism for the rapid exploration of the
design solution space. As a consequence, the exploratory implementation is a ‘breadboard’
solution that demonstrates the feasibility of a Library Based approach for these two as-
pects. The exploratory implementation was not intended to examine all issues proposed
in Chapter 5. The most notable exception is the lack of any feedback mechanism allowing
progressive improvement of the knowledge of the solution space (March’s domain theory
[March 1984]). Consequently, this implementation does not support a PDI process follow-
ing March’s [1984] explanation as outlined in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, a decision was
also made to constrain the ship hull types (styles) this demonstration explores. Thus in
this case, only monohull naval ships with simple direct drive propulsion systems have been
investigated.
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6.2 Overview of the Exploratory Implementation
As illustrated in Section 5.3.6 the options exploration process that occurs within a Library
Based tool can be represented by Figure 6.1. Beginning with a library of sub-options a
number of consecutive down-selection and combination steps can be used to generate a set
of combined options which meet a set of requirements specified by the designer.
Figure 6.1: An Illustration of the Option Exploration Process (Repeated from Figure 5.9)
The exploratory implementation divides the ships into sub-options using three functional
groups: Float; Move; and Infrastructure. Applying a functional group breakdown allows
the designer to consider the options as distinct items with clearly identified interconnec-
tions. The requirements used in both down-selection steps are representative of the key
requirements and constraints likely to act upon the design. Operational requirements are
also used to identify options unable to meet the demands of the payload (e.g. payload
weight, payload volume and payload crew demand). Initially, these requirements can be
used to examine options at a functional group level with unacceptable options being dis-
carded through a down-selection process. The remaining acceptable options were then
combined to form whole ship options. These are then checked to ensure they meet all
necessary requirements. The generic nature of these requirements should mean that the
designer’s bias and prejudices do not strongly influence the design process.
The key steps which occur when using the exploratory implementation are given below:
1. Create Float, Move and Infrastructure functional group sub-options;
2. Down selection of functional group sub-options using criteria derived from require-
ments specified by the designer;
3. Combine acceptable Float and Move sub-options to create combined Float-Move
options;
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4. Down select combined Float-Move options using criteria derived from requirements
specified by the designer;
5. Combine the remaining combined Float-Move options with Infrastructure sub-options
to form combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options;
6. Down select combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options to give final whole ship
options.
The flow of information between these steps it shown in Figure 6.2.
Generate Float 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate Move 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate 
Infrastructure 
Functional 
Group Options
Down Select 
Float Options
Down Select 
Move Options
Down Select 
Infrastructure 
Options
Combine Float 
and Move 
Options
Down Select 
Float and Move 
Options
Combine Float, 
Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Down Select 
Float, Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Figure 6.2: Flow of Information Between the Steps in the Exploratory Implementation of
the Library Based Design Approach
6.2.1 Technical Details of the Exploratory Implementation
The exploratory implementation was developed using Microsoft Excel in combination with
Microsoft Visual Basic. The implementation consisted of a main spreadsheet—which
performed key data management tasks—and several additional spreadsheets—which per-
formed performance prediction and sizing calculations. Figure 6.3 presents a diagrammatic
representation of the flow of data both within and between the Excel spreadsheets. The
rectangles bounded by dashed lines represent individual spreadsheets while the rectangles
bounded by continuous lines represent the sheets within each spreadsheet.
The process shown in Figure 6.3 contains the following key steps:
1. Initially the main spreadsheet is populated with input data describing a number of
sub-options (Figure 6.3, step 1);
2. This input data is passed to the separate spreadsheets in which the performance and
characteristics are determined (including weight, volume and cost) for the di.erent
functional group sub-options (Figure 6.3, step 2);
3. The resulting output was then returned to the main spreadsheet (Figure 6.3, step 3);
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Main Spreadsheet
Float Options
Performance Analysis Spreadsheets
Performance Analysis Spreadsheets
Performance Analysis Spreadsheets
Down Select Float 
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functional group options in 
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and move options
6) Down select combined 
float and move options 
7) Combine remaining 
infrastructure and combined 
float and move options
8) Down select combined 
float, move and infrastructure  
options 
Figure 6.3: Flow of Data within the Excel Spreadsheet for the the Exploratory Implemen-
tation of the Library Based Design Approach
4. The sub-options for the three functional groups could now be assessed against a
number of criteria based upon requirements input by the user. This process occurred
on the three down selection sheets within the main spreadsheet (Figure 6.3, step 4);
5. After reducing the number of potential sub-options, the remaining functional group
sub-options could be combined, this task was performed in four steps: Combin-
ing Float sub-options and Move sub-options; Down-selecting combined Float–Move
options; Combining Float–Move options and Infrastructure sub-options; and Down-
selecting combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options. First, the Float and Move
sub-options are combined by creating a new row representing each combination of
the Float and Move sub-options on a sheet within the main spreadsheet (Figure 6.3,
step 5);
6. After this combination process, other characteristics can be evaluated for each com-
bined option, such as the maximum speed and the maximum range at di.erent speeds
(give the fixed fuel load specified in the move sub-options). The resulting combined
Float–Move options can then be assessed against further requirements enabling an
additional down selection (Figure 6.3, step 6);
7. Next, the remaining Float–Move options are combined with the Infrastructure op-
tions to form Float–Move–Infrastructure options (Figure 6.3, step 7);
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8. This step creates all possible combination of the remaining combined Float–Move op-
tions with the Infrastructure options on an additional sheet within the main spread-
sheet. Once again, additional characteristics can now be assessed, including the
unallocated weight and volume for each option and the total (UPC) cost of each
option. These additional constraints could then be used to assess the options against
any remaining requirements in a final down selection phase (Figure 6.3, step 8);
9. Finally, the resulting combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options—which satisfy
the specified requirements and constraints—can be examined.
The following two sections present additional details on the actual implementation. Sec-
tion 6.3 gives details of steps 1-3 while Section 6.4 details steps 4-9.
6.3 Generation of the Exploratory Implementation’s Library
This section details the approach taken to generate the data in the exploratory implemen-
tation’s library. An example of the library generation process can be found in Section D.1
of Appendix D.
Using the breakdown from Table 6.1 the di.erent functional group options were gener-
ated by adapting the equations used in the UCL MSc Ship Design Exercise [UCL 2002,
2004]. The calculations used are described in Sub-sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3. Some data sources
were common between the functional groups; weight and volume data used in the model
were derived from the UCL MSc Ship Design Exercise. These data sources present weight
and volume information in terms of a seven group weight breakdown structure (WBS),
similar to the UK MoD WBS, therefore it was necessary to map this to the four group
functional breakdown. Table 6.1 shows the relationship between the seven WBS groups
and the functional groups.
Table 6.1: Breakdown of UCL Weight Groups to Functional Groups
Weight Group Description Functional Group
Group 1 Hull Float
Group 2 Personnel Infrastructure
Group 3 Ship Services Infrastructure
Group 4 Main Propulsion Move
Group 5 Auxiliary Electrical Power Infrastructure
Group 6 Combat Systems Operations
Group 7 Variables Move and Operations
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As stated in Chapter 5, for this limited demonstration the decision has been made to
limit the options developed in each group to a single ship style. Thus Float sub-options
are limited to a monohull hullform, the Move sub-options are limited to a direct drive
transmission system and the Infrastructure sub-options represent a limited range of naval
ship accommodation and service systems definitions. This is a significant limitation for
this specific implementation of the Library Based approach. However, the implementation
presented here could be extended to accommodate additional styles, if suitable tools were
made available to generate options and a suitable library structure existed to store the
data. An implementation able to demonstrate more of these features is presented in the
following chapter.
6.3.1 Generating Float Functional Group Sub-Options
For the Float functional group, sub-options were generated from six input variables: dis-
placement ( ), overall hull density (⇢), hull depth (D), block coe/cient (CB), allowable
vertical centre of gravity (KG) and superstructure volume fraction (vs). The values of
these variables were selected randomly, but each was constrained to lie within a specific
range (e.g. the displacements considered ranged from 3500-6000te). From these six vari-
ables the values of the remaining significant hullform characteristics could be determined
by applying standard hydrostatic and stability considerations. From these characteristics,
values for the weight (Wfloat), volume (Vfloat) and procurement cost (Cfloat) of each Float
functional group option were found using the adapted MSc Ship Design Exercise equations
[UCL 2004]. With the hullform’s characteristics now fixed two performance analysis meth-
ods were applied; the required power for a number of speeds was determined using the
Holtrop resistance predication method [Holtrop 1984] and an estimate of the hullform’s
seakeeping performances was found using Bales seakeeping rank method [Walden 1983].
The flow of computation of these variables, through the calculation of Float sub-option’s
characteristics, is shown in Figure 6.4.
ρ
∇
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KG
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B
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Vfloat
Cfloat
Geometry 
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Powering
[Holtrop]
P25kts
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P20kts
P15kts
P10kts
P35kts
P40kts
BrankSeakeeping[Bales]
Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
Figure 6.4: Flow of Variables in the Calculation of Float Function Sub-Option Properties
for the Exploratory Implementation of the Library Based Design Approach
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6.3.2 Generating Move Functional Group Sub-Options
For the Move functional group the sub-options were generated from three input variables:
two of these variables defined the sub-option’s two prime movers (from twelve possible
alternatives) and a third variable defined the amount of fuel carried. Each complete Move
functional option was developed using the assumption that the propulsion train was con-
strained to consist of two propellers driven via appropriately sized reduction gearboxes.
The data used to generates these options was based upon that available from commer-
cial sources and UCL [2004]. From these three variables the following data was obtained:
weight (Wmove), volume (Vmove), procurement cost (Cmove) and values of power and specific
fuel consumption at di.erent machinery loads. The flow of computation of these variables,
through the calculation of Move sub-option’s characteristics, is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Flow of Variables in the Calculation of Move Function Sub-Option Properties
for the Exploratory Implementation of the Library Based Design Approach
6.3.3 Generating Infrastructure Functional Group Sub-Options
For the Infrastructure functional group the sub-options were generated from input vari-
ables describing the number of crew and a required stores endurance in days. The sizing
equation also required a value of the ship’s net volume (representing the ventilated space
within the ship), for simplicity this was assumed constant for the purpose of this demon-
stration; by adding an additional input variable, di.erent values of net volume could be
easily considered. From these variables values were obtained for the weight (Winf ), vol-
ume (Vinf ) and procurement cost (Cinf ) of the Infrastructure functional group. The flow
of computation of these variables, through the calculation of Infrastructure sub-option’s
characteristics, is shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Flow of Variables in the Calculation of Infrastructure Function Sub-Option
Properties for the Exploratory Implementation of the Library Based Design Approach
6.4 Combination and Down Selection in the Exploratory
Implementation
This section outlines the steps shown in detail in Section D.2 of Appendix D.
6.4.1 Float Sub-Options Down Selection
The down selection step for the Float sub-options employs the requirement that can be
solely attributed to that sub-option. In this case, four requirements are used:
• Maximum draught;
• Maximum length;
• Maximum beam;
• A power constraint at a speed of interest.
Figure 6.7 shows the e.ect of these four di.erent requirements in the down selection of
the Float sub-options. This figure shows the impact of the sequential down selection steps
upon the number of remaining options. Beginning with the sub-option from library the
four di.erent requirements removed unacceptable solutions and reduced the number of
remaining sub-options.
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Figure 6.7: Float Sub-Option Down Selection for the Exploratory Implementation of the
Library Based Design Approach
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6.4.2 Move Sub-Options Down Selection
The down selection step for the Move sub-options employs the requirement that can be
solely attributed to the sub-option. In this case, two requirements are used:
• Maximum ship procurement cost1;
• Maximum installed power.
Figure 6.8 shows the e.ect of these two di.erent requirements for the down selection of
the Move sub-options.
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Figure 6.8: Move Sub-Option Down Selection for the Exploratory Implementation of the
Library Based Design Approach
6.4.3 Infrastructure Sub-Options Down Selection
The final set of functional group down selection are for the Infrastructure sub-options and
employ the following two requirements:
• Minimum endurance;
• Minimum complement of o/cers2.
Figure 6.9 shows the e.ect of these two requirements in the down selection of the Infras-
tructure sub-options.
1As the cost any acceptable Move sub-option cannot exceed the total procurement funds available for the
overall ship.
2This requirement is intended to be indicative of the minimum crew required to operate both the combat
systems and other key vessel systems.
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Figure 6.9: Infrastructure Sub-Option Down Selection for the Exploratory Implementation
of the Library Based Design Approach
6.4.4 Combination of Float and Move Sub-Options
After the functional group sub-options have been down selected, the remaining option are
combined. Figure 6.10 shows the steps involved in combining any two Float and Move
sub-options.
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Figure 6.10: Combination of Float and Move Sub-Options for the Exploratory Implemen-
tation of the Library Based Design Approach
The Move sub-options contain information on the power output and fuel consumption
of each option’s prime movers. This data represents the most fuel e/cient combination of
prime movers over the range of available powers. The Float sub-options contain information
that gives a relationship between speed and a requires propulsive power derived from
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each vessel’s resistance. For any specific combination of Float and Move sub-options this
data can be used to determine the following important performance characteristics for the
combined option:
• Top speed (from the Move sub-options maximum propulsive power and the Float
options speed–power data);
• Fuel consumption with speed (from the Move sub-options fuel consumption–power
and the Float options speed–power data);
• Maximum range at each operating speed (using the fuel capacity of the Move sub-
option and the Fuel consumption with speed data of the combined option).
Additionally, the following three combined option characteristics are found by totalling the
appropriate sub-option characteristics:
• Weight;
• Volume;
• Procurement cost.
6.4.5 Float–Move Combined Options Down Selection
Once the combined options are developed a new set of down selection criteria are em-
ployed to remove unacceptable options. The following requirements are used in this down
selection:
• Minimum range at a specified speed;
• Minimum top speed.
Figure 6.11 shows the e.ect of four speed and range requirements in the down selection
of a number of combined options. Other requirements (such as a maximum permissible
procurement cost) could also have been applied at this point.
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Figure 6.11: Float–Move Combined Option Down Selection for the Exploratory Implemen-
tation of the Library Based Design Approach
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6.4.6 Combination of Float–Move and Infrastructure Options
The final step consists of developing combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options from the
Infrastructure sub-options and the combined Float–Move options. Figure 6.12 shows an
overview of this step. In the case of this demonstration the options are simply combined
and the overall totals found for the following three key characteristics:
• Weight;
• Volume;
• Procurement cost.
Other characteristics that could have been assessed include a comparison between the crew
number assumed for the Infrastructure sub-options and the crew number demand for each
of the Float and Move sub-options.
From Infrastructure Options
From Combined Float-Move Options
Wf+m Vf+m Cf+m
Winf Vinf Cinf
Wf+m+iVf+m+iCf+m+i
Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
Figure 6.12: Combination of Float–Move Combined Options with Infrastructure Sub-
Option for the Exploratory Implementation of the Library Based Design Approach
6.4.7 Float–Move–Infrastructure Combined Options Down Selection
Once the combined options are developed a final set of down selections are employed to
remove unacceptable options. The following three requirements are used in this down
selection:
• Unallocated weight;
• Unallocated volume;
• Total procurement cost.
The unallocated weight and volume required in the design were estimated from the vessel’s
combat system and their associated variables. Figure 6.13 shows the e.ect of these require-
ments for the down selection of the final Float–Move–Infrastructure combined options.
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Figure 6.13: Float–Move–Infrastructure Sub-Option Down Selection for the Exploratory
Implementation of the Library Based Design Approach
6.5 Case I: Cassard Requirements
The first design selected for comparison was the French Navy’s Cassard Class Destroyers
(Type F70 – DDGHM) [Janes 2003]. This design is referred to in this section as the
‘Cassard’ design. As only a limited amount of information is available via public sources
[Janes 2003] some of the ship’s characteristics were estimated using ratios derived from
similar ships [Brown and Andrews 1980; UCL 2002]. Detailed specification for this design
are provided in Figure E.2 in Appendix E.
Table 6.2 summarises the requirements derived from the information on the ‘Cassard’
design. These requirements were applied when using the Library Based tool described
in Section 6.2. The Library Based tool employed a library of sub-options as described
in Section 6.3. Using these sub-options and the requirements from the Cassard design
the exploratory implementation was used to evaluate the options remaining as the down
selection and combination process progressed. Table 6.2 summarises the number of options
remaining after each down select operation.
6.5.1 Results
Four di.erent figures have been selected to show how the number of acceptable options
change through the process described in the previous section, progressing from figures which
present the Float sub-option characteristics through to figures presenting the combined
whole ship option characteristics.
Figure 6.14 shows the displacement and length of all the generated solutions and for
the ‘Cassard’ design itself. In terms of the functional breakdown, displacement and length
are purely Float characteristics. The small number of points on this graph is due to only
a limited number of the original Float options being able to fulfil the complete set of re-
quirements. Figure 6.14 shows that the original 1944 Float options have been reduced
down to 152 acceptable solutions by the three subsequent down selection steps. This com-
pares with the 368 Float sub-options that remained after the initial Float down selection.
The di.erence can be attributed to the removed of all combined Float–Move or Float–
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Table 6.2: Requirements Applied for the Cassard Design from the Case I Design Study
Function Requirement Options Remaining
Float Draught < 6 m 768
Length < 160 m 727
Beam < 20 m 663
Power at 30 knots < 55 MW 368
Move Procurement Costa < £150,000k 616
Maximum Power < 45 MW 476
Minimum Power > 25 MW 224
Infrastructure Stores Endurance > 35 days 18
Number of O/cers > 14 men 8
Combined Range at 15 knots > 11,500 nm 4277
Float–Move Top Speed > 29.5 kts 783
Range at 20 knots > 5000 nm 783
Range at 25 knots > 2500 nm 783
Combined Unallocatedb weight > 330 te 4686
Float–Move–Infrastructure Unallocatedc volume > 2160 m3 4385
Cost > £150,000k 4378
aNote that this excludes the cost attributed to the Operations functional group.
bThis refers to the unallocated weight available for the combat system and its associated variables.
cThis refers to the unallocated volume available for the combat system and its associated variables.
Move–Infrastructure options that contained these Float sub-options during the later down
selections. The point representing the ‘Cassard’ design can be seen to lie in the centre of
these remaining points.
Next, Figure 6.15 shows the di.erent solutions’ top speeds and the solutions’ endurance
in terms of nautical miles at a speed of 15kts. The point representing the ‘Cassard’ design
can be seen to lie at the bottom left corner of the points representing the solutions. This is
expected as two of the requirements used to down select these solutions were a requirement
to provide a maximum speed of at least 29.5 knots and a range of 11500nm at a speed
of 15 knots, requirements which are equivalent to the published performance of Cassard
Class ships.
Finally, Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show characteristics of the complete ship solutions. In
these two charts the unallocated weight and volume are plotted against the combined
procurement cost of the solution’s Float, Move and Infrastructure groups. The point
representing the ‘Cassard’ design can be seen to lie on the limit of the points representing
the generated solutions, in this case at the left of the solutions shown in Figures 6.16
and 6.17. This indicates that the actual ‘Cassard’ design has unallocated space and weight
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Figure 6.14: Displacement and Length of Acceptable Solutions and the Cassard Design
from the Case I Design Study
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Figure 6.15: Top Speed and Range of Acceptable Solutions and the Cassard Design from
the Case I Design Study
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Figure 6.16: Unallocated Volume vs. Cost of Acceptable Solutions and the Cassard Design
from the Case I Design Study
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su/cient to accommodate the fitted operations related systems and is, therefore, a weight
and space balanced design.
6.5.2 Run Times
An important consideration of any ship concept design tool is the speed of execution.
Table 6.3 summarises the requirements applied when using the tool. The code was run on
a 2.13 GHz Dell Precision M70 laptop with 2 GB of RAM.
Table 6.3: Run times for Cassard Case using the Exploratory Implementation from the
Case I Design Study
Step Duration (hrs:min:sec)
Generate Float Sub-Options 02:55:36
Generate Move Sub-Options 02:21:15
Generate Infrastructure Sub-Options 00:01:19
Down select Float Sub-Options 00:00:09
Down select Move Sub-Options 00:00:02
Down select Infrastructure Sub-Options 00:00:04
Combine Float and Move Sub-Options 01:45:49
Down select Combined Float–Move Options 00:07:54
Combine Float–Move and Infrastructure Options 00:09:25
Down select Float–Move–Infrastructure Options 00:02:18
Total 07:23:52
Referring to the run times listed in Table 6.3, it is apparent that the majority of the
execution time is related to the generation of the Float, Move and Infrastructure sub-
options. In total over five hours was required to generate the sub-options for the three
functional groups. However, the down selection and combination steps still required over
two hours to develop the set of acceptable Float–Move–Infrastructure combined options.
6.6 Case II: SDE 2007 Requirements
The second set of requirements were derived from a previous UCL design [Riaz et al. 2007].
This design was chosen at random from the catalogue of monohull warship ship designs
previously developed by MSc students during the UCL Ship Design Exercise while being
comparable to the ‘Cassard’ design; it is termed the ‘SDE 2007’ design. A specification for
this design is provided in Figure E.1 in Appendix E.
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Table 6.4 show the sixteen di.erent requirements applied during the examination of
the SDE 2007 case. As with Section 6.5, these were applied using the Library Based tool
described in Section 6.2 which employed a library of sub-options as described in Section 6.3.
This implementation was used to evaluate the options remaining as the down selection and
combination process progressed. Table 6.4 also displays the number of options remaining
under consideration during each of the down select steps.
Table 6.4: Requirements Applied for the SDE 2007 Design from the Case II Design Study
Function Requirement Options Remaining
Float Draught < 6 m 768
Length < 160 m 727
Beam < 20 m 663
Power at 30 knots < 55 MW 368
Move Cost3 < £150,000k 616
Maximum Power < 45 MW 476
Minimum Power > 25 MW 224
Infrastructure Stores Endurance > 35 days 18
Number of O/cers > 14 men 8
Combined Range at 15 knots > 9000 nm 8980
Float–Move Top Speed > 28 kts 3289
Range at 20 knots > 5000 nm 3289
Range at 25 knots > 2500 nm 3289
Combined Unallocated4 weight > 640 te 5419
Float–Move–Infrastructure Unallocated5 volume > 7350 m3 832
Cost > £150,000k 832
6.6.1 Results
Once again four figures are selected to show how the number of acceptable options change
through the process described in the previous section, progressing from Figure 6.18 which
presents the Float sub-option characteristics through to Figure 6.21 which presents the
combined whole ship option characteristics.
Figure 6.18 shows the displacement and length of both the generated solutions and the
SDE 2007 design. As before, there are only a small number of points on this graph because
only a limited number of the original float options fulfil the complete set of requirements.
Figure 6.18 shows that the original 1944 Float options have been reduced down to 14
acceptable options by the three subsequent down select steps. The point representing the
SDE 2007 design can be seen to lie in the centre of these points.
Next, Figure 6.19 shows the di.erent options’ top speeds and the options’ endurance in
terms of nautical miles at a speed of 15kts. The point representing the SDE 2007 design
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Figure 6.18: Displacement and Length of Acceptable Solutions and the SDE 2007 Design
from the Case II Design Study
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can be seen to lie at the one edge of the points representing the options. This is expected
as one of the requirements used to down select these options was a requirement to provide
a maximum speed of at least 28 knots and the SDE 2007 design just achieves this speed.
Finally, Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show characteristics of the complete ship options. In these
two charts the unallocated weight and volume are plotted against the combined cost of
the options Float, Move and Infrastructure groups. The point representing the SDE 2007
design can be seen to lie some distance from the points representing the generated options.
The di.erence between the SDE 2007 design and the generated options can be explained
in terms of significant technical di.erences in the Move functional group between the SDE
2007 design and the options generated here.
Section 6.3 explained how the Move functional group sub-options were generated based
upon the assumption that the propulsion train consisted of two propellers driven by gas
turbines or diesel engines via reduction gearboxes. This was complemented by a number
of diesel generator that provided an appropriate hotel load. In comparison, the SDE 2007
design made use of a far heavier integrated full electric propulsion (IFEP) system composed
of four prime movers. The generated Move options match the IFEP systems performance
in terms of the limited requirement considered in this case; principally, the power for the
required top speed and endurance for the required range at a cruise speed. However,
one common reason for the adoption of IFEP propulsion systems is their e/ciency over
a large range of propulsive and hotel loads [Hodge and Mattick 1996]. If these demands
were included in the requirements the remaining Move functional group solutions would
be more complex, larger and expensive; therefore, closer to the characteristics of SDE 2007
design propulsion system. Alternatively, if the library was supplemented by additional
Move options describing IFEP machinery configurations, a design similar to the SDE 2007
design would emerge as an alternative solution.
6.6.2 Run Times
As with the ‘Cassard’ design example presented in Section 6.5.2, the run times obtained
when using the exploratory implementation to examine the SDE 2007 requirements are
found in Table 6.5. Table 6.5 summarises the requirements applied when using the tool.
The code was run on a 2.13 GHz Dell Precision M70 laptop with 2 GB of RAM.
As with the first application of the exploratory implementation, discussed in Section 6.5,
the majority of the run time for this case is associated with the generation of Float, Move
and Infrastructure sub-options. However, a significant amount of time is still needed to
complete the down selection and combination steps (as in the earlier case over two hours)
before the final combined options are obtained.
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Table 6.5: Run times for SDE 2007 Case using the Exploratory Implementation from the
Case II Design Study
Step Duration (hrs:min:sec)
Generate Float Options 02:54:51
Generate Move Options 02:20:52
Generate Infrastructure Options 00:01:18
Down select Float Options 00:00:09
Down select Move Options 00:00:02
Down select Infrastructure Options 00:00:04
Combine Float and Move Options 01:43:28
Down select Combined Float–Move Options 00:07:22
Combine Float–Move and Infrastructure Options 00:08:49
Down select Float–Move and Infrastructure Options 00:02:09
Total 07:19:04
6.7 Discussion
This chapter has illustrated the key processes of the proposed method via an exploratory
implementation. The di.erent steps within the method have been clearly outlined, using
a simple monohull ship as an example case. Section 6.3 detailed the first step within the
method, the generation of a library of functional group sub-options. The inputs and calcu-
lations used to synthesis the Float, Move and Infrastructure functional group sub-options
were described in depth. This section clearly demonstrated how these functional group sub-
options can be developed based upon a small number of input variables. Furthermore, the
implementation showed that analysis methods can assess the sub-option’s performance (e.g.
calculating the resistance and hence the required propulsive power). This demonstrated
that is possible to take an existing synthesis method (such at that employed in the UCL
MSc Ship Design Exercise [UCL 2002, 2004]) and reformulate this in terms of a number
of functional groups. After this step, Section D.2 described how the generated sub-option
were down selected, using representative criteria and requirements, to remove unacceptable
sub-options from consideration. This process demonstrated that requirements (representa-
tive of a set of customer needs) can be used in the down selection of sub-options from each
functional groups. Next, the remaining sub-options were combined, first to form combined
Float–Move options, then combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options; during this pro-
cess additional appropriate down selects were undertaken when possible. By demonstrating
that sub-options can be combined and than assessed to find emergent attributes (such as
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range at specific speed, top speed, unallocated weight, unallocated volume and total cost)
the mapping shown in Section 5.3.3 has been justified. Furthermore, the exploratory im-
plementation demonstrated how these emergent attributes can be used, with appropriate
requirements derived from customer needs, to down select the combined options. The final
set of down selects resulted in a set of combined options able to satisfy the requirements.
This process has shown how a wide number of potential options6 can be explored by down
selecting appropriate functional group sub-options and then combining these sub-options
to form overall ship options leaving space and volume to meet ‘payload’ demands.
6.7.1 Comparison with Other Designs
In general, there is good agreement between the options developed using this method and
point designs produced using alternative methods, as shown in Figures 6.14–6.21. For the
two example designs at both the Float and the combined Float–Move functional group level
the proposed options also show close agreement with the designs produced using alternative
methods. However, there were more significant di.erences for the combined solutions in the
case of the SDE 2007. The origin of these di.erences was identified in Section 6.6 as being
due to the di.ering propulsion system style the SDE 2007 design adopted (integrated full
electrical propulsion) compared to style of the Move sub-options stored within the library
(conventional mechanical transmission). The scale of this di.erence demonstrates how a
change in the style of one element of the proposed options can lead to a radical change in
the options available, for a given set of requirements or constraints.
6.7.2 Technical Implementation
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the exploratory implementation uses Microsoft Excel in
combination with Microsoft Visual Basic. This combination was selected due to the sim-
ple, flexible development environment that it provided for an exploratory implementation.
However, for the library used in Cases I and II the main spreadsheet containing the design
data grew to over 100MB in size by the end of the run. As a consequence, the implemen-
tation was both slow to use, as shown by Tables 6.5.2 and 6.5, and di/cult to modify7.
This may create an impediment to the use of the exploratory implementation as a design
tool during the early concept design process.
These problems are a result of the procedural, scalar programming language and single
file based storage format which underpin this model. In the exploratory approach each
step of the implementation takes the form of an operation on a single row of data within
6In this case 43,250,112 potential combined options that could have been generated by combining the
1944 Float sub-options, 618 Move sub-options and 36 Infrastructure sub-options.
7While a brief attempt was made to extend the exploratory implementation to assess multiple hullform
style this was quickly realised to be a significant task that would have required the exploratory imple-
mentation to be almost totally rebuilt.
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the spreadsheet. For example, when performing the down selection process the code must
examine each row of the spreadsheet against a number of conditions (i.e. has the row
already been removed from consideration, does it meet the current criteria). Additionally,
there is significant data replication between portions of the spreadsheet’s rows (i.e. the
combination step results in each of the sets of data representing each functional group op-
tions being copied to many rows on a di.erent sheet). Procedural and scalar programming
methods o.er little assistance with these data management tasks. Further improvement
of the speed and flexibility is viewed as being important to demonstrate the feasibility of
a Library Based ship approach for practical concept design applications where, as already
remarked, rapid response is required.
6.8 Conclusions on the Exploratory Implementation
This chapter presented the first (exploratory) implementation of the proposed Library
Based ship concept design tool. This implementation has demonstrated that by applying
a combination type operation it is possible to explore potential options. The designs pro-
duced by the exploratory implementation correlated well with two point designs produced
by other methods. Sections 6.5 and 6.6 have compared the options generated by the ex-
ploratory implementation to two independently developed designs and thus demonstrated
that the generated options are valid. This initial implementation was found to fulfil the
goal set out at the start of this chapter. However, the speed and flexibility of the im-
plementation is viewed as being important to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach
to the problem of hullform selection. Chapter 7 will describe an alternative improved
implementation that addresses the weaknesses highlighted in this section.
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The previous chapter demonstrated an exploratory implementation of the Library Based
ship concept design approach. This implementation explored some of the key issues of
the approach but revealed some significant technical weaknesses. This chapter presents
a second implementation that addresses these weaknesses. This second tool, termed the
‘improved implementation’, better supports a Library Based ship concept design approach
(as presented in Chapter 5) compared to the exploratory implementation presented in
Chapter 6.
Section 7.1 outlines the key aims of the improved implementation. Section 7.2 then
discusses the improved implementation that has been developed to satisfy these aims. The
improved implementation di.ers from existing concept design tools in that it adopts a
database backed object-oriented programming approach.
Following this description of the tool, two cases of applying the tool are presented:
• Section 7.3 containing Case III, which revisits one of the cases explored in Chapter 6
using the exploratory implementation, to reveal the di.erences in execution time
compared to the exploratory implementation;
• Section 7.4 containing Case IV, which uses the tool to explore a number of alter-
native hullforms using a library containing several di.erent hullforms and sets of
requirements selected from a recent naval ship design programme.
Finally, Sections 7.5 and 7.6 provide a discussion of and conclusions on the improved
implementation.
7.1 Aims of the Improved Implementation
The exploratory implementation presented in Chapter 6 revealed a number of limitations
specific to that implementation of the Library Based approach to ship concept design.
In particular the run times of the exploratory implementation were considered excessive.
Furthermore, the exploratory implementation was also deliberately limited to only consider
a limited set of the features of the Library Based approach, as presented in Chapter 5.
To address both these issues an improved implementation was developed. The list of
aims for the improved implementation are:
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• Increased execution speed so the implementation can be used interactively by a de-
signer (with a target of at least halving the execution time);
• Demonstrate the ability to manage designs with di.erent ship hullform styles;
• Demonstrate the ability to build up domain knowledge and implement practical
performance prediction methods, thereby demonstrating the practical use of the pro-
posed method.
The next section describes the details of the improved implementation and how it addresses
these aims.
7.2 Overview of the Improved Implementation
This section briefly outlines the improved demonstration of the Library Based ship concept
design approach. A more comprehensive description of this implementation can be found
in Section F.1 of Appendix F. This appendix contains a comprehensive discussion on how
the improved implementation works in the following areas:
• Storage of the principal objects in the library (Section F.1.1), particularly how the
implementation facilitates the storage of sub-options with di.ering styles (pp302);
• Performance prediction in the improved implementation using the objects stored
within the improved implementation’s library (Section F.1.2);
• The actions within the improved implementation that retrieve sub-options from the li-
brary and then down select and combine sub-options to create options (Section F.1.3);
• Strategies for down selection and performance predictions that show how a Library
Based design tool can be used e/ciently (Section F.1.4);
• The improved implementation’s ability to support PDI compliance and the di.erent
methods by which new data can be added to the library (Section F.1.5);
• The technical details of the improved implementation are provided (Section F.1.6,
although complete code listing have not been included in this thesis).
The improved implementation employs a database backed object-oriented programming
approach to rapidly explore options representing a range of alternatives stored in the
library. Adopting a database storage system enables the down selection process to make
use of the database’s rapid search and query capabilities. Options returned by the database
can then be realised as instances of objects within the implementation.
The specific implementation discussed in this chapter is constructed using a number of
di.erent objects that act together to create a data model able to perform the key tasks
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outlined in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of Chapter 5. The seven primary types of objects that
make up the improved implementation are illustrated in Figure 7.1 by boxes. This shows
each object’s attributes (the variables stored within the object) and the relationships the
object has to other objects in the library. Of the lines linking the seven primary objects
boxes, those terminating with two single arrows denote a one–to–one relationship. A line
terminating in one single arrow and one double arrow denote a one–to–many relationship.
Finally, a line terminating in two double arrows denote a many–to–many relationship. For
example, an Item object may contain relationships linking it to a number of Characteristic
objects while each Characteristic object can only be related to a single Item object, this
relationship can be defined as a one–to–many relationship. This description of the ob-
jects with relationships allows the objects within the library to be mapped to a relational
database structure, which enables storage and rapid retrieval, for a given set of constraints.
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Figure 7.1: Key Objects within the Library
The process of searching the library for appropriate sub-options and combining these
to form new options, which are then presented to the designer, is performed by a number
of Actions. Actions are split into two types: Fetch Actions that retrieve options from the
library and Combine Actions that generate new options by combining sub-options belong-
ing to a number of input actions. These two types can be combined into a hierarchical
tree of Actions with Combine Actions as branches and Fetch Actions as leaves, as shown in
Figure 7.2. This di.ers from the iconic representation, shown in Figure 5.9 (on page 136)
as a two stage combination process is employed to develop combined Float-Move options
and then combined Float-Move-Infrastructure options.
As highlighted in Section 7.1 one of the aims of the improved implementation was to
increase the execution speed compared to the exploratory implementation presented in
Chapter 6. Section F.2 of Appendix F contains an exploration of the implementation’s
performance using a set of simple test data.
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Fetch Move Action
Fetch Infrastructure Action
Combine into 
Float-Move Action
Fetch Float Action
Combine into 
Float-Move-Infrastructure 
Action
Combine Action
Fetch Action
Key:
Figure 7.2: Example Hierarchical Tree of Fetch and Combine Actions for the Improved
Implementation of the Library Method
7.3 Case III: Revisiting the Exploratory Implementation
Initially, the improved implementation was tested using data generated during the explo-
ration of the initial implementation, as described in Chapter 6, specifically Case I described
in Section 6.5. The case presented in this section formed the basis of a recent paper [Mc-
Donald and Andrews 2009], which has been included in this thesis as Appendix G.
7.3.1 Library Data Creation
The Library data was created using the simple relationships described in Section 6.3,
that were derived from the guidance provided to the UCL students undertaking the Ship
Design Exercise that forms part of the MSc in Naval Architecture [UCL 2002, 2004]. These
relationships were used to produce several point designs for Float, Move and Infrastructure
sub-options. The method used to generate these sub-options matched that described in
Section 6.3. Using these methods 1989 Float, 616 Move and 36 Infrastructure sub-options
were generated and successfully imported into an empty library1.
A new Item object was then created in the library to representing each Float, Move
and Infrastructure sub-option. Each Item was allocated a function and style, available
functions were ‘Float’, ‘Move’ and ‘Infrastructure’, available styles were monohull hull-
form (Monohull), simple direct drive machinery (Simple_DD) and basic naval ship (Ba-
sic_Naval). Next, the newly created Item was allocated several Characteristic objects to
retain the values of the sub-option characteristics. The Characteristic objects and their
values matched the characteristics developed using the method outlined in Section 6.3.
7.3.2 Down select Steps in the Exploratory Implementation
With the library created, the down select steps described in Section D.2 of Appendix D
could now be replicated in this model. Once again, the functional group breakdown was
1While, the method used to generate the sub-options matched that from Section 6.3, the numbers of
sub-options imported into the improved implementation di(er slightly from those given in Section 6.4.
A very small number of the sub-options failed to import correctly due to minor data formatting error.
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adopted enabling the sub-options in the di.erent functional groups to be first examined
independently. Acceptable sub-options were then combined to form whole ship options
and the resulting whole ship options were checked to ensure they met all ship requirements
specified at the start of the design investigation (following the same broad procedure as
the examples from Chapter 6), both those defined by the ship’s required performance and
those arising from the ‘payload’. The steps undertaken were:
• Fetch the Item objects from the library that represent the functional group sub-
options, using a subset of the requirements;
• Down selection of the sub-options for each functional group using designer selected
criteria derived from requirements (e.g. Float sub-option’s draught < 6m);
• Combine acceptable Float and Move options to create Float-Move combined options;
• Down selection of Float-Move combined options using designer selected criteria de-
rived from requirements (e.g. Float-Move combined option’s range at 15 knots >
11,500nm);
• Combine remaining Float-Move combined options with Infrastructure options to form
Float-Move-Infrastructure combined options;
• Down selection of Float-Move-Infrastructure combined options using designer se-
lected criteria derived from requirements (including payload/operations requirements)
to give the final whole ship options (e.g. Float-Move-Infrastructure combined option’s
cost < £150m).
The steps listed above were defined as several Actions within the implementation. The
flow of information between these Actions is shown in Figure 7.3. The di.erent Actions
are denoted in the figure by the boxes with bevelled corners.
Figure 7.3: Flow of Information between the Steps in the Design Method applied to Case
III using the Improved Implementation
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Fetch Action for Retrieving Float Sub-Options, Move Sub-Options and Infrastructure
Sub-Options
The first step in the solution process involved retrieving the Items representing the Float
functional group sub-options from the library. The 1898 Float sub-options in the library
were retrieved and down selected using several input requirements. The requirements used
in the example for this down selection were:
• Draught < 6m;
• Length < 160m;
• Beam < 20m;
• Power at a Speed of 30kts < 55MW.
From the 1898 Float functional group sub-options contained within the library only 476
sub-options satisfied these requirements. Fetching the sub-options from the Library took
0.16 seconds while down selecting to find acceptable solutions requires 6.14 seconds. A
similar approach was adopted to retrieve sub-options from the library from the Move and
Infrastructure functional groups. For the Move functional group 616 sub-options stored in
the library were down selected to give 544 remaining sub-options, fetching these sub-options
from the Library took 0.11 seconds while down selecting the acceptable solutions required
1.93 seconds. Similarly, for the Infrastructure functional group 36 sub-options stored in
the library were down selected to give 8 remaining sub-options, fetching these sub-options
from the Library took 0.03 seconds while down selecting the acceptable solutions took less
than 0.01 seconds.
Combine Action to create Combined Float-Move Options from Float and Move
Options
Next, all possible combinations of the remaining Float and Move sub-options were then
generated. In the case of this implementation, simple additional calculations were used to
assess the maximum speed and a speed-range profile. This combination of 476 Float group
options and 544 Move group options created over 250,000 combined Float–Move options.
With the combined options available, another set of down selections was undertaken with
a new set of criteria. In this case, the requirements used for this down selection were:
• Range at 15kts > 11,500nm;
• Top speed > 29.5kts.
This down select process reduced the number of combined Float–Move options from over
250,000 to 7179 options.
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Combine Action to create Combined Float-Move-Infrastructure Options from
Float–Move and Infrastructure Options
The final combination step in Figure 7.3, combined the down selected Infrastructure options
with the remaining combined Float–Move options. By combining the 7179 Float–Move
options with the 8 Infrastructure options over 76,000 combined Float–Move-Infrastructure
options were generated. In this case, the requirements used for this down selection were:
• Unallocated Weight > 330te;
• Unallocated Volume > 2,160m3;
• Cost < £150m.
The unallocated weight and volume required in the design were estimated from the vessel’s
combat system and its associated variables. This down selection step resulted in excess of
76,000 initial combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options being reduced to 51,142 whole
ship options that fulfil the requirements (including those associated with Operations/-
Fight).
7.3.3 Presentation of Results
The whole ship options developed using the improved implementation can now be compared
to the options developed with the exploratory implementation presented in Section 6.5. The
simplest method of undertaking this comparison is to compare the performance and char-
acteristics of the remaining 51,142 options with some 150 (Section 6.5.1) options generated
by the exploratory implementation and presented in Section 6.5. Figures 7.4 to 7.7 provide
comparisons between the options proposed by the improved implementation (Case III) and
the exploratory implementation (Case I). Each of these figures contains both the original
outputs of the exploratory implementation (Figures 7.4a to 7.7a) and the outputs of the
improved implementation (Figures 7.4b to 7.7b). There is some variation in the solutions
produced by the two implementations caused be the di.ering calculation methods used in
the two implementations.
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(a) Exploratory Implementation for Case I
(b) Improved Implementation for Case III
Figure 7.4: Displacement and Length of Remaining Options
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(a) Exploratory Implementation for Case I
(b) Improved Implementation for Case III
Figure 7.5: Top Speed and Range of Remaining Options
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(a) Exploratory Implementation for Case I
(b) Improved Implementation for Case III
Figure 7.6: Unallocated Volume vs. Cost of Remaining Options
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(a) Exploratory Implementation for Case I
(b) Improved Implementation for Case III
Figure 7.7: Unallocated Weight vs. Cost of Remaining Options
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7.3.4 Run Times
Section 6.7.2 identifies the speed of the exploratory implementation of the library method
as a significant impediment to its practical utilisation. This section discusses the run times
of the improved implementation for this case. The following data provides an indication
of the duration of each step for the case described above. The code was run on a 2.4 GHz
Apple MacBook Pro laptop with 2 GB of RAM. The total execution time was 34.35
seconds. Times for the individual actions are indicated in Figure 7.8. This total execution
time compares very favourably with the exploratory implementation which required over
two hours2 to complete an equivalent task, namely, an increase in execution speed of 287
times.
Figure 7.8: Total Duration for Di.erent Actions for the Example Ship Concept Investiga-
tion (see Figure 7.3) with the Improved Implementation for Case III
The simple selection and combination steps underlying the process are amenable to
being run in parallel. The options initially fetched from the library can be split across
several equivalent operations required to perform the actions but which could be executed
concurrently. Table 7.1 shows the variation in total run time for di.erent library sizes
and the number of concurrent actions. The second column, with two concurrent actions,
indicates that the case presented in this section was run in parallel across two Central
Processing Unit (CPU) cores in the test machine. In the one concurrent actions case, the
program was limited to only running on a single CPU core.
Two cases are presented in Table 7.1, a simple case and a complex case. The simple
case corresponds to the example case described earlier in this section (assessing a potential
42,090,048 possible combined options from an initial 1891 Float sub-options, 36 Infrastruc-
ture sub-options and 616 Move sub-options for Case III). The complex case is similar to
the simple case but with four times the number of options in each of the Float, Move and
Infrastructure sub-groups. This larger number of options was created by increasing the
2The exploratory implementation took two hours, fourteen minutes and fifty two seconds to complete an
equivalent run (or 9,892 seconds).
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granularity of the options, but not modifying the bounding values used by the methods
generating the sub-options. This allowed the e.ect of a larger library to be explored with-
out radically changing the proportion of options down selected in each step. Increasing
the number of Float, Move and Infrastructure sub-options by four times leads to a 64 fold
increase in total possible combined options (assessing a potential 2,693,763,072 possible
combined options from an initial 7592 Float sub-options, 144 Infrastructure sub-options
and 2464 Move sub-options)
Table 7.1: Total Run Times for the Illustrative Example of the Improved Implementation
of the Library Method for Case III
Concurrent Actions
1 2
Simple case 34.4 seconds 27.1 seconds
Complex case 545.6 seconds 464.9 seconds
7.4 Case IV: Exploring Alternative Hullforms
A prime objective of the proposed Library Based approach, which was not possible to
demonstrate with the exploratory implementation presented in Chapter 6, was the ability
to represent many alternate styles within the library. Section 7.2 introduced the improved
implementation which employs a data structure allowing the representation of options via
an arbitrary number of characteristics that can be defined by the designer. This allows the
library to store and process options with a range of styles (Appendix F.1 provides further
details of how this is achieved). The hullform selection problem that occurred as part of
the LCS programme, described in Section 1.1.1, provides a suitable test case. Before the
Library Based approach could be used to explore a set of options, the library had to be pop-
ulated with data. In this case, Float, Move and Infrastructure sub-options were developed
then stored in the library using the methods outlined in Section 7.4.1. Using this library
a number of down selection and combination actions were used to explore the available
options against the LCS requirements, these are described in Section 7.4.2. Discussion of
the results and run time of the improved implementation are given in Sections 7.4.3 and
7.4.4.
7.4.1 Library Data Creation
The library data generation method used in this case di.ers from that described in Sec-
tion 7.3.1 for Case III. In attempting to address consideration of di.erent hullform styles
there is a need to increase the accuracy and reliability of the assessment of performance
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attributes associated with the Float functional group, as this is critical in this example
exploration process. Therefore, the Float sub-options were modelled in greater detail than
the objects for the Move and Infrastructure sub-options. The key areas requiring modelling
for the three functional groups are detailed within each sub-section (a), (b) and (c) below.
The proposed solutions generated should be considered to be indicative of the type of so-
lutions that could be employed as sub-options within a Library Based tool. The methods
used to generate the sub-options are described in further detail in Appendix H.
a) Float Sub-Options
For the Float sub-options the following aspects were identified as being key to each Float
sub-option:
• Geometry of the hullform;
• Resistance and propulsive power requirements;
• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Float functional group;
• Stability3;
• Seakeeping performance.
Sub-options were developed for monohull, catamaran and trimaran hullform styles as shown
in Figure 7.9. The same general procedure was applied to develop the Float sub-options.
First, the geometry of the hullform was generated from a number of numerical inputs.
Next, resistance estimates were undertaken using a thin ship theory resistance prediction
tool [Lazauskas and Tuck 1997]. Sizing algorithms were then applied to obtain weight
and volume requirements of items within the Float functional group. Finally, seakeeping
performance in head seas was estimated using a simple strip theory analysis code [Smith
2008]. Further details of the method used to generate the Float sub-options for these
hullforms can be found in Appendix H, Section H.2.1.
Using this method 3787 sub-options were developed, comprising: 1458 monohull sub-
options; 1080 catamaran sub-options; and 1249 trimaran sub-options. Figure 7.10 gives
an indication of the di.ering range of characteristics and performance for the Float sub-
options selected for placement from within the library.
b) Move Sub-Options
The key performance metrics of interest for the Move sub-options are:
• Total power range of the propulsion system;
3For the Float sub-options presented here only the intact stability was examined. A similar process could
be applied to damage stability calculation. See Appendix H, Section H.2.1 for further details.
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(a) Monohull (b) Catamaran (c) Trimaran
Figure 7.9: The Three Styles Explored for the Float Sub-Options in Case IV
• Fuel consumptions over the power range;
• Fuel capacity;
• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Move functional group.
Sub-options were developed for four styles of system topology (see Figure 7.11): single
prime mover type; double prime mover type; mirrored single prime mover type; and mir-
rored single prime mover type. Figure 7.11, shows the items forming each simplified model
of the mechanical propulsion system. The model represents a number of power sources
(Wartsila diesel engines or Rolls-Royce/GE gas turbines) connected to one or more pro-
pellers, via a transmission system.
(a) Single Prime Move Type (b) Mirrored, Single Prime Move Type
(c) Double Prime Move Type (d) Mirrored, Double Prime Move Type
Figure 7.11: Example System Topologies for the Four Styles Explored for the Move Sub-
Options
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Implementation
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The Move sub-options are generated using a simple tool developed by the candidate
that allowed a large number of di.erent machinery configurations to be produced and
evaluated. This was necessary as the larger range of hullform styles would favour both
di.erent system topologies and di.erent system components. The tool allowed the system
to be described as a number of power sources (such as diesel engines or gas turbines)
and power sinks (such as propellers) connected via a given transmission schema. System
performance was then explored using an optimisation routine that found the most fuel
e/cient distribution of propulsor loading across the system over the system’s operating
range. Further details of the method used to generate the Move sub-options can be found
in Appendix H, Section H.2.2. A total of 2560 di.erent Move sub-options were generated,
their performance is illustrated in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Delivered Power vs Weight for the Four Move Sub-Options for Case IV of the
Improved Implementation
c) Infrastructure Sub-Options
The key metrics for the Infrastructure sub-options relate to the capabilities the vessel’s
Infrastructure services can provide to the other functional sub-options and to the ‘payload’
(Operation/Fight function). The following capabilities were deemed to be important:
• Crew availability;
• Power demanded for ship services and ‘payload’;
• Chilled water demanded for ship services and ‘payload’;
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• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Infrastructure functional group.
Details of the method used to generate the Infrastructure sub-options can be found in Ap-
pendix H, Section H.2.3. A total of 583 di.erent Infrastructure sub-options were generated,
their performance is compared in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Total Crew vs. Weight for All Infrastructure Sub-Options for Case IV of the
Improved Implementation
7.4.2 Down Selection and Combination Actions
The set of requirement defined at the start of the US Navy LCS design competition [US
Navy 2003] has been used as a basis for the down selection of potential options. These
requirements can be found in Section H.1 of Appendix H (on page 345) together with
a demonstration of how they could relate to a specific library based tool which employs
a Float, Move, Infrastructure and Operations (Fight) functional breakdown. From the
analysis in Section H.1, of Appendix H, the requirements found in Table 7.2 were developed
and used for the remainder of the presentation of this example.
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Table 7.2: LCS Requirements used for Case IV Design Study
Function Requirements Notes
Float Draught < 6.10 m
RMS vertical velocity in SS4 < 1 m/s a
RMS pitch angle in SS4 < 1.5 deg a
Infrastructure Core Crew < 50
Max Accommodation < 75
Combined
Float–Move
Range > 1000 nm at 40 kts
Range > 3500 nm at 22 kts
Range > 3500 nm at 16 kts
Range > 500 nm at 6 kts
Maximum Speed   40 Knots
Combined
Float–Move–
Infrastructure
Crew Available   Crew Required
Unallocated Weight   330te b
Unallocated Volume   2050m3 c
Total Cost (Excluding Payload)  £66M d
aSeakeeping requirements based upon Section 7 & 8 of [Eriksen 2000].
bDeveloped using payload weight requirements from [McDonald et al. 2004]
cDeveloped using payload volume requirements from [McDonald et al. 2004]
dDeveloped using typical payload costs from [McDonald et al. 2004]. Original target cost (in $US)
converted to match costing data available at UCL.
Several of these requirements were not explicitly defined in the original LCS requirements
[US Navy 2003] but were developed using information derived from an earlier study by the
candidate [McDonald et al. 2004]. Using the threshold requirements defined in Table 7.2
the following down selection and combination actions, described in the remainder of this
section, were implemented:
• Action A — Float sub-options down selection;
• Action B — Move sub-options down selection;
• Action C — Infrastructure sub-options down selection;
• Action D — Float–Move options combination and down selection;
• Action E — Float–Move–Infrastructure options combination and down selection.
Action A — Float Sub-Options Down Selection
The six requirements used for the down selection of the initial library of 3787 Float sub-
options are listed in Table 7.3. This table also contains the numbers of sub-options that
were removed by each requirement. Applying the seven requirements from Table 7.3 re-
sulted in the unacceptable Float sub-options being removed. This down selection resulted
in 2964 Float sub-options remaining. Figure 7.14 illustrates these remaining sub-options
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showing the cost vs. displacement of the Float sub-options for the three hullform styles
represented in the Library.
Table 7.3: Float Requirements Applied for Case IV Design Study
Requirement Options Discarded
RMS vertical velocity in
SS4a
< 1m/s 0
RMS pitch angle in SS4 < 1.5 deg 0
Displacement > 330te 21
Draught < 6.10 m 52
Unallocated Volume > 2050m3 41
Unallocated Weight > 330te 188
Procurement Cost < £66M 542
aNote that as the RMS vertical velocity changes along the length of the ship the average RMS vertical
velocity has been used in assessing this requirement.
Once these options were down selected it was possible to calculate performance metrics
required for later actions (i.e. the propulsive power needed to achieve a speed of 40 knots—
the required maximum speed, as prescribed in Table 7.2).
Figure 7.14: Unallocated Weight vs. Procurement Cost for Remaining Float Sub-Options
for Case IV at the conclusion of Action A
The Float sub-options that remained at this point were passed to Action D to generate
combined Float–Move options. However, it should be noted that these sub-options may
be removed in the down selection that take place as part of Actions D and E.
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Action B — Move Sub-Options Down Selection
The two requirements used for the down selection of the initial library of 2560 Move
sub-options are listed in Table 7.4. This table also contains the numbers of sub-options
removed by each requirement. Figure 7.15 shows the required propulsive power against
the displacement of the acceptable Move sub-options. This down selection resulted in 585
Move sub-options remaining.
Table 7.4: Move Requirements Applied for Case IV Design Study
Requirement Options Discarded
Available power > 7243kw 170
Procurement Cost < £66M 1805
Figure 7.15: Available Propulsive Power vs. Weight for Remaining Move Sub-Options for
Case IV at the conclusion of Action B
Action C — Infrastructure Sub-Options Down Selection
The two requirements used for the down selection of the initial library of 583 Infrastructure
sub-options are listed in Table 7.5. This table also contains the numbers of sub-options
removed by each requirement. Figure 7.16 shows the mass against the total crew pro-
vided by the acceptable Infrastructure sub-options. This down selection resulted in 205
Infrastructure sub-options remaining.
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Table 7.5: Infrastructure Requirements Applied for Case IV Design Study
Requirement Options Discarded
Max Crew < 75 378
Procurement Cost < £66M 0
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Figure 7.16: Available Propulsive Power vs. Weight for Remaining Infrastructure Sub-
Options for Case IV at the conclusion of Action C
Action D — Float–Move Options Combine and Down Selection
Combining the 2964 Float sub-options and 585 Move sub-options gave a possible 1,733,940
combined Float-Move options. The eight requirements used for the down selection of these
combined options are listed in Table 7.6. This table also contains the numbers of sub-
options removed by each requirement. Besides these eight requirements, an additional
check on styles was used to remove sub-option with incompatible styles. In this case, the
Move sub-options with either of the two non-mirrored machinery styles (single prime mover
and double prime mover) were defined as incompatible with the catamaran style Float sub-
options. This allowed 51,450 possible combined options to be removed. Figure 7.17 shows
the procurement cost of the combined Float-Move options against their unallocated weight.
Figure 7.17a shows the remaining combined Float-Move options in terms of three hullform
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styles4 while Figure 7.17b shows the four machinery styles5. This down selection resulted
in 119,837 combined Float-Move options remaining.
Table 7.6: Float-Move Requirements Applied for Case IV Design Study
Requirement Options Discarded
Unallocated Weight > 330te 73,539
Unallocated Volume > 2050m3 0
Procurement Cost < £66M 897,993
Propulsive power required
at 40 knots < Propulsive power available 366,291
Propulsive power required
at 40 knots <
Maximum power for a run
time of 25 hours 160,118
Propulsive power required
at 22 knots <
Maximum power for a run
time of 159 hours 35,458
Propulsive power required
at 16 knots <
Maximum power for a run
time of 218 hours 29,254
Propulsive power required
at 6 knots <
Maximum power for a run
time of 83 hours 0
Action E — Float–Move–Infrastructure Options Combine and Down Selection
Combining the 119,837 combined Float-Move option from the previous step and 205 In-
frastructure sub-options gave a possible 24,566,585 combined Float-Move-Infrastructure
options. The four requirements used for the down selection of these new combined options
are listed in Table 7.7. This table also contains the numbers of sub-options removed by each
requirement. This down selection resulted in 25,195 combined Float-Move-Infrastructure
options remaining. Figure 7.18 shows the procurement cost of the remaining combined op-
tions against their unallocated weight, with Sub-Figure 7.18a showing the hullform styles
remaining and Sub-Figure 7.18b showing the machinery styles remaining.
Table 7.7: Float-Move-Infrastructure Requirements Applied for Case IV Design Study
Requirement Options Discarded
Unallocated Weight > 330te 822,026
Unallocated Volume > 2050m3 1,374
Procurement Cost < £66M 281,490
Core Crew < 50 23,436,500
4Which were ‘monohull’, ‘catamaran’ and ‘trimaran’.
5Which were ‘single prime mover type’; ‘double prime mover type’; ‘mirrored single prime mover type’;
and ‘mirrored single prime mover type’.
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(a) Hullform Styles
(b) Machinery Styles
Figure 7.17: Procurement Cost vs. Unallocated Weight for Remaining Combined Float-
Move Options for Case IV at the conclusion of Action D
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(a) Hullform Styles
(b) Machinery Styles
Figure 7.18: Procurement Cost vs. Unallocated Weight for Remaining Combined Float-
Move-Infrastructure Options for Case IV at the conclusion of Action E
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7.4.3 Presentation of Results
Figure 7.19 presents as histograms the number of options that remained for the styles
present in the Library. From these plots it can clearly be seen that no catamaran style
options remained but that either a monohull or trimaran style options could have provided
an acceptable alternative for the specified requirements. Similarly, no machinery options
with style that matched the single prime mover type remained. These results provided
the designer with some guidance upon the styles of solution that it would have been
advantageous to explore in the remainder of the design process.
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Figure 7.19: Distribution of Procurement Cost for Remaining Combined Float-Move-
Infrastructure Options for Case IV at the conclusion of Action E
7.4.4 Run Times
An example of the run time for the improved implementation of the Library Based approach
described in this chapter is given in Table 7.8. These times were obtained when running
the implementation on a MacBook Pro 2.4 GHz Laptop with 2 GB of RAM.
7.5 Discussion of the Improved Implementation
The implementation of the proposed Library Based approach presented in this chapter is
a considerable improvement upon the exploratory implementation presented in Chapter 6.
The databased backed object-oriented programming approach that was adopted for its
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Table 7.8: Run Time for the Library Based Approach for Case IV
Action Run Time (s)
A Float Sub-Options Down Selection 38.11
B Move Sub-Options Down Selection 7.75
C Infrastructure Sub-Options Down Selection 2.98
D Float–Move Options Combination and Down Selection 137.49
E Float–Move–Infrastructure Options Combination and Down Selection 237.75
development has resulted in a tool that better supports the Library Based approach than
the exploratory implementation.
Using the improved implementation, two example cases (described in Sections 7.3 and
7.4) have shown the enhanced speed and flexibility of the improved implementations com-
pared to the exploratory implementation. Furthermore, Section 7.4 has shown that a Li-
brary Based approach is able to store information relating to options with di.erent styles
and then used this information in the down selection and exploration of potential options.
7.6 Conclusions on the Improved Implementation
The improve implementation, presented in this chapter, has achieved three key aims:
• Successfully demonstrate an increased execution speed relative to the exploratory
implementation;
• Successfully demonstrate the ability to manage designs with di.erent ship styles,
through Case IV which feature the down selection of options with multiple hullform
styles;
• Successfully demonstrate the ability to build up domain knowledge and implement
practical performance prediction methods, thereby demonstrating the practical use
of the proposed method.
The following chapter discusses the overall utility of the Library Based approach to ship
design, given the outcomes of both developing and using the two implementations of the
approach presented in this chapter and the preceding chapter.
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This thesis has investigated the task of hullform comparison and selection that occurs in
the early stages of the ship design process. In the course of this investigation a gap in the
range of design methods currently available to the designer was identified. To close this
gap the thesis has proposed a Library Based approach for ship concept design, developed
example implementations of the proposed approach and explored the application of the
approach in elucidating the decisions taken early in the ship design process.
This research has been limited in scope to the examination of three hullform styles, to
meet a set of naval ship requirements during the concept phase of the ship design pro-
cess (Section 1.2). The limitation in scope is considered justified given the concept phase
provides the greatest potential for exploring alternative ship options when compared to
the remaining phases of the ship design process (Section 2.1). Furthermore, this explo-
ration is necessary as alternative options, particularly di.erent hullform styles, have been
shown to o.er considerable di.erences in performance and therefore potential advantages
(Section 2.4).
The research has proposed a Library Based approach suitable for use in concept design,
which can be applied to problems such as hullform selection. The proposed approach ad-
dresses issues not tackled by existing design approaches (Section 3.2). The Library Based
approach allows the designer to better explore alternatives during concept design by fa-
cilitating a fast exploration of many possible options. The proposed approach employs
combination and selection of a set of potential designs through examining a library of
discrete options which have been divided into a number of sub-options based upon func-
tional groups (Section 5.2). Furthermore, this rapid exploration of options can assist in
the requirement elucidation process by encouraging a broader exploration of the design
space (Section 2.3). This would then allow a designer to better explore the impact of
requirements, and of satisficing those requirements (Section 2.3.4), across a large range
of alternative options, however, links to other design approaches, better able to provide
di.erent forms of feedback, would also be advantageous.
The proposed approach o.ers advantages compared to other existing ship design ap-
proaches (Section 3.2 and 3.3). The Library Based approach is di.erent to existing ap-
proaches as it recasts the design problem in terms of the combination and down selection
of a wide range of options. This process provides information on which options are accept-
able, given a set of requirements defined by the designer. Of the seven types of approaches
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to ship design discussed in Section 3.2 the Library Based approach is most similar to
the Concept Exploration Based approach (Section 3.2.2) and Set Based approach (Sec-
tion 3.2.7) both of which deal with a large diverse exploration to gain insight into the
solution space. However, the Library Based approach di.ers from both of these as the
library is intended to be built up by a design organisation over considerable time, then
applied over a relatively short duration at the start of the early stage of the ship design
process. Existing design methods are considered to be poorly suited in certain important
aspects to this stage of the design process (Table 3.2 on page 96). One cause of this poor
suitability is that existing ship design approaches require some style selection early in the
design process (Section 3.3). In contrast, the Library Based approach is intended to help
guide and inform the designer engaging in this style selection activity. Consequently, it
is well suited for use during the preparation stage outlined by Pawling (see Section 3.3,
specifically Figure 3.8) that forms a key part of the ‘genesis step’ that occurs at the start
of the design process (Section 4.3.1).
The Library Based approach is intended to facilitate working across a design team or or-
ganisation. Thus it is intended to encourage the members of the design team to externalise
design information, a process that March suggests as desirable as part of his PDI model
of design (Section 4.3.1). This supports the development of structured knowledge on both
designing and the ship design process. The Library Based approach is considered to have
distinct advantages as it allows storage of information on both the form and function of
options that lie in the solution space. This stored information could enable a mapping
between form and function, previously recognised as a complex issue (Section 2.2.1). In
turn, this could allow the designer to build a domain theory that links the solution space
and performance space (Section 4.2.1). Such a domain theory has the potential to help
support designer reasoning, as highlighted by Kroes (Section 4.2.1, specifically page 102).
However, the large degree of complexity of both a ship design and the ship design process
is recognised as arising from the significant issues that occur at the outset of the ship
design process (Section 2.2). The Library Based approach is unable to directly tackle the
complexity of ship design, however it may lead to some reduction in the di/culties that
arise in early ship design by reducing the cost (in time, money and other resources) of
widely exploring options early in the design process. This could then lead to a reduced
likelihood of a superior alternative being discovered later in the design process or being
missed altogether. It could even lead to improvements in tackling the wicked nature of the
requirement elucidation process (Section 2.3.3).
During the course of the research, two example implementations of the Library Based
approach were developed by the candidate (Chapter 6 and 7). Chapter 7 describes an
implementation of the Library Based approach which gives a framework for addressing
topologically di.erent solutions, not readily provided by other approaches surveyed (Chap-
ter 3). It also shows how a Library Based approach can provide the designer with informa-
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tion to aid their decision making process. Chapter 7 also demonstrates that the Library
Based approach could be implemented in a manner that is agnostic to major design style
choices. In addition, the candidate explored the application of both databases and object
oriented programming in developing the implementations (Section 4.4.1) to support the
rapid exploration of options. Further increases in the speed of producing options in future
implementations of the approach may be possible but this may require the adoption of dif-
ferent data management techniques. Any such increase in operational speed would further
improve the utility of the approach.
The remainder of this chapter contains further discussions on the Library Based approach
divided into the following five topics:
• How the approach compares to the needs of the ship concept design tool;
• The impact of the approach on wider design, beyond the Library Based approach
itself;
• A review of the process adopted in the approach;
• Technical issues that have arisen in the current implementations of the approach;
• Other issues that have emerged during the development and use of the approach.
These topics are discussed in Sections 8.1 to 8.5. After discussing these topics the original
scope, presented in Chapter 1, is reviewed in Section 8.6.
8.1 Comparing the Library Based Approach to the Needs of a
Ship Concept Design Tool
The conclusions of Section 3.4 (on page 94) presented Andrews’ [2003b] and Betts’ [2000]
separate lists of features necessary for a design approach to fully support the ship design
process. Now that the Library Based approach has been demonstrated, the capabilities of
the approach can be compared against Andrews’ and Betts’ lists of features. The results
of this comparison can be found in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 (on pages 196 and 197 respectively).
Each table provides details of how the proposed Library Based approach matches Andrews’
or Betts’ lists of features. It can be seen that the proposed Library Based design system
provides many of the features they suggest. However, in certain areas further developments
are desirable, these areas are detailed in the remainder of this chapter. The extreme right
hand column in both Table 8.1 and 8.2 links Andrews’ and Betts’ lists to the detailed
discussion in Sections 8.2 to 8.5 of this chapter.
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8.2 Impact on Wider Design
In examining the impact of the proposed approach on wider design, one of Betts’ needs
(see Table 8.1) and three of Andrews’ needs (see Table 8.2) are seen to be satisfied by
the Library Based approaches capabilities, namely Andrews’ needs for creativity, open
methods and coherent solutions together with Betts’ need to assist communication.
In response to Andrews’ need for creativity, the Library Based approach allows options
to remain open longer by postponing the selection of style. This can be illustrated by
considering the application of the proposed approach in concert with the Set Based Design
approach discussed in Section 3.2.7. Specifically, there is the potential to adopt a Library
Based approach to assist in intra-group communication and decision making within a
team conducting a design using a Set Based Design approach. This issue is explored in
Section 8.2.1.
In response to Betts’ need to assist communication and Andrews’ needs for open methods
and to be revelatory, the capabilities of the Library Based approach to provide insight and
explanation to the designer are examined in Section 8.2.2. The current implementation is
found to fall short of what a designer may desire. However, a potential route for further
development is identified, examining the common characteristics of the solutions that are
down selected or removed, which may allow the Library Based approach to be extended
to expose the relationships or drivers within designs.
In response to Andrews’ need for open methods and coherent solutions, the proposed
approach allows rapid exploration of the design requirements in an open manner to de-
velop coherent solutions. However, significant advantages would arise from integrating the
approach presented here with some visual representation of the design. It is suggested that
this would better foster the dialogue between the designer and customer by extending it
beyond the simple numerical measures currently stored within the library, such as perfor-
mance and cost. This would allow the designer to present the customer with an integrated
configuration based design, while simultaneously allowing the rapid exploration of multiple
options (such as radically di.erent hullform styles) using the Library Base approach. This
issue is further explored in Section 8.2.3 which discusses alternatives for combining the
Library Based and Design Building Block approaches.
8.2.1 Utility in Set Based Design
As stated above, there are potentially promising overlaps between the Library Based de-
sign approach presented in this thesis and the Set Based Design approach discussed in
Section 3.2.7. Compared to other ship design methods the Library Based approach allows
options to remain open until later in the design process as the designer can postpone the
selection of style. This fosters the development of alternatives that may have previously
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been discarded and can therefore be seen to encourage Set Based Design (as outlined by
[Parsons et al. 1999; Singer 2003]).
In addition, while Set Based Design provides a general strategy suitable for use by
large design teams composed of multiple specialists, it is often di/cult for the project
leader to successfully manage the project if a large number of topologically di.ering design
options are being considered; a role where a Library Based design tool could readily provide
assistance. Furthermore, if a Library Based tool were accessible to all team members
engaged in a Set Based Design approach then it would allow the design team to rapidly
explore alternative options and, therefore, be better informed of promising options.
8.2.2 Providing Insight and Explanation to the Designer
The Library Based approach presented in this thesis is seen to provide a powerful basis
for a tool intended to assist the designer with exploring options. However, designers are
also interested in exploring and elucidating the design requirements (see Section 2.3.2),
specifically the interaction of a requirement with other requirements. The implementations
of the Library Based approach presented in Chapter 6 and 7 demonstrated a system able
to explore options. Furthermore, by varying the requirements and payload entered into
the tool the e.ect of these inputs upon the solution space could be explored. However, the
Library Based approach, as presented in this thesis, is unable to provide a designer with
any direct feedback of the interrelationships between various requirements. Specifically,
the tool is unable to provide direct information as to how specific requirements may drive
specific design options; an activity which can be termed as the exposure of relationships
or drivers.
The work presented in this thesis did not explore the ability of the Library Based ap-
proach with regards to revealing or exposing relationships or drivers within a design. The
implementations of the Library Based approach, presented in Chapter 6 and 7, indicate
there are considerable barriers to undertaking such an examination: for reasons of memory
e/ciency, both implementations discarded options which failed to meet the requirements,
thus removing potentially useful information as to why options have failed; there are also
inherent limitations’ in the implementations current data storage systems with respect to
their ability to rapidly identify similar solutions. Additionally, exposing relationships or
drivers was viewed as beyond the scope of the research, as outlined in Section 1.2. However,
there would be considerable advantages to developing mechanisms able to allow such an
exploration in future version of the Library Based approach and implementations of the
approach.
The route towards implementing some means of exposure of relationships or drivers is
not obvious, thus it has not been possible at the conclusion of this research to identify a
simple solution to this. The most promising alternative may be to undertake some assess-
ment of the logic or reasons why certain types of solutions are removed during the down
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selection process. There may be merit in employing a clustering1 approach to identify
similar options (i.e. options with the same style and similar characteristics) and assess if
certain requirements caused these options to be down selected or rejected. However, this
is beyond the capabilities of the current Library Based implementations. If other imple-
mentation employing the Library Based approach were developed, then there would be
considerable merit in further exploring these issues. If developed, this enhanced capability
is likely to be of interest to the designer as it may then provide significant insights into the
interaction of requirements with other requirements while also exposing the reasons why
certain options are or are not acceptable.
8.2.3 Integration with other Design Methods
The Library Based design approach demonstrated in this research does not address all
that is likely to be required even in the early stages of the ship design process. It is
intended to be employed in concert within other design methods or approaches. This has
been illustrated by considering how the system could be employed in conjunction with
the fully integrated ship synthesis approach presented within [Andrews 1986]2. Figure 3.2
(on page 83) reproduces Andrews’ representation of the design process [Andrews 1986].
It is possible to show the proposed Library Based design system’s place within Andrews’
design process and this adaptation is shown in Figure 8.1. Within Andrews’ process the
conscious primary generator can be viewed as a kernel about which the designer tackles the
style issue, enabling an initial design to be created. It is envisaged that a Library Based
design system would act as a supportive mechanism to Andrews’ synthesis approach and
this would then help the designer to determine an appropriate primary generator (within
the synthesis process shown by Andrews). In this way the Library Based tool would act
as a bridge between the task directed input, user input, the design process constraints and
the designer’s idiosyncratic stamp shown in Figure 8.1.
Such a supportive role by the proposed Library Based approach would only be possible
if appropriate mechanisms providing clear feedback on the impact of design decisions were
possible. These mechanisms could take a number of forms:
• Procedural requirements that ensure a designer (or concept design team) recognise
they are operating in a manner suggested by Figure 8.1;
1Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning that refers to the assignment of a set of items into
subsets (called clusters) so that items in the same cluster are similar (in some sense). One clustering
technique—hierarchical clustering—seems applicable to the problem of identifying links between options
and requirements. It relies upon creating a hierarchy of clusters, represented by a tree structure
that partitions the options into smaller clusters [Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2005]. Exploring how the
requirements interact with these clusters may be one way to begin exploring the nature of the manner
in which requirements drive solutions.
2Andrews’ fully integrated ship synthesis approach sees this approach to synthesis as a more challenging
problem since it clearly recognises the role of a designer’s idiosyncratic stamp, a key aspect of the design
process, as shown in [Lawson 2006] and [Daley 1982].
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Figure 8.1: Adaptation of Andrews’ ‘Holistic’ Approach to a Fully Integrated Ship Syn-
thesis Showing the Role of the Library Based Approach, developed from [Andrews 1986]
• Constraints imposed on the project by design practice, that ensure a requirement
elucidation process is adopted (as opposed to the sequential (requirement then de-
sign) Requirements Engineering process that frequently occurs in current naval ship
procurement [Andrews 2003b]);
• Inserting specific features into the design approach that would then provide immedi-
ate feedback to the designer.
The Library Based approach should be able to o.er the designer information on the impact
of requirements upon the available options by the mechanisms above. The integration of the
proposed methods with a configuration based design tool is discussed further in [Andrews
et al. 2010] which is included in this thesis as Appendix I.
8.3 Review of Process
Examining the process that the proposed approach adopts, it is apparent that one of
Betts’ and three of Andrews’ needs (see Table 8.1 and 8.2) can be directly supported via
the Library Based approach. These are: Betts’ need to utilise data to assess performance,
risk and cost; and Andrews’ needs to develop believable solutions, to be revelatory and to
be creative. By enabling a flexible application of requirements specified by the designer,
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against an appropriate library of options, these needs could be satisfied. This has been
demonstrated through two separate implementations, detailed in Chapters 6 and 7. These
implementations have been tested via a number of example cases, one of which compared
the outputs of the tool to an existing ship design project. While these cases showed that
the implementation could be used to explore the available options (including options with
di.erent styles), they also revealed some issues that have arisen from using the specific
prototype design tool presented. These issues are discussed in Sections 8.3.1, 8.3.2 and
8.3.3.
8.3.1 Requirements and Down Selections in the Proposed Approach
Section 7.4 highlighted how requirements for a real project can be used to filter the available
options, thereby reducing the total number of options that need to be considered. Other
techniques could also be applied to reorganise the order of the performance prediction
and down selection sequence, allowing a reduction in the number of options that need
to be examined (possible techniques are discussed in Appendix F, Section F.1.4). These
techniques would help reduce the number of options considered and could therefore be used
to speed up the process of using a given tool implementing the Library Based approach.
One of these techniques is seen to o.er significant advantages in reducing the number of
combinations and down selections that need to be performed. The proposed Library Based
approach decomposes each option into a number of sub-options which are later combined
(see Figure 5.9). The implementations presented in Chapters 6 and 7 are based upon a tree
of sequential combination and down selection actions, as shown in Figures 6.2. However,
these sequential actions fail to make as great a use of all available information on the
remaining options as is possible, particularly with regards to the interrelationships between
the options and the applicable requirements. For example, the cost requirement was applied
at each down selection step in Case V (from Section 7.4) to successfully remove sub-options
or combined options. However, as each sub-option’s cost was known at the outset of the
process, this meant the library contained su/cient information to identify combinations
of sub-options that would not meet this requirement. A possible area of future work is
therefore to explore mechanisms that would allow requirements to be mapped backward up
the hierarchy of combination actions, thereby enabling unacceptable options to be removed
earlier. By removing these options nugatory, but time-consuming, combinations and down
selections could be avoided.
8.3.2 Concurrently Assessing Diﬀerent Styles
Importantly, the Library Based approach o.ers the potential to concurrently assess op-
tions with di.ering styles. The designer could benefit, when applying the Library Based
approach, by examining a library containing sub-options with di.ering styles. Such a capa-
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bility would allow the designer to gain assurance of what styles might be acceptable and,
potentially, insights on how certain requirements remove particular styles as acceptable
alternatives. Figure 8.2 shows how information of this type could inform the designer of
acceptable styles. In this case acceptable balanced and loosely-balanced options exist for
the Monohull and Trimaran (as shown in Figure 8.2a and 8.2b) but not for the Catamaran
(as shown in Figure 8.2c). From this the designer could infer that the catamaran hull-
form is poorly suited to the particular combination of requirements and payload that were
examined.
(a) Monohull (b) Trimaran (c) Catamaran
Figure 8.2: Illustrative Plot of Output from the Library Based Approach showing its
potential for comparing options with di.ering Styles
Case IV (presented in Section 7.4) demonstrated the application of the Library Based
approach to such a library containing multiple styles. In this case the library contained
Float sub-options with Monohull, Trimaran and Catamaran style and, additionally, several
di.erent styles of Move sub-options. Figure 8.3 shows the results of Case IV which demon-
strated how the Library Based approach was able to examine these styles concurrently and
provide information allowing a designer to infer that the Catamaran is poorly suited to
the requirements and payload examined in Case IV (i.e. the LCS requirement).
8.3.3 A Discrete Library and its Size
While the Library Based design approach is considered to provide a powerful tool for the
designer to explore alternatives early in the design process, its current implementation
is presently limited to a discrete library of options. Section 5.2.1, which introduced the
Library Based approach, highlighted two significant disadvantages of a discrete library:
• A large number of variables within any design will be continuous (i.e. length), how-
ever, the library only contains a finite number of discrete points;
• There will be limits on the extent of the solution space that sub-options within the
library can represent.
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Figure 8.3: Procurement Cost vs. Unallocated Weight for Remaining Combined Float-
Move-Infrastructure Options for Case IV at the conclusion of Action E, showing Hullform
Styles (Repeat of Figure 7.18a)
Potential options will exist both between the options within the library and beyond the
bounds of the library3. These two factors are recognised as significant limitations to a
Library Based approach. A large number of options stored in a discrete library can provide
an approximation of a continuous variable, however this requires a very large number
of options to be generated and stored. Furthermore, increasing either the range or the
granularity of the library rapidly increases the number of options. Consequently, the
current Library Based design approach does not provide a wholly satisfactory mechanism
for dealing with continuous unbounded variables. However, the current mechanism is
adequate for the rapid studies the Library Based design approach is intended to be used
for exploring the styles of potential options, as discussed in Section 5.4.
Given this, there is a case for increasing the size of the library, so it would be better able
to describe the solution space it represents (i.e. to better represent those variables that are
continuous). An examination of the library’s performance was undertaken (see Section F.2
of Appendix F) which considered the di.ering speeds of execution for varying library sizes.
This showed that the library’s performance scaled well until computer hardware limitations
(i.e. memory size) were encountered. One cause of growth in library size is the desire for
more options di.erentiated by a larger number of independent variables. A second cause
of growth in library size is a desire for increased granularity within the library, achieved by
assessing more values for each independent variable when generating sub-options. Erikstad
[1996] highlights how the ‘curse of dimensionality’ causes a library to quickly grow to an
unmanageable size as the number of options and characteristics increases. As the number
of options stored within the library grows, the time required to fetch sub-options from the
library will increase. The number of options produced by a Combine Action is also likely to
3This is also true for the combined options generated from sub-options selected from a discrete library.
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grow to an unmanageable size, given that the number of combined options is proportional
to the product of the number of input items. This gives rise to a combinatorial explosion
where an increase in the number of sub-options leads to the generation of a far larger
number of possible combined options which then need to be evaluated.
One possibility for further development of the Library Based approach is to explore
extensions to the approach that would assess options either between existing solutions in
the library or at the extremes of the library. One possible solution may be to extend the
Library Based method by partially adopting Hatchuel and Weil’s C-K theory [Hatchuel
and Weil 2003], discussed in Section 4.2.1. Specifically, Hatchuel and Weil describe C-K
theory in terms of an iterative, dynamic process that steps between a Concept space (C)
and a Knowledge space (K) which was illustrated in Figure 4.9.
The Library Based approach explored in this research has examined options both as
a means of exploring concepts and of developing knowledge. It seems plausible that an
adaptation of C-K theory, which incorporates an Option space (O) containing a library of
potential options, could form a bridge between the Concept (C) and Knowledge (K) spaces
of Hatchuel and Weil’s C-K theory.
Expert systems, discussed in Section 3.2.5, able to utilise a changing and developing
knowledge base are potentially powerful solutions to the problem of both developing and
managing a knowledge base and then translating this into a number of options. It is less
clear how a set of options could be taken and described in terms of a number of suitable
‘concepts’ that could then be combined and down selected. However, a number of methods
exist which are able to map a set of distinct options into an abstract ‘concept-set’4:
• Employing an appropriate training algorithm (e.g. a Support Vector Machine [Shawe-
Taylor and Cristianini 2004]) to build a classification model5 able to predict whether a
new design description is acceptable, given the current requirements. This description
could then be used to rapidly explore points in the solution space;
• Response surface methods [Price 2002b] could be used to estimate the performance
of options in areas where definition is lacking;
• Rough or fuzzy set theory has the potential to be used to provide a less distinct
description of the options [Alisantoso and Khoo 2009; Singer 2003] where this might
be appropriate with ‘softer’ style issues.
4As defining in Section 4.2.1 on page 105.
5The Support Vector Machine is one example of a machine learning procedure able to group individual
items based on quantitative information about one or more characteristics inherent in the items, using
guidance from a training set of previously labelled items. The application of this group of machine
learning procedures is commonly referred to as statistical classification [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini
2004].
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8.4 Technical Implementation Issues
Andrews’ need (see Table 8.2) for concept design approaches to be ‘open’ could be satisfied
via a Library Based approach as the methods used, to generate the library data and assess
combined options, are simple and are left under the designer’s control. However, there
may be advantages in adopting other approaches to assess performance. Furthermore,
developments to the option generation and data management techniques, employed in the
improved implementation of Chapter 7, could o.er advantages. These topics are discussed
in Sections 8.4.1 to 8.4.2.
8.4.1 Performance Prediction
The performance of options was assessed in two separate ways during this research. Sub-
options were assessed using several external performance prediction tools, as detailed in
Section 7.4.1 (and Appendix H). When sub-options were combined, other simpler perfor-
mance prediction methods were used to assess the vessel’s performance. Separating the
time intensive calculations of the sub-option’s performance from the rapid calculations,
necessary when combining sub-options, allowed options to be assessed more rapidly. There
may be advantages in allowing the more time intensive tools to validate the simpler perfor-
mance prediction methods (i.e. employing an appropriate finite element analysis code to
ensure the structural proposed by simpler synthesis methods is acceptable), however this
topic has not been explored within this research.
8.4.2 Option Generation
The methods used to generate the sub-options were basic and significant manual modi-
fications were required to define sub-options of di.erent styles. This was required even
though substantial e.ort has been expended in developing parametric models (where a
limited number of parameters define the form of a design) that were intended to be able to
represent and assess a large number of di.erent design options. Methods able to facilitate
the more rapid generation and assessment of sub-options of di.erent styles would be highly
desirable. The types of parametric models described in [Cooper et al. 2007] and [Horner
2009] provide an avenue for further development to be undertaken, however considerable
further work remains on developing parametric design tools able to generate sub-options
from a limited number of inputs.
The parametric models developed during this research were only used to generate data
on the characteristics, performance and procurement cost of options. However, [Betts 2000]
identified the importance of assessing risk and through life cost in naval ship design; the
implementations of the Library Based approach presented have not been used to explore
these wider issues.
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Finally, in regard to option generation it is also worth remarking that the topic of hull-
form style, which dominated this research, is just one example of style; other aspects of
ship style (e.g. machinery style, structural style, layout style) are likely to have a signifi-
cant e.ect upon the range of options available to the designer. Some of these areas (e.g.
detailed general arrangement) are currently more easily undertaken by human designers
and the direct application of a Library Based approach to these areas seems to present few
opportunities in the near future. However, if the Library Based approach were employed
by a design team who had adopted a Set Based Design strategy then assistance could be
o.ered to the designer by keeping options open in specific areas where the Library Based
approach would be easy to apply.
8.4.3 Data Management
While developing the improved implementation, an early decision was made to employ
an object-relational database which models the options as objects connected via relation-
ships (as described in Section 7.2). This model allowed the adoption of a flexible method
for describing multiple styles for the options and sub-options stored in the library. Sec-
tion F.2 of Appendix F is considered to demonstrate that an implementation, based upon
an object-relational database, provides an acceptable level of performance. However, one
disadvantage of the object-relational database is that it incurs an overhead when the pro-
gram accesses information from the relational database containing the library and then
translates this into the objects used by the program. The Core Data framework (described
in Section F.1.6 of Appendix F), that was employed as a key technical part of the im-
proved implementation of the Library Based tool, provides a powerful data management
technique, however certain limitations were discovered in its use.
Examining the execution of the improved implementation, using code profiling tools,
highlighted that a significant portion of the improved implementation’s run-time is ded-
icated to querying the database (stored on the computer’s hard drive) to retrieve the
characteristics related to a single option. It is significantly faster to retrieve information
directly from objects stored within the computer’s random access memory. While the Core
Data framework employs e.ective mechanisms for caching information, after it is retrieved
from the database, this initial retrieval process can incur significant performance penalties.
Additionally, any queries to the database must be carefully structured to ensure a rapid
response; some early versions of this implementation, with poorly structured queries, took
considerable time to return the objects of interest (e.g. more than an hour for a simple
query).
These di/culties arose because of the di.erent computational paradigms employed within
a relational database and an object oriented programming approach. One alternative ap-
proach, that may provide considerable advantages, is an object database (such as ‘db4o’
[Paterson et al. 2006]). An object database allows objects to be directly stored and queried
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without any translation to a relational database structure. However, it is di/cult to predict
how the performance of any particular database technology or implementation will scale
(particularly if database tasks are split across many processors or networked computers)
without developing a substantial test data set6. The improved implementation presented
in Chapter 7 has been designed around an object relational database. If there was a desire
to maximise performance then it may be necessary to employ an object database and adopt
an alternative object structure more focused on speed (but at the cost of flexibility). Some
alternative object based structures are discussed in [Erikstad 1996].
The sub-options presented in Case V contained a large number of characteristics (e.g.
the Float sub-options each had up to 70 characteristics). As any request for a given
characteristic may involve checking each characteristic, this creates significant ine/ciencies
if a large set of characteristics has to be traversed. Alternatively adopting a library in
which options are further decomposed (i.e. into sub-sub-options) may reduce the number
of characteristic each decomposed options possesses. Which could in turn reduce the e.ort
required to generate and search through the options that are stored in the library while
still allowing a broader range of combined options to be developed.
8.5 Other Issues
A number of other issues have emerged during the exploration of the Library Based tool.
These issues impact the approach’s response to two of Betts’ needs (see Table 8.1) to be
usable by a knowledgeable design team and to assist communication within the design
team and with stakeholders. They also impact on three of Andrews’ needs (see Table 8.2)
to provide coherent solutions, open methods and to be revelatory. These needs are related
to the complexity of the approach and the method by which the Library Based approach
provides feedback to the designer. These issues are discussed in Section 8.5.1 and 8.5.2.
8.5.1 Complexity of the Approach
Although the Library Based approach is conceptually di.erent from existing design meth-
ods, the idea upon which it is based is not complex. A carefully developed implementation
of the Library Based approach could be easy for a designer to begin using. This would
allow a new user to rapidly develop their understanding at the outset of the Library Based
design process. The Library Based tool also has the advantage that it could act as a central
repository of design information within a large design team (or organisation). The results
of design studies or sub-option studies could be added to the library over time, allowing
the design team to retain and develop an extensive body of design knowledge, however
6Suitable test data would contain data representative of the large range of options that may be of interest
to a design organisation.
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the consequential issue of ensuring data validity in a large and disparate design knowledge
base would still exist.
8.5.2 Feedback to the Designer
One substantial benefit of the Library Based approach is seen to be the rich variety of
design data which it can store. For example, the current implementation stores sub-
option information, such as ship motions and power-speed data, that allows the designer
to gain insights into the performance of the ship. Such data can provide the designer with
information on the likely performance achievable by a range of sub-options. As this data is
pre-generated the designer can rapidly access it, obtaining design information normally not
available until later in the design process. This has the potential to help guide designers
as they explore options, especially at the outset of the design process. Feedback from a
Library Based tool can be provided via several di.erent mechanisms. Two key feedback
mechanisms are numerical and visual feedback.
Numerical Feedback
Using a Library Based tool with an appropriate library, such as that presented in Sec-
tion 7.4, could give the designer significant information on the options still possible. Useful
data presentation methods include:
• Tables, presenting detailed numerical data;
• Graphs, highlighting the relationship between numerical data;
• Process Diagrams, demonstrating how options evolve through the design process.
While tables are e.ective at summarising precise data (such as the down selection shown
in Table 8.3, repeated from Chapter 6) they are a poor mechanism for providing access
to the large number of options explored using the Library Based approach. In contrast,
graphs can provide insight into trends and patterns that appear in the design options
within the Library, as shown by Figure 8.4. Other potential insights can be obtained
through focusing on the combination and down selection process. Section 6.4 presented
graphical descriptions of a down select process, repeated as Figure 8.5. Such figures show
that a clear graphical insight can be obtained into the flow of options through the process
of using the design tool and the e.ect of specific constraints. Figures such as this can
convey design information on a whole process. Tufte argues that flow graphs, such as
Figure J.1 from Appendix J, "may well be the best statistical graphic(s) ever drawn" in
terms of their ability to successfully combine and display information [Tufte 2001].
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Table 8.3: Requirements Applied for the Cassard Design from the Case I Design Study
shown as Typical Data Obtained from the Library Based Approach (Repeat of Table 6.4)
Function Requirement Options Remaining
Float Draught < 6 m 768
Length < 160 m 727
Beam < 20 m 663
Power at 30 knots < 55 MW 368
Move Procurement Cost < £150,000k 616
Maximum Power < 45 MW 476
Minimum Power > 25 MW 224
Infrastructure Stores Endurance > 35 days 18
Number of O/cers > 14 men 8
...
...
...
...
...
Monohull Trimaran Catamaran
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Visual Feedback
However, Andrews’ requirement to demonstrate coherent solutions via a visual representa-
tion is not currently satisfied by the examples of the Library Based approach presented in
Chapters 6 and 7. While a visualisation system of some type could be employed to directly
display the solutions, significant resources would be required to undertake the integration
necessary to provide the graphical information. An alternative to this approach—which
also provides a number of other benefits—is to combine the Library Based approach with
a graphically based ship design approach. The following illustrative example indicates how
the proposed library tool could be used in collaboration with a di.erent design method,
namely, a design being developed using the Design Building Block (DBB) approach [An-
drews and Pawling 2006].
Figure 8.6 shows how the outputs of a Library Based ship design tool could be used
to better inform a designer. In this case by providing a number of outlines illustrating
the gross geometry (derived from the Float sub-options in the Library Based approach)
for the remaining options (i.e. those generated by the Library Based tool, which have
not been removed by the designer in deciding on the requirements input) and the major
Design Building Blocks7 appropriate to the Move and Fight functional groups8 defined
using a configuration driven tool. It should be noted that none of the outlines for the
monohull style options obtained from the library (shown in Figure 8.6a) present coherent
solutions, given the current layout of Move and Fight Design Building Blocks; notably,
the remaining options have insu/cient beam at the aft of the hullform to accomodate
the proposed payload layout. In comparison, at least one of the trimaran style options
obtained from the library (shown in Figure 8.6b) presents a coherent solution given the
current Design Building Block configuration. As the designer begins to further define and
develop the design (in this case using the configuration driven tool), additional constraints
will emerge, such as the need to position Fight items along the upper deck, which are likely
to result in a minimum ship’s length, or machinery layout, which could drive the ship’s
beam at certain longitudinal locations. Such constraints could then be used to further
develop and constrain the feasible options, providing the designer with assurance that the
design ‘makes physical sense’.
Alternatively, useful information could be extracted from other performance metrics
within the library and used to guide the ship’s layout. For example, by examining the
options or sub-options obtained using the Library Based approach, an earlier assessment
of performance measures should be possible, instead of the normal approach in which such
investigations are undertaken later in the design process (such as deep feasibility and full
7Or Super Building Block at a Super Building Block stage, see [Andrews and Pawling 2008].
8Both the Fight equipment Design Building Blocks and selected Move machinery Design Building Blocks
would be available early in the Design Building Block process or even already exist in the DBB ‘library’
(see Figure 3.3).
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(a) Monohull Options (b) Trimaran Options
Figure 8.6: An Example of Integration of the Proposed Library Based Approach with the
UCL Design Building Block Approach (showing example DBB and outlines from library
data)
design; see discussion in Chapter 2 and 3). Figure 8.7 shows how this information could be
displayed to help guide the designer in positioning systems with motion limitations (such
as those required for helicopter operations). In this case, magnitude of vertical motions
(Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) velocity in Sea State 5 (SS5)) relative to the distance from
the hullform’s longitudinal centre of buoyancy is used to identify locations that are unac-
ceptable for certain function (such as the vessel’s bridge or flight deck). Three alternative
presentation formats are shown in Figure 8.7: Figure 8.7a shows the data points extracted
from the library; while Figure 8.7b shows how processing this data, using a number of
box plots, can provide improved guidance on the likely performance of the remaining op-
tions in the library; finally, Figure 8.7c illustrates how this data could be used to inform a
designer developing a design using the DBB approach. These figures illustrates how perfor-
mance data (derived from a library of options) could be used to directly guide the designer
during the design process (in this example to avoid peak motions locations for sensitive
evolutions). In comparison, Figure 8.6 shows an alternative mechanism for examining the
solutions space, namely applying requirements to down select acceptable options whose
details are then presented to the designer. These issues are also discussed in [Andrews
et al. 2010] which is included as Appendix I.
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(b) Box plot of Float Sub-options
(c) Box plot for Trimaran hullform options against a specific DBB models arrangement
Figure 8.7: RMS Velocity vs Distance from Longitudinal Centre of Buoyancy (LCB) for
options from the library, from [Andrews et al. 2010]
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8.6 Review of Initial Scope
Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 presented an initial scope for the thesis that has constrained this
project to the early stages of the ship design process. While the implementations presented
in this research have focused upon this initial stage of the design process, the discussion
above has highlighted the requirement to maintain and develop interfaces with other design
approaches and tools. These other aspects have largely been intended for initial ship design
and so reinforce the view that the Library Based approach is primarily seen to be a tool
for assisting in requirement elucidation and not one for developing detailed designs (i.e.
well into Feasibility and beyond).
This research has focused upon the design of naval vessels (including those with Mono-
hull, Trimaran and Catamaran hullforms). However, the flexibility of the improved imple-
mentation, discussed in Chapter 7, suggests the approach could be used to assess other
ship styles of interest. Thus it could be useful to examine the application of the Library
Based approach to the following areas:
• Additional hullform styles (e.g. SES, hovercraft, TriSWACH);
• Di.erent types of style (e.g. various machinery fits, accommodation and ship systems
configurations);
• The design of other types of naval and service vessels than the typical combatants
largely addressed;
• The design of commercial ships including those that are part of a transport system
(i.e. Bulk Carriers and Container Ships);
• Investigate the applicability of a Library Based design approach to the design of
other large complex systems (i.e. those typically regarded as exhibiting the ‘wicked
problem’ characteristic, see Section 2.3.3).
It is envisaged that the approach presented in this research could be easily applied to other
hullform types. Many of the types of characteristics defined in the options explored using
the improved implementation (e.g. weight, volume) could also be of interest for other
hullforms styles. However, some di.erent hullform styles may have alternative operating
modes (e.g. SES, hovercraft). The characteristics that describe these modes must both be
captured and then stored by the tool and used to correctly assess the option’s suitability
for the set of requirements that are of interest. Furthermore, the three types of hullform
explored in the improved implementation of Chapter 7 are all displacement vessels. The
application of the proposed approach to assess alternative vessel sustension styles, that are
highly sensitive to changes in features or for which only a narrow range of feasible designs
currently exist, has not formed part of this research and is an area for further work.
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The application of the tool to the exploration of the design of other naval or service
ships, particularly those where the previous adoption of a monohull configuration has led
to a constrained design, is another area of significant. Potential areas of interest include:
• Manned/unmanned vehicle carriers (particularly those intending to employ conven-
tional take o. and landing arrangements);
• O.shore patrol vessels, where challenging cost constraints and limited vessel dimen-
sions creates an opportunity where advanced marine vehicles (e.g. ACV, hydrofoils)
could provide higher levels of performance.
However, to fully explore these issues it is envisaged that the Library Based approach may
have to be used in combination with a complementary design approach, such as the UCL
Design Building Bock approach (as discussed in Section 8.5.2).
The tools and methods produced during this research have only been developed to a
proof of concept level, in order to demonstrate the Library Based approaches ability to
tackle the problem of hullform selection early in the design process. Areas of further po-
tential technical development are suggested in Section 8.4.3 and it is suggested that further
research in these areas ought to be undertaken before applying the proposed approach in
any ‘real world’ design context (i.e. beyond a teaching or research environment).
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9.1 Outline
This thesis began with the identification of a gap in the design methods currently available
to the designer selecting hullform style early in the ship design process. The aim of closing
this gap has been achieved by defining and then addressing the concept of a new Library
Based approach, which has been targeted on the early stages of naval ship design. The
discussion in Chapter 8 has explored a wide range of topics related to the application of a
Library Based approach to the exploration of style in preliminary ship design. There are
several key conclusions that can be made from the discussion on the overall suitability of
the proposed approach. This chapter presents these conclusions and then outlines proposed
future development paths, which are oriented towards the aspects of the approach that are
considered to provide the most potential for significant, near term improvements to the
proposed approach. A more general conclusion is that the gap in the initial ship design
process with regards to the selection of hullform style, identified in Chapter 1, can be met
through the application of the Library Based approach, as is presented in Chapter 5 and
demonstrated in Chapters 6 and 7.
9.2 Main Conclusions on a Library Based Approach for
Exploring Style in Preliminary Ship Design
The exploration of style at the onset of the design process has been shown to be highly
worth while. The unique decision making situation that occurs in ship concept design
complicates any attempt to fully explore potential styles, even though some of these may
present distinct advantages for certain design studies. Existing design approaches have
been identified as being poorly suited to the rapid exploration of alternative solutions with
di.ering styles. The consequence of this is that the designer can be prompted into an early
selection of a possibly inappropriate design style before su/cient information on alternative
styles has been obtained. The need for a design approach able to assist the designer in
exploring these alternative styles was identified as a gap in the current preliminary ship
designers toolkit.
The Library Based approach has been proposed as a means of rapidly exploring di.erent
styles at the onset of the design process. This approach employs combination and down
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selection of alternatives to examined options developed from a library of pre-generated
options. The approach has been successfully demonstrated in the current thesis using the
example of di.erent hullform styles, via two implementations and against a number of
alternative sets of requirements.
The current implementation of the Library Based approach is unable to provide the
designer with direct exposure of relationships or drivers that are acting during the the
design process. The usefulness of the approach would improve considerably if it was to be
extended to allow feedback to the designer in such areas.
From an organisational perspective the Library Based approach could readily act as a
central repository of concept design information, which would present an opportunity for
a design organisation to improve their design data collection. A large diverse library of
options, coupled with a tool employing the Library Based design approach could provide
a designer with rapid insights into the possible consequences arising from the selection of
particular styles. Importantly, this could occur before considerable design e.ort has been
expended, however, the challenges related to creating and managing an appropriate library
are seen to be significant.
The discussion in Chapter 8 addressed the advantages that could be obtained from
linking the Library Based approach to other design approaches, particularly those which
could provide visual insights beyond the purely numerical aspects of the design. Such a
link is seen as critical if a comprehensive dialogue with the customer is to become fully
incorporated into preliminary ship design practice.
9.3 Future Developments
Recommended areas for further development arising from the discussion in the preceding
chapter are seen to be:
• The assessment of alternative technologies, such as object databases, for storing and
accessing information within the library (as discussed in Section 8.4.3);
• The extension of the approach to provide the designer with exposure of relationships
or drivers that are acting during the design process and hence give insight and ex-
planation to the designer, clustering provides one promising development route the
should be explored (as discussed in Section 8.2.2);
• The exploration of extensions to the approach to enable the assessment of options
either between existing points in the library or at the extremes of a library of designs
and sub-options. Hatchuel and Weil’s C-K theory is seen as one possible framework
that could be combined with the Library Based approach to allow the assessment
of these new options, however a method able to provide this link has not been se-
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lected, although three promising alternative have been identified (as discussed in
Section 8.3.3);
• The investigation of parametric design tools that may simplify the generation of
options, such as the Paramarine–MODEFrontier based parametric ship synthesis tool
described in [Cooper et al. 2007] and [Horner 2009] (as discussed in Section 8.4.2);
• Further development of links between the Library Based approach and the UCL
configuration based (DBB) approach to explore the potential of the combined ap-
proach as outlined following the initial demonstration of this research (as discussed
in Sections 8.2.3 and 8.5.2 and illustrated in Figures 8.6 and 8.7).
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 A Comparative Study of the US Navy Littoral Combat Ship  
 
T. McDonald, S.C. Rusling, A. R. Greig, and R. Bucknall, University College London, UK 
SUMMARY 
An emerging United States Navy requirement for a fast Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) is currently being developed to 
counter asymmetric threats within the littoral, principally: mines, small fast surface craft, and diesel submarines. The 
LCS is described as a fast, stealthy, low cost naval combatant that leverages the potential of advanced hullforms to meet 
demanding performance requirements. 
This paper takes the US Navy Littoral Combat Ship requirements as a baseline and then demonstrates how they might be 
satisfied using a range of hullforms. The advantages and disadvantages of the monohull, trimaran, surface effect ship and 
catamaran are explored using a numerical sizing model. Point designs are proposed which examine the feasibility of the 
results of the sizing model, drawing out design drivers for each hullform. Finally, conclusions are drawn as to the 
hullform which provides the most cost effective solution to the task of the littoral combat ship. 
1  LCS CONCEPT 
The change in the international landscape after the end of 
the Cold War has led many navies to reconsider their 
potential adversaries. This reassessment has identified a 
capability gap within the littoral environment. The US 
Navy (USN) has released a requirement for a flexible, agile 
and reconfigurable vessel to confront both conventional and 
asymmetric access-denial threats within the littoral 
environment, the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS). 
The requirement for the LCS is a result of the current force 
structure of the USN, which is a product of the technology 
base and perceived threats of the Cold War. This gave rise 
to naval forces composed of large, expensive multimission 
surface combatants, capable of operating in a wide variety 
of roles worldwide but optimised for blue water operations. 
While there is no question as to the utility of these 
adaptable vessels they are not without drawbacks.  
In a navy with only a small number of expensive surface 
combatants, there is a reluctance to place large ships in 
harms way within the littoral. This has been labelled as 
“tactical instability” [1] and is perceived by some to be a 
growing issue, particularly for the navy after next. As a 
consequence there is now a desire to procure “small, fast, 
inexpensive warships - designed to go into harm’s way and, 
if necessary, be lost - hunt down ... subs and missile 
launchers hidden among fishing boats and cargo ships” [2]. 
The LCS, as described in [3], provides a means of fulfilling 
this role through high performance, an open architecture 
and modularity. By providing the ship with the ability to 
rapidly reconfigure, it allows the USN to provide a more 
appropriate response to a given situation.  
However, by stepping outside the range of recent naval 
combatants in terms of desired performance, the LCS gives 
rise to many challenges for designers. It poses questions as 
to the tradeoff between payload and performance, 
especially at high speeds, together with the applicability of 
novel ship types, such as trimarans, catamarans and surface 
effect ships (SES). 
2  STUDY OBJECTIVE AND LIMITS 
This study uses a cost-performance-capability analysis to 
produce results which highlight the challenging aspect of 
high speed craft concept design. By examining the trade off 
between capability to achieve a given cost target, the 
impact of the different performance requirements were 
investigated.  
A second important aspect of the design process is to 
examine any limitations of the current concept design 
toolkit. A key result is the identifications of possible areas 
where performance prediction is not sufficiently robust. 
2.1  COST-CAPABILITY ANALYSIS 
The cost capability analysis explored the impact of payload 
and requirements on the different platforms through a 
numerical model. Standardised payload options and 
performance levels across the four different vehicles were 
used. 
2.2  PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Performance requirements were set based upon the 
threshold and objective performance values found 
within [3] which are summarised in Table 9. By relaxing 
the required performance criteria the sensitivity of each 
design to the challenging performance requirements was 
found. 
2.3  STRUCTURAL WEIGHT MINIMISATION 
A brief exploration of the effect of changes to the structural 
weight of the different craft was performed. The intention 
was to investigate how ship designs using the four 
hullforms benefit from lighter structures.  
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3  METHOD AND MODELS 
A cost benefit model is used to examine the trade off in 
capability of a system versus the cost of procurement. 
Taking the example of a multi-role frigate the combat 
system’s offensive and defensive functions can be divided 
into anti-submarine, air-defence and land attack 
capabilities. All three capabilities are delivered through a 
variety of combat system elements. An improvement, such 
as the addition of a large gun, would enhance the ships 
ability to engage land targets. Some improvements assist 
across several categories, facilities for a second helicopter 
may, for instance, assist in both anti-submarine and land 
attack roles. 
For a given matrix of different options for combat system 
elements there will be a path from the low to the high end 
of capability that gives the best value for money. This path 
is termed the frontier line and is illustrated in Figure 1 as 
the curve to the left of the datapoints. 
  
Figure 1:  Example Cost-Benefit Output 
However, some of the assumptions that are made during a 
standard cost-capability analysis are not valid for the LCS. 
For example the effect of payload increases upon the ship’s 
displacement are small. This assumption was felt to be 
inappropriate due to the high speed of the LCS. Changes in 
displacement would have a large impact upon the power 
requirements as demonstrated by [4]. It was therefore 
necessary to develop a model that was representative of 
these requirements. 
3.1  OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 
The core elements of the model are the sizing, geometry 
and performance modules. These are distinct to each of the 
ship types and work together to generate a cost description 
for a given payload and performance requirement. The 
machinery selection module sits outside the ship specific 
elements; this is intended to provide a degree of 
independence for engine selection. (Figure 2) 
The relatively high volumetric Froude number of the LCS 
created distinct problems with resistance prediction. Several 
different series were compared to attempt to establish the 
resistance, these included Holtrop [5], Mercier [6] and 
model test data [7]. While results for the semi-planing 
hullforms gave lower required powers the difficulty in 
extrapolating from a small set of test data led to Holtrop 
being adopted as the resistance prediction method. 
Consequently resistance estimation can be regarded as 
pessimistic however given the large uncertainty within the 
design no corrections have been attempted.  
The machinery selection process determines a machinery fit 
that meets the ships power requirements. Propulser types 
and power requirements are passed for four operating 
condition: anti-submarine warfare; fleet operations; naval 
strike; and sprint (see Table 9). The final choice is the 
lowest weight solution, including fuel, which satisfies these 
four criteria. 
  
Figure 2:  Cost-Benefit Program Architecture 
The UCL sizing procedure is a simple weight and volume 
balancing process. The procedure iterates to find a ship for 
which the displacement equals the weight and the required 
volume is equalled or exceeded by the ships volume. The 
different elements of the ships mass and volume are divided 
into one of seven groups, as described in Table 1. 
Basic stability and structural checks are performed within 
the geometry model. The stability checks ensure the GM, 
determined from the shape at the waterline, is sufficient. 
The structural checks ensure the overall ship length to depth 
ratio is appropriate.  
 
Group Item 
Group 1 Ship Structure 
Group 2 Personel 
Group 3 Ship System 
Group 4 Main Propulsion 
Group 5 Electrical Systems 
Group 6 Payload 
Group 7 Variables 
Table 1:  UCL Weight Groups 
4  RESULTS 
The sizing model described in Section 3 was used to create 
a range of balanced ships that meet the LCS requirements. 
The sizing procedure used generated a large amount of 
data, far too much to present in full in this paper. The 
salient points of the results are presented in the following 
section. 
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4.1  COST CAPABILITY ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT 
LCS HULLFORMS 
Figure 3 shows the performance of the four ship types when 
they are designed to meet the objective performance 
requirements. The four curves describe the capability 
achievable, in relation to cost, for the four hullforms. 
 
Figure 3:  LCS Objective Performance Results 
A simple examination of figure 3 allows the different 
hullforms to be ranked in terms of cost effectiveness. 
Simply stated, the trimaran is the most effective hullform 
for the task, next is the monohull, then the SES and finally, 
by a considerable margin, the catamaran.  
The monohull, trimaran and surface effect ship all produce 
workable solutions at the target cost of $220M. However 
the catamaran is unable to meet the specified budget with a 
cost of $264M for the most basic configuration. 
Looking at the payload options selected as one progresses 
along the frontier curve, the different hullforms were seen 
to follow a similar pattern. Table 2 contains the data points 
which can be seen in Figure 3 for the trimaran. It is 
presented to give an insight into the order which the 
payload improvements were selected. Too much should not 
be read into the values for price and displacement, they are 
quoted to this level to discriminate options. 
All four ship types selected an increased aviation capacity 
(AR) then improvement in modularity (MOD) as their first 
two improvements. This is followed by minor improvement 
in sub-surface warfare (SS) outfit, then several intelligence 
and surveillance (IS) equipment improvements until this 
option was maximised. From this point on there was a slow 
increase in the air-defence (AD), sub-surface warfare and 
surface warfare (SW) until the ships reaches the full 
payload level examined in this study. 
While the general pattern of payload improvement is 
similar for the different hullforms there are some 
differences. As described in Section 3 the method used to 
perform the cost-capability analysis takes into consideration 
the effect of rebalancing the ship and resizing the power 
plant.  
The different types of hull respond to payload of different 
weights and densities in a different manner. However due 
to high capability values given to the larger payload items 
(i.e. aircraft and modular payload items), this is not an 
obvious feature in this analysis.  
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Price 
Level 
($M) 
Deep 
Disp. 
(tonnes) 
Baseline 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 110 20 20 20 35 275 143.7 2203 
Second helicopter 0 0 0 0 0 1 220 260 20 20 20 65 605 143.9 2208 
4 x Modular Payload Bay 0 0 0 0 2 1 220 710 200 20 20 110 1280 145.3 2289 
Anecheoic Tiles 0 0 1 0 2 1 220 710 300 85 20 110 1445 147.5 2293 
IR Camera Fit, Night Vision, 
Electro-Optic MARK 36, 
CEC Rx (AN/USG 2v) 
0 0 1 3 2 1 510 880 300 155 330 500 2675 169.4 2297 
CEC Tx 0 0 1 4 2 1 510 880 300 155 330 900 3075 180.1 2300 
NULKA, RAM system 0 1 1 4 2 1 540 880 300 155 620 900 3395 191.4 2330 
CIWS 0 2 1 4 2 1 540 880 300 155 670 900 3445 193.9 2349 
20 mm Gun, 40 mm Gun,  
76 mm Gun 
2 2 1 4 2 1 650 930 300 155 670 900 3605 202.7 2382 
Torpedo Launch System 2 2 3 4 2 1 650 930 300 280 670 900 3730 217.8 2521 
Second RAM system 2 3 3 4 2 1 670 930 300 280 720 900 3800 226.6 2534 
Second Torpedo Launch 
System, Depth Charges 
2 3 4 4 2 1 670 930 300 330 720 900 3850 234.2 2699 
2 x Surface-surface Missile,  
2 x 120 mm Gun 
7 3 4 4 2 1 680 1025 300 330 720 900 3955 261.3 3097 
Towed Array Sonar 7 3 5 4 2 1 680 1025 300 360 720 900 3985 269.3 3151 
Third RAM system,  
second CIWS 
7 4 5 4 2 1 680 1025 300 360 750 900 4015 280.6 3183 
Table 2:  Trimaran Frontier Options 
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Figures 4 and 5 describe the weight and cost of the four 
solutions closest to the target cost of $220M. By 
examining these graphs the different drivers in the design 
can be inferred.  
4.1 (a)  WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTIONS 
 Figure 4:  LCS Objective Performance Weight 
Breakdown 
From Figure 4 it is apparent that there is a large disparity 
in the displacement of the solutions. This can be seen to 
arise mainly from Groups One (Structure), Four (Main 
Propulsion), and Seven (Variables). Considering each of 
these in turn leads us to an understanding of the reasons 
for the extra mass.  
Both the SES and the catamaran have a larger structural 
weight than the monohull and trimaran. The structural 
mass given in Group One should be larger for a 
catamaran/SES when the relative surface areas of the 
hullforms are considered (all vessels are steel). 
As the SES requires a lift system, in addition to the 
standard propulsion system, there will be a larger weight 
for Group Four. The majority of this weight is not due to 
the gas turbine but rather the gear boxes, lift fans and 
skirts. This is in part due to the decision to use four lift 
fans, each driven by their own prime mover, to provide 
redundancy and to keep the centre of the box for payload 
spaces. 
The increase in the weight of the structure in the SES and 
catamaran ships leads to a larger displacement. If the 
speed requirement is held constant then this results in an 
increase in the size of Group Four. Higher power 
machinery will require an increase in fuel weight to meet 
range targets. These factors combine to cause the design’s 
displacement to spiral up.  
There is little difference between the monohull and 
trimaran in overall weight. As would be expected, 
however, the structural weight is slightly larger for the 
trimaran. In practice this is mitigated by a reduction in the 
required power causing a decrease in the weight of Group 
Four. 
These conclusions are supported by Figure 5 which 
demonstrates the distribution of costs within the ship. As 
Group Six represent the payload, the ship with the largest 
fraction of the $220M target cost allocated to this group 
will provide the most significant increase in capability. 
4.1 (b)  COST ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTIONS 
Having considered the distribution of mass between the 
weight groups we can move on to an analysis of cost of 
each Group. Note that Group Seven is not costed as the 
pricing data available at UCL only cover build costs. 
 Figure 5:  LCS Objective Performance Cost Breakdown 
Figure 5 clearly demonstrates that, of the four solutions 
considered, the trimaran allows the most resources to be 
allocated to the payload. Next is the monohull, which 
requires a more expensive propulsion system. The SES 
requires a more complex, and hence expensive, 
propulsion system to cater for the power demands of the 
widely distributed lift system. Finally the catamaran, for 
which the baseline missed the cost target of $220M, can 
be seen to require approximately $220M for groups one to 
five alone, the baseline payload pushing the ship cost far 
beyond the target. 
One interesting aspect of the cost capability comparison 
shown in Figure 3 is the location of the knee in the curve 
in relation to the different hullforms. The position of a 
knee in the curve indicates a point where the addition of 
more payload begins to result in diminishing returns in 
relation to payload cost.  
For the monohull and trimaran the knee is at or below the 
target cost threshold, while the SES and catamaran the 
knee is far above this point. The SES and catamaran are 
still in the region where large improvements in capability 
can be achieved for a moderate increase in cost. The 
monohull and trimaran already posses these items, further 
improvement in payload take the form of the more costly 
items.  
4.2  PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT TRADEOFF 
STUDY 
Changing from the objective performance requirements to 
the threshold requirements defined in Table 9 
significantly alters the results produced by the model. The 
new results are presented in Figure 6. 
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 Figure 6:  LCS Threshold Performance Results 
Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 3, the changes brought 
about by the relaxation of the performance requirements 
are evident. All four solutions now produce viable options 
at the target price. (Figures 7 and 8) 
 Figure 7:  LCS Threshold Performance Weight 
Breakdown 
Figure 8:  LCS Threshold Performance Cost Breakdown 
The hullform with the clearest improvement is the 
catamaran, with a reduction of approximately $50m for 
solutions with an equivalent combat system capability. 
The principle reason for the large reduction in cost of the 
catamaran solution can be found in Figures 9 and 10. By 
reducing the requirement for a sprint speed of 50kts with 
a range of 1500nm to 40kts and 1000nm the catamaran 
fuel requirement is halved.  
The SES solution benefited from a saving of $20m in cost 
in response to the reduction of performance goals. 
Figures 9 and 10 give some indication as to why the SES 
failed to benefit from the reduction in performance 
requirement to the same extent as the catamaran. For the 
SES the fuel required for sprint speed does not drive the 
design, rather the fuel for the 18-24kts speed range with a 
range of 4300nm proves to be the decisive factor. As the 
required performance was reduced to 16-22kts with a 
range of 3500nm the SES does not benefit greatly due to 
its speed-range profile.  
The monohull and trimaran both achieve a cost reduction 
in the region of $10m. In relative terms the reduction in 
machinery fit and fuel requirements are smaller than the 
catamaran, as a consequence the absolute reduction is 
modest by comparison. 
 
Figure 9:  LCS Objective Fuel Usage 
 
Figure 10:  LCS Threshold Fuel Usages 
 
4.3  STRUCTURAL WEIGHT MINIMISATION 
Taking the objective balanced designs the effect of 
reducing structural weight by a factor of 25% was 
examined. These results can be found in Table 3. The 
method of costing the structure was not changed in this 
preliminary investigation and would require further study.  
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   Reduction in cost Reduction in weight 
Monohull 0.90% 1.40% 
Trimaran 2.50% 7.80% 
SES 3.90% 12.10% 
Catamaran 7.10% 14.80% 
Table 3:  Impact of reduction in structural weight 
The SES and catamaran benefit most from reduction to 
the structural weight. The large change in both the overall 
displacement and cost reinforces why most catamaran fast 
ferries are constructed from aluminium. 
5.  POINT DESIGNS 
This Section develops the designs produced by the earlier 
method by preliminary feasibility studies. This was done 
to highlight any issues concerning the validity of the 
numerically balanced ships presented in Section 4. A 
simple layout was developed to ensure sufficient space 
was available for the propulsion systems and other key 
equipment. 
Each of the four hullforms, described in Table 4, 
considered and evaluated with respect to the principle 
areas of the study. These designs attempt to demonstrate 
how the hullforms scale and the issues that are present 
within small or large vessels of a given hullform. 
 
 
 
 
Payload Groups Hullform 
SW AD SS IS MOD AR 
Price Level 
($M) 
Relative 
Capability 
Deep Disp. 
(tonnes) 
Trimaran 0 0 1 3 2 1 224 2675 2621.8 
Monohull 2 3 3 4 2 1 226.6 3800 2534.5 
SES 0 0 1 3 2 1 224.2 2675 3734.4 
Catamaran 
(objective) 0 0 1 0 2 1 230 1445 3028 
Table 4:  Point designs considered 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 11:  LCS Monohull 
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5.1 MONOHULL (Figures 11 & 16) 
The monohull has been designed to the objective 
requirements and the target cost, the cost-benefit method 
suggested the following combination of systems.(Table 5) 
 
SW(2) 76mm 
 2 x 40mm 
AD(2) RAM 
 2 x CIWS 
 Nulka 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(4) CEC Rx & Tx 
 full sensor suite 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
Table 5:  Monohull Payload 
 
The major items of propulsion machinery are summarised 
below.  
• Boost power  
• 2 x MT50 gas turbines mechanically 
driving two 44Mw waterjets  
• Integrated Electrical Propulsion  
• Allison 601-k11 (8.3 MW)  
• Allison AG9140 (3.0MW)  
• 2 x Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 2 x Retractable Podded Propulsers  
The monohull designs all feature a full width 
superstructure which houses the vessels modular payload 
package. Below deck areas provide space for the 
propulsion system and accommodation. One downside of 
the monohull hullform is the relatively small hanger and 
flight deck and the issues of access around it.  
The main problem with the design of a monohull to the 
requirements specified is the ability to layout the 
machinery, particularly with reference to getting the 
power ‘out the back’. The only practical solution was to 
place the main propulsors, two waterjets, together in the 
aft compartment.  
The machinery choice resulted in two large gas turbines 
being placed within a relatively narrow hull. As would be 
expected this caused layout problems, making it necessary 
to separate the two gas turbines into adjacent 
compartments. Whilst improving survivability this has 
however led to long shaft lines that could experience 
vibration problems. 
The method used to select gas turbines alternators chose 
an Allison AG9140 (3.0MW) and two Eurodyne 
(2.4MW) gas turbines for the monohull. This is a result of 
the necessity, within the model, to meet the diverse power 
requirement of the four operating speeds efficiently. It is 
recognised that if this concept was developed further the 
benefits of identical gas turbines from a maintenance and 
stores perspective would lead to a small power, and hence 
speed, trade off. 
Flush mounted azumizing pump-jets were explored as a 
suitable low to medium speed propulsor. However, some 
doubt as to the ability to operate up to LCS’s medium 
speed range resulted in retractable podded propulsors 
being chosen as the low to medium speed propulsor. 
Structurally the monohull is driven by longitudinal 
bending. Whilst this is well within the knowledge base of 
current naval ship design there are some unique 
challenges. The loading on the hull at high speed in high 
sea states is difficult to predict and further work is 
required in this area. Due to the requirements for hanger a 
modular payload space a full width superstructure has 
been used. Care will be required in the detailed structural 
design to ensure the large open hanger and modular bays 
are suitably integrated with the main hull.  
  
Figure 12:  LCS Trimaran 
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5.2  TRIMARAN (Figure 12 & 17) 
The trimaran has also been designed to the objective 
requirement. The cost-benefit method suggested the 
combination of systems listed in Table 6. Comparing the 
payload to that of the monohull it can be seen that the 
saving in propulsion machinery translate into a second 
Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) system.  
 
SW(2) 76mm 
 2 x 40mm 
AD(3) 2 x RAM 
 2 x CIWS 
 Nulka 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(4) CEC Rx & Tx 
 full sensor suite 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
Table 6:  Trimaran Payload 
Powering for the trimaran is provided via the following 
systems:  
• Boost power  
• 2 x LM2500+ gas turbines mechanically 
driving a single 55Mw waterjet  
• Electrically driven waterjets  
• Integrated Electrical Propulsion  
• Allison 601-k11 (8.3 MW)  
• Allison AG9140 (3.0MW)  
• 2 x Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 2 x Low speed Pump-jets  
The trimaran’s large deck area allows the provision of a 
large space for operating helicopters and UAV’s. This 
large open space is carried forward to the hangar which 
incorporates enough deck area for two helicopters, whilst 
allowing ample room for module bays outboard, port and 
starboard. 
As noted above the trimaran uses a combination of a 
direct drive waterjet in the centrehull, together with 
electrical motor driven waterjets in the side hulls and 
pump-jets for manoeuvring. The operating conditions can 
be divided into three regions: at the top speed the direct 
drive water jet are used in the centre hull with electrically 
driven side hull waterjets; medium speeds use only the 
side hull waterjets driven through the IEP system with an 
appropriate combination of gas turbine alternators on-line; 
for low speeds the pump-jets are driven through the IEP 
system. As with the monohull there is a need to revise the 
gas turbine selection in light of maintenance and stores 
concerns. 
By locating the smaller set of waterjets in the side hulls 
the slenderness of the main hull can be retained. 
However, a major perceived problem with this 
arrangement is the potential for air ingestion in side hull 
mounted waterjets at small angles of roll. This issue can 
be resolved by incorporating scoops into the waterjet 
intakes. [8] 
The requirement for a large modular mission space led to 
a desire to create a payload bay in the crossdeck/box that 
links the centre and side hulls. Unfortunately structural 
issues have been exposed as a possible problem with this 
space.  
The trimaran’s structural design is principally driven by 
longitudinal bending with some transverse loading. If the 
centre hull side shell is not continued from the cross deck 
to the upper deck then there is potential for longditudinal 
bending problems in the region of the box. Pillars would 
provide an ideal solution to this issue for a merchant ship, 
however it was felt that their response to shock loading 
would be unacceptable for a naval vessel. A space frame 
style structure may be one solution however this would 
break up the deck area in a similar manner to the side 
shell, while not providing the inherent benefits of fire and 
flood protection. The final solution was to create two 
payload bays either side of the centre hull. The boost gas 
turbine engines, which exhaust over the stern as proposed 
in [9], are located in the centre hull between these two 
bays. These uncertainties have highlighted the potential 
need for a radical structural configuration for the trimaran 
in response to internal space requirements. Further work 
is required in this area to fully define the limits of novel 
structural requirements. 
With the crossdeck being close to the waterline the wet 
deck clearance is relatively small in comparison to other 
trimarans[10]. A high wet deck is a common design 
feature of trimarans in order to minimise slamming and 
some speed/sea state limitations may need to be imposed 
with this configuration. Further work is necessary to 
evaluate the impact of this design choice. 
One potential novel load in this design could arise from 
the side hull propulsers, two waterjets rated at 4Mw each. 
There is however some precedent for side hull propulsers, 
with two 350KW side hull thrusters installed in RV Triton 
[10]. The results of her trial program may provide some 
insight as to the impact of this arrangement. 
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 Figure 13:  LCS SES 
5.3  SES (Figures 13 & 18) 
The surface effect ship is also designed to the objective 
requirement. The cost-benefit method suggested the  
combination of systems summarised in Table 7. 
 
SW(0) 2 x 20mm 
AD(0) CIWS 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(4) CEC Rx & Tx 
 full sensor suite 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
Table 7:  SES Payload 
• Prime movers  
• 2 x WR-21 mechanically driving two 
waterjets  
• 3 x Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 4 x Pumpjets  
• Lift System  
• 4 x LM500 to 4 lift fans  
The large open box of the SES provides more than 
enough scope for novel machinery layout options. Efforts 
have been made to distribute the redundant key items, 
such as prime movers, throughout the ship whilst 
concentrating systems with no redundancy, such as the 
radar and control room. 
A conscious decision was made to integrate the module 
handling system with the hangar. By having it running to 
the stern of the ship beneath the flight deck the payload 
bay can deploy and retrieve ROV’s or small boats from 
the stern. These operations may potentially be limited by 
both speed and sea state and further work is necessary in 
these areas. 
Access is also provided via the stern for larger objects 
allowing the payload bay to operate as a small ro-ro deck. 
Boat bays, positioned along the sides of the ship, would 
offer other access point to the payload bay if stern 
docking was not feasible for a given port. 
SES machinery selection was driven by the requirement 
for a light weight solution. Lift fans driven by electrical 
motors were investigated, but efficiency gains made 
possible by operating generators at full power were 
insufficient to counteract the substantial weight penalties.  
As with the trimaran side hulls the shallow operating draft 
when on cushion poses a problems with potential air  
ingestion into the waterjets, it is felt that this can be 
resolved by scoops but with the penalty of increased 
resistance. [8] 
The requirement for a large range at speeds in the region 
of 18-25 knots proved decisive in limiting the 
effectiveness of the SES. This is a region where cruise 
speed fuel consumption drives up the fuel requirement of 
the SES and hence displacement. It is present while either 
off cushion (with the prime movers at full power and lift 
fans off) or on cushion (with the prime movers at part 
load and lift fan gas turbines running). (Figure 14) 
 
Figure 14:  SES speed-range curve for a fixed fuel load 
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Figure 15:  LCS Catamaran 
 
Finally the SES design has a high length to beam ratio. 
Whilst this has been shown to be beneficial for the SES 
powering, it can however lead to problems with stability 
during high speed turns.[8][11]  
Unlike the catamaran the hulls are not optimised for 
hydrodynamic performance but are a compromise and 
must accommodate the on cushion design requirements 
including the operation of the skirts. 
5.4  CATAMARAN (Figure 15 & 19) 
Unlike the three previous hullforms the catamaran was 
only designed to the threshold performance requirements, 
because as described earlier (see section 4.1) the cost of 
designing the catamaran to the objective performance 
requirements was far in excess of the target cost.  
Cost-benefit method suggested the following combination 
of systems.(Table 8) 
 
 
SW(0) 2 x 20mm 
AD(0) CIWS 
SS(1) Active sonar 
 Anecheoic tiles 
 Depth charges 
IS(0) CEC Rx 
MOD(2) 4 x Large modular payload bay 
AR(1) Two helicopters 
 
Table 8:  Catamaran Payload 
 
• Boost power (40kts)  
• 2 x MT-50 gas turbines mechanically 
driving two 43Mw waterjets  
• Integrated Electrical Propulsion  
• WR-21 GTA (21.0 MW)  
• Allison 601-k11 (8.3 MW)  
• Eurodyne (2.4MW)  
• 2 x Electrically driven waterjets  
• 4 x Pumpjets  
Many of the catamaran’s advantages are equivalent to 
those described for the SES. The large structural box 
allowed the integration of the module handling system 
with the hanger. It also runs to the aft of the ship allowing 
the deployment and retrieval of ROV’s or small boats 
over the stern. 
Power requirements for the catamaran were found to be 
large compared to the monohull and trimaran, this 
assessment is supported in [12]. The impact of this 
difference in required power becomes apparent when the 
40 knot catamaran is compared to the 50 knot monohull. 
In both cases the sprint propulsion is provided by two 
MT-50 gas turbines driving two 40Mw waterjets. 
The beam of the two hulls is only just sufficient to fit in 
the waterjets. Any further increases led to increased 
resistance, causing the ships displacement to spiral up. 
Gas turbines however were far too large due to access 
requirements. They have been placed in the box, either 
side of the hangar, leading to long shaft lines that could 
experience vibration problems. An electrical drive 
configuration was explored to attempt to resolve these 
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layout constraints but the weight penalties of a 100+Mw 
IEP system were severe. 
The final displacement for the threshold level catamaran 
is comparable with that of the Stenna HSS. On this basis 
the catamaran concept could be regarded as being 
partially derisked. However publicly available detailed 
studies of the design and performance of the large 
catamarans are limited, especially those written from a 
naval perspective. 
5.5  HULLFORM COMPARISON 
Summarising the previous discussion the monohull could 
be described as the most low risk hullform. This could be 
an important factor as no allowances have been made in 
the costing process for novelty.  
If the buyer is willing to accept some risk the trimaran 
offers the best capability of any cost level. The powering 
benefits of the trimaran in the LCS role are clear and have 
allowed the solution to advance clearly in comparison 
with the other designs. 
The catamaran and SES both suffered from the payload 
choices which led to the final solution weight spiralling 
upwards. If the payload was composed of lightweight 
space hungry items (i.e. UAV’s) then the twin hulled 
solutions may offer substantial benefits. 
Also in the case of the SES a change in the mission 
profile towards the higher speed regions would make this 
hullform far more competitive. The top speed of fifty 
knots is slightly too low for the high speed benefits of the 
SES to shine though.  Conversely if the top speed 
requirement is relaxed the benefits of the trimaran over 
the monohull reduce.  Other factors could also skew the 
order of merit, for example if importance of mine 
countermeasure operations were increase then the SES 
could gain favour due to its ability to operate on an air 
cushion. 
 
6.  CONCLUSIONS 
As stated in Section 4 the trimaran is the most effective 
hullform for the task given the current operation 
requirements, allowing the maximisation of payload 
capability over the range of payload options considered. 
Next is the monohull, then the SES and finally the 
catamaran. The order is identical for the objective and 
threshold performance requirements, however there is a 
substantial change in the relative payload capability of the 
hullforms as the performance requirements are changed.  
Should the operational requirements alter this order could 
change.  
The results clearly demonstrate that the reduction of the 
performance requirements gives rise to an increase in the 
capability achievable, for a given cost. This effect can be 
seen to be very pronounced for the catamaran, with a 
speed reduction of 10 knots saving approximately $50m. 
While the combat system is a major component of a 
warships cost, this study has shown that the choice 
between different platform types can have considerable 
impacts on overall capability. The work has highlighted 
the necessity to examine different hullforms in the early 
stage of the concept design process. 
6.1. ABILITY TO PREDICT PERFORMANCE 
Powering predictions for the LCS were always 
challenging considering the high speeds of the ships. This 
work has highlighted the lack of accurate ship resistance 
predictions able extend to the speeds of the LCS. 
Potential speed/sea state limitations for the various 
configurations were not determined due to a lack of 
appropriate tools. 
Accurate prediction of the structural weight was hard due 
to the large variation in the loading conditions of the 
hullforms. There is a real lack of guidance, especially in 
terms of early stage design, for structural weight 
prediction for multihull craft. 
The current generation of performance prediction tools 
for resistance, seakeeping and structural design all require 
highly detailed ship definitions. There is a requirement for 
a set of performance analysis tools more suited to initial 
design when less is known about the ship. Ideally tools 
should be produced that give results for a large range of 
possible ships types and sizes, together with a confidence 
level for predictions, particularly in the areas of: 
• Structures  
• Seakeeping  
• Powering  
If, as suggested by [13], over 70% of cost of a warship is 
locked in during the early design stage then selection of 
an appropriate hullform must play a key role. However 
for any hullform selection process to be truly 
representative tools must be available to evaluate the 
candidate designs. 
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 Category Threshold Level Objective Level 
Total Price per Ship Meet CAIV target in the REP Exceed CAIV target in the REP 
Hull Service Life 20 Years 30 Years 
Draft at Full load 
Displacement 
20 feet  10 feet 
Sprint 1000 nautical miles at 40 Knots  1500 nautical miles at 50 Knots  
Naval strike 3500 nautical miles at 22 Knots 4300 nautical miles at 24 Knots 
Fleet operations 3500 nautical miles at 16 Knots 4300 nautical miles at 18 Knots 
Anti-submarine warfare 500 nautical miles at 6 Knots 800 nautical miles at 8 Knots 
Aviation Support Embark and hangar: one MH-60R/S 
and VTUAVs, and a flight deck capable 
of operating, fueling, reconfiguring, and 
supporting MH-60R/S/UAVsNTUAVs 
Embark and hangar: one MH-60R/S 
and VTUAVs, and a flight deck capable 
of operating, fueling, reconfiguring, and 
supporting MH-60R/S/UAVsNTUAV 
Aircraft Launch/Recover 
Sea State 
Sea State 4 best heading  Sea State 5 best heading  
Watercraft Launch/Recover Sea State 3 best heading with in 45 -
mins.  
Sea State 4 best heading with in 15 - 
mins.  
Mission Package Boat type 11 Meter RHIB 40 ft High Speed Boat 
Time for Mission Package 
Change-Out to full 
operational capability 
including system OPTEST 
4 days 1 days 
Provisions 336 hours (14 days) 504 hours (21 days) 
Underway Replenishment 
Modes (UNREP) 
CONREP VERTREP and RAS CONREP VERTREP and RAS 
Mission Module Payload 
(note 3) 
180 MT (105 MT mission package / 75 
MT mission package fuel) 
210 MT (130 MT mission package / 80 
MT mission package fuel) 
Core Crew Size 50 Core Crew Members 15 Core Crew Members 
Crew Accommodations 
(both core crew and mission 
package detachments) 
75 personnel 75 personnel 
Operational Availability 
(Ao) 
0.85 0.95 
Table 9:  LCS Flight0 Critical Design Parameters, adapted from [3] 
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 Figure 16:  Monohull General Arrangement 
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 Figure 17:  Trimaran General Arrangement 
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 Figure 18:  SES General Arrangement 
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 Figure 19:  Catamaran General Arrangement 
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Appendix B
Concepts for a Fleet Tanker: An
Exploration into Options and Pricing
This appendix was published as a conference paper entitled “Concepts for a Fleet Tanker:
An Exploration into Options and Pricing” in the Royal Institution of Naval Architect’s
Conference on Military Support Ships in London, April 2007.
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CONCEPTS FOR A FLEET TANKER: AN EXPLORATION INTO OPTIONS AND 
PRICING 
S L Cooper, Ministry of Defence, UK 
D P G Burger, Graphics Research Corporation, UK 
T P McDonald, University College London, UK 
 
SUMMARY 
The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) is replacing the majority of its naval auxiliary ships. The immediate requirement is 
to procure up to six Fleet Tankers that are compliant with IMO double-hull requirements. The Fleet Tanker requirements 
are fundamentally commercial in nature, but with several additional specific military features. Achieving a balance 
between commercial and naval requirements is a current challenge for the MoD, and understanding the associated costs 
is essential in that trade-off. To this end, a systems engineering approach was taken to establish a series of designs 
corresponding to different requirements and to estimate the costs of the changes. By widening competition to 
commercial shipyards, and keeping specifications essentially “commercial” in nature, the UK hopes to procure tankers 
at a “commercial” price.  
 
NOMENCLATURE 
MoD  Ministry of Defence, United Kingdom 
AO  Auxiliary Oiler 
RFA   Royal Fleet Auxiliary 
IMO  International Maritime Organisation 
RAS   Replenishment at Sea 
RAS(L)  Replenishment at Sea for Bulk Liquids 
CVF  Future Aircraft Carrier (UK) 
Cb  Block Coefficient 
Cm  Midships Section Coefficient 
Bwl  Beam at Waterline (m) 
T  Draught (m) 
D  Hull Depth (m) 
!  Angle of Flare at Waterline (rad) 
r  Bilge Radius (m) 
p  Shipbuilder’s Profit Margin (%) 
Pship  Price of Ship (£) 
CERM  Material Cost Estimating Ratio (£/t) 
CERL  Labour Cost Estimating Ratio (hrs/t) 
WTi  Weight of Group i (t) 
HR  Shipyard Average Hourly Rate (£/hr) 
CL  Cost of Labour (£) 
CM  Cost of Materials (£) 
LC  Learning Curve (%) 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) is planning to 
replace several tankers, which make up a large 
proportion of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary’s (RFA) logistics 
support flotilla. The new ships, known as the Fleet 
Tankers, in combination with additional auxiliary 
support ships, will be critical to the Royal Navy’s ability 
to conduct worldwide operations while minimising 
dependency of UK joint forces deployments on host 
nation support. 
 
1.1 MISSION 
The requirement for new tankers arises not only from 
ships reaching the end of their life, but from the UK's 
stated commitment to satisfy IMO regulations requiring 
that all tankers feature liquid cargo protection by means 
of a double-hull. As single-hull tankers are phased out 
and flag state authorities start to require compliance in 
order to gain port access, non-compliance with IMO 
regulations may have implications in terms of global 
reach. While the Fleet Tanker design can essentially 
mimic that of a commercial oil tanker, there are several 
mission areas, described below, which require upgrades 
or the addition of military features.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Computer Generated Image of a Fleet Tanker 
 
The primary role of the proposed Fleet Tanker Class is to 
deliver bulk fluids such as Marine Gas Oil, Aviation 
Kerosene, Single Battlefield Fuel, and Potable Water, to 
Naval Task Groups (including CVF), Naval Combatants, 
and other Auxiliary ships. Typically, transfer takes place 
by abeam replenishment via the delivering ship’s 
RAS(L) rig. Other methods will be utilised, however, for 
different replenishment situations and sea-states, such as 
astern refuelling or over the bow transfer to a single point 
mooring buoy. 
 
A further possible role of the Fleet Tankers is to provide 
aviation support to naval warships or an amphibious task 
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group. Corresponding aviation facilities, such as a flight 
deck, hangar, refuelling equipment, air weapons 
magazine, aircraft maintenance facilities, and 
accommodation for associated personnel may therefore 
play a large part in differentiating the overall size and 
design of the Fleet Tanker Class from commercial 
tankers of equivalent cargo capacity. This capability is 
seen as a large driver of ship cost, and this paper 
considers its relative contribution to the ship’s 
procurement price. 
 
Ship mobility is another area where the Fleet Tanker 
design requirements may differ from those of typical 
commercial shipping. Where most commercial tankers 
are designed to operate at a fixed transit speed of around 
14 knots—with hullform and main machinery design 
optimised accordingly, a naval auxiliary tanker, on the 
other hand, has a more complex operating profile with a 
maximum speed dictated by faster warships with which it 
may need to keep pace, and a lower loiter speed and a 
speed at which the ship conducts its RAS operations. For 
naval and naval auxiliary ships to maintain high fuel 
efficiency and ship availability, machinery selection 
becomes increasingly important. To this end, electric 
propulsion may be demonstrated as being appropriate if 
it is shown to satisfy the demands of the ships’ complex 
operating profiles.  
 
Despite these possible differences from standard 
commercial tanker designs, procurement of the new Fleet 
Tankers is intended to involve the adoption of 
commercial design and build standards and practices 
wherever possible. This strategy is intended to open up 
the competition for the Fleet Tanker contract to 
shipbuilders who have traditionally dealt mainly with 
commercial contracts.  
 
1.2 REQUIREMENTS 
It is the aspiration of the MoD that the solution for the 
Fleet Tanker is based on proven commercial concepts. 
As a “smart customer,” that understands the costs 
implied by requirements, it is the intention to keep the 
specification as “commercial” in nature as possible to 
keep the price as “commercial” as possible. The MoD 
intends to keep changes to the contract to a minimum 
during the build phase, and in order to keep the 
specification clear it will be prescriptive in nature. 
Nonetheless, given the MoD’s focus on minimizing 
ownership costs, for a small number of critical items the 
MoD may ask the shipbuilder to assess through-life cost 
to ensure the selection of quality equipment. 
 
2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
As shown in Figure 2 below, the basic layout of the Fleet 
Tankers is a flight deck aft, cargo tanks occupying the 
majority of the ship’s length forward, and an 
accommodation deckhouse in between. This 
arrangement, with the exception of the flight deck, is 
typical of most tankers in service commercially. Main 
machinery, whether in single or separate compartments, 
is located aft of the cargo tanks. 
 
 
Figure 2: Fleet Tanker size drivers 
 
2.1 CARGO 
The cargo carrying capacity of a tanker is the primary 
factor governing the overall size and length of the ship. 
Commercial tankers typically find that they can most 
efficiently transport cargo by adopting a high block 
coefficient (Cb) and low transit speed ("14 knots). The 
Fleet Tankers may operate at higher speeds than 
commercial tankers, therefore adopting a commercial 
hullform, optimised for lower speeds and sea-states, may 
not prove efficient and a longer, finer hullform  than a 
commercial tanker of equal cargo capacity (as well as 
more power) may be required if speed requirements are 
significantly higher. 
 
The main cargo oil grades carried by the Fleet Tankers 
will be loaded and off-loaded through the series of main 
cargo tanks within the hull. It is common practice for 
commercial vessels to feature large cargo holds bound by 
main transverse bulkheads and a single centreline 
bulkhead. This arrangement provides the loading 
flexibility required of a commercial vessel where oil 
cargo is loaded at one port and offloaded at another. 
Once at the fuel terminal this oil can be filtered to ensure 
particulates are removed. The Fleet Tankers will have the 
more onerous requirement of ensuring oil issued to other 
ships is of adequate quality; therefore, all oil must be 
filtered before delivery, necessitating either a high 
volume filtering system capable of filtering oil at pump 
over rate or a dedicated filtering tanks where processed 
oil can be contained prior to issue. The decisions made in 
this area are likely to affect the final tank layout. A 
centreline issue tank layout with a separate cargo 
filtration plant, as on AO ships, offers an effective on-
board oil filtering and storage arrangement although it 
has the negative effect of increased steel weight and 
manufacturing costs. 
 
The Fleet Tanker will be required to operate in multiple 
loading conditions since it will conduct several partial 
offloads during a typical operation. This requirement also 
has a direct bearing on the choice of tank layout, with the 
aforementioned centreline issue tank arrangement 
offering a very flexible solution whereby changes in heel 
can be minimised by processing and offloading oil cargo 
via the centreline tanks.  
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Figure 2 illustrates the approximate location of the cargo 
tanks relative to the aft spaces of the Fleet tanker. Length 
demands for aviation features have the effect of moving 
the cargo tank spaces further forward in the ship thereby 
increasing the magnitude of trim changes—as loading 
conditions vary, it becomes difficult to keep the ship’s 
centre of gravity close to amidships. An extensive ballast 
system is required accordingly, and the double-hull, 
based on IMO guidelines and spanning the length of the 
cargo holds, is likely to be utilised as a series of double 
bottom and wing ballast tanks to provide trim 
compensation in intermediate and light load states. 
 
The choice of cargo pumping system adopted for the 
Fleet tankers will require careful consideration. The two 
most commonly used and readily available types are 
deepwell pumps within each cargo hold, or cargo pumps 
located in a dedicated pump room between the 
deckhouse and the cargo holds. In the selection of an 
appropriate system, all variables must be considered such 
as affect on ship length, initial procurement cost, 
survivability, cargo hold layout, and through life 
reliability, and maintainability. 
 
2.2 FLIGHT DECK AND HANGAR 
The addition of an aviation facility on board the Fleet 
Tankers can provide the capability to operate and 
maintain rotorcraft of medium to large size, but has a 
large impact on overall ship size and layout. The 
minimum feature for an aviation facility is the flight 
deck. On naval vessels the flight deck is typically placed 
aft since this is recommended by pilots as being the 
safest area for helicopters to operate while the ship is 
underway. In order for the ship to transit with a 
helicopter onboard for an extended period of time 
however, a hangar is also required for storing and 
maintaining the aircraft. Additional spaces may also be 
needed, such as flight briefing rooms, offices, 
workshops, air weapons magazines, and air-staff 
accommodation areas, all of which contribute to overall 
ship size. 
 
2.3 REPLENISHMENT AT SEA (RAS) 
The standard method of performing underway 
replenishment of bulk liquids, RAS(L), from large 
supplying ships is via a jackstay fuelling rig. The 
associated main equipment involved includes a fixed 
post structure (the rig) integrated with the main structure 
of the supplying ship, associated winches to control the 
transfer hose(s) and supporting ropes, and a winch 
control position with full visibility of the RAS(L) 
equipment. The position of the Fleet Tanker 
replenishment rigs will be selected based on the layout of 
receiving ships such that the location of amidships of 
both the sending and receiving vessels are as close as 
possible in order to couple their rolling motions. The 
placement of these rigs may not, however, drive the 
length of the tanker due to the abundant deck area 
available above the cargo tanks, which span the majority 
of the length of the ship.  
 
Astern refuelling via a stern hose arrangement such as 
the commonly used Hudson Reel system provides the 
ability to replenish ships in high sea states while 
underway, and transfer liquids to ships which do not 
feature abeam RAS reception equipment. Although not a 
major ship size driver, an astern reel occupies 
considerable deck area and height, and a typical 
quarterdeck is unlikely to provide sufficient free space 
for the unit. Other, less space demanding methods of 
astern refuelling are available such as lay-on-deck hoses. 
The astern refuelling requirement is, therefore, an 
important consideration in the design of the ship’s aft 
arrangement. 
 
2.4 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Fleet Tanker will be Panama and Suez Canal 
Authority Compliant and capable of operating within 
current UK port infrastructure and ports around the 
world. This leads to constraints on the design of the 
tankers such as a maximum length of 220m, a maximum 
beam of 32m, a maximum draught of 11m, and a 
maximum air draught of 39m in the ballasted condition 
(to permit passage below the Forth Road Bridge). 
Compatibility with worldwide oil terminals will be 
enabled through compliance with relevant commercial 
shipping legislation and the Oil Companies International 
Marine Forum (OCIMF), which mandates details such as 
the position of the cargo manifold. [1] 
 
2.5 SURVIVABILITY 
Other than mission systems, survivability is the main 
feature that differentiates naval ships from commercial 
equivalents. Unlike speed or cargo capacity, it is difficult 
to define survivability in terms of ship performance, and 
this represents a dilemma when it comes to procurement. 
Many attempts have been made, but these usually 
involve probabilistic accounting of a set of assumed 
threats. Analyses like these can be tedious, and are likely 
to be out of the normal practice of commercial shipyards. 
Consequently, the MoD intends to use appropriate 
commercial standards combined with some prescriptive 
requirements to achieve a suitable level of survivability. 
For instance, by specifying fatigue limits for structure 
and identifying essential equipment calling for specific 
shock mounting, the ship will satisfy shock requirements 
without requiring a shipyard to have an in depth 
understanding of MoD shock guidelines.  
 
Since the Fleet Tanker will be classed by Lloyd’s 
Register, it is worth understanding the survivability 
benefits that are gained by applying guidelines available 
from class notation, and with which commercial 
shipyards may be familiar. One such Lloyd’s notation is 
PSMR, which calls for redundancy of essential 
machinery; or additionally, the longitudinal separation of 
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essential machinery, PSMR* [2]. Eliminating single 
points of failure in the ship’s mobility system would 
greatly reduce overall vulnerability, but may add to ship 
cost, for example, longitudinal separation  of essential 
machinery may also have the knock on effect of 
increasing ship length.  
 
The MoD intends to investigate a range of survivability 
measures based on the criteria of cost, performance, and 
applicability to future MoD Auxiliary Ships. 
Fundamentally, it is the responsibility of the MoD to 
determine the features that are required to achieve a 
desired level of survivability, and it is equally important 
to understand the cost implications of the features 
specified. Furthermore, specifications will need to be 
communicated to the shipyard in a clear way to eliminate 
any possible misinterpretation and to minimise the risk 
for the shipbuilder. 
 
3 DESIGN PROCESS 
In order to compare a wide range of designs and options, 
a process was developed to ensure consistency across the 
series. In addition, variations in the design needed to be 
rapidly assessed. The model developed uses a systems 
engineering approach.  
 
3.1 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
Systems engineering is an iterative process. It begins 
with requirements as inputs, and designs are refined and 
assessed until all requirements are satisfied. Applied to 
the Fleet Tanker design, requirements are fed into 
functional areas, depicted in the flowchart below in 
Figure 3, all of which are dependent on calculations from 
each other. Calculations are repeated iteratively until the 
answers converge on a single solution. Cost and 
performance of the converged solution can then be 
assessed as an output of the process. Effectively, the 
process by which the ship designs are done needs to be 
fully laid out before the designs themselves are begun. 
 
 
Payload/
Requirements
Ship
Geometry
Volume
Estimate
Weight/
Power
Estimate
Ship 
Layout
Cost 
Estimate
 
Figure 3: Systems engineering process applied to Fleet 
Tanker design 
 
Mainly, the purpose of the synthesis process is to ensure 
that everything fits into a feasible hullform, the weight 
and buoyancy match, and there is enough volume and 
length available in the hull and superstructure to meet the 
requirements. The process is accomplished rapidly using 
the iteration feature of Microsoft Excel, and all 
calculations are done within Excel spreadsheets with the 
exception of the hull geometry, which is calculated in the 
naval architecture, design, and analysis package 
Paramarine. 
 
In order to create this design loop integration, a link 
between Excel and Paramarine was provided to the MoD 
by the makers of Paramarine, Graphics Research 
Corporation Ltd. (GRC). This allows geometric 
calculations related to the hullform and specific 
functional spaces to be seamlessly integrated with 
spreadsheet based calculations such as weight and cost 
estimating.  
 
3.2 PARAMETRIC HULLFORM 
Many ship design methods describe aspects of vessel 
geometry using empirical relationships, i.e. estimating 
hull volume available. Advances in naval architecture 
design and analysis tools however, have allowed many of 
these ship characteristics to be assessed earlier in the 
design process. As described previously, this study 
attempts to understand the ship’s geometry, in particular, 
hullform shape, concurrently with other aspects of the 
design. To assess these characteristics, however, a 
hullform must be developed, yet generating a fair, well 
proportioned hullform is far from trivial.  
 
Paramarine is employed by the MoD to undertake design 
and analysis work and was used to generate the hullform. 
A number of different hullform generation methods are 
currently available in Paramarine: 
 
• Manual Surface Manipulation 
• Quickhull 
• Intellihull 
• X-Topology (under development) [3] 
 
The Fleet Tanker will resemble a merchant ship style 
hullform (with considerable parallel midbody, flat of 
bottom/side and possibly a bulbous bow). From the 
Paramarine hullform generation methods listed above, 
Intellihull is most suited to the parametric generation of 
merchant ship hullforms.  
 
Intellihull uses a set of 3D curves, termed guide curves, 
to define the shape of key areas of the hullform. The 
guide curves are used to control the shape of the bow, the 
parallel midbody and the transom. Intellihull is able to 
distort these curves to attempt to match a range of 
demands input by the designer (i.e. displacement, Cb, or 
waterline length). However, to ensure the hullform is fair 
and achieves the demands, the designer must modify the 
guide curves and demands iteratively. For this study a 
more reliable parametric approach was required to 
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integrate the generation of ship geometry into the overall 
design tool. 
 
A set of parametrically controlled guide curves were 
developed to form the basis of the Intellihull hullform. 
Considering, as an example, the guide curve at 
amidships; the following variables were treated as inputs: 
midships coefficient (Cm), waterline beam (Bwl), draught 
(T), and angle of flare at the waterline (!, defined in 
radians), as shown in Figure 4. 
  
 
Figure 4: Half Midships Section of Merchant Hullform 
By definition, 
 
Area Midship Immersed=TBC wlm  
Equation 1 
 
However, the amidships area can also be determined 
geometrically from Bwl, T, ! and the bilge radius (r). 
Algebraic manipulation then gives an equation for the 
bilge radius in terms of the input variables. 
 
θθθpi
θ
tan4sec42
tan244 2
+−−
+−
=
TTBTBC
r wlwlm  
Equation 2 
 
Solving this equation fully defines the shape at 
amidships. This shape can then be described within 
Intellihull by defining guide curve points and the shape 
the curve takes between these points (either straight or 
curved). Similar relationships were developed to define 
the remaining guide curves.  
 
The inputs to these relationships and the order in which 
they are evaluated were informed by the flow of 
information through the systems engineering process 
described herein. Other elements of the tool, such as the 
weight and volume sizing, provided values for key input 
variables such as displaced volume, waterline length, Cm, 
extent of parallel midbody, beam to draught ratio, and 
the angle of flare at amidships (!). Using these 
relationships and inputs, a model was developed to 
ensure all numerical values were coherent. The 
relationships resulted in the set of curves shown in 
Figure 5(a) below. The resulting guide curves are then 
used by Intellihull to generate a hullform, as shown in 
Figure 5(c) below. Using Paramarine’s analysis 
capabilities this hullform, consistent with a ship that is 
balanced in terms of length, weight, and volume, can 
then be assessed to explore performance characteristics 
not normally examined during the initial stages of the 
design process.  
 
 (a) 
(b) 
 (c) 
 
Figure 5: Guide Curves (a), Section Curves (b), and Final 
Hullform (c) 
 
This section has demonstrated the overall process of 
parametric generation of a hullform using Paramarine 
Intellihull. The process described is well suited to the 
studies currently being performed by the MoD, exploring 
the feasibility of many different tanker design concepts. 
 
There are still some potential areas for improvement with 
the parametric hullform generation method. The MoD is 
exploring a number of options including single and twin 
machinery spaces. Intellihull is currently limited in its 
ability to represent some types of aft body shapes. 
Paramarine’s developers, GRC Ltd, are currently 
developing a new hullform generation tool, X-Topology, 
which has the potential to allow the generation of 
hullforms from a set of curves with arbitrary complexity. 
Although potentially increasing the level of hullform 
definition required, the new functionality will enable the 
representation of a variety of body shapes while still 
working within this framework. 
 
3.3 WEIGHT AND VOLUME ESTIMATION 
Weight and volume estimation is a key part of concept 
design. A commonly used and simple method of 
estimating weight and volume is to scale existing data 
from previously built, similar ships, by using main 
particulars such as length, number of crew, or installed 
power to develop scaling ratios. Estimates of ship cost 
during early stage design are primarily derived from the 
weight data generated for a new concept; therefore, the 
selection of appropriate ratios is an important step in 
developing realistic costs and a system that can reflect 
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design changes correctly. The selection of scaling ratios 
for individual weight and volume groups requires an 
understanding of the variables influencing the weight or 
size of the group. Hull structural weight for example, can 
be assumed to be influenced by overall ship dimensions, 
whereas the size of an accommodation area is likely to be 
governed by the number of personnel it must 
accommodate.  
 
The selection of suitable scaling methods to ratio group 
weight and volume data from similar previously built 
ships is a critical step in the design process. The data 
produced is fed back into the other calculations within 
the iterative process; for instance, total ship weight 
provides an overall displacement, which is then used in 
re-calculating the weight of the hull structure, updating 
the overall displacement, and so forth, thus allowing 
weight and volume estimates to be updated until 
convergence is achieved 
 
 
3.4 FUTURE WORK 
The next generation of the model described in this paper 
is already in development for use in the concept design 
of more complex future naval auxiliaries such as solid 
support and seabasing ships. The data flow depicted in 
Figure 3 becomes much more complex as more variables 
are needed to define requirements and ship layout. 
Another important addition is an optimisation loop 
(shown in Figure 6 below), where system inputs can be 
updated using genetic algorithms to optimise the design 
around specified criteria such as cost or cargo transport 
efficiency. While, it is acknowledged that not all ship 
characteristics are suited to assessment in this numerical 
manner it is felt that significant aspects of the design can 
be explored by adopting this approach.. This subject will, 
however, form the basis of a future paper. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Optimisation Loop Applied to Systems 
Engineering Process 
 
3.5 COST PREDICTION 
Predicting ship costs during early stage design stage is a 
delicate art, and accordingly the cost estimates described 
in this study are considered a rough order of magnitude. 
The cost estimates were performed internally by the 
MoD (from the point of view of an intelligent customer) 
and not by shipyards themselves. A common method of 
cost estimating is to scale costs from ship weights using 
cost estimating ratios (CER). These ratios are based on 
data gathered from ships that have already been built and 
procured, and for this study were broken down by weight 
group. Separate sets of CER’s were used to determine 
material cost (CM) and labour cost (CL), and the method 
by which they were summed can be seen in Equation 3 
below. 
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Equation 3 
 
In order to then derive ship price from the estimated 
costs, one needs to consider the shipbuilder’s profit 
margin (p): 
 
( ) )(1 CMCLpPship ++=  
Equation 4 
 
3.5 (a) Fleet Tanker Costs 
Each variation of the Fleet Tanker in this study used the 
same CER values, so costs change only as weights 
change.  
Figure 7 below shows how the baseline Fleet Tanker in 
this study breaks down both in terms of weight and total 
cost for the six main categories of systems. Although hull 
structure makes up the majority of the lightship weight, it 
accounts for less than one quarter of the total cost of this 
ship type. 
 
Ship Layout and 
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Weight & Space 
Estimate  
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Figure 7: Cost and weight breakdown (lightship) of Fleet 
Tanker by system 
 
3.5 (b) Learning Curve 
The decrease in build cost exhibited by subsequent ships 
during batch construction is well known. This benefit is 
due to the yard gaining expertise and efficiency as it 
gains experience. In manufacturing this is known as a 
“learning curve.” In accordance with Equation 4 above, 
the learning curve will affect the labour cost (CL) portion 
of the total price, and will decrease as ship production 
increases. Learning curve is usually expressed as a 
percentage that costs will reduce to as production 
doubles, so if a shipyard suggests an 85% learning curve 
this means that their second ship has 85% of the labour 
costs of their first ship and their fourth ship has 85% of 
the labour costs again of the second ship. The labour 
costs, thus, will decrease exponentially in the form of 
Equation 5 below, where i denotes the ship number in the 
series and LC is the learning curve expressed as a 
percent. Equation 5(b) shows the average labour cost of n 
ships. 
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Equation 5 
 
It is clear then that the average cost of labour per ship 
will decrease as the number of ships in a series increases. 
If one assumes that 85% of the costs of the lead Fleet 
Tanker are attributed to shipyard labour, and the shipyard 
has an 85% learning curve, then the average price of six 
ships should be 81% of the price for a single ship of a 
unique design. This theory can also be applied to 
demonstrate the cost advantages a shipyard will have if 
the Fleet Tankers are based on an existing design 
currently in production; for instance, if the ships are built 
as the tenth, eleventh, and subsequent ships produced in 
an existing series, they would cost ¾ of what they would 
cost as the lead ships in a series. Even a design that 
exceeds the minimum MoD requirements can be cost 
effective if based on an existing production line. 
Conversely, the Fleet Tanker production line has 
potential to carry on, at a reduced cost, after the UK 
ships are completed. The designs may have export 
potential to other Navies, and the UK MoD contract will 
add marketing value.  
 
3.6 RESULTS 
Figure 8 depicts the relative costs of 48 different 
configurations of the Fleet Tanker. Costs are presented as 
a percentage of the highest priced ship depicted. Features 
considered were speed, type of propulsion system 
(electric or mechanical), number of propulsors, number 
of RAS(L) rigs, and the existence of a flight deck and/or 
hangar for helicopter operations. Although it is an 
aspiration for the Fleet Tanker to incorporate all such 
features, budgetary reasons may limit capability. The 
information developed through the systems engineering 
approach described in this paper can assist the MoD in 
understanding important cost tradeoff decisions as final 
requirements for the Fleet Tankers are incorporated in 
the ship specification. 
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Fleet Tanker Cost as % of Unit Cost
# of
Propulsors
Maximum 
Sustained Speed
# of 
RAS(L) Rigs
79%
100%
91%
94%95%
No Flight
Flight Deck Only
Flight Deck & Hangar
1
2
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18 knots
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%
100%
2
4
Electrical Propulsion
Mechanical Propuls ion
 
Figure 8: Fleet Tanker relative costs of options 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The MoD is developing a new approach to rapid concept 
design generation and costing. The approach is that of 
systems engineering, and requires the designer to 
understand the key principles of ship design in order to 
manage the design process, and then robustly explore the 
entire design space for optimum designs. Understanding 
the full range of possible designs isn’t only important for 
ship performance: the implications of requirements on 
ship cost are critical for decision makers to understand as 
they plan the structure of the future Royal Navy in a 
limited budget environment. 
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Appendix C
Complexity Analysis of Diﬀerent Design
Approaches
This section provides a summary of the comparison of the following design approaches:
• Case A: Brute Force
• Case B: Deterministic Optimisation
• Case C: Stochastic Optimisation
• Case D: Simple Library
• Case E: Library with Separation and Combination
• Case F: Library with Separation, Combination and Delayed Calculations
• Case G: Library with Separation, Staged Combination and Delayed Calculations
These seven approaches are modelled via simple relationship that are intended to explore
the behaviour of the di.erent methods as the problems they addresses change. Solutions
produced my the library methods may not be comparable to those developed by optimi-
sation methods, as optimisation methods are far more e/cient at closing in on a single
point.
C.1 Definitions
C.1.1 Number of Operations, Styles and Variables
This section defines the values of a number of key inputs required for the equations mod-
elling the seven di.erent cases. These variables are shown in Table C.1.
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Table C.1: Basic Variables
Variable Description Definition
S Styles per Group S = 10
G Groups G = 3
R Requirements R = 30
VIn Input variables per group option VIn = 5
VGrpCalc Calculated variables per group
option
VGrpCalc = 5
VGrpTotal Total variables per group option VGrpTotal = VIn + VGrpCalc
VCalcComb Calculated variables per combined
option
VCalcComb = 5G
VTotalVar Total variables per combined option VTotalVar = VGrpTotalG+ VCalcComb
X Number of values for each variable X = n
OGrp Number of options per group OGrp = SXVIn
OTotal Total number of combined options OTotal = OGGrp
A number of specific assumption are required for the optimisation methods. These values
are shown in Table C.2.
Table C.2: Variables for Optimisation Methods
Variable Description Definition
OStep Objects considered in each
optimisation step
OStep = 100
Ittdetr Iterations required by deterministic
optimisation methods
Ittdetr = 10
Ittstock Iterations required by stochastic
optimisation methods
Ittstoch = 10
C.1.2 Durations for Diﬀerent Type of Operations
This section defines the relative duration take for di.erent operations that existing in the
di.erent cases. The durations of six key operations are shown in Table C.3 and refer to
the time take to act upon one variable or option as descried in the table. Due to the large
number of variables in the calculation process these times should be regarded as indicative
of the likely duration. Actual durations will depend upon the performance of the computer
executing the code and the calculation methods employed.
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Table C.3: Time Required per Operation
Variable Description Duration
Trand Time to obtain a random input Trand = 1
Tcalc Time to calculate one performance
characteristic
Tcalc = 100000
TcalcQuick Time to performance a simple
calculation (i.e. interpolation)
TcalcQuick = 1000
Tdownselect Time required to down select a
single option
Tdownselect = 1000
Tcomb Time required to produce new
combined option
Tcomb = 1000
TnextSoln Time to develop a further option
(for optimisation methods)
TnextSoln = 1000
C.1.3 Down Select Step Controls
Simple controls for the down select steps. Fremoved sets the fraction of the options that will
remain after a single requirement is applied to down select a set of options.
Fremaining = 0.5
The time take to perform a down select operation is found by product of time for each
individual down select step (Tdownselect) and the number of operation in each step. Clearly
as each requirement is applied options are removed. This reduces the options that must
be considered at each step. This is modelled via the following relationship
C.2 Existing Approaches
C.2.1 Case A: Brute Force
This section determines the time needed to find the solutions meeting a set of requirements
via a brute force approach.
No pre-calculation is performed, therefore the time required for pre-calculation in this
case (T1pre) is:
T1pre = 0
The run time is found from the summation of the following three elements:
• the time to generate the input data for the input variables;
• the calculation time for the other variables;
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• the time required to down select the acceptable solutions.
The time to generate the input data for the input variables is the product of the number of
options being considered (OTotal), the time required to construct a random input (Trand),
the number of input variables per group (VIn) and the number of groups (G). The calcula-
tion time for the remaining variables can be determined from the number of items requiring
calculation, given by the sum of the values that must be found (i.e. VGrpCalcG+VCalcComb),
multiplied by the calculation time (Tcalc) and number of options (OTotal). Finally, the time
required to down select the acceptable solutions can be found by multiplying the time
required to down select a single options (Tdownselect) by the number of options remaining.
The number of options remaining after a given number of requirements (r) have applied
can be found by multiplying the total number of options (OTotal) by the fraction of options
remaining after a single option is applied (Fremaining) raised to the power r. The total
time required for a number of requirements (R) to be applied is sum of options removed
between r = 0 and r = R  1.
T1run = TrandOTotalVInG+ TcalcOTotal (VGrpCalcG+ VCalcComb)
+
R 1X
r=0
(TdownselectOTotalFremainingr)
= 3.00201⇥109n15
C.2.2 Case B: Deterministic Optimisation
This section determines the time a deterministic optimisation method would require to find
a solution. It should be remembered that this method can only be successfully applied
solution space is continuous. Also, deterministic optimisation methods may become ‘stuck’
in local optima and, hence, may not find a global optimum.
Once again no pre-calculation is performed, therefore:
T2pre = 0
The run time is found using the following elements:
• the time to generate the input data for the input variables;
• the calculation time for the remaining variables;
• and the time required to down select the acceptable solutions.
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The assumption has been made that the deterministic optimisation method must be run
once for each combination of sub-group styles.
T2run = (TrandVInG+ ( Tcalc (VGrpCalcG+ VCalcComb) + TnextSolnVIn) Ittdetr)SG
= 3.00500⇥1010
C.2.3 Case C: Stochastic Optimisation
This section estimates the time needed to find a solution via a systematic optimisation
method, such as a genetic algorithm. Compared to the deterministic optimisation method
presented in Case B a stochastic optimisation method is able to avoid becoming stuck in
local optima.
No pre-calculation is performed when applying a stochastic optimisation method, there-
fore:
T3pre = 0
The run time is found using the following elements:
• the time to generate the initial population for the input variables;
• the calculation time for the variables for each option in the current population;
• and the time needed to generate a solution from the next iteration.
As with the deterministic optimisation method, the assumption has been made that the
stochastic optimisation method must be run once for each combination of sub-group styles.
T3run = SG (Trand VInGOStep
+ [ Tcalc (VGrpCalcG+ VCalcComb) + TnextSolnVIn]OStepIttstoch)
= 3.00500⇥1012
C.3 Library Base Approach
C.3.1 Setup Definitions
Three functions are defined here, the first returns the number of options remaining after
a number of down select steps while the second calculates the duration of the down select
process and the final function finds the down select duration when fetching items from a
library. Both use the initial number of options and the number of down select steps that
have occurred as inputs. These functions are used within Cases D to G.
OptionsPostDownselect[OptionInput,NumberOfDownselects]:=
OptionInput
 
FNumberOfDownselectsremaining
 
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DownselectDuration[OptionInput,NumberOfDownselects]:=
NumberOfDownselects 1X
x=0
 
TdownselectOptionInputF xremaining
 
DownselectDurationFromLibrary[OptionInput,NumberOfDownselects]:=
Log
"
2,
NumberOfDownselects 1X
x=0
 
TdownselectOptionInputF xremaining
 #
It is also necessary to divide the initial set of requirements (R) into two sets, the group
requirements (Rgrp) and combined requirements (Rcomb) which can then be used to down
select group and combined options.
Rgrp = Round[R/(G+ 1), 1] = 8
Rcomb = Round [R GRgrp, 1] = 6
C.3.2 Case D: Simple Library Based
This section determines the time required to find acceptable options via using a simple
library based approach adapted from the brute force approach described in Case A. How-
ever, as opposed to Case A the values for the options have been pre-calculated and stored
in a library. The part of Case A which can be recalculated were:
• the time to generate the input data for the input variables;
• the calculation time for the other variables;
Consequently, the time required for these two part of the calculation form the pre-calculation
time for this case.
T4pre = TrandOTotalVInG+ TcalcOTotal (VGrpCalcG+ VCalcComb)
= 3.00002⇥109n15
The run time is now simply the time required to down select the options from the library
to find those that are acceptable. This can be found using the function for determining
the down select duration described above .
T4run = DownselectDurationFromLibrary [OTotal, R]
=
Log
⇥
2.⇥ 106n15⇤
Log[2]
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C.3.3 Case E: Library with Separation and Combination
This section determines the time needed to find acceptable options using a library com-
prising of sub-group options, that are pre-calculated before the designer begins using the
tool to examine a set of requirements.
Values for each sub-group option must be pre-calculated and stored, therefore:
T5pre = TrandOGrpVInG+ TcalcOGrpVGrpCalcG
= 1.50002⇥107n5
The run time is found using the following elements:
• the time required to down select the options from the library to find those that are
acceptable;
• the time needed to combine these sub-options into new combined options;
• the calculation time for the unknown characteristics of the combined options;
• and the time needed to down select the combined options.
It is convenient to determine the options remaining in each sub-group following the initial
down select (O1) and the number of combined options when these remaining sub-group
options are combined (OCombined).
O1 = OptionsPostDownselect [OGrp, Rgrp]
OCombined = OG1
Using these values it is possible to find the four components of the run time duration for
this case, as shown below. The assumption has been made that each characteristics can
be calculated using a quick calculation method.
T5run = GDownselectDurationFromLibrary [OGrp, Rgrp] + TcombOCombined
+ TcalcQuickVCalcCombOCombined +DownselectDuration [OCombined, Rcomb]
= 1.07102n15 +
3Log
⇥
19921.9n5
⇤
Log[2]
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C.3.4 Case F: Library with Separation, Combination and Delayed
Calculations
As with case E, in this case values for each sub-group option must be pre-calculated and
stored, therefore:
T6pre = TrandOGrpVInG+ TcalcOGrpVGrpCalcG
= 1.50002⇥107n5
The run time is found using the following elements:
• the time required to down select the options from the library to find those that are
acceptable;
• the time needed to combine these sub-options into new combined options;
• the calculation time for the unknown characteristics of the combined options;
• and the time needed to down select the combined options.
As with Case E the options remaining after down selecting the sub-options from the library,
therefore:
O1 = OptionsPostDownselect [OGrp, Rgrp]
OCombined = OG1
However, in this case the calculations for each of the characteristics is delayed until it is
requires by a given requirement.
DownselectedOptions[DownselectStep]:=
OptionsPostDownselect[DownselectedOptions[DownselectStep  1], 1]
DownselectedOptions[0] = OCombined
Therefore, the run time can be described by the following equation where the final term
gives the sum of the calculation time and down select time for each of the group level
requirements (the assumptions has been made that one calculation must be performed for
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each requirement that is assessed):
T6run = GDownselectDurationFromLibrary [OGrp, Rgrp] + TcombOCombined
+
RgrpX
r=1
(TcalcQuickOptionsPostDownselect [OCombined, r]
+ TdownselectOptionsPostDownselect [OCombined, r])
= 0.17835n15 +
3Log
⇥
19921.9n5
⇤
Log[2]
C.3.5 Case G: Library with Separation, Staged Combination and Delayed
Calculations
This section determines the time required to find a solution using a Library Based method
that utilises separation, stage combination and delayed calculations.
As with Case E and F values are pre-calculated and stored, therefore:
T7pre = TrandOGrpVInG+ TcalcOGrpVGrpCalcG
= 1.5000150⇥107n5
The run time is found using the following elements:
• the time required to down select the options from the library to find those that are
acceptable;
• the time needed to combine these sub-options into new combined options;
• the calculation time for the unknown characteristics of the combined options;
• and the time needed to down select the combined options.
As with Case F the options remaining after down selecting the sub-options from the library.
However, in this case the combination operation will be undertaken in stages. Additionally
the calculation of characteristics can be delayed until the characteristic is required to find a
requirement. It is useful to define a number of functions that describe the objects remaining
after a number of combination and down select operations have been performed.
First the number of requirements used to down select the combined options (Rcomb)
must be split into requirements that will be applied at the di.erent stages (Rstaged). The
following equation finds this value, rounded to the closest whole number.
Rstaged = Round [Rcomb/ (G  1), 1] = 3
It is helpful to define three functions, these calculate the following values:
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• The number of options produced after the Mth group of options has been combined
is given by the function OptCombinedInitial[M ];
• The number of options that remain after the Mth group of options have been com-
bined and the requirements (Rstaged) used to down select the acceptable solutions is
given be the function OptCombinedFinal[M ];
• Finally, the options remaining after Mth group of options have been added and the
Nth set of requirements have been used to remove unacceptable option.
The three functions are shown below:
OptCombinedInitial[GroupNumber]:=
OptCombinedFinal[1]OptCombinedFinal[GroupNumber  1]
OptCombinedFinal[GroupNumber]:=OptDownselected [GroupNumber, Rstaged]
OptDownselected[GroupNumber,RequirementNumber]:=
OptionsPostDownselect[OptCombinedInitial[GroupNumber],RequirementNumber]
Next we can define the value of the function for OptCombinedFinal[1] using the number
of sub-options remaining after the group requirements are used to down select the group
options from the library.
OptCombinedFinal[1] = OptionsPostDownselect [OGrp, Rgrp]
T7run = GDownselectDurationFromLibrary [OGrp, Rgrp]
+
GX
g=2
0@ RstagedX
r=1
(TcombOptDownselected[g, r]
+ TcalcQuickOptDownselected[g, r]
+TdownselectOptDownselected[g, r]))
= 4.00543n10 + 0.0195578n15 +
3Log
⇥
19921.9n5
⇤
Log[2]
C.4 Comparison
C.4.1 Run Times
Using these seven di.erent cases the e.ect of exploring di.erent numbers of options can
be explored. By varying the number of possible values each sub-group variable (X) can
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take the number of options in the sub groups can be altered allowing the pre-calculation
and run times for the di.erent cases to be explored.
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Exploratory Implementation Example
This appendix provides detailed example of options are generated, down selected in the
exploratory implementation. Section D.1 details an example of generation method for the
sub-options. Section D.2 provides an example of how a set of requirements are assessed.
D.1 Example of Library Generation
This section provides an example of the steps taken in generating the library of sub-options.
D.1.1 Creation of Float Sub-Options
The Float functional group sub-options were generated from a number of input design
variables as shown in Table D.1. The first column simply provides a unique identifier to
enable designs to be tracked through the spread-sheet’s numerous sheet.
Table D.1: Input Float Functional Group Design Variables
Solution Input Variables
Identifier   ⇢ D Cb KG vs
[te] [n/a] [m] [n/a] [m] [%]
float_id_1 5438 0.42 10.52 0.55 6.84 0.26
float_id_2 5975 0.39 10.44 0.45 6.82 0.12
float_id_3 4675 0.37 12.42 0.47 6.73 0.25
float_id_4 5132 0.28 10.48 0.45 6.79 0.15
float_id_5 4191 0.31 12.12 0.49 8.36 0.27
float_id_6 4181 0.28 11.87 0.46 6.41 0.26
float_id_7 4031 0.45 9.90 0.58 6.87 0.20
float_id_8 4155 0.25 11.83 0.57 6.90 0.20
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
From these six variables the values of the remaining significant hullform characteristics
could be determined by applying hydrostatic and stability considerations as shown in
Table D.2.
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Table D.2: Determining Characteristics from Hydrostatic and Stability
Solution Input Variables From Geometry
Identifier   · · · vs V m L B T · · · Cost
[te] · · · [%] [m3] [m] [m] [m] · · · [£k]
float_id_1 5438 · · · 0.32 9638 77.6 19.26 6.65 · · · 24503
float_id_2 5975 · · · 0.31 13376 134.3 16.78 5.85 · · · 38222
float_id_3 4675 · · · 0.28 9405 77.2 17.22 7.48 · · · 25184
float_id_4 5132 · · · 0.24 15372 154.9 15.90 4.63 · · · 43420
float_id_5 4191 · · · 0.27 10007 67.5 20.36 6.20 · · · 24754
float_id_6 4181 · · · 0.36 10924 96.1 16.25 5.81 · · · 29282
float_id_7 4031 · · · 0.34 7281 58.2 19.81 6.01 · · · 18120
float_id_8 4155 · · · 0.35 13263 94.4 18.03 4.29 · · · 31275
...
... . . .
...
...
...
...
... . . .
...
Once the hullform’s characteristics were fixed two performance analysis methods were
applied to give a measure of the ship resistance, in the form of a power-speed curve, and
an assessment of seakeeping performance, via a comparative seakeeping rank. Example
results are as shown in Table D.3.
Table D.3: Determining Performance
Solution Input Variables From Geometry From Powering Seakeeping
Identifier   · · · vs V m · · · Cost 10 · · · 40 Bales rank
[te] [%] [m3] · · · [£k] [kts] · · · [kts] [n/a]
float_id_1 5438 · · · 0.26 9638 · · · 24503 0.6 · · · 205.8 -20
float_id_2 5975 · · · 0.12 13376 · · · 38222 0.7 · · · 83.9 -6
float_id_3 4675 · · · 0.25 9405 · · · 25184 0.6 · · · 154.0 -29
float_id_4 5132 · · · 0.15 15372 · · · 43420 0.7 · · · 64.5 -3
float_id_5 4191 · · · 0.27 10007 · · · 24754 0.5 · · · 178.9 -28
float_id_6 4181 · · · 0.26 10924 · · · 29282 0.6 · · · 111.8 -17
float_id_7 4031 · · · 0.20 7281 · · · 18120 0.5 · · · 235.5 -30
float_id_8 4155 · · · 0.20 13263 · · · 31275 0.6 · · · 156.6 -8
...
... . . .
...
... . . .
...
... . . .
...
...
This step resulted in the creation of 1944 Float functional group sub-options.
D.1.2 Creation of Move and Infrastructure Sub-Options
Similarly, sub-options were generated for the Move and Infrastructure functional groups.
Initially 616 Move and 36 Infrastructure functional group sub-options where generated.
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D.2 Example of Applying Requirements in the Exploratory
Implementation
This section presents the detailed steps that are undertaken when using the exploratory
implementation and the library of sub-options (as described in Section D.1) to explore a
set of design requirements. It is important to note that this set of requirements are only
representative and are defined by the designer as they use the tool. Other requirements
or sets of requirements can be specified within the tool and it is possible to impose an
arbitrary number of requirements upon any of the down select steps.
D.2.1 Float Sub-Options Down Select
The next step in the solution process was the down select of the Float functional group
sub-options in response to a number of input requirements. The four requirements used
for this down select were:
• Draught < 6m;
• Length < 160m;
• Beam < 20m;
• Power at a Speed of 30kts < 55MW .
Three of these—draught, length and beam constrains—corresponded to requirements on
ship size originating from a docking constrain defined by a customer. The powering re-
quirement is representative of a potential requirement intended to limit installed powers
of the Move sub-options to a lower cost range. Table D.4 shows the impact each con-
straint has upon the number of Float functional sub-options remaining during the down
select process. The step reduced the initial 1944 Float functional group sub-options to 368
sub-options able to satisfy the requirements.
Table D.4: Remaining Float Functional Group Sub-Options
Step Additional Requirement Applied Number of Remaining Sub-Options
1 None 1944
2 Draught < 6m 768
3 Length < 160m 727
4 Beam < 20m 663
5 Power at a Speed of 30kts < 55MW 368
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D.2.2 Move Sub-Options Down Select
From the initial 616 Move functional group sub-options that where generated 224 remained
after the down select process. The requirements used for the down select where:
• Cost < £150,000k;
• Power < 55MW .
The cost requirement was representative of the maximum total ship cost. The power
constraint matched the limitation on the installed powers of the Float sub-options to a
lower cost range. Details of the requirements used are shown in Table D.5.
Table D.5: Remaining Move Functional Group Sub-Options
Step Additional Requirement Applied Number of Remaining Sub-Options
1 None 616
2 Cost < £150,000k 616
3 Power < 55MW 276
D.2.3 Infrastructure Sub-Options Down Select
Similarly, 36 Infrastructure functional group sub-options were initially generated. These
were down selected using two requirements :
• Endurance > 26 days;
• O/cers > 14.
The endurance requirement originated directly from the required mission duration. The
o/cers requirement originating from the demands of the payload. The impact of the
requirements upon the options available are shown in Table D.6.
Table D.6: Remaining Infrastructure Functional Group Sub-Options
Step Additional Requirement Applied Number of Remaining Sub-Options
1 None 36
2 Endurance > 26 days 35
3 O/cers > 14 14
D.2.4 Combination of Float and Move Sub-Options
At this stage we have su/cient information to proceed with combining the Float and
Move functional group sub-options. All possible permutations of the remaining Float
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and Move sub-options are generated and then simple additional calculations are used to
assess the maximum speed and a speed-range profile. This combination of 368 Float group
sub-options and 276 Move group sub-options created over 70,000 combined Float–Move
options. A selection of the results are summarised in Table D.7 (see page 281) which shows
the combined Float–Move options together with the combined option characteristics. The
two columns labelled ‘PM 1’ and ‘PM 2’ indicate the prime movers which form part of
the move functional group. The prime movers names have been abbreviated; ‘12PA6B’
and ‘16PA6B’ are diesel engines produced by Pielstick and the ‘LM6000’ is a gas turbine
produced by General Electric.
D.2.5 Combined Float–Move Options Down Select
Now that the combined Float–Move options are available another set of down selections
can be undertaken with a new set of criteria. In this case the requirements used for this
down select were:
• Range at 15kts > 9000nm;
• Top speed > 28kts;
• Range at 20kts > 5000nm;
• Range at 25kts > 2500nm.
The impact of each of these constraints is shown in Table D.8. It is interesting to note that
the final two requirements have no actual impact upon the number of remaining combined
options. The fuel carried to satisfy the range requirement of 9000nm at 15kts is more than
su/cient to fulfil either a range of 5000nm at 20kts or a range of 2500nm at 25kts. This
down select process reduced the number of combined Float–Move options from over 70,000
to 3289 options.
Table D.8: Remaining Combined Float and Move Options
Step Additional Requirement Applied Number of Remaining Combined Options
1 None 79858
2 Range at 15kts > 9000nm 8980
3 Top speed > 28kts 3289
4 Range at 20kts > 5000nm 3289
5 Range at 25kts > 2500nm 3289
D.2.6 Combination of Float–Move and Infrastructure Options
The final combination step combines the down selected Infrastructure options with the
remaining combined Float–Move options. As before the di.erent possible permutations
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are produced and then simple calculations are used to determine the important overall
characteristics of each option which is generated. By combining the 3289 Float–Move
options with the 8 Infrastructure options over 26,000 combined Float–Move–Infrastructure
options are generated. The overall characteristics assessed were the cost of each combined
option and values for the combined option’s remaining mass and volume. The remaining
mass (Mremaining) in any design can be found by subtracting the combined mass of the
three functional groups from the displacement provided by the Float functional group.
Mremaining =    (Mfloat +Mmove +Minf )
Similarly, the remaining volume (Vremaining) is given by subtracting the volume utilised
by the three functional groups from the total enclosed volume (V ) of the Float functional
group option.
Vremaining = V   (Vfloat + Vmove + Vinf )
D.2.7 Combined Float, Move and Infrastructure Options Down Select
Now that the complete combined options are available a final set of down selections can be
undertaken to obtain the final options. In this case the requirements used for this down
select were:
• Available Mass > 640te;
• Available Volume > 7350m3;
• Cost < £150,000k.
The impact of each constraint is shown in Table D.9. This down select step resulted in
the over 26,000 initial combined Float–Move–Infrastructure options being reduced to 822
whole ship options which fulfil the requirements.
Table D.9: Remaining Combined Float, Move and Infrastructure Options
Step Additional Requirement Applied Number of Remaining Combined Options
1 None 26312
2 Available Mass > 640te 5419
3 Available Volume > 7350m3 832
4 Cost < £150,000k 822
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D.3 Exploratory Study
This section contains example of the output obtained when using the exploratory imple-
mentation. Figure D.1 provides an guide of the layout of the results presented in the
remainder of this section.
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Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
Sea-
keeping
!!"#$% &!"#$% '!"(% )*!"+,-% ./ 01 Vm [m3] Vs [m3] L [m] B [m] T [m] M_float [te]
V_float 
[m3]
 C_float 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts Sk rank
float_id_1 2345 6738 96728 6722 :753 678: 9638 3387 77.62 19.26 6.65 1188 3781 24,503  0.6 2.8 11.7 48.7 101.5 151.3 205.8 -20
float_id_2 2;<2 674; 96733 6732 :758 6798 13376 1774 134.25 16.78 5.85 2004 4314 38,222  0.7 2.4 6.4 14.4 32.1 55.6 83.9 -6
float_id_3 3:<2 674< 98738 673< :7<4 6782 9405 3163 77.18 17.22 7.48 1232 3666 25,184  0.6 2.9 12.3 38.0 69.5 108.5 154.0 -29
float_id_4 2948 6785 96735 6732 :7<; 6792 15372 2752 154.93 15.90 4.63 2297 5061 43,420  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 42.9 64.5 -3
float_id_5 39;9 6749 98798 673; 574: 678< 10007 3685 67.45 20.36 6.20 1198 3948 24,754  0.5 2.9 16.3 50.4 92.6 132.2 178.9 -28
float_id_6 3959 6785 9975< 673: :739 678: 10924 3859 96.10 16.25 5.81 1464 4222 29,282  0.6 2.3 7.2 24.8 51.3 82.2 111.8 -17
float_id_7 3649 6732 ;7;6 6725 :75< 6786 7281 1777 58.25 19.81 6.01 830 2784 18,120  0.5 2.8 22.2 71.0 120.9 171.9 235.5 -30
float_id_8 3922 6782 99754 672< :7;6 6786 13263 3317 94.37 18.03 4.29 1572 4673 31,275  0.6 2.3 7.3 29.5 77.1 124.0 156.6 -8
float_id_9 24;5 6738 ;7:< 67:6 37;6 679< 10667 2210 105.33 16.03 5.34 1343 3744 27,047  0.6 2.3 6.5 19.7 59.8 110.3 147.9 -5
float_id_10 2594 674; 98793 6725 <746 6794 13051 1969 80.89 20.54 6.05 1493 4281 29,788  0.6 2.7 10.4 50.0 113.5 166.1 219.4 -14
float_id_11 2396 6742 987:9 6729 574< 679: 13058 2435 80.82 20.89 6.27 1567 4400 31,055  0.6 2.7 10.7 43.6 91.7 135.3 180.3 -18
float_id_12 258< 6739 94795 6729 <76: 6789 11106 3028 75.46 18.84 8.05 1370 4059 27,648  0.6 3.0 13.6 44.0 83.6 131.2 187.2 -28
float_id_13 3956 678< 94785 672< 57:; 6785 11109 4324 57.52 22.32 5.71 1175 4385 24,578  0.5 2.5 18.0 56.8 93.3 129.6 174.8 -28
float_id_14 323: 6733 967:; 673: 27<8 6785 7434 2950 89.28 14.53 7.65 1103 3117 22,794  0.6 2.4 8.3 26.7 47.5 75.9 110.4 -26
float_id_15 4523 6743 99739 673< 275< 6784 8671 2587 84.15 15.54 6.27 1157 3337 23,778  0.5 2.4 8.9 31.3 60.8 93.4 129.2 -23
float_id_16 426< 6744 987;3 672; :756 6782 7964 2620 47.29 19.95 6.34 832 3168 18,347  0.5 2.7 19.1 45.9 74.7 110.8 158.2 -43
float_id_17 2:;: 6745 96766 6728 272; 679; 12264 2812 125.68 15.95 5.44 1705 4296 33,283  0.7 2.3 6.2 14.6 35.7 66.6 99.1 -4
float_id_18 3;<4 674< ;7<8 672; :7:8 6792 11466 2095 97.62 18.45 4.68 1396 3915 28,000  0.6 2.3 7.3 27.9 78.2 132.4 169.4 -6
float_id_19 2<68 6734 ;726 672: :789 6789 10432 2804 98.05 17.97 5.80 1344 3833 27,114  0.6 2.4 7.5 27.4 71.0 120.9 161.6 -9
float_id_20 3;92 6733 967;9 6726 27<: 679< 9218 1901 90.04 16.00 6.78 1232 3302 25,010  0.6 2.4 8.2 29.8 61.8 99.0 138.4 -19
float_id_21 42;8 6746 9679< 6735 273: 6792 10278 1839 113.68 14.54 4.48 1405 3552 27,988  0.5 2.0 5.5 15.0 35.0 61.6 84.4 -10
float_id_22 2:;8 6738 94793 67:6 <7<3 6788 10530 2918 54.60 22.62 7.73 1101 3887 23,126  0.6 2.6 16.6 44.6 78.5 118.2 169.9 -39
float_id_23 388; 674; 9474< 672: 5782 678; 7575 3152 40.10 22.75 8.32 796 3204 17,761  0.5 2.3 #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! -69
float_id_24 3;32 678; 98739 6735 :7<8 6788 13428 3791 103.75 17.21 5.74 1763 4834 34,508  0.6 2.3 7.0 22.3 50.7 86.1 116.8 -12
float_id_25 34;: 6785 99762 6735 :734 6789 12371 3355 113.73 16.24 4.98 1680 4459 32,959  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.8 39.6 69.8 96.1 -10
float_id_26 3493 6733 99795 6726 <7:: 678: 7238 2577 56.17 20.00 7.61 889 2975 19,182  0.5 3.0 19.2 46.7 84.2 128.1 185.2 -44
float_id_27 2;:2 6739 96745 6726 :78< 678; 10363 4169 101.77 17.02 6.89 1451 4159 29,028  0.7 2.5 7.5 24.4 54.1 91.4 128.1 -13
float_id_28 2;38 6736 9675< 6729 27;; 679: 12664 2338 115.96 16.65 6.02 1729 4277 33,666  0.7 2.4 6.6 17.4 43.2 78.2 111.6 -7
float_id_29 3<56 6738 94783 673: 57<3 6796 10132 1166 64.48 20.87 7.70 1237 3347 25,116  0.6 3.1 17.8 42.4 76.9 116.0 164.6 -38
float_id_30 3484 6744 99768 6726 275: 6796 11743 1344 108.81 15.84 4.98 1545 3796 30,413  0.6 2.1 6.2 18.0 44.2 78.8 105.7 -10
float_id_31 3:35 6734 94785 6735 ;782 679< 8975 1821 52.61 22.44 8.20 1046 3221 21,902  0.6 2.7 12.8 27.2 48.2 74.3 108.7 -51
float_id_32 2:6; 678: 99738 6726 :7<5 678; 15364 6296 125.79 17.35 5.14 2099 5949 40,585  0.7 2.4 6.4 15.3 37.2 68.2 100.6 -4
float_id_33 4244 6746 94794 67:6 :752 6795 9554 2163 55.51 19.70 5.40 995 3452 21,164  0.5 2.7 24.7 77.5 123.6 171.7 232.3 -28
float_id_34 3969 678: 9974; 673< <75< 6782 11659 3819 92.92 18.28 5.13 1507 4397 30,064  0.6 2.3 7.8 28.6 61.7 96.5 126.4 -15
float_id_35 2;83 6743 98736 673; :7<5 6783 13411 4177 102.15 17.79 6.65 1782 4926 34,860  0.7 2.5 7.6 24.7 55.0 92.8 128.7 -13
float_id_36 2:86 6748 96743 673; 278; 678: 12783 4559 139.65 14.82 5.51 1878 4865 36,416  0.7 2.3 5.9 13.0 28.2 50.0 77.2 -4
float_id_37 2554 6742 ;7<: 6722 :729 6799 14841 1878 138.16 17.29 4.51 2015 4708 38,602  0.7 2.4 6.4 13.8 32.2 62.6 99.3 1
float_id_38 3325 6734 94794 672: <799 6782 7807 2656 47.49 20.20 8.33 853 3137 18,675  0.5 2.9 15.1 34.3 61.5 97.7 147.0 -57
float_id_39 3943 678; 967;< 672< :756 678< 10608 3859 80.88 18.47 4.90 1252 4143 25,747  0.5 2.5 9.6 46.3 105.6 148.2 190.4 -14
float_id_40 3;:< 6745 987<2 6735 <72; 6798 11637 1583 80.48 19.11 6.69 1447 3829 28,808  0.6 2.7 10.9 39.8 78.7 118.8 162.2 -23
float_id_41 4536 6733 997;4 6726 :7:8 6784 6823 1989 56.56 17.55 7.80 846 2723 18,350  0.5 3.5 22.0 47.9 88.8 138.8 205.0 -46
float_id_42 4<55 678; 967<4 6724 <764 679: 11006 2133 90.88 17.68 4.42 1346 3809 27,138  0.5 2.3 7.6 31.1 74.5 114.6 145.7 -11
float_id_43 2236 6785 99763 6735 :78; 6792 16770 2849 156.81 15.81 4.66 2438 5436 45,934  0.7 2.4 6.1 12.9 26.1 44.4 67.7 -1
float_id_44 3663 6749 96783 672: 2724 678; 9077 3784 84.93 16.40 5.16 1126 3739 23,460  0.5 2.3 8.4 37.4 86.5 129.0 169.6 -15
float_id_45 4;:; 6782 94792 673: :755 6782 11935 3925 89.08 16.96 5.73 1524 4492 30,388  0.5 2.4 8.2 29.5 59.6 91.8 123.4 -19
float_id_46 25;3 6739 99724 673; <7:< 6786 11486 2823 87.61 19.56 7.00 1501 4103 29,821  0.7 2.7 9.5 35.7 73.8 116.2 159.5 -18
float_id_47 355; 6785 99742 6724 2755 6789 14016 3668 119.04 16.28 4.73 1830 4950 35,668  0.6 2.2 6.1 15.4 39.9 74.8 106.0 -5
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!!"#$% &!"#$% '!"(% )*!"+,-% ./ 01 Vm [m3] Vs [m3] L [m] B [m] T [m] M_float [te]
V_float 
[m3]
 C_float 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts Sk rank
float_id_4 2345 6758 36798 6792 :7;< 6732 15372 2752 154.93 15.90 4.63 2297 5061 43,420  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 42.9 64.5 -3
float_id_17 2:<: 6748 36766 6725 272< 673< 12264 2812 125.68 15.95 5.44 1705 4296 33,283  0.7 2.3 6.2 14.6 35.7 66.6 99.1 -4
float_id_21 42<5 6746 3673; 6798 279: 6732 10278 1839 113.68 14.54 4.48 1405 3552 27,988  0.5 2.0 5.5 15.0 35.0 61.6 84.4 -10
float_id_25 94<: 6758 33762 6798 :794 6753 12371 3355 113.73 16.24 4.98 1680 4459 32,959  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.8 39.6 69.8 96.1 -10
float_id_30 9454 6744 33765 6726 278: 6736 11743 1344 108.81 15.84 4.98 1545 3796 30,413  0.6 2.1 6.2 18.0 44.2 78.8 105.7 -10
float_id_32 2:6< 675: 33795 6726 :7;8 675< 15364 6296 125.79 17.35 5.14 2099 5949 40,585  0.7 2.4 6.4 15.3 37.2 68.2 100.6 -4
float_id_37 2884 6742 <7;: 6722 :723 6733 14841 1878 138.16 17.29 4.51 2015 4708 38,602  0.7 2.4 6.4 13.8 32.2 62.6 99.3 1
float_id_43 2296 6758 33769 6798 :75< 6732 16770 2849 156.81 15.81 4.66 2438 5436 45,934  0.7 2.4 6.1 12.9 26.1 44.4 67.7 -1
float_id_47 988< 6758 33742 6724 2788 6753 14016 3668 119.04 16.28 4.73 1830 4950 35,668  0.6 2.2 6.1 15.4 39.9 74.8 106.0 -5
float_id_48 99:4 6746 36769 672< 27<3 673; 12445 2464 112.90 16.61 4.06 1560 4254 30,879  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.7 48.8 93.6 124.4 -3
float_id_51 9854 6745 33732 6798 ;73; 6733 13606 1674 115.12 17.42 4.99 1825 4347 35,295  0.6 2.3 6.5 17.3 41.9 74.4 102.9 -8
float_id_54 943< 6758 367<6 6722 :754 6739 13494 2184 115.50 16.51 4.12 1716 4447 33,541  0.6 2.1 6.1 16.0 43.0 80.8 110.0 -4
float_id_62 2<48 6746 33733 672; :75; 675: 14656 5081 114.73 17.83 5.14 1872 5466 36,602  0.7 2.4 6.8 17.9 50.9 97.4 134.9 -2
float_id_66 99;2 675: 35798 679; 8735 6735 15419 2051 108.96 18.29 4.73 1982 4897 38,139  0.6 2.3 6.8 19.9 47.0 82.4 108.6 -9
float_id_69 2942 674: 36733 6798 :7;9 6734 12991 1927 128.20 16.90 5.23 1853 4256 35,713  0.7 2.3 6.3 14.7 34.3 61.5 91.4 -5
float_id_77 945: 6758 36793 679: 2792 675: 11553 4137 130.00 14.40 4.99 1684 4450 33,010  0.6 2.1 5.4 12.6 27.8 48.2 71.7 -8
float_id_82 9<85 6758 3572; 6724 :795 6739 15051 2521 108.47 17.29 5.01 1888 4922 36,611  0.6 2.3 6.6 19.4 51.5 94.0 124.8 -7
float_id_94 28;8 675; 35746 6798 ;745 6738 17795 3947 133.93 17.69 5.22 2462 5969 46,578  0.7 2.4 6.5 14.6 33.5 60.2 91.5 -3
float_id_100 25:< 6743 367<2 6725 :784 673; 14144 2901 117.43 17.61 4.92 1866 4790 36,181  0.6 2.3 6.5 16.8 43.5 80.3 112.7 -5
float_id_109 2;89 6744 3674; 6723 :78< 6753 13671 3726 121.04 17.82 5.25 1865 4879 36,208  0.7 2.4 6.7 16.5 41.6 76.9 110.9 -4
float_id_111 9:62 6746 36739 672; :769 6733 13874 1662 127.49 16.32 3.87 1793 4411 34,793  0.6 2.2 5.9 13.9 35.2 68.3 101.3 -1
float_id_120 26:3 6742 <72< 679< 27;6 6736 13022 1494 148.15 15.11 4.60 1904 4155 36,497  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.6 26.2 45.3 69.6 -2
float_id_127 9222 6746 <78< 679< :758 6759 11556 3662 119.99 16.11 4.82 1614 4331 31,796  0.6 2.2 6.0 15.1 36.3 65.0 92.5 -7
float_id_142 9834 6742 36786 6723 :74; 673; 11633 2305 103.68 16.99 5.38 1528 4010 30,237  0.6 2.3 6.8 21.7 53.0 91.7 122.9 -10
float_id_143 926< 6745 36748 6726 :724 673< 11383 2648 106.03 16.90 5.00 1510 4033 29,945  0.6 2.2 6.6 20.1 49.5 86.8 115.3 -10
float_id_147 2;95 6743 36792 679; :7;: 6754 14165 4246 135.77 16.85 5.30 2058 5133 39,513  0.7 2.4 6.3 14.0 31.5 56.3 85.9 -4
float_id_148 9<28 6749 36728 6792 272; 6733 13122 1582 147.14 14.42 5.18 1978 4202 37,741  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.7 26.4 42.7 63.5 -6
float_id_152 25;; 675; 36799 6723 2726 6753 15405 4113 157.17 14.99 4.39 2217 5411 42,270  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 43.8 66.7 0
float_id_156 92;9 675; 3574; 6729 :7:; 6733 15086 1945 108.91 17.33 4.52 1873 4786 36,290  0.6 2.2 6.5 18.8 50.8 93.6 122.1 -6
float_id_158 948: 6746 <7<3 6798 2743 6734 12548 1956 145.96 14.21 4.37 1823 4152 35,157  0.6 2.1 5.6 12.4 25.5 42.4 63.8 -4
float_id_161 2654 6752 35733 6722 :726 6738 16149 3640 118.81 17.27 4.47 2047 5479 39,499  0.6 2.3 6.3 16.0 43.0 81.7 114.9 -3
float_id_162 9<;2 6748 <7:6 6723 97<2 6734 11247 1691 133.47 14.43 5.05 1608 3759 31,426  0.6 2.1 5.6 12.7 28.6 52.1 79.6 -5
float_id_171 2946 6744 36788 6729 ;754 6736 14742 1699 115.98 18.39 4.75 1896 4638 36,602  0.7 2.4 6.7 17.6 47.7 89.5 123.7 -3
float_id_175 2438 6752 3673< 672; :7;5 6738 17153 3741 151.69 16.86 3.67 2315 5756 44,053  0.7 2.4 6.2 13.0 26.4 50.6 81.5 4
float_id_184 9<69 6745 <789 6729 :7;: 6739 13018 2082 119.82 17.36 4.37 1711 4301 33,383  0.6 2.3 6.3 15.8 41.7 78.6 110.9 -3
float_id_201 9;;5 6743 <788 6726 27;3 6736 13848 1579 151.26 14.96 4.24 1991 4384 38,056  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.5 25.6 43.5 66.2 -2
float_id_202 42;6 6745 <7:6 6792 27:8 675< 7973 3286 99.30 14.71 5.39 1154 3337 23,735  0.5 2.1 6.4 20.9 42.9 69.3 94.3 -17
float_id_212 2464 6758 33725 679: ;7;9 673: 16166 3016 132.00 17.67 4.96 2265 5327 43,029  0.7 2.4 6.4 14.5 33.2 58.2 86.9 -5
float_id_216 2333 6758 367<9 679; :79< 673: 15373 2919 143.75 16.03 4.67 2196 5103 41,775  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.7 26.9 47.8 74.3 -3
float_id_224 9;55 675; 33793 6723 :7:: 6759 13208 4156 107.63 17.25 4.99 1715 4870 33,725  0.6 2.2 6.6 19.7 49.9 89.1 118.2 -9
float_id_225 9:94 6744 <7;; 672; 272; 6756 11231 2853 109.04 16.31 4.58 1437 4046 28,747  0.6 2.2 6.3 17.9 51.6 97.1 127.3 -5
float_id_235 9:<3 675; 36733 6798 :7:8 6734 15041 2234 153.45 15.74 4.07 2174 4848 41,291  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.5 25.3 42.7 64.7 -2
float_id_238 9494 6743 <7<6 6798 :7;8 6756 11233 2746 112.69 16.70 4.77 1542 4020 30,458  0.6 2.2 6.3 17.3 41.5 73.5 99.9 -9
float_id_240 98;; 675: 33764 679< 2789 6734 16034 2497 155.79 14.99 4.30 2300 5163 43,515  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.7 25.5 42.3 63.5 -2
float_id_243 9<56 6746 36796 6729 27;< 6735 14482 2069 138.52 15.72 4.22 1964 4666 37,742  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.7 28.4 53.8 84.6 -1
float_id_247 2;2: 6745 36728 6728 :733 6755 14116 3993 116.83 17.56 4.87 1800 5057 35,228  0.7 2.4 6.6 16.9 48.7 94.4 132.1 -1
float_id_250 9::4 675< 367:9 679: ;755 6736 14375 1658 135.85 16.53 4.55 2045 4536 39,021  0.6 2.2 6.0 13.3 29.3 50.7 76.4 -6
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!!"#$% &!"#$% '!"(% )*!"+,-% ./ 01 Vm [m3] Vs [m3] L [m] B [m] T [m] M_float [te]
V_float 
[m3]
 C_float 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts Sk rank
float_id_1 2345 6738 96728 6722 :753 678: 9638 3387 77.62 19.26 6.65 1188 3781 24,503  0.6 2.8 11.7 48.7 101.5 151.3 205.8 -20
float_id_2 2;<2 674; 96733 6732 :758 6798 13376 1774 134.25 16.78 5.85 2004 4314 38,222  0.7 2.4 6.4 14.4 32.1 55.6 83.9 -6
float_id_3 3:<2 674< 98738 673< :7<4 6782 9405 3163 77.18 17.22 7.48 1232 3666 25,184  0.6 2.9 12.3 38.0 69.5 108.5 154.0 -29
float_id_4 2948 6785 96735 6732 :7<; 6792 15372 2752 154.93 15.90 4.63 2297 5061 43,420  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 42.9 64.5 -3
float_id_5 39;9 6749 98798 673; 574: 678< 10007 3685 67.45 20.36 6.20 1198 3948 24,754  0.5 2.9 16.3 50.4 92.6 132.2 178.9 -28
float_id_6 3959 6785 9975< 673: :739 678: 10924 3859 96.10 16.25 5.81 1464 4222 29,282  0.6 2.3 7.2 24.8 51.3 82.2 111.8 -17
float_id_7 3649 6732 ;7;6 6725 :75< 6786 7281 1777 58.25 19.81 6.01 830 2784 18,120  0.5 2.8 22.2 71.0 120.9 171.9 235.5 -30
float_id_8 3922 6782 99754 672< :7;6 6786 13263 3317 94.37 18.03 4.29 1572 4673 31,275  0.6 2.3 7.3 29.5 77.1 124.0 156.6 -8
float_id_9 24;5 6738 ;7:< 67:6 37;6 679< 10667 2210 105.33 16.03 5.34 1343 3744 27,047  0.6 2.3 6.5 19.7 59.8 110.3 147.9 -5
float_id_10 2594 674; 98793 6725 <746 6794 13051 1969 80.89 20.54 6.05 1493 4281 29,788  0.6 2.7 10.4 50.0 113.5 166.1 219.4 -14
float_id_11 2396 6742 987:9 6729 574< 679: 13058 2435 80.82 20.89 6.27 1567 4400 31,055  0.6 2.7 10.7 43.6 91.7 135.3 180.3 -18
float_id_12 258< 6739 94795 6729 <76: 6789 11106 3028 75.46 18.84 8.05 1370 4059 27,648  0.6 3.0 13.6 44.0 83.6 131.2 187.2 -28
float_id_13 3956 678< 94785 672< 57:; 6785 11109 4324 57.52 22.32 5.71 1175 4385 24,578  0.5 2.5 18.0 56.8 93.3 129.6 174.8 -28
float_id_14 323: 6733 967:; 673: 27<8 6785 7434 2950 89.28 14.53 7.65 1103 3117 22,794  0.6 2.4 8.3 26.7 47.5 75.9 110.4 -26
float_id_15 4523 6743 99739 673< 275< 6784 8671 2587 84.15 15.54 6.27 1157 3337 23,778  0.5 2.4 8.9 31.3 60.8 93.4 129.2 -23
float_id_16 426< 6744 987;3 672; :756 6782 7964 2620 47.29 19.95 6.34 832 3168 18,347  0.5 2.7 19.1 45.9 74.7 110.8 158.2 -43
float_id_17 2:;: 6745 96766 6728 272; 679; 12264 2812 125.68 15.95 5.44 1705 4296 33,283  0.7 2.3 6.2 14.6 35.7 66.6 99.1 -4
float_id_18 3;<4 674< ;7<8 672; :7:8 6792 11466 2095 97.62 18.45 4.68 1396 3915 28,000  0.6 2.3 7.3 27.9 78.2 132.4 169.4 -6
float_id_19 2<68 6734 ;726 672: :789 6789 10432 2804 98.05 17.97 5.80 1344 3833 27,114  0.6 2.4 7.5 27.4 71.0 120.9 161.6 -9
float_id_20 3;92 6733 967;9 6726 27<: 679< 9218 1901 90.04 16.00 6.78 1232 3302 25,010  0.6 2.4 8.2 29.8 61.8 99.0 138.4 -19
float_id_21 42;8 6746 9679< 6735 273: 6792 10278 1839 113.68 14.54 4.48 1405 3552 27,988  0.5 2.0 5.5 15.0 35.0 61.6 84.4 -10
float_id_22 2:;8 6738 94793 67:6 <7<3 6788 10530 2918 54.60 22.62 7.73 1101 3887 23,126  0.6 2.6 16.6 44.6 78.5 118.2 169.9 -39
float_id_23 388; 674; 9474< 672: 5782 678; 7575 3152 40.10 22.75 8.32 796 3204 17,761  0.5 2.3 #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! #NUM! -69
float_id_24 3;32 678; 98739 6735 :7<8 6788 13428 3791 103.75 17.21 5.74 1763 4834 34,508  0.6 2.3 7.0 22.3 50.7 86.1 116.8 -12
float_id_25 34;: 6785 99762 6735 :734 6789 12371 3355 113.73 16.24 4.98 1680 4459 32,959  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.8 39.6 69.8 96.1 -10
float_id_26 3493 6733 99795 6726 <7:: 678: 7238 2577 56.17 20.00 7.61 889 2975 19,182  0.5 3.0 19.2 46.7 84.2 128.1 185.2 -44
float_id_27 2;:2 6739 96745 6726 :78< 678; 10363 4169 101.77 17.02 6.89 1451 4159 29,028  0.7 2.5 7.5 24.4 54.1 91.4 128.1 -13
float_id_28 2;38 6736 9675< 6729 27;; 679: 12664 2338 115.96 16.65 6.02 1729 4277 33,666  0.7 2.4 6.6 17.4 43.2 78.2 111.6 -7
float_id_29 3<56 6738 94783 673: 57<3 6796 10132 1166 64.48 20.87 7.70 1237 3347 25,116  0.6 3.1 17.8 42.4 76.9 116.0 164.6 -38
float_id_30 3484 6744 99768 6726 275: 6796 11743 1344 108.81 15.84 4.98 1545 3796 30,413  0.6 2.1 6.2 18.0 44.2 78.8 105.7 -10
float_id_31 3:35 6734 94785 6735 ;782 679< 8975 1821 52.61 22.44 8.20 1046 3221 21,902  0.6 2.7 12.8 27.2 48.2 74.3 108.7 -51
float_id_32 2:6; 678: 99738 6726 :7<5 678; 15364 6296 125.79 17.35 5.14 2099 5949 40,585  0.7 2.4 6.4 15.3 37.2 68.2 100.6 -4
float_id_33 4244 6746 94794 67:6 :752 6795 9554 2163 55.51 19.70 5.40 995 3452 21,164  0.5 2.7 24.7 77.5 123.6 171.7 232.3 -28
float_id_34 3969 678: 9974; 673< <75< 6782 11659 3819 92.92 18.28 5.13 1507 4397 30,064  0.6 2.3 7.8 28.6 61.7 96.5 126.4 -15
float_id_35 2;83 6743 98736 673; :7<5 6783 13411 4177 102.15 17.79 6.65 1782 4926 34,860  0.7 2.5 7.6 24.7 55.0 92.8 128.7 -13
float_id_36 2:86 6748 96743 673; 278; 678: 12783 4559 139.65 14.82 5.51 1878 4865 36,416  0.7 2.3 5.9 13.0 28.2 50.0 77.2 -4
float_id_37 2554 6742 ;7<: 6722 :729 6799 14841 1878 138.16 17.29 4.51 2015 4708 38,602  0.7 2.4 6.4 13.8 32.2 62.6 99.3 1
float_id_38 3325 6734 94794 672: <799 6782 7807 2656 47.49 20.20 8.33 853 3137 18,675  0.5 2.9 15.1 34.3 61.5 97.7 147.0 -57
float_id_39 3943 678; 967;< 672< :756 678< 10608 3859 80.88 18.47 4.90 1252 4143 25,747  0.5 2.5 9.6 46.3 105.6 148.2 190.4 -14
float_id_40 3;:< 6745 987<2 6735 <72; 6798 11637 1583 80.48 19.11 6.69 1447 3829 28,808  0.6 2.7 10.9 39.8 78.7 118.8 162.2 -23
float_id_41 4536 6733 997;4 6726 :7:8 6784 6823 1989 56.56 17.55 7.80 846 2723 18,350  0.5 3.5 22.0 47.9 88.8 138.8 205.0 -46
float_id_42 4<55 678; 967<4 6724 <764 679: 11006 2133 90.88 17.68 4.42 1346 3809 27,138  0.5 2.3 7.6 31.1 74.5 114.6 145.7 -11
float_id_43 2236 6785 99763 6735 :78; 6792 16770 2849 156.81 15.81 4.66 2438 5436 45,934  0.7 2.4 6.1 12.9 26.1 44.4 67.7 -1
float_id_44 3663 6749 96783 672: 2724 678; 9077 3784 84.93 16.40 5.16 1126 3739 23,460  0.5 2.3 8.4 37.4 86.5 129.0 169.6 -15
float_id_45 4;:; 6782 94792 673: :755 6782 11935 3925 89.08 16.96 5.73 1524 4492 30,388  0.5 2.4 8.2 29.5 59.6 91.8 123.4 -19
float_id_46 25;3 6739 99724 673; <7:< 6786 11486 2823 87.61 19.56 7.00 1501 4103 29,821  0.7 2.7 9.5 35.7 73.8 116.2 159.5 -18
float_id_47 355; 6785 99742 6724 2755 6789 14016 3668 119.04 16.28 4.73 1830 4950 35,668  0.6 2.2 6.1 15.4 39.9 74.8 106.0 -5
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!!"#$% &!"#$% '!"(% )*!"+,-% ./ 01 Vm [m3] Vs [m3] L [m] B [m] T [m] M_float [te]
V_float 
[m3]
 C_float 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts Sk rank
float_id_4 2345 6758 36798 6792 :7;< 6732 15372 2752 154.93 15.90 4.63 2297 5061 43,420  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 42.9 64.5 -3
float_id_17 2:<: 6748 36766 6725 272< 673< 12264 2812 125.68 15.95 5.44 1705 4296 33,283  0.7 2.3 6.2 14.6 35.7 66.6 99.1 -4
float_id_21 42<5 6746 3673; 6798 279: 6732 10278 1839 113.68 14.54 4.48 1405 3552 27,988  0.5 2.0 5.5 15.0 35.0 61.6 84.4 -10
float_id_25 94<: 6758 33762 6798 :794 6753 12371 3355 113.73 16.24 4.98 1680 4459 32,959  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.8 39.6 69.8 96.1 -10
float_id_30 9454 6744 33765 6726 278: 6736 11743 1344 108.81 15.84 4.98 1545 3796 30,413  0.6 2.1 6.2 18.0 44.2 78.8 105.7 -10
float_id_32 2:6< 675: 33795 6726 :7;8 675< 15364 6296 125.79 17.35 5.14 2099 5949 40,585  0.7 2.4 6.4 15.3 37.2 68.2 100.6 -4
float_id_37 2884 6742 <7;: 6722 :723 6733 14841 1878 138.16 17.29 4.51 2015 4708 38,602  0.7 2.4 6.4 13.8 32.2 62.6 99.3 1
float_id_43 2296 6758 33769 6798 :75< 6732 16770 2849 156.81 15.81 4.66 2438 5436 45,934  0.7 2.4 6.1 12.9 26.1 44.4 67.7 -1
float_id_47 988< 6758 33742 6724 2788 6753 14016 3668 119.04 16.28 4.73 1830 4950 35,668  0.6 2.2 6.1 15.4 39.9 74.8 106.0 -5
float_id_48 99:4 6746 36769 672< 27<3 673; 12445 2464 112.90 16.61 4.06 1560 4254 30,879  0.6 2.2 6.2 16.7 48.8 93.6 124.4 -3
float_id_51 9854 6745 33732 6798 ;73; 6733 13606 1674 115.12 17.42 4.99 1825 4347 35,295  0.6 2.3 6.5 17.3 41.9 74.4 102.9 -8
float_id_54 943< 6758 367<6 6722 :754 6739 13494 2184 115.50 16.51 4.12 1716 4447 33,541  0.6 2.1 6.1 16.0 43.0 80.8 110.0 -4
float_id_62 2<48 6746 33733 672; :75; 675: 14656 5081 114.73 17.83 5.14 1872 5466 36,602  0.7 2.4 6.8 17.9 50.9 97.4 134.9 -2
float_id_66 99;2 675: 35798 679; 8735 6735 15419 2051 108.96 18.29 4.73 1982 4897 38,139  0.6 2.3 6.8 19.9 47.0 82.4 108.6 -9
float_id_69 2942 674: 36733 6798 :7;9 6734 12991 1927 128.20 16.90 5.23 1853 4256 35,713  0.7 2.3 6.3 14.7 34.3 61.5 91.4 -5
float_id_77 945: 6758 36793 679: 2792 675: 11553 4137 130.00 14.40 4.99 1684 4450 33,010  0.6 2.1 5.4 12.6 27.8 48.2 71.7 -8
float_id_82 9<85 6758 3572; 6724 :795 6739 15051 2521 108.47 17.29 5.01 1888 4922 36,611  0.6 2.3 6.6 19.4 51.5 94.0 124.8 -7
float_id_94 28;8 675; 35746 6798 ;745 6738 17795 3947 133.93 17.69 5.22 2462 5969 46,578  0.7 2.4 6.5 14.6 33.5 60.2 91.5 -3
float_id_100 25:< 6743 367<2 6725 :784 673; 14144 2901 117.43 17.61 4.92 1866 4790 36,181  0.6 2.3 6.5 16.8 43.5 80.3 112.7 -5
float_id_109 2;89 6744 3674; 6723 :78< 6753 13671 3726 121.04 17.82 5.25 1865 4879 36,208  0.7 2.4 6.7 16.5 41.6 76.9 110.9 -4
float_id_111 9:62 6746 36739 672; :769 6733 13874 1662 127.49 16.32 3.87 1793 4411 34,793  0.6 2.2 5.9 13.9 35.2 68.3 101.3 -1
float_id_120 26:3 6742 <72< 679< 27;6 6736 13022 1494 148.15 15.11 4.60 1904 4155 36,497  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.6 26.2 45.3 69.6 -2
float_id_127 9222 6746 <78< 679< :758 6759 11556 3662 119.99 16.11 4.82 1614 4331 31,796  0.6 2.2 6.0 15.1 36.3 65.0 92.5 -7
float_id_142 9834 6742 36786 6723 :74; 673; 11633 2305 103.68 16.99 5.38 1528 4010 30,237  0.6 2.3 6.8 21.7 53.0 91.7 122.9 -10
float_id_143 926< 6745 36748 6726 :724 673< 11383 2648 106.03 16.90 5.00 1510 4033 29,945  0.6 2.2 6.6 20.1 49.5 86.8 115.3 -10
float_id_147 2;95 6743 36792 679; :7;: 6754 14165 4246 135.77 16.85 5.30 2058 5133 39,513  0.7 2.4 6.3 14.0 31.5 56.3 85.9 -4
float_id_148 9<28 6749 36728 6792 272; 6733 13122 1582 147.14 14.42 5.18 1978 4202 37,741  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.7 26.4 42.7 63.5 -6
float_id_152 25;; 675; 36799 6723 2726 6753 15405 4113 157.17 14.99 4.39 2217 5411 42,270  0.7 2.3 6.0 12.8 25.8 43.8 66.7 0
float_id_156 92;9 675; 3574; 6729 :7:; 6733 15086 1945 108.91 17.33 4.52 1873 4786 36,290  0.6 2.2 6.5 18.8 50.8 93.6 122.1 -6
float_id_158 948: 6746 <7<3 6798 2743 6734 12548 1956 145.96 14.21 4.37 1823 4152 35,157  0.6 2.1 5.6 12.4 25.5 42.4 63.8 -4
float_id_161 2654 6752 35733 6722 :726 6738 16149 3640 118.81 17.27 4.47 2047 5479 39,499  0.6 2.3 6.3 16.0 43.0 81.7 114.9 -3
float_id_162 9<;2 6748 <7:6 6723 97<2 6734 11247 1691 133.47 14.43 5.05 1608 3759 31,426  0.6 2.1 5.6 12.7 28.6 52.1 79.6 -5
float_id_171 2946 6744 36788 6729 ;754 6736 14742 1699 115.98 18.39 4.75 1896 4638 36,602  0.7 2.4 6.7 17.6 47.7 89.5 123.7 -3
float_id_175 2438 6752 3673< 672; :7;5 6738 17153 3741 151.69 16.86 3.67 2315 5756 44,053  0.7 2.4 6.2 13.0 26.4 50.6 81.5 4
float_id_184 9<69 6745 <789 6729 :7;: 6739 13018 2082 119.82 17.36 4.37 1711 4301 33,383  0.6 2.3 6.3 15.8 41.7 78.6 110.9 -3
float_id_201 9;;5 6743 <788 6726 27;3 6736 13848 1579 151.26 14.96 4.24 1991 4384 38,056  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.5 25.6 43.5 66.2 -2
float_id_202 42;6 6745 <7:6 6792 27:8 675< 7973 3286 99.30 14.71 5.39 1154 3337 23,735  0.5 2.1 6.4 20.9 42.9 69.3 94.3 -17
float_id_212 2464 6758 33725 679: ;7;9 673: 16166 3016 132.00 17.67 4.96 2265 5327 43,029  0.7 2.4 6.4 14.5 33.2 58.2 86.9 -5
float_id_216 2333 6758 367<9 679; :79< 673: 15373 2919 143.75 16.03 4.67 2196 5103 41,775  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.7 26.9 47.8 74.3 -3
float_id_224 9;55 675; 33793 6723 :7:: 6759 13208 4156 107.63 17.25 4.99 1715 4870 33,725  0.6 2.2 6.6 19.7 49.9 89.1 118.2 -9
float_id_225 9:94 6744 <7;; 672; 272; 6756 11231 2853 109.04 16.31 4.58 1437 4046 28,747  0.6 2.2 6.3 17.9 51.6 97.1 127.3 -5
float_id_235 9:<3 675; 36733 6798 :7:8 6734 15041 2234 153.45 15.74 4.07 2174 4848 41,291  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.5 25.3 42.7 64.7 -2
float_id_238 9494 6743 <7<6 6798 :7;8 6756 11233 2746 112.69 16.70 4.77 1542 4020 30,458  0.6 2.2 6.3 17.3 41.5 73.5 99.9 -9
float_id_240 98;; 675: 33764 679< 2789 6734 16034 2497 155.79 14.99 4.30 2300 5163 43,515  0.7 2.3 5.9 12.7 25.5 42.3 63.5 -2
float_id_243 9<56 6746 36796 6729 27;< 6735 14482 2069 138.52 15.72 4.22 1964 4666 37,742  0.6 2.2 5.8 12.7 28.4 53.8 84.6 -1
float_id_247 2;2: 6745 36728 6728 :733 6755 14116 3993 116.83 17.56 4.87 1800 5057 35,228  0.7 2.4 6.6 16.9 48.7 94.4 132.1 -1
float_id_250 9::4 675< 367:9 679: ;755 6736 14375 1658 135.85 16.53 4.55 2045 4536 39,021  0.6 2.2 6.0 13.3 29.3 50.7 76.4 -6
=+>?#1 From Geo From Sizing Power at speed [MW
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Specific Fuel Consumption for PM1
Example Implementation: Generating Move Functional Group Options
Generate Float 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate Move 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate 
Infrastructure 
Functional 
Group Options
Down Select 
Float Options
Down Select 
Move Options
Down Select 
Infrastructure 
Options
Combine Float 
and Move 
Options
Down Select 
Float and Move 
Options
Combine Float, 
Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Down Select 
Float, Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Additional explanation of step
Fuel
PM 1
PM 2
Machinery 
design
sfc50% sfc75%sfc25% sfc100%
Specific Fuel Consumption for PM2
sfc50% sfc75%sfc25% sfc100%
Wmove
Vmove
Cmove
Power for PM1
Ps50% Ps75%Ps25% Ps100%
Power for PM2
Ps50% Ps75%Ps25% Ps100%
Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
!"# !"$% &'()$*+(,
M_move 
[te]
V_move 
[m3]
C_move 
[£k]
PM1 
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PM1 
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PM1 
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PM1 
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PM2 
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PM1 
50%
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PM2 
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PMall 
25%
PMall 
50%
PMall 
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PMall 
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25%
PM1 
50%
PM1 
75%
PM1 
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move_id_1 -.$(-/0-( 1"233 433 427 1028 12140 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_2 1"233 1"233 433 524 1516 21760 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.4 2.9 4.3 5.7 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_3 -.$(-/0-( #%!567 433 369 743 4025 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_4 1"233 #%!567 433 467 1230 13645 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_5 #%!567 #%!567 433 410 945 5530 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.1 4.6 6.2 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_6 -.$(-/0-( #6!567 433 378 787 4124 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_7 1"233 #6!567 433 476 1275 13744 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.7 3.5 5.2 7.0 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_8 #%!567 #6!567 433 419 989 5629 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_9 #6!567 #6!567 433 428 1033 5728 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 2.1 4.1 6.2 8.3 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_10 -.$(-/0-( %3!567 433 387 830 4207 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_11 1"233 %3!567 433 485 1318 13827 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_12 #%!567 %3!567 433 427 1032 5712 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.1 4.1 6.2 8.3 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_13 #6!567 %3!567 433 436 1077 5811 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.3 4.6 7.0 9.3 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_14 %3!567 %3!567 433 445 1120 5895 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.6 5.2 7.7 10.3 0.57 1.07 1.54 2.00
move_id_15 -.$(-/0-( 1"#633 433 461 1203 14756 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_16 1"233 1"#633 433 559 1691 24376 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_17 #%!567 1"#633 433 502 1405 16261 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 3.1 6.3 9.4 12.6 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_18 #6!567 1"#633 433 511 1449 16360 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 3.4 6.8 10.2 13.6 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_19 %3!567 1"#633 433 519 1493 16443 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 3.7 7.3 11.0 14.7 0.57 1.07 1.54 2.00
move_id_20 1"#633 1"#633 433 594 1865 26992 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 4.7 9.5 14.2 19.0 3.35 5.31 6.96 8.42
move_id_21 -.$(-/0-( 89(: 433 454 1167 12689 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_22 1"233 89(: 433 552 1655 22309 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.8 7.6 11.5 15.3 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_23 #%!567 89(: 433 495 1369 14194 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.9 7.8 11.6 15.5 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_24 #6!567 89(: 433 504 1413 14293 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.1 8.3 12.4 16.5 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_25 %3!567 89(: 433 512 1457 14377 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.4 8.8 13.2 17.6 0.57 1.07 1.54 2.00
move_id_26 1"#633 89(: 433 587 1830 24925 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 5.5 11.0 16.4 21.9 3.35 5.31 6.96 8.42
move_id_27 89(: 89(: 433 580 1794 22859 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 6.2 12.4 18.6 24.8 4.74 7.52 9.85 11.92
move_id_28 -.$(-/0-( ;<=%#$>> 433 447 1130 9565 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_29 1"233 ;<=%#$>> 433 545 1618 19185 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.7 9.4 14.1 18.8 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_30 #%!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 487 1333 11070 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.8 9.5 14.3 19.0 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_31 #6!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 496 1377 11169 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.1 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_32 %3!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 505 1420 11252 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.3 10.5 15.8 21.1 0.57 1.07 1.54 2.00
move_id_33 1"#633 ;<=%#$>> 433 579 1793 21800 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 6.4 12.7 19.1 25.4 3.35 5.31 6.96 8.42
move_id_34 89(: ;<=%#$>> 433 572 1757 19734 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 7.1 14.2 21.3 28.3 4.74 7.52 9.85 11.92
move_id_35 ;<=%#$>> ;<=%#$>> 433 565 1720 16609 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 8.0 15.9 23.9 31.9 4.03 6.75 9.14 11.33
move_id_36 -.$(-/0-( 1"%233 433 413 960 9512 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_37 1"233 1"%233 433 510 1448 19132 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.7 9.4 14.1 18.8 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_38 #%!567 1"%233 433 453 1162 11017 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.8 9.5 14.3 19.0 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_39 #6!567 1"%233 433 462 1206 11116 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.1 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
move_id_40 %3!567 1"%233 433 471 1250 11199 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.3 10.5 15.8 21.1 0.57 1.07 1.54 2.00
move_id_41 1"#633 1"%233 433 545 1622 21748 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 6.4 12.7 19.1 25.4 3.35 5.31 6.96 8.42
move_id_42 89(: 1"%233 433 538 1587 19681 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 7.1 14.2 21.3 28.3 4.74 7.52 9.85 11.92
move_id_43 ;<=%#$>> 1"%233 433 531 1550 16556 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 8.0 15.9 23.9 31.9 4.03 6.75 9.14 11.33
move_id_44 1"%233 1"%233 433 497 1379 16504 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 8.0 15.9 23.9 31.9 6.67 10.57 13.85 16.76
move_id_45 -.$(-/0-( 1"%233? 433 418 983 9783 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
move_id_46 1"233 1"%233? 433 515 1471 19403 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 5.5 11.1 16.6 22.1 0.80 1.27 1.66 2.01
move_id_47 #%!567 1"%233? 433 458 1185 11288 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 5.6 11.2 16.7 22.3 0.33 0.61 0.88 1.14
move_id_48 #6!567 1"%233? 433 467 1229 11387 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 5.8 11.7 17.5 23.4 0.45 0.84 1.21 1.56
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Example Implementation: Down Select Move Functional Group Options
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Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Graphical representation of the effect of down select on number of remaining Options
Effect of down select on number of remaining Options
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M_move 
[te]
V_move 
[m3]
C_move 
[£k]
PM1 
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PMall 
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1 move_id_1 -.$(-/0-( 1"233 433 427 1028 12140 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_3 -.$(-/0-( #%!567 433 369 743 4025 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_4 1"233 #%!567 433 467 1230 13645 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 0.80 1.27
1 move_id_5 #%!567 #%!567 433 410 945 5530 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.1 4.6 6.2 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_6 -.$(-/0-( #6!567 433 378 787 4124 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_7 1"233 #6!567 433 476 1275 13744 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.7 3.5 5.2 7.0 0.80 1.27
1 move_id_8 #%!567 #6!567 433 419 989 5629 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_9 #6!567 #6!567 433 428 1033 5728 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 2.1 4.1 6.2 8.3 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_10 -.$(-/0-( %3!567 433 387 830 4207 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_11 1"233 %3!567 433 485 1318 13827 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0.80 1.27
1 move_id_12 #%!567 %3!567 433 427 1032 5712 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.1 4.1 6.2 8.3 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_13 #6!567 %3!567 433 436 1077 5811 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.3 4.6 7.0 9.3 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_14 %3!567 %3!567 433 445 1120 5895 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.6 5.2 7.7 10.3 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_15 -.$(-/0-( 1"#633 433 461 1203 14756 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_21 -.$(-/0-( 89(: 433 454 1167 12689 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_23 #%!567 89(: 433 495 1369 14194 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 3.9 7.8 11.6 15.5 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_24 #6!567 89(: 433 504 1413 14293 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.1 8.3 12.4 16.5 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_25 %3!567 89(: 433 512 1457 14377 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 4.4 8.8 13.2 17.6 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_28 -.$(-/0-( ;<=%#$>> 433 447 1130 9565 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_30 #%!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 487 1333 11070 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.8 9.5 14.3 19.0 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_31 #6!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 496 1377 11169 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.1 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_32 %3!567 ;<=%#$>> 433 505 1420 11252 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.3 10.5 15.8 21.1 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_36 -.$(-/0-( 1"%233 433 413 960 9512 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_38 #%!567 1"%233 433 453 1162 11017 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 4.8 9.5 14.3 19.0 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_39 #6!567 1"%233 433 462 1206 11116 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.1 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_40 %3!567 1"%233 433 471 1250 11199 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 4.0 8.0 11.9 15.9 5.3 10.5 15.8 21.1 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_45 -.$(-/0-( 1"%233? 433 418 983 9783 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_47 #%!567 1"%233? 433 458 1185 11288 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 5.6 11.2 16.7 22.3 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_48 #6!567 1"%233? 433 467 1229 11387 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 5.8 11.7 17.5 23.4 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_49 %3!567 1"%233? 433 475 1273 11471 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 4.8 9.6 14.4 19.2 6.1 12.2 18.3 24.4 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_55 -.$(-/0-( "@=43$>> 433 425 1019 10049 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_57 #%!567 "@=43$>> 433 465 1221 11554 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 6.5 13.0 19.5 26.0 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_58 #6!567 "@=43$>> 433 474 1265 11653 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 6.8 13.5 20.3 27.1 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_59 %3!567 "@=43$>> 433 483 1309 11737 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 7.0 14.0 21.1 28.1 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_66 -.$(-/0-( 1"6333 433 434 1067 10320 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.8 13.6 20.4 27.2 6.8 13.6 20.4 27.2 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_68 #%!567 1"6333 433 475 1269 11825 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 6.8 13.6 20.4 27.2 7.6 15.1 22.7 30.3 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_69 #6!567 1"6333 433 484 1313 11924 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 6.8 13.6 20.4 27.2 7.8 15.7 23.5 31.3 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_70 %3!567 1"6333 433 492 1357 12008 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 6.8 13.6 20.4 27.2 8.1 16.2 24.3 32.4 0.57 1.07
1 move_id_78 -.$(-/0-( 1"233 A23 577 1226 12140 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_80 -.$(-/0-( #%!567 A23 519 940 4025 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_81 1"233 #%!567 A23 617 1428 13645 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 0.80 1.27
1 move_id_82 #%!567 #%!567 A23 560 1142 5530 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.5 3.1 4.6 6.2 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_83 -.$(-/0-( #6!567 A23 528 985 4124 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_84 1"233 #6!567 A23 626 1472 13744 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.7 3.5 5.2 7.0 0.80 1.27
1 move_id_85 #%!567 #6!567 A23 569 1187 5629 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 0.33 0.61
1 move_id_86 #6!567 #6!567 A23 578 1231 5728 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.1 2.1 4.1 6.2 8.3 0.45 0.84
1 move_id_87 -.$(-/0-( %3!567 A23 537 1028 4207 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 0.00 0.00
1 move_id_88 1"233 %3!567 A23 635 1516 13827 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.9 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0.80 1.27
B-9'+C Sizing Prime mover power at % of MCR
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Example Implementation: Generating Infrastructure Functional Group Options
Generate Float 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate Move 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate 
Infrastructure 
Functional 
Group Options
Down Select 
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Down Select 
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Down Select 
Infrastructure 
Options
Combine Float 
and Move 
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Float and Move 
Options
Combine Float, 
Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Down Select 
Float, Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Additional explanation of step
PO's
Officers
CPO's
JR's
Endur
Winf
Vinf
Cinf
Sizing 
Model
Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
Officers Displacement [te]POs JRs Stores EnduranceW_inf V_inf C_inf
inf_id_1 5 10 10 50 20 690 2971 53074
inf_id_2 8 15 15 75 20 719 3420 54595
inf_id_3 9 18 18 90 20 735 3669 55442
inf_id_4 10 20 20 100 20 746 3844 56034
inf_id_5 12 24 24 120 20 768 4193 57218
inf_id_6 15 29 29 145 20 797 4642 58739
inf_id_7 15 31 31 153 20 805 4771 59176
inf_id_8 17 34 34 170 20 824 5066 60178
inf_id_9 19 38 38 190 20 846 5416 61362
inf_id_10 5 10 10 50 30 693 2976 53243
inf_id_11 8 15 15 75 30 724 3428 54850
inf_id_12 9 18 18 90 30 741 3679 55746
inf_id_13 10 20 20 100 30 752 3855 56372
inf_id_14 12 24 24 120 30 776 4206 57624
inf_id_15 15 29 29 145 30 806 4658 59230
inf_id_16 15 31 31 153 30 815 4788 59695
inf_id_17 17 34 34 170 30 835 5085 60753
inf_id_18 19 38 38 190 30 858 5436 62004
inf_id_19 5 10 10 50 45 698 2984 53497
inf_id_20 8 15 15 75 45 731 3441 55232
inf_id_21 9 18 18 90 45 749 3694 56203
inf_id_22 10 20 20 100 45 762 3871 56879
inf_id_23 12 24 24 120 45 787 4226 58232
inf_id_24 15 29 29 145 45 820 4682 59968
inf_id_25 15 31 31 153 45 829 4814 60473
inf_id_26 17 34 34 170 45 851 5113 61615
inf_id_27 19 38 38 190 45 876 5468 62968
inf_id_28 5 10 10 50 60 703 2993 53750
inf_id_29 8 15 15 75 60 738 3453 55614
inf_id_30 9 18 18 90 60 758 3709 56659
inf_id_31 10 20 20 100 60 771 3888 57387
inf_id_32 12 24 24 120 60 799 4246 58841
inf_id_33 15 29 29 145 60 834 4706 60705
inf_id_34 15 31 31 153 60 844 4839 61251
inf_id_35 17 34 34 170 60 867 5141 62478
inf_id_36 19 38 38 190 60 894 5499 63932
Inputs From Sizing
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Example Implementation: Down Select Infrastructure Functional Group Options
Generate Float 
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Group Options
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Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Graphical representation of the effect of down select on number of remaining Options
Effect of down select on number of remaining Options
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Endurance < 35 days
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Officers Displacement [te]POs JRs Stores EnduranceW_inf V_inf C_inf
1 inf_id_24 15 29 29 145 45 820 4682 59968
1 inf_id_25 15 31 31 153 45 829 4814 60473
1 inf_id_26 17 34 34 170 45 851 5113 61615
1 inf_id_27 19 38 38 190 45 876 5468 62968
1 inf_id_33 15 29 29 145 60 834 4706 60705
1 inf_id_34 15 31 31 153 60 844 4839 61251
1 inf_id_35 17 34 34 170 60 867 5141 62478
1 inf_id_36 19 38 38 190 60 894 5499 63932
Inputs From Sizing
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From Float Options
Power/Speed Data
Example Implementation: Combine Float and Move Functional Group Options
Generate Float 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate Move 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate 
Infrastructure 
Functional 
Group Options
Down Select 
Float Options
Down Select 
Move Options
Down Select 
Infrastructure 
Options
Combine Float 
and Move 
Options
Down Select 
Float and Move 
Options
Combine Float, 
Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Down Select 
Float, Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Additional explanation of step
P25kts
P30kts
P20ktsP15ktsP10kts
P35kts P40kts
From Move Options
Wfloat Vfloat Cfloat
SFC for PM1
Power for PM1
sfc50% sfc75%sfc25% sfc100%
Ps50% Ps75%Ps25% Ps100%
Wmove Vmove Cmove
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Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
Ps50% Ps75%Ps25% Ps100%
sfc50% sfc75%sfc25% sfc100%
Top speed
Mf+m 
[te]
Vf+m 
[m3]
Cf+m 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&- 15.8 2723 6089 55560 0.83 1.74 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 530 73 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&. 16.1 2666 5804 47445 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&) 19.5 2764 6292 57065 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&/ 19.7 2707 6006 48950 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&0 17.5 2675 5848 47544 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 962 137 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&1 20.4 2773 6336 57164 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 962 137 32 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&2 20.6 2716 6050 49049 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 43 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&3 21.4 2724 6094 49148 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 962 137 32 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-4 18.7 2684 5891 47627 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 752 131 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-- 21.2 2781 6379 57247 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 752 131 25 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-5 21.4 2724 6093 49132 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 43 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-. 22.2 2733 6138 49231 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 962 137 32 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-) 22.9 2742 6181 49315 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 752 131 25 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-/ 22.3 2758 6264 58176 3.48 3.48 6.09 8.54 8.54 8.54 8.54 126 37 8 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&5- 24.2 2751 6228 56109 4.93 4.93 7.18 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 89 26 7 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&5. 25.9 2792 6430 57614 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1320 145 43 21 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&5) 26.4 2800 6475 57714 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 962 137 32 15 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&5/ 26.9 2809 6518 57797 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 752 131 25 12 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&52 26.1 2744 6192 52985 4.17 4.17 5.42 9.52 11.45 11.45 11.45 720 1080 1106 788 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.4 27.5 2784 6394 54490 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 9007 5097 5244 6555 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.- 28.0 2793 6438 54589 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 6563 4838 3822 4777 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.5 28.4 2802 6481 54672 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 5135 4624 2990 3737 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.0 26.1 2710 6021 52932 6.93 6.93 8.66 14.33 17.00 17.00 17.00 433 649 693 524 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.2 27.5 2750 6223 54437 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 9007 5097 5244 6555 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&.3 28.0 2759 6267 54536 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 6563 4838 3822 4777 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&)4 28.4 2768 6311 54619 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 5135 4624 2990 3737 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&)/ 27.6 2714 6044 53203 8.42 8.42 9.46 15.16 20.65 20.65 20.65 356 535 634 495 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&)1 28.9 2755 6246 54708 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 9007 5097 5244 6555 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&)2 29.3 2764 6290 54807 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 6563 4838 3822 4777 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&)3 29.7 2772 6334 54891 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 5135 4624 2990 3737 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&// 29.1 2722 6080 53469 10.23 10.23 10.50 16.30 25.10 25.10 25.10 293 440 572 460 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&/1 30.3 2762 6282 54974 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 9007 5097 5244 6555 7867 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&/2 30.6 2771 6327 55073 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 6563 4838 3822 4777 5733 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&/3 31.0 2780 6370 55157 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 5135 4624 2990 3737 4485 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&00 30.7 2731 6128 53741 12.42 12.42 12.42 17.69 29.26 30.47 30.47 242 362 483 424 308 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&02 31.7 2772 6330 55245 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 9007 5097 5244 6555 7867 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&03 32.0 2780 6374 55345 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 6563 4838 3822 4777 5733 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&14 32.4 2789 6418 55428 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 5135 4624 2990 3737 4485 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&12 15.8 2873 6287 55560 0.83 1.74 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 5425 3870 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&24 16.1 2816 6001 47445 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 13510 7645 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&2- 19.5 2914 6489 57065 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 13510 7645 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&25 19.7 2857 6203 48950 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 13510 7645 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&2. 17.5 2825 6046 47544 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 9845 7257 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&2) 20.4 2923 6534 57164 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 9845 7257 5733 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&2/ 20.6 2866 6248 49049 0.33 0.88 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 13510 7645 7867 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&20 21.4 2874 6292 49148 0.46 0.93 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 9845 7257 5733 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&21 18.7 2834 6089 47627 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 7702 6936 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&22 21.2 2931 6577 57247 0.58 0.97 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 7702 6936 4485 0 0 0 0
Range at speed given below [nm]Minimum Fuel Consumption per hour [te/hr]From Sizing
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Example Implementation: Down Select Combined Float-Move Functional Group Options
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Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Graphical representation of the effect of down select on number of remaining Options
Effect of down select on number of remaining Options
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Top speed
Mf+m 
[te]
Vf+m 
[m3]
Cf+m 
[£k] 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts 10 kts 15 kts 20 kts 25 kts 30 kts 35 kts 40 kts
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&-./ 28.4 3102 6877 54672 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9247.867 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&01- 28.9 3055 6642 54708 0.333084 0.882898 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 18013.48 10193.7 10488.77 13110.96 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&012 29.7 3072 6730 54891 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9247.867 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&0-0 30.6 3071 6722 55073 0.457074 0.930194 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 9675.401 7643.491 9554.364 11465.24 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&000 31.7 3072 6726 55245 0.333084 0.882898 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 18013.48 10193.7 10488.77 13110.96 15733.15 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&00) 32.4 3089 6813 55428 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9247.867 5979.856 7474.82 8969.785 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&0/2 28.4 3252 7075 54672 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11559.83 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&03. 28.9 3205 6840 54708 0.333084 0.882898 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 12742.13 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&0.1 29.7 3222 6927 54891 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11559.83 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&0.4 30.6 3221 6920 55073 0.457074 0.930194 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 12094.25 9554.364 11942.95 14331.55 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&044 31.7 3222 6923 55245 0.333084 0.882898 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 12742.13 13110.96 16388.7 19666.44 0 0
!"#$%&'(&) *#+,&'(&21- 32.4 3239 7011 55428 0.584234 0.973197 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11559.83 7474.82 9343.526 11212.23 0 0
!"#$%&'(&-3 *#+,&'(&0-2 28.1 2487 6000 45020 0.584234 0.955403 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9420.108 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&-3 *#+,&'(&002 29.0 2488 6005 45208 0.457074 0.912792 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 9859.854 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&-3 *#+,&'(&041 28.1 2637 6198 45020 0.584234 0.955403 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11775.13 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&-3 *#+,&'(&044 28.7 2629 6158 45109 0.333084 0.86599 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 12990.91 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&-3 *#+,&'(&21- 29.2 2647 6246 45291 0.584234 0.955403 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11775.13 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&-)5 29.4 2030 5019 39813 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 13510.11 9051.463 7866.574 9833.218 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&0-0 28.5 2179 5213 39641 0.457074 0.789028 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 11406.43 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&000 29.4 2180 5217 39813 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 18013.48 12068.62 10488.77 13110.96 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&00) 30.0 2198 5305 39995 0.584234 0.828846 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 10858.47 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&0.. 28.2 2321 5367 39542 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 15085.77 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&0.4 28.5 2329 5411 39641 0.457074 0.789028 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 14258.04 9554.364 11942.95 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&041 28.8 2338 5455 39724 0.584234 0.828846 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 13573.08 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&044 29.4 2330 5415 39813 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 15085.77 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&211 29.7 2339 5459 39912 0.457074 0.789028 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 14258.04 9554.364 11942.95 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&21- 30.0 2348 5503 39995 0.584234 0.828846 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 13573.08 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&)-5 30.6 2102 5381 40170 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 13510.11 9051.463 7866.574 9833.218 11799.86 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&)02 30.6 2034 5040 40064 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 13510.11 9051.463 7866.574 9833.218 11799.86 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&)20 32.2 2041 5075 40379 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 13510.11 9051.463 7866.574 9833.218 11799.86 0 0
!"#$%&'(&0- *#+,&'(&))0 33.7 2054 5136 40690 0.333084 0.745736 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 13510.11 9051.463 7866.574 9833.218 11799.86 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&000 28.5 2455 6123 44784 0.333084 0.816614 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 18013.48 11021.13 10488.77 13110.96 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&002 28.7 2464 6168 44883 0.457074 0.861975 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 10441.14 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&00) 29.0 2473 6211 44966 0.584234 0.903439 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9961.937 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&044 28.5 2605 6321 44784 0.333084 0.816614 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 13776.41 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&211 28.7 2614 6365 44883 0.457074 0.861975 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 13051.43 9554.364 11942.95 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&05 *#+,&'(&21- 29.0 2623 6409 44966 0.584234 0.903439 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 12452.42 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&21 *#+,&'(&002 28.0 2329 5505 42338 0.457074 0.851168 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 10573.7 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&21 *#+,&'(&00) 28.3 2338 5548 42421 0.584234 0.892388 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 10085.3 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&21 *#+,&'(&211 28.0 2479 5703 42338 0.457074 0.851168 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 13217.13 9554.364 11942.95 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&21 *#+,&'(&21- 28.3 2488 5746 42421 0.584234 0.892388 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 12606.62 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&000 28.5 2874 7613 52410 0.333084 0.888512 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 18013.48 10129.29 10488.77 13110.96 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&002 28.8 2883 7658 52509 0.457074 0.935972 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 9615.67 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&00) 29.0 2891 7701 52592 0.584234 0.979106 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 10269.85 9192.06 5979.856 7474.82 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&044 28.5 3024 7811 52410 0.333084 0.888512 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 1.144081 22516.86 12661.61 13110.96 16388.7 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&211 28.8 3033 7855 52509 0.457074 0.935972 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 16408.74 12019.59 9554.364 11942.95 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&20 *#+,&'(&21- 29.0 3041 7899 52592 0.584234 0.979106 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 2.006737 12837.31 11490.07 7474.82 9343.526 0 0 0
!"#$%&'(&23 *#+,&'(&0-0 28.1 2789 6369 50255 0.457074 0.954726 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 1.569963 13126.99 9426.793 7643.491 9554.364 0 0 0
Range at speed given below [nm]Minimum Fuel Consumption per hour [te/hr]From Sizing
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From Infrastructure Options
Example Implementation: Combine Float-Move and Infrastructure Functional Group Opt's
Generate Float 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate Move 
Functional 
Group Options
Generate 
Infrastructure 
Functional 
Group Options
Down Select 
Float Options
Down Select 
Move Options
Down Select 
Infrastructure 
Options
Combine Float 
and Move 
Options
Down Select 
Float and Move 
Options
Combine Float, 
Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Down Select 
Float, Move and 
Infrastructure 
Options
Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Additional explanation of step
From Combined Float-Move Options
Wf+m Vf+m Cf+m
Winf Vinf Cinf
Wf+m+i Vf+m+i Cf+m+i
Input Output Intermediate stepKey:
!"#$%&
'()*+
,((#-".
/0#+&#((1
!+2%(3 4+253 ',+6)", 789 78:
;$(<+
2%(3
9=+,%& :>+,%& :=+,%& ?@@-A(6&
'%06(&+
B"1$6)"A(
!-Mf+m+i 
[te]
V-Vf+m+i 
[m3] Cf+m+i [£k]
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1210 6565 114,640
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1201 6434 115,145
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1179 6135 116,287
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1154 5780 117,640
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1196 6541 115,377
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1186 6409 115,923
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1163 6107 117,150
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9KH :>7LHM NO*:9+PP H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEH 9G H> 1136 5748 118,604
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1244 6736 114,587
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1235 6605 115,092
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1213 6305 116,234
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1188 5950 117,587
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1230 6712 115,324
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1220 6579 115,870
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1197 6277 117,097
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C9GD :>7LHM 48:=>> H>> :KFD G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEH 9G H> 1170 5919 118,551
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1257 6800 114,676
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1248 6669 115,181
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1226 6370 116,323
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1201 6015 117,677
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1243 6776 115,413
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1233 6644 115,960
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1210 6342 117,186
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>9 9:7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :KFG 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CEH 9G H> 1183 5984 118,641
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1248 6756 114,775
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1239 6625 115,281
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1217 6325 116,423
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1192 5971 117,776
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1234 6732 115,512
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1224 6600 116,059
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1201 6297 117,285
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>: 9H7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFE GHI= IHDE G==D -"@C-1CEH 9G H> 1174 5939 118,740
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1240 6713 114,858
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1230 6582 115,364
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1209 6282 116,506
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1183 5927 117,859
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1226 6689 115,595
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1215 6556 116,142
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1192 6254 117,368
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:>E :>7LHM 48:=>>Q H>> :GFI G:DK =GK> IDI= -"@C-1CEH 9G H> 1165 5896 118,823
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:D 9= D= 1250 6764 114,942
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:= 9= D= 1240 6633 115,447
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:H 9I D= 1219 6334 116,589
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1C:I 9G D= 1193 5979 117,943
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CEE 9= H> 1236 6740 115,679
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CED 9= H> 1226 6608 116,226
@<0)%C-1CD =9E: 9=DFGE:H *EF9I 50J(C-1C:99 9:7LHM 8/*E>+PP H>> E>FE 9>9GD 9>DKG 9E999 -"@C-1CE= 9I H> 1203 6306 117,452
O)".(+)%+&#((1+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
.-J("+R(<0S+2"53
!"#$%& Total Ship Characteristics!"#$%&;605+T(0
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Example Implementation: Down Select Combined Float-Move-Inf Functional Group Opt's
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Down Select 
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Options
Overview of data flow in the example implementation
Selection of solution data
Graphical representation of the effect of down select on number of remaining Options
Effect of down select on number of remaining Options
Combined 
Float + Move + 
Inf Options
[no. 26312]
Combined 
Float + Move + 
Inf Options
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Combined 
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Inf Options
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Remove Options with 
Cost < £150000k
Remove Options 
with Avaliable 
Volume < 7000m
3
Remove Options 
with Available 
Weight < 600te
source req1 req2 req3
Avaliable Weight>600 Avaliable Volume>7000 Cost<150000
min max
Y 100000 130000 Cost [£k]
X 200 2500 Avaliable Weight [te]
100,000
105,000
110,000
115,000
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125,000
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200 700 1200 1700 2200
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[£k
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!-Mf+m+i 
[te]
V-Vf+m+i 
[m3] Cf+m+i [£k]
@<0)%C-1CD: =E>F 9:=GHF *IG9E 50J(C-1C::: 9:7KEL 48E>>> E>> :MG= 9>9:F 9>IMF 9D999 -"@C-1C:I 9= I= 1916 9364 112,378
@<0)%C-1CD: =E>F 9:=GHF *IG9E 50J(C-1C::: 9:7KEL 48E>>> E>> :MG= 9>9:F 9>IMF 9D999 -"@C-1C:= 9= I= 1906 9233 112,883
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Appendix E
Comparative Designs
This appendix contains data on the two comparative designs used in the assessment of the
exploratory implementation from Chapter 6:
• Figure E.1, on page 295, gives the key characteristics of the SDE 2007 design, from
[Riaz et al. 2007];
• Figure E.2, on page 296, gives the key characteristics of the Cassard Class solution,
from [Janes 2003].
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Figure E.1: Student Design from the MSc Ship Design Exercise 2007, from [Riaz et al.
2007]
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Figure E.2: Characteristics of the Cassard Class ships, from [Janes 2003]
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The Improved Implementation
F.1 Description of the Improved Implementation
Object-oriented and array based programming approaches have been described in Sec-
tion 4.4.1. The potential advantages of databases, compared to other data storage struc-
tures, were discussed in Section 4.4.2. From the various strengths, these two approaches
have been explored to improve the initial implementation. Databases provide an alter-
native approach to data storage for design options. Adopting a database storage system
enables the down selection process to make use of the database’s rapid search and query ca-
pabilities to search a large number of options stored in a computers relatively slow storage
mediums (i.e. hard-disk drive). Options returned to the implementation from the database
storage can then be realised as instances of objects1 within the computers faster but lim-
ited direct memory (i.e. Random Access Memory). These instances can then be down
selected and combined in the same manner as in the exploratory example in Chapter 6. In
that implementation, data was replicated numerous times in the code. If instead pointers,
referring to the original objects containing the data, are used then they no longer need
to be duplicated, avoiding a computationally demanding task that is both processing and
memory intensive. Furthermore, removing unacceptable options will immediately release
the space in the computers direct memory that was occupied by the object representing
the option that has been rejected. This approach simplifies data management within the
implementation and allows more e/cient use of the computer’s memory. An object based
implementation also enables radically di.ering solutions to be more easily represented,
stored and retrieved an encapsulation can allow di.ering type of options be be represented
by object that respond in di.erent ways. This allows the library to hold options represent-
ing a range of styles. Di.erent types of options are likely to require di.erent methods to
calculate certain performance parameters or other ship characteristics. Adopting an array
based programming approach in concert with an object-oriented approach allows a large
1In object-oriented programming approaches there is an important distinction between an object and an
instance of an object. An object is actually a definition, or a template, for instances of that object
that form part of a program. An instance of an object is an actual thing, represented in the computers
memory, that is manipulated when a program is executed. However, the collective term ‘object’ is
commonly applied to describe an object in both it’s un-instanced and instance form.
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number of objects to be acted upon with a single command, reducing the e.ort required
to develop the implementation and simplifying its structure. By developing a more flexible
implementation which employs an object-oriented, array based programming approach,
that is backed by a database driven storage system, significant increases of speed and im-
proved memory e/ciency are possible. This can result in a system which is more useful to
a designer than the initial realisation presented in Chapter 6.
The improved implementation has been built from several di.erent objects that act
together to create a data model able to perform the key tasks underlying the approach
proposed in Chapter 5. The seven primary objects that form the improved implementation
are2:
• Items
• Characteristics
• Values
• Conditions
• Functions
• Styles
• Characteristic Types
The first four objects in this list represent ship design options (and sub-options) and
their properties. The last three objects in the list provide a framework and structure
allowing the designer to intelligently search for solutions, when using the Library Based
approach. Connections between the di.erent objects are maintained via a number of
di.erent relationships. Other researchers have described similar structure intended to
store information on ship designs (see Chapter 7 of [Erikstad 1996]), however, using the
objects listed above gives specific advantages for a tool that utilises the proposed library
based approach and also employs a database system for storage.
Section F.1.1 describes the objects and relationships as defined in this specific implemen-
tation focusing on the objects stored in the library. Section F.1.3 describes the methods
the improved implementation uses to process the objects from the library. Section F.1.6
provides a summary of the technical details of the improved implementation.
F.1.1 Principal Objects Stored in the Library
Each option (or sub-option) in the Library is defined using a single Item object linked to
several Characteristic objects that describe the options characteristics and performance
2In this chapter the objects within the improved implementation are denoted by small caps.
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(e.g. ‘length’, ‘weight’, ‘power’, etc). Items are structured via Functions & Styles.
Each Item is defined as belonging to a Function, which specifies its functional group
(i.e. ‘Float’, ‘Move’, ‘Infrastructure’ and ‘Whole Ship’). Items can also be assigned a
number of Styles; these provide a means of di.erentiating between di.erent styles of
solutions that occur in a single functional group (such as ‘Monohull’ and ‘Trimaran’, as
two alternative styles an option belonging to the Float functional group could be allocated
by the designer).
Each item can be allocated a number of Condition objects that define the di.erent
modes or states in which it may operate (i.e. a hullform may operate at several di.erent
speeds, each with a resultant hull resistance). Characteristics are organised using a
Characteristic Type (such as Length, Weight and Power Supplied) which provides
a common way of identifying Characteristics. Each Characteristic can also be
related to a number of Value objects. Value objects correspond to the value the Char-
acteristic exhibits in a particular condition, defined by a Condition object (such as
the values for power supplied and fuel consumed by the machinery in di.erent operating
states).
A number of the objects within the library contain attributes that store text or numerical
data specific to the particular object. In the current implementation instances of the Item,
Characteristic Type, Function, Style, and Value objects all contain attributed
that are used to describe. The Item and Characteristic Type objects contain a text
field describing the name of the object (e.g. “Hull-001”). Similarly, each Function and
Style object contains a text field with the objects name. The numerical data describing
the option’s characteristics and performance can be recorded in two ways, either as a single
numerical value stored as an attribute within each Characteristic (should the value be
constant across all operating conditions; i.e. ship length) or a number of relationships can
be created to several Value objects, each of which has the defined Characteristic’s
value in a particular Condition (should the value vary between operating conditions; i.e.
the required propulsive power corresponding to a particular operating speed). Both types of
value are currently limited to a single attribute representing a floating point number. While
this has not limited the development and exploration of this implementation, the ability
to represent other types of values would enhance the flexibility of future implementations.
The key objects making up the library in the improved implementation are illustrated
in Figure F.1. The diagram shows each object’s attributes (the variables stored within the
object) and the relationships the object has to other objects in the Library. Each object
is represented as a rectangle split into three sections: the top section contains the object’s
type (i.e. “Items”); the middle section contains the attributes the object can return (such
as the name of an item object, i.e. “Item-1”); the bottom section defines the relation-
ships the object has with other objects (i.e. relationships of an Item object to related
Characteristics, Function, Style, and Condition objects). Each relationship is
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Figure F.1: Key Objects within the Library
also illustrated in Figure F.1 by an arrow. A single arrow denotes a to–one relationship
while a double arrow denotes a to–many relationship. For example, an Item object may
contain relationships linking it to several Characteristic objects (i.e. connected by a
to–many relationship) while each Characteristic object can only be related to a single
Item object (i.e. only connected by a to–one relationship). This description of the ob-
jects with relationships allows the objects within the Library to be mapped to a relational
database structure, which allows storage and rapid retrieval given a set of constraints.
Figure F.2 presents a simplified example of how a library containing a number of options
is organised. It should be noted that the data structure describing each Item object is
related to its own Characteristic, Condition and Value objects but shares common
Characteristic Type, Function and Style objects3.
3For example, Figure F.2 shows two Item objects (‘Hull-001’ and ‘Hull-002’) and their associated sub-
objects. The item object and sub-object have been enclosed within a dashed line in the figure and label
ed ‘Float Option 1’ and ‘Float Option 1’ (for ‘Hull-001’ and ‘Hull-002’ respectively). Each Item has
two Characteristic objects, one linked to a Characteristic Type defined as ‘Speed’ and the other
to a Characteristic Type defined as ‘Resistance’. The Item also has three of Condition objects
defined: ‘high speed’; ‘medium speed’; and ‘low speed’. The actual attributes of the Item object are
recorded in a number of Value objects. In the case of ‘Hull-001’ six values exist, three describing
the changing resistance of the hullform and three the speed at which these resistance were measured.
Each value is assigned to a Characteristic object (e.g. the ‘1000’, ‘1800’, and ‘5000’ Value objects
are linked to the Characteristic object that is in turn linked to the Characteristic Type defined
as ‘Resistance’, similarly the ‘10’, ‘20’, and ‘30’ Value objects are linked a second Characteristic
object to a Characteristic Type defined as ‘Speed’). The Condition objects are used to link Value
objects that represent di(erent characteristics that occur in the same state (e.g. the Condition object
for ‘low speed’ is linked to the values for ‘10’ (for speed) and ‘1000’ (for resistance)). This provides a
flexible structure for adding more substantial quantities of information. Furthermore, each option can
be allocated di(ering number of Characteristics depending upon the values that are of interest (e.g
allowing di(ering number of characteristics for monohull and trimaran hullform options stored in the
library). Finally, a variable number of Condition objects per option allows the options to represent
the available information as opposed to forcing or constraining the available information to fit a certain
predetermined database structure.
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Separation of Functions and Styles
As described earlier each Item within the improved implementation must be assigned a
relationship to a Function object (i.e. Float, Move, etc.) and a number of Style objects
(i.e. di.erent hullform types: monohull, SWATH, Trimaran, etc.). Function objects rep-
resent the di.erent functional elements of an option, all Items objects in the library belong
to a specific part of the functional decomposition applied to the complete system (i.e. ship)
represented in the library. Applying a specific functional decomposition requires the defini-
tion of a set of characteristics that act across any inter-functional interface; this allows the
common characteristics of all sub-objects of a given function to be determined. Therefore,
each Function object can logically be assigned a number of related Characteristic
Type objects that are compulsory. Table F.1 shows an example of a functional hierarchy
from within the design (in common with the Andrews and Dicks [1997] approach).
Table F.1: Example Function Hierarchy
Functions Characteristics Required for Function
Ship Unallocated Weight; Unallocated Volume; Cost.
!Float Overall length; Overall beam; Maximum draught; Resistance
at given speeda.
!Sustension Displacement.
!Subdivision Bulkhead positions.
!Strength Maximum bending moment.
!Move Thrust for given operating durationa.
!Propulsion Thrust at given fuel consumptiona.
!Prime Movers Fuel consumption and power output at given RPMa.
!Transmission Power input and power output at given RPMa.
!Propulsors Power input and Thrust at given RPMa.
!Energy storage Fuel capacity.
aThese characteristics normally consist of a set of values for di(erent conditions.
Style can be employed as an additional mechanism for distinguishing between options
with identical functional roles but which are configured in radically di.erent ways. Sec-
tion 2.4.1 provides several di.erent examples of areas styles (i.e. Sustension, Arrangement
and Topology) which functionally common hullforms could adopt. As an option can pos-
sess multiple styles (i.e. trimaran, double hulled, steel) each Item object may be assigned a
relationship to several Style objects. These Style objects are associated with a number
of other Characteristic Types. Adding a Style object to an Item object expands
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the Characteristic Types that any new Characteristics, added to the Item, can
adopt. Table F.2 shows an example of a hierarchy of styles4. In this implementation
Styles also inherit the characteristics of their parent Styles in the hierarchy (i.e. the
Catamaran Style has the following typical characteristics: Overall length; Overall beam;
Displacement; Resistance–Speed; Demi-hull separation; Box clearance; Demi-hull waterline
beam; and Demi-hull waterline length).
Table F.2: Example Style Hierarchy
Styles Characteristics Required for Style
Base Hullform Style Overall length; Overall beam.
!Hydrostatic
Sustension
Displacement; Resistance–Speeda.
!Monohull Waterline beam; Waterline length.
!Twin-hull Demi-hull separation; Box clearance.
!Catamaran Demi-hull waterline beam; Demi-hull waterline length.
!SWATH Bulb radius; Strut length; Strut beam.
!Tri-hull Side-hull separation.
!Trimaran Main hull waterline beam; Main hull waterline length; Side
hull waterline beam; Side hull waterline length.
!Triswath Bulb radius; Bulb depth; Strut length; Strut beam; Main hull
waterline beam; Main hull waterline length.
!Hydrodynamic
Sustension
Displacement–Speeda; Dynamic lift–Speeda; Draught–Speeda;
Resistance–Speeda.
!Hydrofoil Foil cord; Foil span.
aThese characteristics normally consist of a set of values for di(erent conditions.
The possible characteristics of each Item object are defined via the union of the char-
acteristic type objects related to the Items object’s Function and Style objects.
Considering the a catamaran hullform, once this has been assigned a ‘Float’ function and a
style of ‘Catamaran’, then the complete set of characteristics can be built up. The style of
‘Catamaran’ inherits the styles of ‘Twin-hull’, ‘Hydrostatic Sustension’ and ‘Base Hullform
Style’. By amalgamating the characteristics of these di.erent styles a comprehensive set of
characteristics for the catamaran hullform can be obtained. This gives the following list of
(basic5) characteristics: Overall length; Overall beam; Maximum draught; Resistance at
4It should be noted that the styles shown in Table F.2 are limited to hullform styles. However, as
discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1, the definition of style provided by Andrews [1984] is a far broader,
encompassing issues that appear across the whole ship.
5Clearly any ship design has a very extensive set of characteristics by the end of full design but given this
research focuses on concept design only the ‘basic’ set of characteristics, for a particular ship style, is
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given Speeds; Demi-hull waterline beam; Demi-hull waterline length; Demi-hull separation;
Box clearance; Displacement; Overall length; and Overall beam.
Item Templates Objects
It may be inconvenient to require a user to specify a complete set of Characteristic ob-
jects for each item added to the library. In some cases the information may not be available
or the resources required to add many attributes to these new objects may be dispropor-
tionate. In these cases Item Template objects can be used to provide a blueprint for
any missing item attributes. While not one of the principal objects introduced in Sec-
tion F.1, Item template objects are similar to Item objects. Each Item template
object contains the definition of a number of Characteristics together with either a
default numerical value or an appropriate performance prediction method with which to
calculate the numerical value (see Section F.1.2). This implementation of the library based
tool only allows a single Item Template to be defined for each Function object. While
su/cient for the demonstration presented in this chapter, a more powerful implementation
could allow Item Template objects to be defined for each Style object. This would
allow the performance prediction methods used by any Item object to be inferred from
the object’s Styles, thus allowing the most suitable method to be applied.
Items Objects and Sub-Items
In the proposed Library Based approach a frequently occurring activity is the combination
of a number of input sub-options into a new combined option. The exploratory implemen-
tation presented in Chapter 6 utilised a process where the data for input sub-option’s was
duplicated and then combined to form a set of data for the new combined option. Then
all additional required characteristics were calculated for each combined option. This was
identified as a disadvantage of the exploratory implementation. The improved implementa-
tion presented in this chapter utilises a di.erent approach o.ering significant performance
advantages over the exploratory implementation.
In the improved implementation all Item objects have been given the ability to act
as both a combined option and a sub-option. Each Item object can contain an array of
references to a number of other Item objects, which are termed Sub-Items. An unlimited
number of Sub-Items can be defined, allowing the library to be developed to a depth
determined by the designer. For example, a designer could choose to further decompose a
Move sub-option, as shown in Table F.1.
Combining a number of Item objects to form a new combined option consists of two
steps: first, a new Item object is created; then references to the Item objects that represent
requires for the Library approach proposed. Although the Library Based approach does not limit the
set of characteristics the designer can add to the library.
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the sub-options are set in the new Item object. When initially created this new Item
object has no related Characteristic objects. Should the user request an attribute
from this new Item, the mechanism detailed in the following sub-section is applied.
Attributes for an Item
Section 4.4.1 discussed how object-oriented programming methods are used to perform
operations on an object or obtain information on the values of an object’s variables. This
section discusses the steps that occur in the improved implementation when an Item ob-
ject is requested to provide the numerical value for a particular Characteristic Type6
and hence a requested attribute for an option. This begins a chain of steps in the imple-
mentation that provide a numerical value. The steps taken are:
1. Initially each of the Item object’s Characteristic objects are checked to see
whether their Characteristic Type matches the requested Characteristic
Type. If a match is found then the numerical value stored within the matching
Characteristic object is provided;
2. Next the appropriate Item Template object’sCharacteristic objects are checked
to see whether their Characteristic Type matches the requested Character-
istic Type. If a match is found then a copy of the Item Template object’s
Characteristic is created for the Item object. The numerical value stored within
the this newly created Characteristic is provided;
3. Finally the Item object’s Sub-Items (representing any sub-options previously com-
bined to create this option) are checked to see whether they return a numerical
value for the requested Characteristic Type. Any numerical values returned are
totalled and this total is provided.
These three steps are illustrated in Figure F.3 to F.5. Figure F.3 provides an example of
how a numerical attribute for an Item, representing a Move functional sub-option, would
be retrieved for the Characteristic Type of ‘Maximum power’. First the Item object’s
6The term request is used, as the actual action performed is opaque to the user as all object encapsulate
the actions they perform, shielding the user from their precise internal implementation. Consider the
following example code that initiates the process in the program to find the numerical value for an
Item object given a particular Characteristic Type object:
aNumber = [anItemObject valueForCharacteristicType:aCharacteristicsTypeObject];
This code is composed of a message (enclosed between the square brackets) and an output variable
(‘aNumber’) which records the result returned by the message. The message is composed of two parts:
a target object to which the message is directed (in this case an Item object, ‘anItemObject’) and a
message (‘valueForCharacteristicType:’) with a parameter (in this case a Characteristic Type
object, ‘aCharacteristicsTypeObject’). The message only returns the numerical value; the process
that is object undertook to obtain this value is hidden from the user.
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Characteristics are checked in turn to find if their Characteristic Typematches the
requested Characteristic Type (i.e. ‘Maximum power’). In this case, the Item object
has a single Characteristic object that matches the requested Characteristic Type
(i.e. ‘Maximum power’). The single Value object associated with this Characteristic
object is accessed, and the numerical value stored within it provide (e.g. ‘5000’).
Relationships
Characteristics
Function
Styles
Conditions
Attributes
Item
Machinery-001
Relationships
CharacteristicType
Item
Values
...
Attributes
Characteristic
Relationships
Characteristics
Styles
Functions
...
Attributes
Characteristic Type
Maximum power
Relationships
Characteristic
Condition
Attributes
value=5000
ValueRelationships
CharacteristicTypes
Items
...
Attributes
Function
Move Option
Figure F.3: Numerical Value from Item object’s Characteristics
The next example, illustrated in Figure F.4, considers a request for the numerical at-
tribute for the ‘Cost’ Characteristic Type of an Item representing a Move sub-option.
First, the Item object’s Characteristics are checked in turn, however in the case shown
in Figure F.4a none of the Item object’s Characteristicsmatch the requested Charac-
teristic Type. Therefore, the Item Template is retrieved and its Characteristics
inspected. A Characteristic with a matching Characteristic Type is found within
the Item Template and this Characteristic object is used as a template to create a
new Characteristic in the Item (as shown in Figure F.4b, the newly created objects are
coloured blue). In the example shown in Figure F.4b the Value of the Characteristic
in the Item Template contains a formula for determining the required cost, which is
based upon the installed power (i.e. ‘value = 0.1 ⇥ Maximum power’). This is used with
the Item’s other Characteristic objects to determine the correct numerical value (i.e.
‘500’), which is then provided.
Finally, Figure F.5 shows an example of the steps that occur when neither the Item nor
the Item Template responds to the requested Characteristic Type. In this case,
neither the Item nor Item Template possesses a Characteristic that matches the
‘Weight’ Characteristic Type. The implementation then sequentially checks the Item
object’s Sub-Items for a response to the Characteristic Type. The numerical values
from any responses are then totalled, and this total is then provided. In the example shown
in Figure F.5 a value of ‘400’ would be provided.
For each of these cases, the mechanism used to provide numerical attributes is identical.
If the Value already exists then a numerical value is simply provided. If the value is
undefined then a performance prediction method has to be applied to quickly determine
an approximate value, as detailed in Section F.1.2.
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Figure F.4: Numerical Value from Item object’s Characteristics using an Item Tem-
plate object
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Figure F.5: Numerical Value from Item object’s Sub-Items
F.1.2 Performance Prediction in the Improved Implementation
It is not feasible to pre-calculate and store all attributes that may be of interest to the
designer. However, some attributes can be inferred or estimated from the value of the
option’s other attributes. Alternatively an appropriate performance prediction method
can be used to rapidly calculate these values. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, a wide variety
of di.erent performance prediction methods are available, however those included in the
current implementation have been limited to those which are quick to run and can be
updated easily (akin to current preliminary ship design ‘rules of thumb’). The performance
prediction methods are setup and linked to item template objects before the tool is used
to examine options within the library. All requests for a numerical value corresponding
to a particular Characteristic Type follow an analogous pattern described in the final
part of the preceding sub-section.
The example summarised in Figure F.4 showed how as Item Template could employ
a simple formula as a performance prediction method to provide an approximate value for
a missing attribute of an Item object. The advantage in the use of a flexible range of
performance prediction methods becomes apparent when the wider design library is con-
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sidered. For example, in the case of a set of options being down selected, using a cost
requirement, then each object’s cost attribute must be retrieved. If the Item objects that
represent these options already have a cost attribute stored within the library then this can
simply be provided. For Item objects without a pre-calculated and stored cost attribute,
the appropriate Item Template will be used to access a suitable performance prediction
method. That method will then be used to estimate the Item object’s cost, based on the
Item’s other attributes. Costing methods based upon the weight of di.erent elements of
the design are readily available and could be easily applied. Other costing methods also
exist: Sub-section 3.2.5 highlighted research that has applied artificial neural networks to
obtain estimates of ship features, including cost, from limited inputs [Ray 1998]. A recur-
ring problem with many artificial neural network based performance prediction methods
is providing a suitable set of training data (as discussed in Section 3.2.5). However, a
library based approach, with a growing library of various design options available, pro-
vides a readily accessible source of training data for a artificial neural networks (or another
unsupervised learning methods). Thus, a performance prediction method employing an
artificial neural network could be used to determine missing attributes through accessing
other data from the library.
A similar approach could be adopted in other areas, such as resistance prediction. Data
defining a Float option’s resistance for a range of speeds (e.g. 10, 20 and 30 knots) could
be pre-calculated using an appropriate resistance prediction tool7. Using this data the
resistance at intermediate speeds could be determined by a performance prediction method
(such as an interpolation approach, see [Lourakis 2008]). Alternatively, if there is no
suitable performance data, the resistance of new solution could be assessed by using an
artificial neural network trained using data from the other options within the library.
Although not a feature in the current implementation, applicable performance prediction
methods could be determined from the Item object’s styles, allowing the most appropriate
methods to be used for each Item. For example, a performance prediction method used
to estimate the stability characteristics of a monohull Float option could be di.erent from
that applied to multi-hull Float options. As all item objects within the library are related
to specific Style objects, this would be simple to implement.
F.1.3 Actions within the Improved Implementation
The process of searching the library for appropriate sub-options and combining these to
form new options, which are then presented to the designer, is performed by a number of
actions. Actions are split into two types: Fetch actions that retrieve Item objects from the
library and Combine actions that generate new options by combining sub-options belonging
7In the case of a multihull vessel this may be a computationally intensive tool based upon thin ship
theory or boundary element methods [Bertram 2000]. However, as these calculation would take place
before the designer uses the library, it would not cause significant delays in operating the library based
approach.
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to a number of input actions. These two types can be combined into a hierarchical tree
of actions with Combine actions as ‘branches’ and Fetch actions as ‘leaves’, as shown in
Figure F.6.
Fetch Move Action
Fetch Infrastructure Action
Combine into 
Float-Move Action
Fetch Float Action
Combine into 
Float-Move-Infrastructure 
Action
Combine Action
Fetch Action
Key:
Figure F.6: Example Hierarchical Tree of Fetch and Combine Actions for the Improved
Implementation of the Library Method
Both types of Actions allow requirements and constraints to be used to filter the op-
tions. Specifically the option’s characteristics are checked to ensure that a characteristic
exists that satisfies all applicable constraints (e.g. using a minimum length constraint to
examine all Float options, removing those Items with a Characteristic object whose
Characteristic Type matches ‘length’ and whose value fails to satisfy the constraint).
Constraints are divided into two types: Simple constraints and comparison constraints.
Simple constraints allow numerical constraint to be input by the user (e.g. length <
160m). Comparison constraints enable the characteristics of two sub-options to be com-
pared (e.g. required power < available power). Options unable to satisfy these constraints
are removed from consideration.
Fetch actions retrieve Items from the library. When fetching the Items the constraints
are used to limit the retrieved items by removing those Items which fail to meet the
constraints. However, in some cases a performance prediction method must be applied
before a constraint can be checked, therefore the item objects which are provisionally
retrieved must be fully checked against all constraints after being retrieved from the library.
After the checks, the Fetch actions provide a set of item objects that satisfy the constraints.
Combine actions take as an input two sets of item objects from the Combine action’s
input actions, these sets are termed Input items. The Combine action generates all possible
combinations of Input items from the two sets, identifying and discarding those that fail
to satisfy the given constraints. For each combination of Input items, the Combine action
encapsulates the following four steps:
1. Inspect Input items for incompatibilities with constraints. If incompatibilities are
found this combination is discarded8;
8Note that at this stage not all constraints may be able to be assessed. Missing characteristics cannot be
assessed using a performance prediction method until a new Item representing the Combine options is
created. If a constraint cannot be assessed is ignored until step 4.
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2. Created a new Item;
3. Add Sub-Items, to the new Item, matching the current combination of Input items;
4. Inspect new Item for incompatibilities with constraints9.
The Combine action returns a set of new Item objects that satisfy the constraints. These
new objects contain pointers to the Item objects that were the Input items and they also
contain new Characteristic objects for any attributes that have been evaluated as the
action has been performed.
F.1.4 Strategies for Down Selections and Performance Prediction
The example above demonstrates how the current implementation of the Combine action
can be used to assess options by sequentially examining a combination of Input items. As
the Input items of the Combine action are actually two or more sets of options then more
e/cient strategies can be employed to examine potential combined options. Three possible
strategies are:
A. Combine sub-options, then calculate Combined option’s characteristics removing un-
acceptable Combined options;
B. Calculate sub-option’s characteristics, then compare sub-option’s characteristics com-
bining sub-options that are acceptable;
C. Calculate sub-option’s characteristics, then partition sub-options into sets using these
calculated characteristics, finally extremes of sets are used to eliminate unacceptable
sets of combined options.
Figure F.7 demonstrates these three strategies for down selection showing the varying
steps within each strategy. It should be noted that the later two strategies (B and C) can
be more e/cient than (A), particularly for large numbers of input items, but cannot be
applied to all requirements. For example, a constraint expressed in terms of top speed can
only be assessed after a combined Float-Move option has been generated. However, this
requirement could be represented in a manner that allows it to be evaluated by comparing
the sub-option’s characteristics.
The first strategy (A), shown in Figure F.7a, is the simplest method. This strategy first
combines the sub-options, then required characteristics are calculated for the combined
option and checked against a specified constraint. Consequently, characteristics that are
dependent upon several sub-options to be found using this strategy. The following key
steps in this strategy are described in Figure F.7a:
9At this stage new characteristic objects can be added and performance prediction methods employed
to determine values necessary to check against the remaining constraints.
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(c) Calculate of sub-options; partitions into sets; use extremes of sets to eliminate unacceptable
solutions
Figure F.7: Strategies for Down Selections for the Improved Implementation of the Library
Method
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1. Using sub-options (squares and triangles) generate all combined options (circles);
2. Calculate performance of combined options;
3. Discard unacceptable solutions (red circles).
The next strategy (B), shown in Figure F.7b, relies upon decomposing a top level require-
ment into characteristics that can be evaluated for the sub-options. For each potential
combination of sub-options, these characteristics can be compared and, if the constraint is
satisfied, a new option can be created. For example, a top level requirement for a certain
maximum speed could be decomposed into power at top speed (for the Float sub-option)
and maximum power (for the Move sub-option). These two characteristics could then be
assessed by a constraint, such as ensuring the required power at top speed is less than the
maximum installed power. The characteristics only have to be calculated once for each
sub-option. The key steps are shown in Figure F.7b:
1. Calculate performance of sub-options;
2. Examine possible combinations of sub-options (squares and triangles), then generate
combined options (circles) where sub-option criteria satisfy constraints;
3. Retain acceptable combined options.
The final strategy (C) also uses sub-option characteristics to down select sub-options but
in addition sub-options are grouped into sets, allowing the number of comparisons to be
minimised, as illustrated in Figure F.7c. By partitioning the two sets of sub-options into
subsets, using the values of the characteristic being examined, the number of comparisons
can be radically reduced, since the extremes of the partitioned subsets can be compared to
determine whether combining the sub-options, from these subsets, will produce acceptable
or unacceptable combined options. The key steps are:
1. Calculate the performance of sub-options;
2. Partition sub-options into subsets, then examine the limits of the subsets to determine
if sub-options would satisfy constraints;
3. For subsets that clearly satisfy the constraints, generate all combined options;
4. For a subset that may satisfy the constraints, examine each option individually, then
generate combined options (circles) where sub-option criteria satisfy constraints;
5. Retain acceptable combined options.
As an example of this strategy has been applied to the case of a maximum speed require-
ment. For two options M and F representing the Float and Move sub-options the power
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available and required can be found using the functions powavail(. . .) and powreq(. . .). Ac-
ceptable solutions should satisfy the following relationship:
powavail(M) > powreq(F )
Therefore, the limits of unacceptability for Move and Float options (M and F ) can be
found from:
(powreq)min = min [powreq(F)]
(powavail)max = max [powavail(M)]
Clearly, acceptable Float options require less power than the largest power available from
the Move options. Similarly, acceptable Move options should provide more power than the
minimum power required by the Float options. Using these two conditions the subsets of
acceptable float and move options can be identified.
Facc = F(powreq < (powavail)max)
Macc = M(powavail < (powreq)min)
And then combined to determine the set of combined options (C).
C = Facc ⇥Macc
= {(f,m) | f 2 Facc andm 2Macc}
Depending on which of the three di.erent approaches is applied, the number of required
operations will be significantly di.erent. Table F.3 illustrates the significant variation of
down selection and performance prediction steps that occur for the three down selection
strategies (these values illustrate a library containing 1000 sub-options for each function
and half the combined options are assumed to be acceptable). This table shows a marked
decrease from strategy A to B and C in both the number of times the performance predic-
tion method must be applied and also the number of comparisons that must be performed.
F.1.5 Production–Deduction–Induction Compliance in the Improved
Implementation
Section 4.3.1 drew attention to March’s Production–Deduction–Induction model of the
design process that illustrated the advantages of externalising the definitions of inductive,
deductive and abductive reasoning [March 1984]. This model shows a process whereby
knowledge contained within or produced by the design process is made explicit, thus allow-
ing a more appropriate application of that knowledge to that design problem. Section 5.3.5
detailed how the addition of new knowledge could take place in the context of a Library
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Table F.3: Example of the Variation in Sub-Option Combination and Performance Pre-
diction for di.erent Down Selection Strategies
Down Selection Strategy A B C
Performance Predictions 1,000,000 2,000 2,000
Sub-Option Comparisons 1,000,000 1,000,000 500,000a
Comparisons of Sub-Option Sets – – 4
Sub-Option Combinations 500,000 500,000 500,000b
aOf which 250,000 are acceptable.
bWith 250,000 from the comparison of sets and 250,000 from the comparison of sub-options.
Based Design approach. In the specific implementation presented here, that addition of
knowledge could take one of two forms:
• Design information can be added to the library as new Item objects, representing
known design solutions or options;
• Design knowledge, that makes use of point design information, can be added to the
library using new performance prediction methods.
Separating the process of adding design information from existing design knowledge allows
the designer to progressively develop a more complete design library in an open manner.
Design information need not be complete, since appropriate performance prediction meth-
ods can be used to fill any gaps, using estimations based upon preexisting data from the
library.
The approach presented here has been deliberately made adaptable and provides an
architecture allowing di.erent performance prediction methods to be used to manage the
addition of design knowledge. Methods ranging from simple equations, an interpolation
method and artificial neural networks have been explored during the development of the
improved implementation. Other methods, such as expert systems, would appear to be
compatible with the Library Based approach but have not been investigated in the course
of this research.
F.1.6 Implementation Technical Details
The improved implementation has been developed using the object-oriented programming
language Objective-C [Apple 2008b]. This provides the implementation’s core design gen-
eration, evaluation, storage and selection methods. There are distinct benefits arising from
adopting this development language. Employing Objective-C allows access to a powerful
data-management framework called Core Data [Apple 2008a]. This allows the objects
forming the data model to be easily created, modified and deleted. Objects can also be
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archived in a number of di.erent storage formats, including a SQLite database. By em-
ploying a database based storage format, very rapid search operations can be performed.
However, there are overheads associated with creating new objects within the database, so
for the combine actions (where millions of objects may be created, examined and discarded)
lightweight proxy objects are employed. These proxy objects are equivalent in functional-
ity to the objects within the library but are not immediately added to the library when
created.
Objective-C allows the definition of operations that contain an encapsulated task. These
operations are added to a queue of remaining operations that are executed when computer
resources become available [Apple 2008c]. Dependencies can be defined between operations,
in which case the operations execution will be delayed until all preceding operations are
completed. On a computer with multiple processors the program will execute operations
in parallel where possible, speeding the overall completion of the process. Figure F.8
illustrates how the exploratory implementation’s Actions (as described in Section F.1.3)
can be easily subdivided into several operations allowing them to be executed in parallel.
By creating a large number of simple operations, work can be split e/ciently over several
processors, reducing run time. The Library Based approach is particularly well suited to
representation via many apparently sequential actions which can be completed in parallel.
Other design approaches require a significant number of iterations where the complete
results of one iteration must be obtained before the next iteration is started. Therefore,
they are less amenable to similar parallelisation which prevents the application of one
approach commonly used to increase the speed of an implementation at run time.
Combine Action
Fetch Action
Key:
Fetch Float Action
Float Fetch Operation A
Float Fetch Operation B
Fetch Move Action
Move Fetch Operation A
Move Fetch Operation B
Combine into 
Float-Move Action
Combine Operation AA
Combine Operation AB
Combine Operation BA
Combine Operation BB
Fetch Infrastructure Action
Inf Fetch Operation A
Inf Fetch Operation B
Combine into 
Float-Move-Infrastructure 
Action
Combine Operation AAA
Combine Operation ABA
Combine Operation BAA
Combine Operation BBA
Combine Operation AAB
Combine Operation ABB
Combine Operation BAB
Combine Operation BBB
Operation
Figure F.8: Evaluating Actions using Multiple Operations in the Improved Implementation
of the Library Method
F-Script [Mougin and Ducasse 2003; Mougin 2006], a lightweight scripting layer, specif-
ically designed for interactive access to Objective-C objects was also utilised. F-Script
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provides a high-level language for object manipulation, allowing the user to easily manip-
ulate and query whole sets of options. This provided a concise interface for exploring the
items within the library.
The implementation includes the following methods to undertake performance predic-
tion: simple arithmetic operations; summation of sub-option characteristics; interpolation
[Lourakis 2008]; and artificial neural networks [Nissen 2003]. Examples of the types of
performance prediction methods employed in the model are presented in Table F.4.
Table F.4: Example Performance Prediction Methods
Performance
Prediction Method Characteristic Input Data
Interpolation Top Speed
• Ship resistance at di.erent speeds (Float);
• Machinery maximum supplied power
(Move).
Sum Sub-Item
Characteristics Weight • Sub-Item weights.
Artificial Neural
Network Resistance
• Training data set composed of key
dimensions and Resistance–Speed data;
• Key dimensions;
• Speed range.
F.2 Exploring the Performance of the Improved
Implementation
The performance of the implementation varies depending on several factors including:
• Number of Item objects within the library;
• Number of Characteristic objects within the library;
• The arrangement of Action operations in the tool;
• The requirements specified by the designer (and how these can be applied through
the strategies discussed in Section F.1.4).
This section explores the performance achieved by the improved implementation. It is
divided into three sub-section that address di.erent areas of performance:
• The e.ect of di.erent sized libraries on the time required to retrieve options from
the library (Section F.2.1);
• The e.ect of di.erent numbers of input items upon the total time required to generate
combined options (Section F.2.2);
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• The speed of the di.erent performance prediction methods within the current tool
(Section F.2.3).
To explore the performance in these di.erent areas a range of libraries of di.ering sizes
were created. Four functions were defined in the library, a parent function and three sub-
functions. For each of the three sub-functions the number of Items objects generated
were varied between 100 and 50,000 to see the e.ect of library size upon execution speed.
Consequently, the size of the total library varied from 300 to 150,000 Item objects. For
each Item objects in the library seven Characteristic objects were created. Five of
these Characteristic objects had a single value, randomly distributed between zero
and one. The remaining two Characteristic objects had four values corresponding to
di.erent conditions10.
Table F.5 contains details of the total number of Item, Characteristic and Value
objects in the library in each case. The exploratory implementation, described in Chapter 6
contained 1944 Float sub-options, 618 Move sub-options and 36 Infrastructure sub-options
or 2598 options in total. If each of these sub-options were represented by an Item object
then a library whose size was between that of library A and B from Table F.5 would be
required to describe a case equivalent to that described in Chapter 6. Libraries C and D
show how the implementation’s performance changes as the library grows both 10 and 50
fold compared to Library B.
Table F.5: Details of Example Libraries
Library Identifier
A B C D
Item objects per Function 100 1,000 10,000 50,000
Total Item objects 300 3,000 30,000 150,000
Total Characteristic objects 2,100 21,000 210,000 1,050,000
Total Value objects 27,300 273,000 2,730,000 13,650,000
F.2.1 Fetch Action Durations With Library Size
Three di.erent fetch actions (termed ‘fetch 1’, ‘fetch 2’ and ‘fetch 3’) filtered the options
from the library using four constraints. The constraints were set so 6.25%11 of the Item
10These value were defined as a linear series beginning with a random base number between zero and one;
i.e. 0.45, 1.45, 2.45 & 3.45.
11The constraints stated that the values of ‘characteristic 1’, ‘characteristic 2’, ‘characteristic 3’ and
‘characteristic 4’ must be greater than 0.5. As the value for each characteristic was defined as a
random number between zero and one, there is a 50% chance of the option being accepted against any
single constrain. Given that there is a probability of 0.5 of a single option passing one constraint, then
the probability of a single option passing all four constrains is 0.54 = 0.0625 = 6.25%.
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objects from the library were accepted. For each constraint the time required to search
the library for acceptable Item objects was found.
The improved implementation performs a query in the following manner:
1. Constraints are filtered to find those that match the characteristic types defined in
the function;
2. Constraints matching the function’s characteristic are formatted as a query then sent
to the database back end12;
3. Process the information returned from the database and retrieve the acceptable Item
objects;
4. Any remaining requirements can then be used to filter the acceptable Item objects13.
The duration of the three fetch actions for the di.erent sized libraries are shown in Ta-
ble F.6. Figure F.9 shows the how the total duration of the fetch action changes with the
number of Item objects per function. While the time required to search the library of
Item objects increases as the library grows in size, examining the average duration per
Item objects it can seen to be relatively constant. The fetch action duration per Item
object shows a good agreement (with variation in the average fetch action duration per
Item object within 7%) for the three larger library sizes (B, C and D). The smaller library
(A) shows a slightly large fetch action duration per Item object which can be attributed
to other background tasks14 occurring on the computer which cause slight variations in
the total execution time of the fetch action.
F.2.2 Combine Action Durations with Library Size
Once the fetch actions have retrieved the acceptable options from the library a combine
action was used to create a number of combined Item objects from the fetched Item
objects. No additional constraints were added at this stage. The durations of the two
12A query is a structured statement containing a number of conditions that initiates a search in a database
and returns matching object. Significant changes in database performance may occur for di(erent query
structures. An exploration of database response time for di(erent queries discovered the most e)cient
query mechanism. The elements of this query are listed below in the order they are checked against
the items stored in the database:
a) Characteristic objects with a function matching the Action’s function;
b) Characteristic objects with a characteristic type matching the characteristic type of the constraint;
c) Characteristic objects with a value that satisfies the constraint value defined in the constraint.
The items associated with these characteristic objects are then found and returned.
13This is necessary to ensure that any constraints filtered at step 1 (and therefore not part of the query
sent to the database) are satisfied.
14These tasks could include either one o( activities within the program such as creating areas to store the
Items retrieved from the library, peculiarities of the fetch process in relation to small data sets or other
back groups activities associated with the operating system. These are more apparent when examining
the smaller library, as any delay will have a large impact per Item object.
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Table F.6: Durations for Fetch Actions for Variations in the Size of the Library
Library Identifier
A B C D
Item Objects per Function 100 1,000 10,000 50,000
Fetch 1
Item Objects
Remaining 19 81 630 1,515
Duration (sec) 0.106357 0.134239 1.716199 3.124275
Fetch 2
Item Objects
Remaining 15 65 650 1,532
Duration (sec) 0.040363 0.150128 1.099820 5.026420
Fetch 3
Item Objects
Remaining 12 71 613 1,603
Duration (sec) 0.042783 0.198888 1.771236 4.950645
Average Fetch
Action Duration (sec) 0.063167 0.161085 1.529085 4.367113
Average Fetch Action
Duration Per Item Object
(sec)
2.11⇥ 10 4 5.37⇥ 10 5 5.10⇥ 10 5 5.82⇥ 10 5
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Figure F.9: Relative Durations for Fetch Actions for Variations in the Size of the Library
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combine actions for the di.erent sized libraries are shown in Table F.7. The time taken for
each combination action is relatively consistent; it increases in proportion to the number
of Item objects until the number of new combined Item objects reaches a large number
(i.e. +4,000,000). At this point the storage requirements for the new Item objects exceed
the capacity of the computer’s random access memory, and the computer must fall back to
(slower) hard disk storage. A limit of 5,000,000 Item objects for any combine operation
was used to prevent excessive run-time once large numbers of viable Item objects (i.e.
>5,000,000 per combine action) are generated.
Table F.7: Durations for Combine Actions for Variations in the Size of the Library
Library Identifier
A B C D
Fetch 1 Remaining
Sub-Options 19 81 630 1,515
Fetch 2 Remaining
Sub-Options 15 65 650 1,532
Fetch 3 Remaining
Sub-Options 12 71 613 1,603
Options Output by Action
Combining 1 & 2 285 5,265 409,500 2,320,980
Duration of Action
Combining 1 & 2 (sec) 0.004 0.017 1.630 17.505
Average Combine
Action Duration (sec) 1.44⇥ 10
 5 3.21⇥ 10 6 3.98⇥ 10 6 7.54⇥ 10 6
Options Output by Action
Combining 1–2 & 3 3,420 373,815 5,000,000 5,000,000
Duration of Action
Combining 1–2 & 3 (sec) 0.014 1.617 36.138 171.572
Average Combine
Action Duration (sec) 4.25⇥ 10
 6 4.35⇥ 10 6 7.22⇥ 10 6 3.43⇥ 10 5
F.2.3 Duration of Diﬀerent Performance Prediction Types
The variation in speed of the di.erent performance prediction techniques found in the
tool is explored in this section. While a number of di.erent approaches to performance
prediction are possible, five representative approaches implemented in the current tool are
presented here:
• Performance prediction using pre-calculated values, where pre-calculated values stored
in the library are used to retrieve acceptable Items;
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• Performance prediction using values calculated by addition, where a simple addition
operation acts upon the pre-calculated values stored in the library to then produce
a new value;
• Performance prediction using values calculated by simple interpolation, where the
performance prediction method performs a simple linear interpolation based upon
the two closest pre-calculated values already stored in the library;
• Performance prediction using values calculated by complex interpolation, where the
performance prediction method fits a given function to the pre-calculated values
stored in the library. This function is then used to interpolate a value at a specific
point;
• Performance prediction using values calculated by artificial neural network.
The durations of these di.erent actions for the di.erent sized libraries are shown in Ta-
ble F.8. These values correspond to time required to assess each item in a library containing
10,000 Item objects. For each Item a value is calculated by the performance prediction
method and then checked against a constraint. The data-management framework used in
the improved implementation features intelligent caching, allowing data retrieved from the
library is held in more quickly accessible memory. Consequently, Table F.8 contains the
duration required for the di.erent performance prediction methods in the case where data
must be retrieved from the library and data is stored in this more quickly accessible cache.
Table F.8: Variation in Performance Prediction Speeds for a Library Containing 10,000
Items
Performance Prediction Duration of Performance Prediction (sec)
Type with Data Retrieval using Cached Data
Pre-calculated Values 5.932178 1.148290
Calculated by Addition 6.008430 1.154642
Calculated by ANN 6.038313 2.961134
Calculated by Simple
Interpolation 14.348913 6.689205
Calculated by Complex
Interpolation 14.057554 2.969440
a
aThe complex interpolation method stores the values of the fitted function leading to an increase in speed
compared to the simple interpolation method.
When retrieving data from the library, the five performance prediction methods (shown
in Table F.8) can be split into two broad types. The performance prediction methods
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that use pre-calculated values, values calculated by addition and values calculated using
artificial neural network only require a limited number of values to be retrieved from the
library. Therefore, only a small number of time consuming queries of the database housing
the library must be performed. In comparison, the two interpolation methods require a
large number of condition values to be retrieved from the library leading to a longer run
time as many time consuming database actions are performed. However, after the values
have been fetched from the database by the performance prediction method a number of
techniques can be used to speed its execution. The simple interpolation method displays
some increase in speed by using values that are stored (or cached) in the computer random
access memory, as opposed to re-fetching the values from the database. The complex
interpolation method stores the function that was fitted to the library data when it was
first run, which leads to a considerable increase in speed for later runs.
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Appendix G
Hullform Comparison and Selection
During Requirement Elucidation
This appendix was published as a conference paper entitled “Hullform Comparison and
Selection During Requirement Elucidation in the Concept Stage of the Ship Design Process”
at the Tenth International Marine Design Conference (IMDC) in Trondheim, Norway, May
2009.
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ABSTRACT 
 
The importance of requirement elucidation, in shaping both the customer’s needs and initial solutions 
during the concept stage of the design process, is well recognised. It is also the case that alternative 
hullform styles can bring distinct performance benefits in achieving emerging requirements. However, 
design methods and tools currently available do not facilitate the ready exploration of alternate 
hullform styles during the process of requirement elucidation. This paper outlines a library based ship 
concept design tool intended to assist the designer with hullform selection in the initial exploratory 
stage of the ship design process. In addition to discussing both the need for a tool and the reasoning 
underlying the tool’s development, this paper also describes potential applications of the tool in 
concert with other design methods, such as the UCL derived Design Building Block Approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Current concept design tools and methods have been developed around individual vehicle styles (e.g. Monohulls, 
SWATHS, Trimarans) (Andrews 1997). They essentially adopt a standard approach to the design problem: synthesise a 
design solution from a set of (proposed) requirements; assess the solution's performance using analysis tools; and, 
compare the resultant performance with these initial requirements to assess the solution's viability and efficiency. Any 
perceived deficiencies or excesses require an updated design to be synthesised and reanalysed, until what is perceived to 
be a satisfactory solution is obtained. A large amount of work may be performed if more than one hullform type is being 
examined and this could be considered highly ineffective, given those configurations rejected could be considered as 
absorbing nugatory effort. Given the limited resources available in the concept stage of the ship design process, a method 
allowing the designer, not just to explore many hullform styles but to do so concurrently, is seen to be highly desirable.  
 
The paper presents an approach that enables different hullform styles to be concurrently examined, providing a multi-
vehicle concept design approach to ship concept design. First, the problem of hullform comparison and selection is 
discussed, in light of the difficulties inherent in the design process to meet complex ship requirements. From this 
discussion, attention is drawn to the activity of requirement elucidation, seen as a key feature of such ship concept 
design. Next, the limitations of applying current ship design methods to the hullform selection problem are highlighted. 
Current design tools are seen to be limited in their ability to rapidly assess multiple hullform types and are therefore seen 
to restrict the desire to undertake requirement elucidation in as open and divergent manner as possible at the initial stages 
of ship design. 
 
An alternative approach to addressing the hullform selection problem at the initial stages of ship design is outlined, 
together with an example implementation. This approach is composed of two key elements: a novel approach to ship 
concept design, employing a library based design method that makes use of selection, combination and rejection; and, a 
support system describing the relevant domain, in the form of a performance prediction framework. The amalgamation of 
these two elements into a new concept design tool, together with some sample output is presented. This is followed by 
consideration of the integration of the proposed approach with other ship concept design methods. It is concluded that the 
proposed tool will enable a designer to rapidly examine multiple hullform options, which would significantly assist ship 
concept designers in the requirement elucidation process. 
 
                                                
1
 Marine Research Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering, UCL, London 
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THE HULLFORM COMPARISON AND SELECTION PROBLEM  
 
Hullform Comparison and Selection in the Ship Design Problem 
  
This section considers why hullform selection is not easily accomplished using current initial ship design approaches and 
how the need for consideration of hullform alternatives meets the perceived needs for initial ship design. 
 
The Ship Design Process and its Difficulties 
 
The initial concept phase of the ship design process is concerned with the clarification of the requirement and the 
development of an outline design to meet these requirements. Gale (2003) describes how this is achieved—particularly 
for naval combatants—through a series of studies, which in many cases, are developed into a single concept design. The 
concept phase is a critical stage when the majority of the cost of the final solution is committed. Tibbitts and Keane 
(1995) state that over seventy percent of a ship’s final cost is determined in the Concept Phase, even though only some 
five percent of the design definition has been undertaken.  
 
The initial stage of the concept phase, is termed by Andrews (1994) as Concept Exploration to denote the ‘unrestrained 
exploration’ of possible means of meeting the initial (vaguely conceived) needs for the new design.  This exercise is 
intended to explore the solution space and should include modifying existing ships, packaging the perceived capability in 
different manners and exploring high and low technology options to determine the region of interest in the solution space 
and, consequently, should be both exploratory and divergent, allowing the designer to consider radical alternatives. 
 
Customer Needs 
 
The customer’s needs are usually key to initiating the concept design process. One of the designer’s primary concerns is 
to properly understand these needs and the likely requirements that arise from them. The designer must also ensure that 
constraints originating from other participants in the design process are recognised, questioned and then collectively 
agreed following a proper concept elucidation process (Andrews 2003b). As a corollary of these tasks, the designer must 
also ensure the customer is made aware of the impact of all the likely and significant requirements upon any emergent 
design (Rawson and Tupper 2001):  
 
“The earliest stages are typically a debate with the owner, proposing various ways in which the owner’s wishes 
could be fulfilled, matching the operations envisaged to the investment that would be necessary to perform them.” 
 
Andrews (2003b) has identified this key process as being requirement elucidation, which should drive this concept stage 
of the ship design process. The process of elucidating the design requirements can only be achieved through design. It is 
also important to recognise that any limitations of the designer’s adopted design method or tools may well constrain the 
exploration by failing to consider alternative hullform styles and hence limit a thorough exploration and elucidation of 
the customer’s true needs. 
 
Hullform Style in the Concept Design Process 
 
The term style has been coined (Brown and Andrews 1980; Andrews 1984) to describe the broad characteristics of a ship 
design solution, as a means of identifying important design issues distinct from the classic concerns of naval architecture  
(i.e. S4—stability, speed strength and seakeeping), namely aspects such as robustness or low signatures. This paper 
focuses upon a key decision on style that occurs at the outset of the design process, the decision on the hullform style. In 
this case, style is being used to differentiate hullform types into categories such as Monohull, Catamaran and Trimaran. 
Hullform style is of significant interest as it has a large impact upon the vessel’s performance. Furthermore, the selection 
of hullform style has an obvious and major impact on the remainder of the design process. 
 
The selection of hullform style is of considerable interest and has been explored by many authors. Various authors 
(Andrews 2001; Eames 1981, 1985; MoD 2005b) provide qualitative assessments of different hullforms. Other published 
work has attempted to perform quantitative analysis of different hullforms to find those best suited to a given role. This 
has taken the form of comparative studies exploring the effect of changes of hullform type on the solution’s 
characteristics (Lavis and Rogalski 1989; Sadden and Nisbet 1998; Broadbent and Kennell 2001; McDonald et al. 2004; 
NATO 1987, 1997, 2004). 
   
When developing comparisons of this type, various complications emerge, as revealed in the following comment from 
Lavis and Rogalski (1989) describing the difficulty of ensuring that comparative studies are objective: 
 
 
“[The issue of objectivity] led to the development of a joint parametric study…between the United States (US) 
and West Germany (GE). One problem that occurs when comparisons are made is that many people become 
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involved because of the magnitude of the project and each has his own analytic methods, preferences and biases. 
As a result different standards, margins and practices are often employed so that each of the hullforms are not 
always designed to the same standard, resulting in the proverbial “apples and oranges” comparisons. Even the use 
of computerised design-synthesis models does not always eliminate this problem since the programs are generally 
written by different people, or organisations, and for different purposes.” 
 
Counter to the need for an ‘unrestrained exploration’ in the initial stage of the concept phase, the designer is constrained 
by the decision making environment. Andrews (1981) identified three types of constraint on the ship design process: 
constraints directly on the design, constraints on the design process and constraints from the (wider) design environment. 
(Erikstad 1996) provides a supporting outline of the preliminary ship design ‘task environment’, which describes the set 
of constraints that apply in a ‘prototypical preliminary ship design situation’ and he highlights seven characteristics that 
are sources of difficulty. These have been grouped under three headings in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Sources of Difficulty in the Ship Design Process taken from (Erikstad 1996) and categorised 
   
Complexity of Ships Interdependencies and Analysis Limits Complexity of Design 
• High cost of error – errors are 
difficult and expensive to rectify as 
any changes must propagate through 
the whole design   
 
• Strict time and resource constraints 
on the design process  - challenging 
procurement timescales result in the 
designer making decisions before 
fully understanding the problem 
 
• Strong domain tradition – the shared 
common understanding between 
interested parties masks some 
complexity but increases the 
difficulties of adopting novel 
solutions 
• Complex mapping between form and 
function – the complexity arising 
from operating on the air-sea 
interface and the multi-functional 
nature of elements of the solution 
prevents the development of simple 
form-function mapping (and even if 
it were possible the legitimacy of 
such a mapping for ship design has 
been questioned (Andrews 2003b)) 
 
• Shallow knowledge structure – 
limited design knowledge is 
available, particularly for 
revolutionary designs 
• Predominantly “one-of-a-kind” and 
“engineering-to-order” solutions – 
ship design is essentially a ‘one shot’ 
operation with little opportunity to 
learn by trial and error in a given 
design 
 
• Multi-dimensional, partly non-
monetary performance evaluation – 
the procurement of ships relies upon 
the evaluation of many non-
monetary performance 
characteristics where designer or 
customer judgment plays a key role  
 
Given the difficulties outlined in Table 1 and the fact that they will be amplified if different hullform styles are to be 
explored, it is sensible to consider if there are any limitations in applying current design tools to the very early stages of 
ship design. 
 
Current Design Methods 
 
A comprehensive summary of recent ship design methods is presented in previous IMDC State of the Art Design 
Methodology reports (Andrews et. al. 1997 and 2006). Table 2 summarises what are seen to be the key limitations that 
arise when applying these methods to the selection of hullform style early in the design process. 
 
Examining the types of ship design methods presented in Table 2 reveals that all six categories experience some 
limitations when applied to hullform selection in the early stage of the ship design process. However, the sources of these 
limitations vary between the six methods. The methods towards the top of the table experience limitations due to the 
inherent limits of human cognitive speed, and hence the speed of decision-making. The methods towards the bottom of 
the table suffer limitations arising from the simplistic nature of current machine based decision-making tools. These two 
different limitations imply that the issue of decision-making needs to be addressed.  
 
Two extremes exist for decision-making methods: involved decision methods or detached decision methods. Involved 
decisions methods position the designer in a central decision making role. Detached decision methods employ a design 
tool that uses objectives and constraints to find a best solution. In general, involved methods enable the designer to gain a 
detailed understanding of the driving factors of a small number of solutions. In comparison, detached methods are 
amenable to automation and hence have the potential to be used to rapidly assess a large number of options to select a 
proposed solution. However, at the first stage of the design process the designer may actually wish to explore a large 
number of solutions to develop their understanding, as opposed to finding a single ‘best’ solution or obtaining a high 
degree of understanding of a single ‘detailed’ solution, given that requirement elucidation is unlikely to be resolved so 
early in the process. 
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Table 2: Perceived Limitations regarding Current Design Methods in Exploring Hullform Selection 
 
Category Example Methods Limitations Regarding Hullform Selection 
Traditional • UCL Ship Design 
Exercise (UCL 2002) 
As a designer led solution process it is difficult to consider more than one 
design concurrently. 
Configuration 
Based 
• Design Building 
Block Approach 
(SURFCON)         
(Andrews and Dicks 
1997) 
Reliant upon tools driven interactively by the designer hence speeding the 
design process. However, is limited in that only a single hullform option can be 
considered at a time. 
Decision 
Making 
• Decision Based 
Design  
• Multi Criteria 
Decision Making 
Hard to apply to the early concept design process where the design process is 
both highly fluid and flexible. 
Concept 
Exploration 
• Concept 
Exploration Models 
While well suited to the general process of exploring the solution space, limits 
on CEMs inbuilt synthesis methods limit their flexibility when comparing 
different styles of solutions. 
Artificial 
Intelligence 
• Expert Systems 
• Neural Networks 
Most approaches are dependent upon stores of past design information so are 
inherently backwards looking. Recent research is exploring connecting these 
methods with generic prediction tools (van Oers et. al. 2006). 
Optimization • Single/Multi-
Objective Genetic 
Algorithms 
Difficult to correctly define objective functions (although current research is 
addressing ways of better incorporating non-numerical user input (van Oers et. 
al. 2008)). 
           
Summary of Review of initial Hull Form Selection 
    
The preceding review has discussed the importance of the designer fully exploring potential options as part of the 
concept phase of the ship design process. The difficulties presented earlier limit the number of options the designer can 
explore with constraints of time and resources. The process of requirement elucidation, which should underlie the early 
ship design process, adds a further complication. If the designer also wishes to consider different hullform styles—with 
widely varying characteristics and performance—then the problem becomes still more challenging.  
 
Current ship design methods are seen as unable to provide an approach that adequately addresses the above issues. This 
is due to the fundamentally solution centric approach that they adopt, typified by the scheme outlined earlier. This 
approach can be seen to inhibit the exploratory phase of concept design, where the designer needs to rapidly explore as 
wide a range of options as possible. 
 
At this point it is useful to consider what features ship designers have previously seen as required from a concept design 
tool. Betts' (2000) provides a useful checklist for the required capabilities of a warship design tool throughout the 
acquisition process: 
1. Utilise data for assessment of performance, risk and through life cost; 
2. Usable by knowledgeable design team; 
3. Deal comparably with conventional and unconventional ship concepts; 
4. Provide reasonable (preliminary) solutions; 
5. Assist communications with design team and all stakeholders, especially those evolving the operational 
requirement. 
 
While, Andrews (2003a) proposed that solutions produced by a preliminary ship design approach should be: 
1. Believable solutions, meaning ones that are both technically balanced and descriptive; 
2. Coherent solutions, meaning that the dialogue with the customer should be more than merely a focus on 
numerical measures of performance and cost, and should include visual representation; 
3. Open methods, in that they are responsive to the issues that matter to the customer or capable of being 
elucidated from the customer or user teams;  
4. Revelatory, so likely design drivers are identified early in the design process to aid effective design exploration;  
5. Creative, in that options are not closed down by the design method and tool but rather alternatives are fostered. 
 
These two sets of features capture the needs in the ship designer’s tools, especially at the earliest stages in the design 
process when the choice of hullform has to be addressed.  
 
Ideally, a design method or tool able to support hullform selection in the exploratory phase of the ship design process 
should assist the designer in understanding the customer’s needs and hence assist the designer in the dialogue with the 
customer to elucidate the ship’s eventual requirements. It should capture the impact of these evolving requirements on 
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possible solutions. It should enable consideration of different hullform styles and not unduly constrain the designer to a 
limited selection of options. It must be sufficiently flexible to allow the addition of new information by the designer as it 
becomes available. It should aim to fulfil Betts’ list of preliminary design tool needs and Andrews’ list of creative ship 
solution characteristics. Finally, the method should strive to support different types of ship design novelty from simple 
development of an existing design through to technologically radical options (Andrews 1998). 
 
THE PROPOSED METHOD OF INITIAL HULLFORM SELECTION 
 
It is the contention of this paper that the requirements identified in the previous section can be satisfied through a library 
based ship concept design method, which is outlined in this section. This section then discusses the underlying 
philosophy that underpins the proposed design method and addresses the general approach adopted for performance 
prediction within the method. Finally, these two parts are brought together to describe the approach as a whole.  
 
A Library Based Ship Concept Design Method 
 
The proposed method is based upon a limited library of possible options describing a large number of possible ship 
designs. This library has to be constructed before the designer begins to search for potential options. The designer is then 
able to rapidly filter the options in the library to find those that satisfy the current design requirements. This allows the 
designer (and hence the customer) to gain a better understanding of the impact of any requirement upon the styles 
available to provide potential ship solutions. 
 
The UCL design procedure used for the major postgraduate ship design module (UCL 2002) has a range of different ship 
synthesis methods, which have been drawn upon to create a large number of potential options to populate the library. 
After generating these options, the characteristics and performance of each option can be found and stored within the 
library, avoiding some time-consuming calculations once the designer then explores potential options.  
 
The initial library needs to be broad enough to contain an array of options that will be of interest to the designer. 
However, it is apparent that the number of options within the library will quickly grow and soon become unmanageable. 
Considering a ship synthesized from ten input variables, each with ten possible values, implies a theoretical total of 1010 
options (Erikstad 1994). Applying a process of decomposition and down selection can reduce the number of options 
stored within the library. If a ship option is decomposed into a number of sub-options then these could be stored in place 
of the ship option so that these sub-options could subsequently be combined to produce a far larger set of possible whole 
ship options, here termed ‘combined options’.  
 
Conceptually a combination operation can, if formulated carefully, be applied to a number of different sub-options in 
manner that should be blind to ship style. The options resulting from a combination operation will have characteristics or 
performance that depends on the sub-options. For some characteristics, the methods required to determine these 
characteristics will be simple to apply. For example, an assessment of the total weight or volume of a number of sub-
options (representing specific sub-systems in the ship) can quickly and accurately determine the combined option’s 
weight or volume. However, it is recognized that this approach simplifies the combination of different sub-options and 
risks failing to capture the real impact that combining two or more different sub-options has upon the combined option’s 
characteristics. Thus for example the total propulsive efficiency depends upon several elements of the combined option 
and is also highly dependent upon sub-option styles. Improved prediction tools, targeted at specific aspects, could then 
partially offset likely losses of accuracy. Furthermore, this method could then feed into the remainder of the design 
process, where other design methods might better capture the impact of such effects on options that are of particular 
interest. 
 
The decision upon the type of decomposition to employ is of central importance to this approach. A number of different 
approaches exist (such as weight group or system level breakdowns). However, for a method aimed at providing the 
designer with a means of evaluating different hullforms, the functional group breakdown adopted by Andrews and Dicks 
(1997) provides a number of advantages. Thus each option of the ship design is therefore decomposed into four 
functional groups: Float, Move, Operation (or Fight) and Infrastructure.  
 
It is recognized that solutions will exist between the different combined options, as a result of the way they have been 
created from a number of sub-options selected from a discrete library. Additionally, there will be limits on the extent of 
the solutions space that sub-options within the library can represent. While these two factors lead to a considerable 
constraint on a library based method, there is scope to extend the method to enable other options to be considered, either 
between existing points in the library or at the extremes of the library. However, for simplicity this additional feature has 
not been developed further in this realisation of the library based concept design method. 
 
The options from the library could be filtered via a number of different search mechanisms, such as those employed 
within database tools (Atzeni et. al. 1999). The power and speed of current search techniques should be familiar to any 
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user of Internet search engines. By assessing precalculated characteristics and performance of the options a rapid down 
selection process could be easily implemented. Furthermore, if part of this down selection process occurs at a sub-option 
level, by making use of an appropriate subset of the current requirements, then this will significantly reduce the number 
of combined options that the method has to consider. The possible combinations of remaining sub-options could then be 
used to produce a set of combined options. Finally, the set of combined options, which meet the overall constraints and 
requirements, could then be found.  
 
The constraints and requirements that are used to remove unacceptable combined options can be used to ensure the 
options are ‘balanced’ (i.e. a constraint on weight vs. displacement could be used to remove unbalanced designs). While, 
an iterative sizing method (such as (UCL 2002)) could be employed to rebalance the combined options, its drawbacks 
must be considered. Burcher and Rydill (1994) highlight the larger number of interdependencies occurring in even a 
simple four-component weight breakdown. As a consequence, the rebalancing process may be highly sensitive to these 
interdependencies when exploring a solution that departs from current practice.  By using constraints to ensure the 
options are ‘balanced’, the rebalancing step is avoided and effort can be dedicated to exploring alternative options.   
 
The characteristics of the particular stage of ship concept design that it is tailored towards will affect how the approach is 
developed. The fluid and exploratory nature of the concept stage of the design process means that new information is 
likely to arise. It should be easy to incorporate this information into the design tool – leading to a requirement for a 
mechanism, which allows the addition of new information. A library based method is well suited to incorporating new 
information as it arises during the design process. Options or sub-options can simply be added to the library.  
 
In summary this section suggests a library based ship concept design method could be employed to provide a simple 
mechanism to rapidly explore the impact of a set of requirements upon a whole ship solution. The proposed method uses 
a search and combination approach to explore potential options. This method avoids some of the difficulties present in 
design automation and optimization methods that aim to develop a single best solution. Rather, it aims to facilitate a 
better exploration of workable and unworkable options.  
  
Comparison with Other Similar Methods 
 
Of the seven categories of design methods presented in Table 2, the library based method presented here is most similar 
to Concept Exploration Methods (CEM) as proposed by a number of authors (Eames and Drummond 1976; Erikstad 
1994; Molland and Karayannis 2001). CEMs allow the designer to explore a wide variety of potential solutions generated 
via a parametric synthesis process. CEMs generate these solutions at a whole ship level, while the proposed library base 
method does so by generating and combining sub-options. Additionally, the synthesis models used within previous 
CEMs have been limited to consider only one hullform style (with the notable exception of (Molland and Karayannis 
2001)). The use of a library based model, as proposed in this paper, would give a clear distinction between the task of 
generating options for the library and the sequential exploration of these options. This task separation has the potential to 
free the designer from a single synthesis model, allowing options produced by a number of different synthesis models to 
be examined. There are also parallels between the simple search process employed in the proposed method and the 
mechanisms discussed by Yoshikawa (1979) in relation to his General Design Theories (GDT and GDT-Real).  
  
On the Development of the Design Method  
 
This section develops the approach underlying the library method from a simple definition, initially abstracted from the 
ship design problem. To begin, a continuous space I can be defined which contains all possible potential options 
(I1,I2,I3,…), as shown in Figure 1(a); this space defines an infinite number of options. Any option from this set can be 
retrieved and its properties examined, either directly or using a suitable prediction method. If the infinite design space I 
were bounded by some arbitrary limits (representing the limits of current knowledge regarding the design space) a finite 
space will be obtained which will be denoted by I’, as shown in Figure 1(b).  
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1: A comparison of (a) an Infinite Space I and (b) a Bounded Space I’ 
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Ideally, a designer would obtain options directly from this space (i.e. the space could be described in terms of simple 
functions and then a solution obtained by solving these functions, using the requirements as an input). However, some 
characteristics of marine vehicles give rise to a discontinuous design space, which means it is impractical to evaluate 
potential options through simple continuous functions. A possible compromise is to represent the space through a number 
of discreet options. Unfortunately, as the space I’ is continuous it will be described by an infinite number of options 
(I1,I2,I3,…). However, if the options are restricted to a fixed number m distributed randomly across the space then a 
discrete design space I* is obtained to describe the set of options being considered, as shown in Figure 2.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Bounded Space approximated via a limited set of solutions, 
! 
I
"
= {I1, I2, I3,..., Im#1, Im}  
 
This discreet set of options can be compared against a set of requirements to find the options that fulfil any requirements 
or constraints, discarding those that are unacceptable. This is similar to the approach adopted in previous concept 
exploration models (Eames 1976). However, in order to reasonably represent the solution space, the options must be 
distributed throughout the space with an appropriate level of granularity and this then leads to a large number of options 
to be considered. 
 
One possible approach to this problem is to consider a mapping which could decompose a single option into a number of 
sub-options. The sub-options can then be combined to produce a far larger set of combined options. However, this 
approach depends upon the decomposition process the designer employs to obtain the sub-options. Considering a single 
option I from within the set I*, then by applying some mapping to decompose the option a number of sub-options could 
be produced. The case of a mapping able to decompose the option I into three sub-options (IA,IB,IC) gives:  
 
  
! 
I! I
A
,I
B
,I
C
 
 
Before discussing the practicalities of constructing a mapping able to decompose an option, it is necessary to explore 
performance prediction for options. 
 
Performance Prediction for Options 
 
The performance and characteristics of any option can be thought of as properties (p1,p2,p3,…) and are governed by 
relationships linking them to other properties of the option. For example, if the option under consideration were a 
monohull ship then the waterline length can be derived from other properties, as shown by the following well known 
relationship:  
 
! 
L =
"
CBBT
= f (",Cb,B,T) 
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Similar methods can be applied to predict or calculate other properties of interest (either the option’s performance or 
characteristics). Some vessel properties are amenable to simple analytical relationships (i.e. small angle stability). Other 
properties must be evaluated through more complex methods (i.e. seakeeping) and such methods are typically difficult to 
apply in the early stages of the design process; since they require detailed information not normally generated in the 
concept phase. Furthermore it is hard to develop prediction methods that are robust, accurate and generalised with the 
limited information available. The difficulty in predicting these more complex properties has led to the generation of a 
range of empirical and semi-empirical performance prediction methods. Recent research (Maroju et. al. 2006) has 
explored developing prediction algorithms based upon the currently available information, in order to provide rapid 
predictions of some ship properties. A number of approaches, such as regression analysis and machine learning methods 
(i.e. neural networks), could be used to develop prediction methods that are easy to update.  
 
In general, prediction methods can be thought of as determining the value of a property based upon other properties. If 
these properties are collected together in a vector x, then any property can be found via some function acting upon this 
vector:  
! 
p = f (x)  
 
However, given the complexity apparent within any ship, the vector x will be very large. Additionally, for many 
properties x will contain redundant information, such as other properties that are unconnected or only weakly connected 
to the property under consideration. Current design methods draw out these important relationships. For example, the 
UCL MSc design procedure provides a set of equations linking the dimensions, mass and volume for a monohull warship 
(UCL 2002, 2004). By examining these equations, relevant relationships could be revealed.  
 
Figure 3 collects together the key variables in the sizing equations taken from (UCL 2002, 2004). For each key variable 
listed along the top of the figure, the variables upon which it directly depends are indicated in the column below (using a 
! symbol). For example, the UCL sizing procedure defines draught through a relationship between displacement, volume 
and depth. The columns in Figure 3 have been arranged to collect variables in clusters of closely related properties. These 
clusters can be seen to match those used when decomposing a ship into functional groups (other authors have previously 
proposed applying decomposition in ship design without proposing a specific link back to functional groups (Tan and 
Sen 2001)). Additionally, a fourth cluster emerges describing whole ship characteristics, which are similar to general ship 
characteristics defined in (Andrews 1984). Current design methods, such as (UCL 2002), iterate the whole ship 
properties in this cluster until a balanced solution emerges. 
 
 
Table Nomenclature 
 
KG = Vertical 
centre of gravity 
 
GM = Metacentric 
height 
 
Cb = Block 
Coefficient 
 
Cm = Midships 
Coefficient 
 
Cw = Waterplane 
Coefficient  
 
 
Figure 3: Clustered Relationships Between the Key Variable based upon data from UCL Ship Design Process 
(UCL 2002 & 2004) 
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A number of the properties that are more difficult to predict, such as resistance, can be seen to lie within a single cluster. 
If other complex prediction methods are considered some of these can be similarly constrained to a single cluster (i.e. 
seakeeping and large angle stability are predominantly dependent upon the hullform shape, displacement and the position 
of the vertical centre of gravity and hence are associated with the Float function). For those properties that are difficult to 
predict, it is sensible to pre-calculate and store their values within the library. In comparison, overall vessel properties are 
comparatively easy to evaluate (i.e. mass and volume are simple summations of scalar values) and so they can be rapidly 
determined from the properties of the sub-options that make up the combined option.  
 
It is appreciated that there are other properties that will be far more difficult to predict. In such cases, an appropriate, fast 
calculating, prediction method will need to be applied in order to successfully determine the properties of interest. For 
example, to find the ship’s seakeeping response, the prediction method should make use of both the hullform’s 
hydrodynamic properties (a property of the Float function) and whole ship properties, such as vertical centre of gravity 
and radius of gyration. The ship’s response could be determined through several methods, including: directly from pre-
calculated hullform hydrodynamic properties (stored in the library) and the whole ship properties; by interpolating 
between values of ship response determined for different values of whole ship properties; or, from simple equations or 
empirical relationships, if available (e.g. Lloyd 1989, 1992). This shows how whole ship properties, affected by layout, 
will determine the ship’s vertical centre of gravity.  The majority of these difficult to predict properties appear to be 
driven by layout. For example, survivability is a strong driving factor in warship concept design. Current methods used to 
assess survivability require a highly detailed design definition to be produced. Consequently, the large number of 
interrelated variables under consideration will make the application of this decomposition method complex in such 
instances. However, some elements of the survivability calculation (i.e. blast propagation) could be performed at a 
functional group level. This would still provide additional useful information for a designer at the concept phase.  
 
Decomposing Options 
 
The concept of decomposing options via a mapping (I  
! 
!IA,IB,IC) was presented above. It is possible to generalise this 
mapping to the elements of a set I*, to give:  
 
  
! 
I
"
! IA
"
,IB
"
,IC
"
 
 
This mapping is depicted graphically in Figure 4. This mapping can be inversed, therefore a collection of higher level 
options can be obtained from a number of sets containing sub-options: 
 
  
! 
IA
"
,IB
"
,IC
"
! I
"
 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4: (a) Decomposition of an Option (I) into three sub options (IA, IB, IC) and  
(b) Decomposition of the Set (I*) into three Sub-Sets (I*A, I
*
B, I
*
C) 
 
The previous section introduced the idea that clusters of connected variables could be grouped together to allow some 
ship characteristics or performance to be defined at a functional level. Therefore, by applying a decomposition approach 
based upon functional groups, an overall ship option could be separated into a number of functional groups sub-options, 
albeit with some connections between the groups for specific ship characteristics and performance.  
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Up to this point the discussion has been largely framed in terms of abstract options. At this stage it is useful to consider a 
ship based example. If initially a ship option SS is considered then this option could be compared to a set of requirements 
to determine if it is an acceptable solution for this set. Requirements used to assess the ship option may include overall 
ship performance attributes, such as maximum range at a specified speed. Returning to the ship option and applying the 
reasoning presented earlier, SS can be decomposed into four sub-options SF , SM , SO and SI (representing the Float, Move, 
Operations (or Fight) and Infrastructure functions respectively). Then we have Ss  
! 
!SF,SM,SO,SI and the inverse 
relationship SF ,SM,SO,SI  
! 
!Ss.   
 
The designer wishing to develop a ship to meet a new collection of customer needs could define a new sub-option SO that 
defines the Operations related systems required in the new ship. Alternatively, this could be expressed via a set of 
requirements RO that includes the constraints imposed by the ship’s payload (i.e. ensuring there is sufficient available 
space or crew to support the payload). In this case, feasible whole ship options excluding operations related system 
demands can be found by combining three sub-options SF , SM and SI via a mapping such as SF ,SM,SI  
! 
!S(S-O), where S(S-O) 
indicates the combined ship option excluding the payload demands. The remaining combined options can then be 
compared against the set of requirements RO that includes the Operations related requirements.   
 
Using an equivalent notation to earlier we can define sets containing the complete ship level options S(S-O) and the three 
functional level options SF ,SM,SI. As a first approximation, the number of possible options within the ship level set S(S-O) 
depends upon the possible combination of functional level options from the sets SF ,SM,SI.  
 
Removing Options 
 
If the number of options is dependent upon the possible combination of sub-options, then removing any functional group 
options from consideration will rapidly reduce the number of ship options in the set SS. Two methods exist for removing 
sub-options from consideration. First, sub-options can be removed by comparing their characteristics against external 
requirements (e.g. the Float sub-option (i.e. hullform) is of insufficient length to accommodate the payload). 
Alternatively, sub-options can be removed from consideration by detecting incompatibilities across the sets of sub-
options (e.g. a Float sub-option with insufficient available volume to accommodate a Move sub-options).  
 
Incompatibilities can be examined for both an individual solution and for sets of options. For example, if the power 
required by a Float sub-option is less than the power supplied by a Move sub-option, these two options are incompatible 
(i.e. if a Float sub-option requires 30MW to attain the required top speed but a Move sub-option only supplies 20MW, 
then a combine option containing these two sub-options would be infeasible). Alternatively, the maximum power 
produced by a set of Move sub-options can be found and used to remove from consideration members of the set of Float 
sub-options that require a higher power to achieve the desired operating speed (i.e. if the largest maximum supplied 
power of a set of Move sub-options is 20MW then the Float sub-options requiring a greater power at the required top 
speed would be infeasible and can be removed).  
 
New Options 
 
For the design method proposed it should be possible to add new options to the original finite set of options. Options 
could be added directly at the top level (as part of the set SS). Also a new option could be introduced at the functional 
level (
! 
S
F 
), by combining this Float functional level option with existing Move and Infrastructure functional level options 
resulting in a new whole ship option (
! 
S
(S "O)
).  
 
  
! 
S
F 
,S
M
,S
I
! S
(S "O )
 
 
Note that at this stage the performance, and indeed the feasibility, of this new whole ship option is unknown. Therefore, 
the characteristics and performance of the new option must be assessed and compared against the requirements of interest 
to the designer to determine if it presents a viable option. This can take place at both the functional group level and the 
whole ship level. The earlier section on performance prediction for options suggested that a number of the top level 
characteristics are easy to assess. For example, performance characteristics, such as large angle stability, could be 
assessed using a GZ curve for the complete ship. This GZ curve can be determined from a SZ curve for the hullform (a 
property of the Float function) and the ships SG value (from the ship’s vertical centre of gravity; a property of the 
combined option) using a standard method (Rawson and Tupper 2001). Furthermore, balance in the design could be 
determined at this point by ensuring a satisfactory relationship between the required and available values for 
characteristics, such as mass, volume and crew.  
 
Not all characteristics will be amenable to a simple assessment; other approaches may have to be employed. The range of 
established analysis tools or methods able to address these more complex issues could be applied. Such tools and 
methods will inevitably incur increases in calculation time. As a result it is likely to be unattractive to employ these 
approaches to evaluate all potential options. Each option will belong to a larger set of similar options. As a result some 
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characteristics can be determined or inferred from these other options. For some options in the library empirical data may 
be available. Alternatively, time-consuming analysis tools can be applied ‘off line’ to a selection of the options from the 
library, building a collection of firm data. From this collection of data approximate prediction methods could then be 
developed. These would then enable a rapid assessment of characteristics, although this assessment may be approximate. 
In terms of ship and functional group options, the database of available information on options or sub-options could be 
leveraged to rapidly predict the performance of a new option. The advantage of a store of this type is that, as new data is 
generated, it can be easily added into the library, leading to improvements in the prediction methods over time.  
 
An example of the benefits of this approach arises when considering performance prediction for different hullform styles. 
For some hullform styles data will initially be sparse and any prediction methods developed only approximate, as is the 
case with current practice. However, if some form of modelling produced more performance information then the 
performance prediction tool could be readily updated. As the library of design options expands, performance prediction 
methods will be enhanced so improving the overall design process. The ability to simply incorporate new information 
into the prediction techniques can be seen in March’s terms as a cyclical process of abduction, deduction and induction 
(i.e. proposing a new design, finding its ‘real’ performance, then using this information to improve the available 
prediction tools). However, this approach’s suggestion of improving the overall design process by using a set of solutions 
differs from March’s description, which focused upon a single design (March 1984). Further, this could be done in a way 
that is clear to all design participants, since the information could be externalised by being incorporated into the library.  
 
Illustrative Example of the Options Exploration Process 
 
This section presents an illustrative example, at Figure 5, as to how the elements described in the previous discussion are 
combined into a process able to explore a library of sub-options to meet a set of requirements. At the left of Figure 5 are 
the sub-options for the three functional groups (SF, SM, SI) that are stored within the library. These sub-options are then 
assessed against appropriate subsets of the requirements with those that fail being removed from consideration. The 
subsets of the requirements will differ between the functional groups, for example the Float sub-options that are to be 
removed from consideration could be initially down-selected on the basis of an overall length requirement, which would 
remove the inappropriate hullforms (e.g. those too long to meet docking constraints or those too short to accommodate 
the upper deck payload items).  This would leave three sets of acceptable sub-options S’F, S’M, S’I (Figure 5(b)). By 
employing the mapping discussed earlier, these three sets of sub-options could then be combined into a new set of 
combined ship options that exclude the payload demands S(S-O) (Figure 5(c)). Again the appropriate requirements, 
including those originating from the payload demands RO, could be used to remove further unacceptable options (e.g. 
those without enough available space to accommodate the payload, infrastructure and machinery). When assessing some 
of these requirements, performance prediction methods may need to be employed. In such cases an appropriate method 
can be used to account for major interactions between sub-options. In such cases, an appropriate correction (such as the 
seakeeping example given in the earlier performance prediction section) may need to be applied, in order to successfully 
complete the down selection. This will result in the final set of acceptable combined options S’S (Figure 5(d)). This 
collection of options would then be presented by the tool to the designer. 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5: An Illustration of the Option Exploration Process 
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IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RESULTS 
 
Example Implementations 
 
Two test implementations have been developed: an exploratory Excel-based tool and an improved implementation 
developed using an object-orientated software framework. The exploratory implementation was developed rapidly as a 
proof of concept. A decision was made to use Microsoft Excel and Visual Basic to prototype the method. This prototype 
demonstrated that the underlying method could produce valid designs. During the development and use of the 
exploratory implementation, a number of issues were revealed. The two most significant ones were the lack of speed of 
the implementations and its lack of flexibility in managing options with different hullform styles. This led to the decision 
to develop a second implementation with significant technical improvements; this implementation is described below.  
 
The improved implementation is built from a number of different objects. These objects act together to create a data 
model able to perform the key tasks that make up the proposed approach. The primary objects within the implementation 
are termed Items and Characteristics. The Items represent the different options. Each Item is related to a number of 
Characteristics objects that define the characteristics and performance of the Item (e.g. length, weight, power, etc). These 
primary objects are structured via a number of different relationships: Items are structured via Functions (such as Float, 
Move, Infrastructure and Whole Ship) & Styles (such as Monohull and Trimaran); Characteristics are structured by 
Characteristic Types (such as Length, Mass and Power supplied). Each Item is defined as belonging to a Function, which 
specifies its functional group (i.e. Float, Move…). Items can also be assigned a number of Styles; these provide a means 
of differentiating between different styles of solutions that occur in a single functional group (i.e. monohull or trimaran, 
both from the Float functional group). Characteristics are organised by Characteristic Types, which provide a means of 
identifying the characteristic. Each Characteristic can store a value (currently limited to a floating point number).  
 
The process of searching the library for appropriate Items and combining these to form new options is performed by a 
number of Actions. Actions are split into two types: Fetch Actions that retrieve Items from the library and Combine 
Actions that generate new options from the combination of sub-options belonging to a number of input actions. These 
two types can be combined into a hierarchal tree of Actions with Combine Actions as branches and Fetch Actions as 
leaves. Both types of Actions allow requirements or constraints to be used to filter the options; specifically an option’s 
characteristics are checked to ensure that a characteristic exists that satisfies a particular constraint (e.g. using a minimum 
length constraint to examine a float option’s Characteristics, searching for a Characteristic with a Characteristic Type of 
‘length’ and a value that satisfies the constraint).  
 
For some options, specific characteristics will depend upon the value of the option’s (or sub-option’s) other 
characteristics. In these cases a Performance Prediction Method can be used to calculate the value rapidly. As discussed 
earlier, the performance prediction methods included in the implementation have been limited to those which are quick to 
run and can be updated easily (akin to current preliminary ship design ‘rules of thumb’). The applicable performance 
prediction methods are limited using the style of a specific Item as a guide. 
 
Implementation Details  
 
The improved implementation has been developed using the object-oriented programming language Objective-C (Apple 
2008a). This provides the implementation’s core design generation, evaluation, storage and selection methods. There are 
distinct benefits arising from adopting this development language. Employing Objective-C allows access to a powerful 
data-management framework called Core Data (Apple 2008b). This allows the objects forming the data model to be 
easily created, modified and deleted. Objects can also be archived in a number of different storage formats, including an 
SQLite database (Apple 2008b). By employing a database based storage format, very rapid search operations can be 
performed to fetch Items objects, whose Characteristics meets a set of requirements. F-Script (Mougin and Ducasse, 
2003), a lightweight scripting layer, specifically designed for interactive access to Objective-C objects was also utilised. 
F-Script provides a high-level model for object manipulation, allowing the user to easily manipulate and query whole sets 
of options. To undertake performance prediction, the implementation includes the following methods: simple arithmetic 
operations; summation of sub-option characteristics; interpolation (Lourakis 2008); and artificial neural networks (Nissen 
2003). 
  
Example Case Explored using the Implementation 
 
The improved implementation was used to explore a library of data describing a frigate in the 3500-6000 tonnes 
displacement range. This library was generated using a number of simple UCL design tools (UCL 2002, 2004). Sub-
options were generated at the functional group level for the Float, Move and Infrastructure groups from simple 
parametric equations (UCL 2002, 2004). Then using a set of requirements, describing both the performance the ship must 
attain and the payload the ship must support, the available options were constrained to a set of feasible options able to 
meet the performance requirements.  
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Library Data Generation  
 
For the Float functional group, sub-options were generated from six input variables: displacement; overall hull density; 
hull depth; block coefficient; an assumed vertical centre of gravity; and superstructure volume fraction. The values of 
these variables were selected randomly but constrained to lie within specific ranges (e.g. the displacements considered 
ranged from 3500-6000te). From these six variables by applying hydrostatic and stability considerations, the remaining 
significant hullform characteristics were determined. From these, characteristics values for the mass (Mfloat), volume 
(Vfloat) and cost (Cfloat) of each Float sub-option were found using adapted UCL Ship Design Exercise equations (UCL 
2002, 2004). With the hullform’s characteristics now fixed, two performance analysis methods were applied: the required 
propulsive power for a number of ship speeds was determined (Holtrop 1984); and an estimate of the hullform’s 
seakeeping performance was found using Bales simple method (Walden 1983).  
 
For the Move functional group, sub-options were generated from three input variables. Two of these variables defined 
the solution’s two prime movers (from twelve possible alternatives) and a third variable defined the amount of fuel 
carried. Each complete Move functional option was developed using the assumption that the propulsion train was 
constrained to consist of two propellers driven via appropriately sized reduction gearboxes. The data used to generates 
these sub-options was based upon that available from commercial sources and the UCL equations (UCL 2004). From 
these three variables the following data was obtained: mass (Mmove); volume (Vmove); and cost (Cmove) together with values 
of power and fuel consumption for different machinery loads.  
 
For the Infrastructure functional group, sub-options were generated from input variables describing the number of 
personnel onboard and required stores endurance, in days. The sizing equation also required a value of ship’s net volume 
(representing the ventilated space within the ship). For simplicity this was assumed to be constant, for the purpose of this 
demonstration. By adding an additional input variable, different values of net volume could be easily considered. From 
these variables, values were obtained for the mass (Minf), volume (Vinf) and cost (Cinf) of the Infrastructure functional group.  
 
The current sizing equations utilise simple relationships to determine characteristic values from a limited set of inputs. 
This is recognised as being of limited utility as many stylistics choices cannot be represented through the current sizing 
equations. For example, performance prediction of multi-hullform Float sub-options cannot be assessed using the current 
sizing equations. Similarly the current sizing equations do not enable the assessment of different possible architectures 
for the distributed systems within Infrastructure sub-options. Further work, intended to better capture the impact of these 
different stylistic choices upon the different sub-options, is currently ongoing.  
 
Downselect Steps in the Example Case 
 
Applying a functional group breakdown enables the designer to consider the functional groups as distinct options. 
Options can be initially examined at a functional group level, acceptable options can then be combined to form whole 
ship options, provided that any resulting whole ship options are checked to ensure they meet all necessary requirements, 
in terms of both the ship’s performance and those arising from the payload.  
 
Once the initial library of Float, Move and Infrastructure options has been developed, the following steps were 
undertaken:  
 
• Fetch functional group options from the library; 
• Downselect the options for a functional group using designer selected criteria derived from requirements; 
• Combine acceptable Float and Move options to create Float-Move options; 
• Down select Float-Move options using designer selected criteria derived from requirements; 
• Combine remaining Float-Move options with Infrastructure options to form Float–Move–Infrastructure options; 
• Downselect Float–Move–Infrastructure options using designer selected criteria derived from requirements 
(including payload/operations requirements) to give the final whole ship options. 
 
The steps listed above were defined as a number of Actions within the implementation. The flow of information between 
these Actions is shown in Figure 6. The different Actions are denoted in the figure by the boxes with bevelled corners.   
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Figure 6: Flow of Information between the Steps in the Design Method 
 
Fetch Action for Retrieving Float Options, Move Options and Infrastructure Options 
 
The first step in the solution process involved retrieving the Float functional group options from the library. These 
options were then downselected using a number of input requirements. The three requirements used in the example for 
this downselect were: ‘Draught < 6m’, ‘Length < 160m’, ‘Beam < 20m’ and ‘Power at a Speed of 30kts < 55MW’. The 
draught, length and beam requirements are representative of potential constraints on the ship due to docking limits. The 
powering requirement is representative of a potential requirement intended to limit Move group solutions to a lower 
powers and hence costs. This step reduced the initial 1898 Float functional group options to 477 options considered to 
satisfy the requirements.  
 
Similarly, options retrieved from the library were down selected from the Move and Infrastructure functional groups. 
Initially 616 Move functional group options where generated, of which 544 remained after the downselect process. The 
requirements used for the downselect included propulsive power requirements obtained from examining the power 
required by the remaining Float options to achieve the required top speed. Similarly, 36 options for the Infrastructure 
functional group were retrieved from the library. These were downselected using requirements originating from the 
demands of the payload and mission, which resulted in 8 acceptable options.  The requirement originated from the crew 
required to support the payload and the total required stores endurance. 
 
Combine Action to create Combined Float-Move Options from Float and Move Options 
 
At this stage there was sufficient information to proceed to combine the Float and Move functional group options. All 
possible combinations of the remaining Float and Move options were generated and then simple additional calculations 
used to assess the maximum speed and a speed-range profile. This combination of 476 Float group options and 544 Move 
group options created over 250,000 combined Float–Move options.  
 
With the combined options available another set of downselections was undertaken with a new set of criteria. In this case 
the requirements used for this downselect were ‘Range at 15kts > 11,500nm’ and ‘Top speed > 29.5kts’. This downselect 
process reduced the number of combined Float–Move options from over 250,000 to 7179 options.  
 
Combine Action to create Combined Float-Move-Infrastructure Options from Float–Move and Infrastructure Options 
  
The final combination step in Figure 6, combined the downselected Infrastructure option with the remaining combined 
Float–Move options. As before the different possible combinations were produced and then simple calculations used to 
determine the important overall characteristics of each generated option. By combining the 7179 Float–Move options 
with the 8 Infrastructure options over 57,000 combined Float–Move-Infrastructure options were generated. The overall 
characteristics assessed consisted of a value for the cost of each option together with mass and volume values for the 
options remaining available, from these a comparison was made to ensure the demands of the payload were met. Values 
for the remaining options available mass (Mavaliable) and volume (Vavaliable) were found by subtracting the total mass and 
volume of the three functional groups from the displacement (!) and volume (V) provided by the Float functional group 
(i.e. Mavaliable=! - (Mfloat + Mmove + Minf) and Vavaliable=V - (V float + V move + V inf)). 
 
Having produced the complete set of combined options available, a final set of downselections was undertaken to obtain 
the final solutions. In this case the requirements used for this downselection were ‘Available Mass > 330te’; ‘Available 
Volume > 2,160m3’; and ‘Cost < £150m’. This downselect step resulted in excess of 76,000 initial combined Float–
Move-Infrastructure options being reduced to 51,142 whole ship options that fulfil the requirements.  
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Presentation of Results 
 
Example Output 
 
To explore the remaining 51,142 options performance and characteristics, the options generated by the exploratory 
implementation were compared against two designs produced by traditional design methods. The results of one of these 
comparisons are presented in Figure 7. In this case the design selected for comparison was the French Navy’s CASSARD 
Class Destroyers (Type F70 – DDGHM); this design is referred to as the ‘Cassard’ design. As only a limited amount of 
information is available via public sources (Saunders 2003) some of the ship’s characteristics were estimated using ratios 
derived from similar ships (Brown and Andrews 1980; UCL 2004). The four different sub-figures that make up Figure 7 
have been selected to show how the number of acceptable options change through the process described in the previous 
section, progressing from Figure 7a (which presents the Float sub-option characteristics) to Figure 7d (which presents the 
combined whole ship option characteristics). 
 
Figure 7a shows the displacement and length of both the generated solutions and the ‘Cassard’ design. In terms of the 
functional breakdown, displacement and length are both characteristics of the Float sub-options. The small number of 
points on this graph is due to only a limited number of the original Float sub-options being able to fulfil the complete set 
of requirements. The original 1898 float options were reduced down to some 150 acceptable options by the three 
downselect actions detailed in the earlier section describing the example case explored using the implementation. The 
point representing the ‘Cassard’ design can be seen to lie in the centre of these points. 
 
Next, Figure 7b shows the different options’ top speeds and the options’ endurance in terms of nautical miles at a cruise 
speed of 15kts. The point representing the ‘Cassard’ design can be seen to lie at the bottom left corner of the points 
representing the solutions. This is to be expected as two of the requirements used to downselect these solutions—the 
maximum speed of at least 29.5 knots and a range of 11500nm at a speed of 15 knots—are the quoted performance of the 
‘Cassard’ design. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 7: Example Outputs Compared Against the Cassard Design  
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Finally, Figures 7c and 7d show characteristics of the complete ship options. In these two charts the mass and the volume 
available are plotted against the combined cost of the options’ Float, Move and Infrastructure groups. The point 
representing the ‘Cassard’ design can be seen to lie on the left of the points representing the generated options, indicating 
other options which satisfy the constrains are possible, although a majority of these are calculated to be more costly than 
the ‘Cassard’ design using the UCL comparative costing algorithms. 
 
The above example demonstrates the methods ability to develop a number of whole ship options by combining a number 
of sub-options belonging to different functional groups. During this process a set of requirements, input by the designer, 
were employed to remove unacceptable options. The remaining options were then used to generate figures, such as those 
shown in Figure 7. These figures demonstrated that a number of viable alternative options exist for the set of 
requirements. This example has demonstrated how the tool has enabled an exploration of the solution space suited to the 
initial stage of the ship concept design process. However, for this exploration to be useful to the designer this must take 
place over a short timescale. Therefore, the required run time of the developed implementation is of interest. 
 
Run Times 
 
An important consideration of any ship concept design tool is the speed of execution. The following provides an 
indication of the duration of each step for the case described above. The code was run on a 2.4 GHz Apple MacBook Pro 
laptop. The total execution time was 34.35 seconds. Times for the individual actions are indicated in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8: Total Duration for Different Actions for the Example Ship Concept Investigation (see Figure 6) 
 
The simple selection and combination steps underlying the process are amenable to being run in parallel. The options 
initially fetched from the library can be split across a number of equivalent operations required to perform the actions but 
which could be executed concurrently. Table 3 shows the variation in total run time for different library sizes and the 
number of concurrent actions. The second column, with two concurrent actions, indicates that the case presented above 
was run in parallel across two CPU cores in the test machine. In the one concurrent actions case, the program was limited 
to only running on a single CPU core.  
 
Two cases are presented in Table 3: a simple case and a complex case. The simple case corresponds to the example case 
described above (assessing a potential 42,090,048 possible options from an initial 1891 Float sub-options, 36 
Infrastructure sub-options and 616 Move sub-options). The complex case is similar to the simple case but with four times 
the number of options in each of the Float, Move and Infrastructure sub-groups (assessing a potential 2,693,763,072 
possible options from an initial 7592 Float sub-options, 144 Infrastructure sub-options and 2464 Move sub-options), 
namely, a 64 fold increase in total possible solutions. 
  
Table 3: Total Run Times for the Illustrative Example of the Proposed Approach 
 Concurrent Actions = 1 Concurrent Actions = 2 
Simple case  34.4 seconds 27.1 seconds 
Complex case 545.6 seconds 464.9 seconds 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The Flexibility of the Proposed Method 
 
The simple and flexible method underpinning the library based tool results in the ability to manage arbitrary information. 
This then should allow different hullform styles to be readily compared. This has not been demonstrated in this paper, as 
currently there is a lack of available data or appropriate analysis tools to create a required library of sub-options, 
particularly for the Float function. The necessary work to demonstrate this extension is being undertaken. This will then 
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be added to the library so that a full demonstration of this method able to deal with different hullform styles, is intended 
to be presented in a future paper.  
 
Speed of the Implementation  
 
The results from Table 3 show that partitioning the selection of options into a number of operations, which are then 
performed concurrently, can significantly reduce the total run time. The library based tool allows the rejection of 
infeasible options at a sub-option level. This results in the overall run time increasing more slowly than would have been 
expected if a simple brute force method had been employed to examine all available options. For the simple and complex 
cases described in Table 3, where the latter is equivalent to an increase in the number of potential options by sixty-four 
times, the library based tool demonstrates an increase in run time of only fifteen to sixteen times.  
 
The Issue of Integrating the Proposed Tool with the UCL Design Building Block Approach  
 
Referring back to the end of the second section where Andrews’ and Betts’ lists of features necessary to fully support the 
ship design process were summarised, it can be seen that the proposed library based design system is able to provide 
many of the required features. However, Andrews’ requirement to demonstrate coherent solutions via a visual 
representation is not currently satisfied by the method outlined above. While a visualisation system of some type could 
be employed to directly display the solutions, significant resources would be required to undertake this integration. An 
alternative to this approach—which provides a number of other benefits—is to combine the library based method with a 
graphically based ship design approach. The following illustrative example demonstrates how the proposed tool could be 
used in collaboration with a different design method, namely a design being developed using the Design Building Block 
(DBB) approach (Andrews and Pawling 2006).  
 
Figure 9 shows how the outputs of a library based ship design tool could be used to better inform a designer. In this case 
by providing a number of outlines illustrating the gross geometry of the remaining options (i.e. those generated by the 
library based tool, which have not been removed by the requirements input by the designer). As the designer begins to 
define and develop the design (in this case using a configuration driven tool), additional constraints will emerge, such as 
the need to position payload items along an upper deck, which is likely to define a minimum ship’s length or machinery 
layout, which could drive the ship’s beam at certain longitudinal locations. Such constraints could then be used to further 
develop and constrain the feasible options, providing the designer with assurance that the design ‘makes sense’. 
   
Figure 9: Illustrative Example of Integration of the Proposed Library Method with the UCL Design Building 
Block Approach (showing example DBB and outlines from library data) 
 
Upon comparing the developed library based ship design method (incorporating the proposed link to a configuration 
based design method) against Andrews’ list of features necessary for a preliminary ship design approach, the following 
conclusions emerge. 
 
1. Believable solutions: the options proposed by this method satisfy a set of constraints defined by the designer. 
These constraints can be used to ensure that the developed solutions are technically balanced; 
2. Coherent solutions: Integrating the method presented here with a visual representation (as suggested by Figure 
9) allows a dialogue with the customer beyond simple numerical measures of performance and cost. The 
combined Library and Design Building Block approach allows the designer to present the customer with an 
integrated configuration based design, but at the same time allows the rapid exploration of options using the 
library; 
3. Open methods: The rapid manner in which the options are downselected is highly amenable to alteration 
allowing the designer to respond quickly to issues generated by the customer. Coupling this method with an 
appropriate visualisation and design tool should allow rapid exploration of options, improving the design team’s 
responsiveness to customer queries and hence achieve Requirements Elucidation aims (Andrews 2003);  
4. Revelatory: The proposed method and tool can be used to quickly identify numerical design drivers early in the 
design process. But to realise its full potential, as an aid to effective design exploration, links to the DBB 
approach need to be developed further;  
5. Creative: Compared to other ship design methods, by allowing the designer to postpone the selection of hullform 
style, this method allows options to remain open until later in the design process, fostering the development of 
alternatives that may have previously been discarded and can be seen to encourage a Set Based Design approach 
(as outlined by Lamb in the Preliminary Ship Design Methodology section of (Andrews et. al. 2006)); 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The design method developed in the course of this research adopts a simple, but flexible approach to the ship concept 
design. This approach is seen to be worthwhile due to the unique challenges occurring in the requirement elucidation 
stage of the ship design process compared to the remainder of the ship design process. In tailoring the Library based 
method to tackle these front end challenges, it is seen to be of limited utility for the full design process (i.e. particularly 
for the detailed development of the design for approval and manufacture). Rather, the proposed method is well suited to 
assisting the designer in more comprehensively exploring the solution space in the preliminary stages of the ship design 
process.  
 
Further Work 
 
While the approach outlined is considered to provide a first step towards a tool able to better satisfy Betts’ and Andrews’ 
aspirations for a tool or method to support the very early stages of the ship concept design process, The following further 
work is seen as desirable for the library method to become a practical tool in the preliminary ship design process of naval 
ships:  
 
• Demonstrate the application of the tool to a problem with a wide range of hullform styles. This would ultimately 
require a range of comparable designs to be developed as discussed earlier.  
• Explore methods of presenting the designer with relevant information on the hullform styles that remain 
potential options. 
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Appendix H
Case IV: Background Information
This appendix contains background data supporting Case IV detailed in Section 7.4 of
Chapter 7.
H.1 Requirements Development
This section details the process used to transform the set of LCS requirement published
by the US Navy [US Navy 2003] into requirements suitable for use within the improved
implementation. The initial US Navy requirements are found in Table H.1.
Taking this set of requirements it is possible to extract the sub-set of the requirements
that can be examined at each functional group level. Figure H.1 to H.4 illustrate how the
requirements from Table H.1 can be used to assess either a single sub-option belonging to
a single function or a combination of sub-options from a number of functions.
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Table H.1: LCS Flight 0 Requirements, from [US Navy 2003]
Category Threshold Level Objective Level
Total Price per Ship Meet CAIV target in the REP Exceed CAIV target in the
REP
Hull Service Life 20 Years 30 Years
Draft at Full load Displacement 20 feet 10 feet
Sprint 1000 nautical miles at 40 Knots 1500 nautical miles at 50 Knots
Naval strike 3500 nautical miles at 22 Knots 4300 nautical miles at 24 Knots
Fleet operations 3500 nautical miles at 16 Knots 4300 nautical miles at 18 Knots
Anti-submarine warfare 500 nautical miles at 6 Knots 800 nautical miles at 8 Knots
Aviation Support Embark and hangar: one
MH-60R/S and VTUAVs, and
a flight deck capable of
operating, fuelling,
reconfiguring, and supporting
MH-60R/S/UAVsNTUAVs
Embark and hangar: one
MH-60R/S and VTUAVs, and
a flight deck capable of
operating, fuelling,
reconfiguring, and supporting
MH-60R/S/UAVsNTUAVs
Aircraft Launch/Recover Sea
State
Sea State 4 best heading Sea State 5 best heading
Watercraft Launch/Recover Sea State 3 best heading with
in 45 - mins.
Sea State 4 best heading with
in 15 - mins.
Mission Package Boat type 11 Meter RHIB 40 ft High Speed Boat
Time for Mission Package
Change-Out to full operational
capability including system
OPTEST
4 days 1 days
Provisions 336 hours (14 days) 504 hours (21 days)
Underway Replenishment
Modes (UNREP)
CONREP VERTREP and RAS CONREP VERTREP and RAS
Mission Module Payload (note
3)
180 MT (105 MT mission
package / 75 MT mission
package fuel)
210 MT (130 MT mission
package / 80 MT mission
package fuel)
Core Crew Size 50 Core Crew Members 15 Core Crew Members
Crew Accommodations (both
core crew and mission package
detachments)
75 personnel 75 personnel
Operational Availability (Ao) 0.85 0.95
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Figure H.1: Float Requirements for LCS
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Figure H.2: Infrastructure Requirements for LCS
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Figure H.3: Float and Move Requirements for LCS
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Figure H.4: Float, Move and Infrastructure Requirements for LCS
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H.2 Sub-Options Generation
The following sections detail the procedure used to generate the sub-options for the Float,
Move and Infrastructure functional groups.
An example of the general format of the data file used to transfer the sub-option from
the tools which generates it into the library is given below:
createItemWithCondit ions va lue : ’Name’ va lue : Function value : S ty l e
va lue : { {Character i s t i cType1 , 1 . 0} , {Character i s t i cType2 ,
2 .0}} value :{{ ’ Condition1 ’ , { {Character i s t i cType3 , 3 . 0} , {
Character i s t i cType4 , 4 .0}}} ,{ ’ Condition2 ’ , {
Character i s t i cType3 , 3 . 0} , { Character i s t i cType4 , 4 . 0}}}} .
This file is a command instructing the library based to to create an new item called
“Name”, with the item’s function set to “Function” and with the style of “Style”. The item
is assigned two characteristics of characteristic type “CharacteristicType1” and “Character-
isticType2” with the values 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. The item is assigned two conditions,
labelled “Condition1” and “Condition2”.
H.2.1 Float Sub-Options
For the Float sub-options the following areas were identified as being key to each Float
sub-option:
• Geometry of the hullform;
• Resistance and propulsive power requirements;
• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Float functional group;
• Seakeeping performance.
Sub-options were developed for the following style of hullform: Monohull; Catamaran; and
Trimaran.
The Float options have been generated using a parametric design generation tool devel-
oped specifically for this task. A number of di.erent naval architecture tools were used in
concert to develop the sub-options, these tools were:
• Paramarine, a hullform modelling and stability analysis tool [RINA 2003];
• Mitchlet, a thin ship theory resistance prediction tool [Lazauskas and Tuck 1997];
• A seakeeping tool developed at UCL [Smith 2008] and modified by the candidate.
A wrapper program was created that enabled these tools to act together. It performed the
following tasks:
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1. The wrapper program starts Paramarine and generates a hullform from set of basic
inputs, performs stability analysis1, then exported o.sets and sectional data for use
by the other tools;
2. O.set are then imported into Mitchlet and used to perform a thin ship theory wave
resistance calculation;
3. Sectional data is imported into the UCL seakeeping code and used to develop pre-
dictions for ship motions in head seas;
4. The data generated by all three tools is processed into a format suitable for input
into the library based tool.
Both the wrapper program and files used by the di.erent tools have been structured to
allows hullforms with di.ering styles to be constructed quickly. An example of the output
generated by this system is shown in Figure H.5, H.6 and H.7.
1For the stability analysis a range of GZ curve is found for the vessel assuming a broad range di(erent
values of KG. These curves are checked against an appropriate standard (in this case NES 109 [MoD
1999]) to determine a minimum and maximum value for KG for which the hullform passes the criteria.
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Figure H.5: Output of Float Sub-Options Generation Tool for Monohull
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Figure H.6: Output of Float Sub-Options Generation Tool for Catamaran
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Figure H.7: Output of Float Sub-Options Generation Tool for Trimaran
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H.2.2 Move Sub-Options
The key performance metrics of interest for the Move sub-options are given below:
• Total power range of the system;
• Fuel consumptions over the power range;
• Fuel capacity;
• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Move functional group.
Move sub-options are generated using a simple Perl2 based program (or script) developed
by the candidate that allows a large number of di.erent machinery configurations to be
produced and evaluated. This was necessary as the larger range of hullform styles would
favour both di.erent system topologies and di.erent system components. The Perl script
allows the system to be described as a number of nodes connecting sources of power (such
as diesel engines or gas turbines) to power sinks (such as propellers). System performance
is then explored using an optimisation routine employing the downhill simplex method in
multi-dimensions [Press et al. 1986]. For a given propulsion system (with prime movers in a
particular arrangement) this optimisation process found the most fuel e/cient distribution
of propulsor loading over the systems operating range.
An example of the output generated by this system is shown in Figure H.8. This rep-
resents a Move sub-option composed of two mirrored propulsion chains consisting of two
di.erent prime mover types connected via a reduction gearbox to a standard propeller (la-
belled in Figure H.8a as a ’mechanical sink’). Table H.2 and H.3 give example of the data
generated using the sub-option generation tool. An example of the data file format used
to transfer the sub-option from the tool used to generate the sub-option into the library is
given below:
createItemWithCondit ions va lue : ’ move    FVMO  case_107  fuel_600  2
xWartsila12V26 2xLM2500 MechanicalSink ’ va lue :Move value :
Mirrored__Two_PM_Types__Single_Propulsor_Type value :{{mass ,
1725 .1} , { cost_mil , 132 .2} , {crew , 48} , {min_X, 42 .4} , {min_Y,
4 .74} , {min_Z , 5 .05} , { fu e l , 600}} value : { { ’ cond_0 ’ , { {
power_aval iable , 35691 .8} , { fuel_con , 12 .32} , { run_time , 48 .6}}} ,
{ ’ cond_1 ’ , { { power_aval iable , 32269 .5} , { fuel_con , 10 .69} , {
run_time , 56 .0}}} , { ’ cond_2 ’ , { {power_avaliable , 27857 .7} , {
fuel_con , 9 . 30} , { run_time , 64 .4}}} , { ’ cond_3 ’ , { {
power_aval iable , 24077 .4} , { fuel_con , 8 .17} , { run_time , 73 .4}}} ,
{ ’ cond_4 ’ , { { power_aval iable , 20837 .0} , { fuel_con , 7 . 15} , {
run_time , 83 .9}}} , { ’ cond_5 ’ , { {power_avaliable , 17790 .9} , {
fuel_con , 6 . 17} , { run_time , 97 .1}}} , { ’ cond_6 ’ , { {
2Perl is a high-level, general-purpose, interpreted, dynamic programming language. [Perl 2009]
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power_aval iable , 11668 .1} , { fuel_con , 4 .54} , { run_time , 132 .0}}} ,
{ ’ cond_7 ’ , { { power_aval iable , 10834 .1} , { fuel_con , 4 . 13} , {
run_time , 145 .1}}} , { ’ cond_8 ’ , { {power_avaliable , 7138 .2} , {
fuel_con , 3 . 73} , { run_time , 160 .4}}} , { ’ cond_9 ’ , { {
power_aval iable , 3568 .8} , { fuel_con , 1 .91} , { run_time , 313 .3}}}} .
Table H.2: Example Move Sub-Options Characteristics
Description Characteristic Type Value
Total Mass [te] mass 1725.1
Cost [£M] cost_mil 132.2
Crew Requirement [n/a] crew 48
Minimum Possible Length [m] min_X 42.4
Minimum Possible Width [m] min_Y 4.74
Minimum Possible Height [m] min_Z 5.05
Fuel Capacity [te] fuel 600
Table H.3: Example Move Sub-Options Conditions
Description Characteristic Type Value
’cond_0’ ’cond_1’ ’cond_2’ ’cond_3’ . . .
Power
[kW]
power_available 35691.8 32269.5 27857.7 24077.4 . . .
Fuel
Consumption
[te/hr]
fuel_con 12.32 10.69 9.30 8.17 . . .
Run Time
[hr]
run_time 48.6 56.0 64.4 73.4 . . .
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Figure H.8: Example Output of Move Sub-Options Generation Tool
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H.2.3 Infrastructure Sub-Options
The key metrics for the Infrastructure sub-options relate to the capabilities it can provide to
the other sub-options and payload. The following capabilities were deemed to be important:
• Crew availability;
• Power;
• Chilled water;
• Weight and volume requirements of items within the Infrastructure functional group.
Infrastructure sub-options were generated using a parametric design tool developed by the
candidate that used a simple Perl program (or script) to generate a layout for the infras-
tructure element of the vessel using the Paramarine ship design system. The tool allowed
the development of a number of simple tree type layout that, while not optimal, provided
some idea of the likely space required given certain number of crew and style of layout. By
generating a number of simple layouts the system routing tools within Paramarine could
be used to estimate the mass of the cabling and piping for the Infrastructure sub-options.
Figure H.9: Output of Infrastructure Options Generation Tool
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Combining the Design Building Block and
Library Based Approaches
This appendix was published as a conference paper entitled “Combining the Design Building
Block and Library Based Approaches to improve Exploration during Initial Design” as part
of the 9th International Conference on Computer Applications and Information Technology
in the Maritime Industries (COMPIT), Gubbio, Italy, April 2010.
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Abstract 
 
University College London (UCL)’s Marine Research Group has proposed two approaches to ship 
concept design, the Design Building Block approach and the Library based approach. The Design 
Building Block approach provides an integrated model that allows the designer to explore both the 
configuration and numerical aspects of a design. This model allows the designer to explore innovative 
design solutions. In comparison, the Library based approach utilises a large library of options to 
provide the designer with information on acceptable alternatives given a set of requirements or 
constraints. This paper explore combining these two approaches to provide a tool that allows the 
designer to better address the import task of requirement elucidation, shaping both the customer’s 
needs and the designer’s initial solutions during the concept stage of the ship design process. The 
paper first introduces the Design Building Block and Library based approaches via one example 
showing an application of each approach. The paper then discusses the advantage arising from a 
combination of the approaches and shows how a combined tool could assist the designer in the initial 
exploratory stage of the ship design process. While the combination of these two approaches appears 
to be promising, further research is necessary to explore appropriate mechanisms for integration and 
applicability to wider design problems.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
The early stage of the ship design process presents the designer with an opportunity to explore radical 
alternatives that could satisfy the needs of the customer, the requirement owner and users. However, 
current design approaches and tools do not satisfy the range and depth of solution exploration in 
elucidating the true requirements (Andrews 2003a). This paper explores the potential for a synthesis 
between two alternative approaches, both develop at UCL.  
 
The paper commences with a summary review of the justification for a wide exploration in the early 
stages of the design process by considering current preliminary ship design methods, their perceived 
limitations and what has been proposed as the necessary features for initial ship design methods, if 
they are to be comprehensive and foster a creative exploration of design options. The UCL Design 
Building Block approach (Andrews and Dicks, 1997; Andrews and Pawling, 2003) is outlined and the 
manner in which designs are progressed is shown to highlight the early design stages, as these benefit 
most from being able to assess a wide range of variants. The paper then outlines the new Library 
based approach (McDonald and Andrews, 2009) and introduces a demonstration of this approach that 
includes consideration of alternative vessel styles (in this case catamaran and trimaran hullforms). The 
latter approach allows an exploration of a wide range of solutions avoiding the limitation of many 
existing synthesis techniques, which cannot readily assess multiple styles concurrently. The final 
section of the paper considers how the Library based approach can be combined with the Design 
Building Block approach to open up the wider exploration of both the widest range of ship 
configurations and be responsive to the simulation based consideration of a wide range of aspects of 
design style (Andrews and Pawling, 2006). This includes those driven by human factors 
considerations, which have been previously excluded from initial ship design synthesis (Andrews et. 
al., 2008). 
 
2. The need for a wider exploration in initial ship design 
 
The issue in the initial design of complex ships, such as naval combatants, is that the exploration 
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should be as wide as possible, so that all conceivable options are explored and the emergent 
requirements are “elucidated” from this comprehensive exploration which, importantly, informs the 
dialogue between the requirements owner and the concept ship designer (Andrews, 2003a).  
 
While there have been numerous design approaches proposed to address the initial design phases 
(e.g.. the twenty six approaches to modelling the ship design process identified by the first author in 
Andrews et. al. (2009)), these approaches often fail to provide a designer with the means to rapidly 
explore the consequences of emergent design issues or requirements.  Broad investigations of 
alternative options are currently undertaken, at best, by a separate investigation or exploration through 
distinct synthesis modelling of each alternative. In initial design this is seen to be problematic in that, 
either, such a comprehensive exploration is rejected, as being inefficient in the timescale this 
demands, or, worse, is not even addressed. This then means that the initial concept exploration is 
restricted, with potential solutions unconsidered, and the elucidation of the requirements is narrow, 
leading to downstream vulnerabilities in requirement justification and project approval processes.  
 
Current design methods restrict the designer’s ability to conduct rapid and broad explorations in the 
early stages of the ship design process. However, the extent of this restriction varies between 
methods. Some, such as the traditional numerical ship synthesis and the UCL Design Building Block 
(DBB) approach, are restricted by the inherent limits of human cognitive speed to consider more than 
one ship design type at a time. Whereas those relying on numeric selection processes (such as expert 
systems, neural networks and genetic algorithms, which use objectives and constraints to find a ‘best’ 
solution) are restricted by the simplistic manner in which they represent aspects where considerable 
human input is necessary to identify an acceptable solution (e.g. appreciation of variations in ship 
configuration). The first author has identified initial ship design methods as being in two categories — 
termed “glass and black box”, respectively (Andrews, 1994). Thus glass box methods allow the 
designer to gain a detailed understanding of the driving factors in the design, highly desirable for 
requirement elucidation and in identifying design drivers early. However, glass box design methods 
are often not amenable to automation and hence cannot be used to rapidly assess a large number of 
options. This can curtail the designer’s ability to explore a large number of solutions and to develop 
understanding, in contrast to finding a single ‘best’ solution or obtaining a high degree of insight 
regarding a single specific ‘detailed’ solution. A design method able to explore a large number of 
potential designs but which does not remove the designer from control over option choice is desirable.  
 
Given the importance of the designer fully exploring potential options, as part of the concept phase of 
the ship design process, there remains a difficulty in that the number of options the designer can 
explore is always going to be limited by design imperatives (i.e. manpower, time and funds). The 
process of requirement elucidation, as the driving motivation in early ship design, adds a further 
complication. If, as a necessary part of a comprehensive early design process, the designer is also to 
consider different styles — with widely varying characteristics and performance — then the need to 
find a quicker manner to undertake a wide exploration of options becomes more challenging. Current 
ship design methods fail to provide a tool that adequately addresses this issue. This is due to the 
fundamentally solution centric approach that they adopt, typified by the following broad scheme: take 
inputs, develop a whole ship solution, evaluate performance, and then iterate by adjusting the inputs. 
This approach is not suited to the exploratory phase of the design process where designers wish to 
develop their understanding of the potential solution space. Furthermore, additional requirements are 
likely to radically change the solution space, so the wider the exploration the more robust the concept 
design process needs to be.  
 
At this point it is useful to consider what features ship designers have previously requested in a 
concept design tool. Betts (2000) provides a useful checklist for potential warship design tools, while 
Andrews (2003b) considers there to be five features required to be exhibited in the outcome of any 
approach to preliminary ship design, if this is to meet the demands of requirement elucidation:- 
 
1. “Believable solutions, meaning ones that are both technically balanced and descriptive; 
2. Coherent solutions, meaning that the dialogue with the customer should be more than merely 
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a focus on numerical measures of performance and cost, and should include visual 
representation; 
3. Open methods, in that they are responsive to the issues that matter to the customer or are 
capable of being elucidated from the customer or from user teams;  
4. Revelatory, so likely design drivers are identified early in the design process to aid effective 
design exploration;  
5. Creative, in that options are not closed down by the design method and tool but rather 
alternatives are fostered.” 
 
This can be used as a benchmark in judging whether a proposed early design approach is attractive in 
meeting the designer’s needs. An approach able to fully support the exploratory phase of the ship 
design process will assist the designer in understanding the customer’s needs. It should capture the 
impact of emerging requirements on possible solutions and not unduly constrain the designer to a 
limited selection of alternatives. It must be sufficiently flexible to allow the addition of new 
information by the designer, as it becomes available. It should aim to fulfil the above list of creative 
ship design system features. Finally, the method should strive to support the full range of ship design 
from simple batch development through to radically new configurations and technologies (Andrews, 
1998). 
 
3. The design approaches 
 
3.1. The Design Building Block approach 
 
The UCL originated Design Building Block (DBB) approach to preliminary ship design was first 
presented in  (Andrews and Dicks, 1997) and outlined the consequential procedure for preliminary 
ship design. This was subsequently adopted in the working version of SURFCON, as part of the 
Graphics Research Corporation Limited (GRC) preliminary ship design tool PARAMARINE (see 
Munoz and Forrest (2002)). Further UCL design activities (Andrews and Pawling, 2003, 2006) spelt 
out the development of the practical PARAMARINE based DBB capability developed from the 1997 
specification and the research demonstration presented to IMDC in 1997. The 2003 exposition was an 
extended application of the DBB approach, using the newly realised SURFCON implementation, to 
design a multi-role frigate, akin to the Royal Navy’s Type 23 Frigate. The 2006 IMDC paper then 
described the considerable range of ship design studies that had been undertaken by the UCL DRC in 
the intervening three years, demonstrating the utility of the PARAMARINE implementation of the 
DBB approach. 
 
The distinguishing feature of the Design Building Block approach, outlined in a 1998 Royal Society 
paper (Andrews, 1998) and summarised in Figure 1, is its use of an information rich interactive 
graphical interface, coupled with a flexible configurational model of the ship and integrated with 
comprehensive numerical analysis of the main naval architectural issues to achieve initial design 
balance. The incorporation of a flexible configurational model, from the earliest stages of the design 
process, allows the early design description to reflect a wide range of customer and user requirements, 
including through life costing, human factors, health and safety issues, environmental issues, 
supportability, sustainability, reliability and adaptability and ship survivability. 
 
A further fundamental feature of the Design Building Block approach is the use of a functional 
breakdown of the design. This Functional Hierarchy is used through the SUBCON designs based on a 
top level description using four functional groups: FLOAT; MOVE;, FIGHT (Service, Payload or 
OPERATIONS in a merchant vessel); and INFRASTRUCTURE. This breakdown system is used 
instead of historical skill and task based systems, such as the UK MoD NES 163 (MoD 1989) to 
encourage innovative solutions, by removing the conservative assumptions of traditional systems and 
structures implied by the previous weight breakdown hierarchy, although a translation can be made 
back to exploit historic data for aspects, such as costing. 
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Fig.1: The Design Building Block approach applied to surface ship design synthesis  
(Andrews and Dicks, 1997) 
 
3.1.1. A process for employing the Design Building Block approach 
 
A description of a process for utilising the Design Building Block approach in the preliminary design 
of ships is presented in (Pawling, 2007). This is derived from a variety of design studies conducted at 
UCL (Andrews, 1986; Dicks, 1999; Pawling, 2001). These studies extended across both a variety of 
ship roles and a wide range of hullforms (e.g. monohull, trimaran, SWATH). While the detail 
procedures used in each of the studies varied, given the nature of the design model and objectives for 
each of the studies were different, this meant that a common detailed procedure was found to be 
impractical. However, it was possible produce a generic illustrative sequence for progression of a 
design using the DBB approach and this is shown in Figure 2.  
 
The early variants developed in the Major Features Design Stage (MFDS) represent significantly 
different overall layout configurations, which are not developed to a high level of detail and are, 
therefore, akin to rough sketches. One of these layouts is then taken forward to the Super Building 
Block Design Stage (SBBDS). However, as shown by the dotted arrows, it is also possible to develop 
several variants to a higher level of detail, (some UCL design studies have demonstrated this approach 
(Andrews and Pawling, 2004)). Given that the process of design is iterative, feedback mechanisms 
exist not only within the processes of comparison and selection, but also between the stages of design 
development, allowing information to be fed back into an earlier stage, as shown in Figure 2.  
 
Pawling (2007) also highlights the perceived advantages that arise from integrating numerical models 
and methods able to explore a set of options. These tools could be employed to reveal the nature of 
the possible solution space, for each of the major options or variants. This would allow assessment of 
the design topology selected and reduce the pre-determination of the design form, identified as a 
potential problem with the application of the Design Building Block approach (Dicks [1999]). For 
example, if a large set of options were to be produced, for each variant the designer develops, then 
feedback could be improved. The DBB approach could be of great assistance in this respect, due to 
the enhanced understanding of the design provided by the interactive graphical display. This could 
then lead to a common environment for improved communication between all parties involved in the 
design evaluation process. 
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Fig.2: Illustrative diagram showing the progress of a design using the Design Building Block 
approach (Pawling, 2007) 
 
3.2 The Library based ship concept design approach  
 
McDonald and Andrews (2009) presented the UCL Library Based approach to initial ship design. In 
essence this approach is based upon a limited library of possible options describing a large number of 
ship designs, which the designer can rapidly filter to find options that satisfy the current design 
requirements. The initial library must be broad enough to contain an array of options that will be of 
interest to the designer. To prevent the number of options within the library growing to an 
unmanageable size, a process of decomposition and down selection is applied to reduce the number of 
options that must be stored within the library. If a ship option is decomposed into a number of sub-
options then these can be stored in place of whole ship options. The Library based approach 
decomposes options into the same functional categories as used by the DBB approach: Float; Move; 
Fight (in the case of a naval combatant) or Operations (in the case of a commercial ship with a cargo 
or service function); and, Infrastructure. The sub-options have then to be combined to produce a larger 
set of possible whole ship options, which have been termed ‘combined options’ (McDonald and 
Andrews, 2009).  
 
The options from the library could be filtered via a number of different search mechanisms, such as 
those employed within database tools (Atzeni et. al., 1999). The power and speed of current search 
techniques should be familiar to any user of Internet search engines. By assessing the options pre-
calculated characteristics and performance a rapid down selection process can be easily implemented. 
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Furthermore, if part of this down selection process occurs at a sub-option level, by making use of an 
appropriate subset of the requirements, this will significantly reduce the number of combined options 
that need to be considered. The possible combinations of remaining sub-options could then be used to 
produce a set of combined options. Finally, the set of combined options, which meet the overall 
constraints and requirements, can be found. 
 
Figure 3 summarises the library based approach. At the left of Figure 3(a) are the sub-options for the 
three functional groups (SF, SM, SI) that are stored within the library. These sub-options are then 
assessed against appropriate subsets of the ship requirements (RF for the Float options, RM for the 
Move options and RI for the Infrastructure options), with those that fail to meet given thresholds of 
performance being removed from consideration. The subsets of the requirements will differ between 
the functional groups (e.g. Float sub-option removed by requirements such as upper deck length to 
accommodate the combat system equipment).  Such a weeding out process would then result in three 
sets of acceptable sub-options S’F, S’M, S’I (Figure 3(b)). A suitable mapping (McDonald and 
Andrews, 2009) allows the three sets of sub-options to be combined into a new set of combined ship 
options that initially exclude the demands of the operational items, S(S!O) (Figure 3(c)). The remaining 
requirements can then be used to delete the unacceptable options from the set of combined ship 
options excluding the S(S!O) demands. This would include both those requirements originating from 
the demands of the Operations functional group RO (e.g. available internal volume for ‘payload’) and 
those ship requirements RS that encompass other customer needs and span several functional groups 
(e.g. maximum speed requirement). To assess some of these requirements performance prediction 
methods may need to be employed to predict values not stored within the Library or account for major 
interactions between sub-options. These values could be found using a fast calculating method 
(Maroju et al, 2007). This will result in the final set of acceptable combined ship options that can 
accommodate the payload S’S (Figure 3(d)). This collection of options would then be presented to the 
designer. 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d)  
Fig.3: Iconic Representation of Option Exploration Process Based on a Set of Functional Ship Sub-
Options (McDonald and Andrews, 2009) 
 
3.2.1. Presentation of Library based Synthesis  
 
This section briefly outlines a demonstration of the library based ship concept design approach. This 
employs a database backed object-oriented programming approach to rapidly explore options 
representing a range of alternatives stored in a library by using a set of requirements selected from a 
recent actual naval ship design programme.  
 
Adopting a database storage system enables the down selection process to make use of the database’s 
rapid search and query capabilities. Items returned by the database can then be realised as instances of 
objects within the implementation. This specific implementation is built using a number of different 
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objects that act together to create a data model able to perform the key tasks, which underlie the 
approach as outlined in the previous sub-section. The seven primary types of objects that make up the 
improved implementation are: 
 
• Items; 
• Characteristics; 
• Values; 
• Conditions; 
• Functions; 
• Styles; 
• Characteristic Types. 
 
These seven object types are illustrated in Figure 4. This shows each object’s attributes (the variables 
stored within the object) and the relationships the object has to other objects in the Library. A line 
terminating with two single arrows denotes a one–to–one relationship. A line terminating in one 
single arrow and one double arrow denotes a one–to–many relationship. Finally, a line terminating in 
two double arrows denotes a many–to–many relationship. For example, an Item object may contain 
relationships linking it to a number of Characteristic objects while each Characteristic object can only 
be related to a single Item object, this relationship can be defined as a one–to–many relationship. This 
description of the objects with relationships allows the objects within the Library to be mapped to a 
relational database structure, which allows storage and rapid retrieval, for a given set of constraints. 
 
 
Fig.4: Key Objects within the Library 
 
The process of searching the Library for appropriate options and combining these to form new 
options, which are then presented to the designer, is performed by a number of actions. Actions are 
split into two types: Fetch Actions that retrieve Item objects from the library and Combine Actions 
that generate new options by combining sub-options belonging to a number of input actions. These 
two types can be combined into a hierarchical tree of Actions with Combine Actions as branches and 
Fetch Actions as leaves, as shown in Figure 5. This differs from the iconic representation, shown in 
Figure 3 as a two stage combination process, is employed to develop combined Float-Move options 
and then combined Float-Move-Infrastructure options. 
 
 
Fig.5: Example Hierarchical Tree of Fetch and Combine Actions for the Improved Implementation of 
the Library Method 
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3.2.2. An example method demonstrating the Library based approach 
 
Before the Library based approach can be used to explore a set of options the library must be 
populated with data. In this case Float, Move and Infrastructure sub-options were developed then 
stored in the library. The tools used to synthesise the sub-options will not be described in detail here, 
however a brief description of aspects, identified as being key to each Float sub-option, is provided 
below showing the data incorporated into each sub-option: 
 
• Generation of the hullform geometry; 
• Resistance and propulsive power requirements; 
• Weight and volume estimation of items within the Float functional group; 
• Intact stability analysis for large angles against appropriate standards; 
• Seakeeping performance in head seas. 
 
Sub-options were developed for monohull, catamaran and trimaran hullform styles, with 
representative image shown in Figure 6. Using this tool 3787 sub-options were developed, comprising 
1458 monohull, 1080 catamaran and 1249 trimaran sub-options, respectively. All 3787 Float sub-
options are plotted in Figure 7 to demonstrate the wide range of solutions that were generated. 
 
Fig.6: The Three Styles Explored for the Float Sub-Options 
 
 
Fig.7: Maximum Length vs. Total Displacement for All Float Sub-Options in the three example 
Hullform Styles 
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Table I: Extract from the Set of Functions and Requirements from LCS Programme (US Navy, 2003) 
 
Function Threshold Requirement 
Float Draught < 6.10 meters 
Infrastructure Max Accommodation < 75 
Combined Float–Move Range > 1000 nautical miles at 40 Knots 
Combined Float–Move Range > 3500 nautical miles at 22 Knots 
Combined Float–Move Maximum Speed ! 40 Knots 
Combined Float–Move–Infrastructure Crew available ! Crew demand 
Combined Float–Move–Infrastructure Total cost (excluding payload) " £66M 
 
The design study that occurred as part of the US Navy’s LCS programme (Long and Johnson, 2003) 
was seen to provide a suitable test case. The set of requirements in Table I are based upon those 
defined at the start of the US Navy LCS design competition. Several of these requirements were not 
explicitly defined in the original LCS requirement (US Navy, 2003). Using the threshold requirements 
defined in Table I the following down selection and combination Actions were implemented (more 
extensive details of these steps is provided in (McDonald and Andrews, 2010):  
  
• Action A - Float Sub-Options Down Selection: The initial library contained 3787 Float sub-
options. Requirements were applied to down select these sub-options until 2964 Float sub-
options remained. 
 
• Action B - Move Sub-Options Down Selection: As with Action A the 2560 Move sub-
options stored in the Library were down selected to 585 acceptable Move sub-options; 
 
• Action C – Infrastructure Sub-Options Down Selection: As with Actions A and B the 583 
Infrastructure sub-options stored in the Library were down selected to 205 acceptable 
Infrastructure sub-options; 
 
• Action D - Float–Move Options Combination and Down Selection: Combining the 2964 
remaining Float sub-options and 585 remaining Move sub-options gives a possible 1,733,940 
combined Float-Move options. However, both incompatibilities between the functional 
groups and design generated requirements were used to down select these combined options. 
In this case 51,450 possible combined options were rejected due to incompatibilities between 
the functional groups (i.e. the Move sub-option was unsuitable for the Float sub-option). The 
remaining possible combined options were then assessed using the requirements to down 
select acceptable options. This down selection resulted in 136,749 combined Float-Move 
options remaining. 
 
• Action E - Float–Move–Infrastructure Options Combination and Down Selection: 
Combining the 119,837 combined Float-Move options, from the previous step, with 205 
Infrastructure sub-options gave 24,566,585 possible combined Float-Move-Infrastructure 
options. Once again requirements were used to down select these new combined options. This 
down selection resulted in 25,195 combined Float-Move-Infrastructure options remaining. 
 
Figure 8a shows the procurement cost vs. available weight for Combat Systems for Remaining 
Combined Float-Move Options, at conclusion of Actions D. This figure shows the remaining Float 
options separated into three plots by the options hullform styles. While a large number of combined 
Float-Move options of the trimaran and monohull styles are able to satisfy the requirements imposed 
up to this stage, a far smaller number of combined options with a catamaran hullform are acceptable. 
The results of Action E, the final combination and down selection, is shown in Figures 8b. At this 
point these remaining 25,195 acceptable combined Float-Move-Infrastructure options fully satisfy the 
set of requirements that have been applied. The grouping of acceptable options is plotted in terms of 
the weight available for the combat system and the ship solution procurement cost, namely without 
the combat system equipment cost. Figure 9 presents, as histograms, the number of options that 
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remain. From these plots it can clearly be seen that no Catamaran style solutions remain but that either 
a monohull or trimaran style option may provide an acceptable solution for the specified 
requirements. 
 
 
a) Remaining Combined Float-Move Options, at Conclusion of Action D 
 
b) Remaining Float-Move-Infrastructure Options, at Conclusion of Action E 
 
Fig.8: Available Weight vs. Procurement Cost for All Float Sub-Options in the three example 
Hullform Styles 
 
 
Fig.9: Number of Combined Float-Move-Infrastructure Options Remaining for Varying Procurement 
Costs, at Conclusion of Action E, showing Three Hullform Styles 
 
4. Combining the Design Building Block and Library based approaches 
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As stated previously, the aim of the Library based tool is to provide the designer with information on 
the range of options that are available to the designer. Figure 10 shows how the outputs of a Library 
based ship design tool could be used to better inform a designer by being combined with the Design 
Building Block (DBB) approach, to indicate to the designer how the Library options relate to the 
architectural configuration of the component spaces in the ship.  The vessel chosen is the LCS derived 
DBB design whose detailed concept evolution is outlined by Andrews and Pawling (2009). In this 
case a number of outlines have been indicated illustrating the gross geometry of the remaining Library 
derived options (i.e. those generated by the library based tool, which have not been removed by the 
requirements input by the designer). As the designer begins to define and develop the design (in this 
case using the configuration driven tool) additional constraints will emerge — e.g. positioning 
payload along an upper deck may define a minimum length or machinery layout may drive beam at 
certain longitudinal locations. These new constraints can be used to further refine those remaining 
options that ‘make physical sense’. 
 
 
a) Monohull 
 
 
 
b) Trimaran 
Fig.10: Illustrative Example of Integration with Design Building Block Approach  
 
One substantial benefit of the library based approach is the rich variety of design data which it is able 
to store. For example, the current implementation stores sub-option information, such as ship motions 
and power-speed data, that can allow the designer to gain insights into the ship performance for a 
range of sub-options. As this data is pre-generated the designer is able to rapidly access information 
normally not likely to be available until later in the design process, when a more detailed ship 
definition can be analysed. This has the potential to help guide the designers as they explore options at 
the outset of the design process.  
 
Alternatively, useful information could be extracted from other performance metrics within the library 
and used to guide the ship’s layout. For example, by examining the options or sub-options obtained 
using the Library based approach, an earlier assessment of performance measures should be possible, 
rather than the normal approach in which investigations are undertaken after a detailed design has 
been developed. Figure 11 shows how this information could be displayed to help guide the designer 
in positioning systems with motions limitations (such as those required for helicopter operations). In 
this case the magnitude of vertical motions (Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) velocity in Sea State 5 
(SS5)), relative to the distance from the hullform’s longitudinal centre of buoyancy (LCB), is used to 
identify locations that are unacceptable. Two alternative presentation formats are shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 11a shows the data points from the library, while Figure 11b shows how processing this data, 
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using a number of box plots, can provide improved guidance on the likely performance of the 
remaining options in the library. Finally, Figure 11c shows the potential of incorporating this 
information in conjunction with a Design Building Block model of a remaining option. 
 
 
a) Point data for Float sub-options 
 
b) Box plot of Float Sub-options 
 
 
c) Box plot for Monohull hullform options within Paramarine 
 
Fig.11: RMS Velocity vs Distance from Longitudinal Centre of Buoyancy (LCB) for a specific Float 
sub-option 
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5. Discussion 
 
Referring back to Andrews’ (2003b) list of features, necessary in a approach able to fully support the 
initial ship design process, allows an assessment of the utility of the Design Building Block approach 
combined with a Library based approach against the generic needs of preliminary ship design. The 
following responses are considered appropriate for the combined approach outlined in this paper: 
 
1. Believable solutions: the options proposed by this approach satisfy a set of constraints defined 
by the designer. These constraints can be used to ensure that the developed solutions are 
technically balanced and the combine/discard mechanism eliminates unreasonable options; 
2. Coherent solutions: Integrating the method presented here with an architectural model (as 
shown in Figure 10 & Figure 11c) allows a dialogue with the customer beyond simple 
numerical measures of performance and cost. The combined Library and DBB approach 
allows the designer to present the customer with an integrated configuration based design, but 
at the same time allows the rapid exploration of options using the library; 
3. Open methods: The rapid manner in which the options are down selected is highly amenable 
to alteration, thus allowing the designer to respond quickly to issues raised by the 
customer/requirements owner. Coupling this method with an appropriate configurational and 
numeric design tool should allow rapid exploration of options, improving the design team’s 
responsiveness to queries and hence communication with the customer/requirements owner; 
4. Revelatory: The proposed method can be used to quickly identify numerical design drivers 
early in the design process. But to realise its full potential as an aid to effective design 
exploration, links to the DBB approach, as outlined above, need to be more fully realised;  
5. Creative: Compared to other ship design methods, by allowing the designer to postpone the 
selection of style, this approach allows options to remain open until later in the design 
process, fostering the development of hullform style alternatives that usually are ignored due 
to the difficulty in assessing them alongside conventional (monohull) options. 
 
The concept of linking the Library and DBB approaches to ship design raises several issues for future 
investigation in developing both a broad approach and a more detailed procedure for use in design: 
 
•    Should the Library based approach be used to define limits on the layout, or should a partial 
layout be used as a selection tool in the Library based approach? Both methods have potential 
application in the exploration of (and importantly, generation of) design options and variants 
as shown in Figure 2. This also raises the issue of the degree of automation or 
parameterisation of ship design models that would be acceptable in the combined approach. 
•    Can the Library based approach be used as part of an iterative design process? Considering 
the partial layout shown in Figure 10, new constraints could be created (or old ones modified) 
that imply a re-iteration of the Library selection process would be appropriate. Given the 
Library based approach is applicable over a wider range of problems than hullform selection 
(such as addressing certain aspects of internal arrangement), then the incorporation of 
emergent drivers and relationships in an iterative process would be important. 
•    How can graphical user interfaces be used to improve the effectiveness of designer 
investigation and understanding of the solution space. With the incorporation of layout 
aspects, the design is no longer being compared against a simple performance metric, so 
research is needed into methods that make use of all aspects of 3D environment, to allow the 
designer to extract valuable information from the selected options. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
This research has explored the potential utility of combining two alternative design methods, namely 
the DBB approach and the Library base approach. By combining these, an integrated approach has 
been developed able to rapidly tackle the requirement elucidation need for wide exploration of 
options, while retaining the DBB approach’s key feature of allowing the designer to explore 
innovative configurational alternatives. This combination can provide a basis better able to assist the 
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designer in addressing the problem of requirement elucidation. 
 
The combined DBB and Library based approach outlined is considered to provide a first step towards 
a tool that could satisfy Betts’ and Andrews’ lists of features supporting the very early stages of the 
ship concept design process. However, further work is seen as necessary for it to be incorporated in 
the preliminary ship design process for real naval ships:  
 
• Demonstration of the application of the tool to a problem with a wider range of styles (for the 
hullform, machinery and configuration) and differing ship roles. This would ultimately 
require a range of comparable designs to be developed;  
• Exploration of alternative methods of presenting the designer with information on the 
hullform styles suggested by the Library based approach in the context of a configuration 
based design environment (i.e. the DBB approach); 
• Testing of the combined approach against actual designs produced by conventional methods.  
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Appendix J
Graphics for Communication
This appendix contains a copy of Charles Minard’s 1869 flow diagram showing the losses
in men, their movements, and the temperature during Napoleon’s 1812 Russian campaign,
from [Tufte 2001]. Tufte has stated that this “may well be the best statistical graphic ever
drawn" in terms of its ability to successfully combine and display information [Tufte 2001].
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